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I'DQUARTERS IST INFANTRY DIVISION
APO San Francisco 96345,
Unit Identification Code: AB

AVDB-T

SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned (RCS CSFOR.65) 1 May 1967
31 Jul.y 1967
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I. Significant Organization and Activities
A. -Introduction
1. This Operational Report-Lessons Learned covers the reporting
period 1 May - 31 July 1967. During this period the 1st Infantry Division
continued to conduct combat operations designed to locate and destroy Viet
Cong (VC) and North Vi ,tnamese Arny (NVA) forces and installations in the
III Corps Tactical Zon,. (CTZ).
Operation MANHATTAN continued into this
quarter with a large axys cache and substantial amounts of encny supplies
being captured or destroyed. Operation DJLAS 'took place in an area
east of Highway 16, frcm the SONG BE River south toward TAN UYEN.
The
significant aspect of this operation was the destruction of the VINH 1OI
Woods. There were no major contacts with the enemy during the operation.
The let Division then tasked the 3d Brigade to conduct Operation BLUEFIELD
in the area extend-ing from Highway 13 east to the SONG BE River and from
Route 2A north to the XT57 east-west grid line. A number of small base
camp complexes and one province headquarters (XT8646) wert; located along
with the capture of moderate amounts of enemy supplies and equipmnt. This
operation also insured the Division that there were no large nemy forces
within rodc st/mortar range of PHUOC VINH or LAI KHE, although the threat
remained. In Operation BILLIN3S the let Division initiated its first
major offensive operation into the VC fortified jungle stronghold of War
Zone D. Two major en&%gennnts with eneny forces occurred during this
operation, resulting in two defeats for elements of the 271st VC Regiment.
2. The Indirect Suport of the GVN Revolutionary Devolopment
Program by the lst Infantry T1 vi iton under the name Operation LAM SON 67
continued dusing the rcportirg period. The 2d Brigade, improving its
operating techniques, began to conduct numerous cordon and search uperations
in the area. Also, work progressed on the project to clear tho ONG DONG
Jungle under the code name Opration PAUL BUNYAN.
3. Base cmp security continued with greater emphasis being
placed on improving the camps' securit/r ard fortifications. Numierous
resupply convoys were conducted without a major engagement through areas
that were formorly under Viet Cong control. One such convoy moved from

QUAN LOI in the north to DI AN in the soith. Snipers and mines continued
to be a major road hazard.
B. Organization
1.

The let Infantry Division cont:nued to occupy four major base

camps, at DI AN (XT895065),

PHU LOI (XT854360),

LAI KHE (XT765380), and

PHUOC VINH (XT963490), and a forward base trea at QUN LOI (XT818905).
The division forward command poet was located at L11 KHE 'from 10 June 1967

to 8 July 1967 when it returned to DI !N for the remainder of the
reportirg period.
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2. Significant changes in organization did occur during the
reporting period. The division's tacticalstrength was augmented in May
1967 by the arrival in Vietnam of the 6th Battalion, 15th Artillery.
Attached by USRV General Order 2433 to the lt
Division Artillery, the
6.15 Artillery increased the artillery support available to the Division
from four battalions organic by TO&E to a total of give artillery battalions.
The 6.l5th Artillery consists of three firing batteries and a HQ & H4
battery of 1O5mm towed Howitzers. The battalion operates from LhI MHE
and consists of 34 officers, 2 warrant officers, and 546 enlisted personnel.

3. A imajor reorganization of the dijinion's infantry battalions
was initlated durin6 the reporting period, in accordance with USARPAC
General Order Number 30, dated 7 February 1166. W'ith the addition of one
rifle company, a battalion S-5 and a combat support corppny, the reorganized
infantry battalion will consist of four rifle companies, a headquarters
and headquarters company, and a combat support company. The reorganization
Eives the division nine additional line companies. E , 1,roviding enough
personnel to leave three companies at each brifgade camp for base securxty,
the replacement pickets release three infantry battalions for combat
operations.
a. 7ecrtanization of the rifle conparn, the headquarters
and headquarters coripany, and the combat sulort company will be according
to USAIRAC MTOE's 7-18, 7-16E, and 7-178T, resrpctively. Modification
by a lst Division General Order will attach the ruconnaissance platoon
and surveillance section to headquarters and headouarters company from
the combat suplort company. The headquarters company commander will spend
the major portion of his time at the battalion forward connand post durin6
field operations and will be responsible for forward command post activities.
The combat support compeny commander Is to be responsible for comnand post
activities and security activities at the battalion' s roar base.
b. Additional personnel for the combat support company
and the fourth rifle company will come from replacement packets sent from
CONUS and from existing division resources. On 22 July 1967 the fourth
rifle companies (about 130 personnel each) for the lst and 2d Brigades
arrived in VUNG TaU. The 3d Brigade's D Company packets arrived in "'MIN
TAU on 28 July. The three existing lin companies of each battalion have
provided a percentage of experienced personnel, not exc,'eding 15% of their
authorized strength, in exchange for new D Comypany persornel. At tha end
of the reporting period the new rifle companies had begun a 70-day
training per'iud before they engage in regular combat operations by
rotating in the field with the other companies of the battalion. The
training program Lncludes individual environmental training, unit and
company training, and base camp patrolling and security.
C. Intelligence
1.

Eneny Order of Battle

a. The total estimated strength of the enomy military
threat in the 1st Infantry Division area of interest is 17,515 personnel.
This figure represents a combat strenght of 15,515 and 2,000 logistical
personnel who support main force elements.
b. Reinforcements are available from outside the divisiont s
ar.t of interest. From the west is the 101st NVA In%! Regt; from the
southwost, D14 Local Force Bnj from the south, 1st, 2d, 4th, 5tho 6th,
7th, and 8th battalions of the 165A Regiment. Of these battalions from
the 165A Reet the primary interest is with 2d, 4th, and 7th battalions.
From the southeast is the DONG ?UAI VC W Inf Bn and the 2d and 3d battalions
of the 275th VC Inf Iegt; from the east is the sedurity element of KM-1,
and the 84A NVA Artillery ReG.ment.
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The 7th NVA Division consists of 165th NVA infantry

Regiment, 141st NVA Infantry Regiment and probably acquired control of
the 101st WVA Infantry Regiment in May 1967, to provide it with a full
complement of subordinate tactical units. The division has been o). the
move with the Division Headquarters element located in TXY NINH Province
(XT4280) in early May, tien moving into BINH LONG Province (XU601) in
July 1967. It is believed that the 52d NVA Regimont has been deactivated
to provide replacements for other main force units.
(1) The 165th NVA Infantry Ilegiment remained unlocated
throughout the reporting period, but is believed to be in War Zone "C".
The possibility also exists that the 165th NVA Inf Reft has taken over
the security mission of the "Fish Hook" (XT5595) area in place of the
272d VC 'legt, which departed during the last week in June and there is
also some eidence of an unidentified regiment west of CHWdTHANH (XT766630)
which may be the 165th NVA Inf Regt.
(2) The 141st NV ' Zegt remined in eaat-central
War Zone "C" until earl- July when it mc.ved to the vicinity of AN LOC QUAN LOT and is beliewi- to still
be in that goneral area west of the
SONG E Fiver. Recent contacts by USSF SIGMA teams reveal the presence
of maln force units vicinity XT8799, which could possibl:.' !o elements of
the 141st 2 eLt. The unit is considered to be combat effectvu, despite
losses suffered during the encounter of 11-12 July, and consequently
poses a threat to friendl- insta.Lations in BINH LONG Province.
(3) The 101st NVA Inf Rtegt has remained in the 25th
Infantry Division's TOI. However, as long as the regiment remains in
the general area northwest of DAU TIENG it is possible that it could
turn from its obvious targets of SUOI DA, DAU TIENIG, ant TRY NINH and
strike unexpectedly at CIDG posts such as MINH THANH.
d. The 9th VC Division consisting of the 271st VC Infantry
Rogiment, 272d VC Inftntry 'Regiment, and the 273d VO Infantry [:egiment
has boen operating in the same general area throughout the reporting period
except for the 272d VC Inf [Zegt which has moved from the "Fish Hook" area
(L5691) into PHUOC LONG Province (XU9510).
The employment of the 273d
VC Inf 7,cgt in the DONG NAI .'liver area was. one of the first indications
that this unit has been resubordinated to the 9th VC Div, probably
replacing the 101st NVA Regt.
(1) The 271st VC Regt since June 1967, was believed
to be offensively disposed and capable of mounting rog-iantal size attacks.
It has remained in the southern portion of PHUOC LONG Province and became
heavily engaged with elements of the 1st Infantry Division on 17 June.
During mid-June the 271st VC Regt suffered heavy casualties and spent the
next three weeks recovering from these loss~s and refitting for future
operations. Indications were that the 271st VC Regt coordinated with the
84A Artillery Regiment and probably provided security forces for the
rocket battalion in the attack on PHUOC VINH on 27 July4 The 271st is
probably also responsible for the mortar rounds fired on PHUOC VINH.
(2) The 272d VC 7egt remined in the "Fish Hook"
area undergoing training and performing a security mission until about
the first week of July. A rallier from the R72d VC Regt stated that the
tuit traveled well to the north around LOC NINH. It is possibly now
located east of LOC NINH in western IHUOC LONG. The union of the 272d
VC aegt with the remainder of the 9th VC Division would considerably.
enhance the latter's offensive capabilities.
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(3) The 273d VC 2egt was locatcd in the LO4G NGUY-N
Secret Zone (XT(;O)O) in carly Mnv. Documents taken f ron the bodies of
threu VC ki iled during the rocket and mortar attack .f BIEN HOA on 12 May,
gave probable identification of the 273d V0 'fegt and specifically the
regimental mortar company. The attack of KEN HOA was followed im-.ediatcly
by rg'.rtar attacks on TAN UYEN and PHUOC VINH. The three attacks were
prolably coordinated actions by the 9th VC Division. The employment of
thj 273d VC :,egt irfthe DONG NAI river airea indicates 'hat this unit has
b en resubordinated to the 9th VO M.sion, probably replaciiig the 101st
W7A ",egt. The 273d Regt reportedly moved to the wcst into the "Catcher's
Yitt" area in the bow of bhe SONG BE and DONG NAI 7j.vors. The "Catcher's
litt" has leng been used as a base area for the unit and was used as the
,;pringboard for the attack on BIEN HCA airbase on 12 Hay. Agent reports
:.ndicated that the 273d VC Regt would again attack the BIii 110A - LONG
DINH complex i. the latter part of July. Scattered enragvrients along
the DONG NAI River during late July with elements of the lst US Infantry
Division may have. delayed such a Ilan for the present. However, the
273d could turn to other targets in the area such as TAN UIYEN or PHUOC
VINH or targets in the i.d-L.M SON area. TA] UYEN was hit with
approxinately IOC 81b a mortar rounds on 27 and 29 July. This could have
possibly been the 273d VC iegt. It is suspected that elements- of the
273d VC 2egt with elemonts of the 84A Artillery Regt were involved in the
attack on PhU LOI (XT840152) on 29 July 1967.
e. The accepted locations of confirmed eneny units within
the 1st Div TLOI and alor-g its periphery are:
CUX ZNT
POBABLE LOCATION

UNIT

STPENGTH

CBT EFFECTIVLMLSS

VC Div
24th NVA AABn
274th VC Inf Regt
275th VC Inf Regt

4,475
4th
250
1,650
1,500

Marginal
Unk
CDT EFFECTIVE
CBT EFFECTIVE

7th NVA DIV

6,590

CDT LFECTIVE

165th NVA Inf .::ogt
141st NVA Inf 2egt

1,850
1,650

CBT EFFECTIVE
OBT EFFECTIVE

161st NVA Inf Regt
Hq & Spt Units

2,090
1,000

CBT EFFECTIVE
Unk

TAY NINH
TAY NINH or eastern
BINH LONG
TAY NINH
BINH LONG

9th VC Div
271st VC Inf egt
272d VC Inf 2Zegt
273d VC Inf iept
Hq & Spt Units
22d VC Arty Bn
24th VC AA Ba

6,205
1,500
1,990.
1,500
950
Unk
265

CBT
CBT
CBT
CBT
Unk
Unk
Unk

FHUOC LONG
PHUOC LONG
PHUOC LONG
LONG KNINH
PHUOC LONG
War Zone "D"
War Zone "D"

69th VC Artillery Cmd
52d VC Arty Bn
56th VC ;A aBn
58th VC Arty Bn
84A NVA Arty 7iegt
Hq & Spt Units
46th VC :econ Ba of COSVN
66th VC Base Security Iegt

2,790
320
450
420
1,200
400
400
500

CBT EFFECTIVE
CBT EFFECTIVE
OBT EFFECTIVE
CDT EFFECTIVE
CBT EFFECTIVE
CRT EFFECIVE
Unk
Unk

ThY NINH
TAY NINH
TAY NINH
TAY NILN
LONG KHxNH
TY NINH
BINH LONG
UNLOCATMf

EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE

PHUOC TUf
PHUOC TUY
FHUOC TUY
2 Bn BIEN HOA/LONG
KHANH BO D L
1st Bn rHUOC TUY

TaY NINH

725th NVA Sniper Bn

570

Unk'

UNLOCATED

DONG
1 "VC 1F Inf Bn
PXU
OI VCIF Inf Bn
lst Bn 165A 7Zegt
3d Bn 165A Regt

335
400
Unk
330

CBT EFFECTIVE
OBT EFFECTIVE
Unk
CBT EFFECTIVE

LONG KW{NH
BINH DUONG
UNLOCiT1
DI AN DISTI1CT
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Strength and Dispositons of admnistrative Units

UNIT

cuEr FROBAuslE WiCATlON

ST',MTH

76th 'Zeplacericnt "egt
48th Trans Bn
81st ,:earService Gp
83d 'ear Service Gp
85th 2ear Scrvice Op
86th Rear Service Gp

500+
400
500
900
1W0
500

PHUOC LONG/C.UdNG DUO Province Border
UNLOCATED in War Zone "C"
UNLOCATED IN War Zone "D"
BINH DUONG
UNOCATED IN BIiri iONG Province
Possibly in vic 7'"2829

.2. Bnery forces in the let Inf Div TAOI are considered to be
in an offensive posture at the close of the reporin; reriod. The emphasis
has shifted f rom infantry attacks by the enenv to longer range mortar and
rocket attacks.
a.
122,m rockets were used during thu last three months
with limited success. The rockets are normally omplyod 2t ranges between
7,000 and 10,000 moterm.
The rocket has a minimum r rage of 2,000 meters
and a maximum range -f 11,000 meters. No launcher for the 122mm rocket
has been obtained by f:uQ world forces. It is believed th:t the minim
elevation is. 10 dgres %ith a uaxi.mm elevation of 4 2+2 gros. It is
necessary to eml loy te rocket from a launch position whic- has mask
clearance. As a result of this method of employment, it is normally
employed in small valleys or stream beds running in the Leneral direction
of the target. It arpears that the VC/NVM forces desire to employ this
weapon near streams and rivers on which they may use small sampans, in
order to relieve the necessity of man-packing the rocket. It is normally
transported in two ,aor soctions, the rocket body and the motor in one
section, contaiiloe. in a canvas carrying case. Two peopl,, normally carry
the case. The war head, which contains 22 pounds of I1DX, TNT, and aluminum
powder as its. -.xplosive filler, is carried in another canvas case by one
man ana hah a small pocket attached where the fuse remains until time to
eoaillace the rocket. The rocket launcher vnlt is believed to travel in
approximately a batta~ion-size unit. lt is customa1y to Freparc individual
positions prior to proparation of the launcher psition. The launcher
position may be prepared in a relatively few hours, judginE from evidence
found at one of the launcher positions. It is believed that the positions
may bc prepared using sticks as mnasuremonts for the launcher legs in
order to have the launcher position fully prepared before as-sembling and
enlacing the launcher. It is believed the launcher waighs apprcximately
100-200 pounds, and breaa into loads of 40 pounds or less. Due to the
security force thit is employed with the launcher unit. it is believed
that the launcher is fPr more critical in suplly than the rcckets. The
settings: super quick, sh rt delay, and long
war huad has th:-ee
delay, Normally ths .;aoer quick setting ib usid when the rocket is being
emi.l ,yccd atainst re: d -ircraft in ordwte take advantage of maxii-xm
shrapnel effect. Tne var head liner had a designed fragmentation pattern.
The short delay fuse is usw against normal building structures for
damage an infliction cf personel casualties. The long delay fuse
setting is utilized against reinforced or protected ,)r hardened targets.
The super quick fuse setting detcnates the round so rapidly that the
crater is approximately the same size as that of an 82m mortar crater.
The short delay setting allos the war head to penetrate into soil or .
other similarly hard surfaces for the short distance and prod ce a crater
appro imatoly 4j by 9 feet in diameter. The crater is normally teardrop
shaped and is elongated In the direction of the launcher. The long delay
fuse setting allows the war head to penetrate approximately 10 feet, and -t
thereby produces an explosion completely underground r inside bunker
positions. No duds have ever been known to occur on the 122mm war head.
The most effective defense currently available against attack by rockets
of the 122mm size is extensive surveillance and reconnaissance of all useable
launch sites within a 2,000 meter to 1U,000 meter radius of the suspected
target. IndicatI ns are that the 122mm rocket crews can fire rockets at
the rate of one each two minutes per launcher.
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b. The Viet Cong have been reported using a new type
mine. During engagements in late Julyv, troops of the 1st Infantry Division
reported seeing a mine suspended from a tree by a rope. The mine was the
altroximate size and shape of a basketball and was swung to a position
to th,
the rear
friendly
troops andVine"
detonated.
ThisInfantry
is the Division
first report
of
use ofof such
a "Basketball
in the 1st
area.

3. By destroying the enem 's Junele haven with bulldoz~re
and chemical defoliation, the VC have be(. unable. t, raintain'tactical
integrity of the local force units. In many cases they h.ve been forced
villages.
to divide the units into small teams to operate in the lcal
4. VC losses for the reporting period include:

a. 655 VC KIA (B)
b.

12 Alts captured

c.

723 indivddual weapons caltured

d.

160.3 tc;ns -,f rice capturd cr destroyed

e.

1,510 grenades carTturcd or destroyed

f. 10 tons of salt carturod or destr~od
destroyed

D.

g.

374,495 rounds of small arms anmuunition captured or

h.

476 mines captured or destroyed

Combat OpLerstioQs

1, General: During the reporting period the ist Infantry
Division continued military operations to extend and to cons,.,lidate the
gbvernmenb of Vietnam's control and influence in the III Corps Tactical
Zone (CTZ).
Six operations wr conducted within and outside of the
division's assigned Tactical Area of Responsibility (T.L02).
These operations
were Hu1VEST MOON and RINHATTAN, which begaxr'during the previous reorting
period, DALLM, BLUEFIELD, BILLINGS, and LAM SON 67. Increased attention
was Liven to the overwatch of Special Forces Camps and friendly military
installations within the 1st Division's Tactical Area of Interest (TAOI).
2. Operation ILJLVET NOON: Operation HW2VEST .MOON continued
from the ,revious reporting period. As was formerly reported the operation
commenced on 5 Axril 1967 with the 1st Infantry Division securing the
on~ineer construction site at BUNA.1D (YT270888). During the period the
engincors built a Special Forces-CIDG camp and an airfield capable of
landing C-130 airdraft at that location. Several VC base camps were
located in the area; however, there was no contact or significant enenW
activity observed in the area. On 9 May 1967 the 1st Infantry Division
terrinated its participation in Operation HW1,MST MOON and repositioned
the infantry battalion and artillery elements to QUAN LOI by fixed wing
aircraft.

3. Operation MhNMITTUW: Operation MIANTrAN was officially
iitiated in the previous reporting period on 23 April 1967 with the.
l1th Armored Cavalry "agiment (-) (attached to the 1st Divisicn) and the
3d Erigade. The latter conducted air assaults into nmultiple landing
zorA. ', Z) within the area of operations. The general area of operations
enconu4g ad a strip extending northwest from the "Iron Triangle'! to the
Mich)Lin Plantation between the SLIOON River and Highway 13.
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The purposc of thu -pxration was to destroy the BINH DUONG Frovince
Comaittee, and elemonts of Military .tegion Four (K, 1V) and VC/NVA
installations. Intelligence indicated the Viet Cong had logistical
bases and installations in the area. These installations had been
destroyed during Operation CMA:Z FALLS and were rebuilt and reused by
the V irmodiately after Operation CEDdl FUS tr=rinated. During
Operation MZNHaTTAN continued emphasis was placed upon thu employment
of the combined arms team of armor/mechanized and infantry forces.
Although no mrajor contacts were made with VC/NVA forces, substantial
amounts of eneqy arms, muitions, foodstuffs,,and miscellanecus equipment
were captured or destroyed. On 3 May 1967, at coordinates XT560390, a
single arms cache, bolieved to be the largest encountered on the ground
to aate in the Vietnam War, was captured. The find incluacel some 350
weapons and 314,450 rounds of assorted munitions. The 4or~tion terminated
on 11 May 1967. Contact with the VC in the area cf o rations was light
throughout the duation of the operation. One objective ;hich was not
achieved was the capture or destruction of the BINH DUONG Frovince
Comrittee and elemtnts ,.f IV, IV. Both armored ground forcos and airmobilo
infantry moved with t
throghout tho operetiunal area, which indicates
the VC decided to flee - thor than fight to Irotect their ;..torial caches.
The successful exploitsion of information about caches from a CHIEU HOI
frcm Operation CMDZdI F.JLS helped make thu op r:ation fruitful in finding
cnemy supply dumps. The operation resulted in 15 US ML, "33 US IHA;
18 tanks, 9 APC's, 1 dozer, end 1 grader damaged; and 3 ,rC's and 1 5 ton
wrecker destroyed. VC lcsses for the operation were 123 IA (BC), 17
P, 467 tons of rice, 1 ton cement, 1 ton of salt, 101 CBU's, 55 gallons
of dies6l oil, 2,838 lbs of TN?, 2,780 lbs of dried fish, 109 shaped
charges, 1.1 tons of wheat, 5,261 mortar rounds, and 2,457 grenades.
Equipment captured was 159 tons of rice, 1 US Starlight scope, 20 tons
of salt, 430,54S rounds of small arms armunition, 271 mortar rounds,
129 grcnadcs, 472 mnes, 10 bottles of penicillin, and miscellaneous items.
4. Operation DALLAS: Operation DaLLS comancud on 170534H
May 1967 with the 1st Infantry Division reinforced by the 1-11th Armored
Cavalry Zogimont (OFCON 1st Div). On 12 May 1967 the Viet Cong launched
a rocket attack on BIEN HOA Air Force Base using Soviet made 122mm rocket,,.
Sixultanceous mortar attacks were conducted on PHUOC VINH and TAN UYEN.
T' reaction to these attacks Operation DALLS was conducted against
Q/NVA forces and installations in an area extending east from 2oute 16,
from the SONG BE :Uvor south to TAN UYFM and the ONG DONG Jngle, and the
VINH IOI Woods to the west of Route 16. The operational area included
the mjor VC routes of movement from War Zone D into the TAN UYN/SAIGON
area. Both airimobile and armor/mehanized forces were employed. The
VINH LOI Woods, which had been a major VC base area, was destroyed by
mechanized forces usinE 2ome plows. The timng of the operation euabled
the 1st Infantry Division to maintain forces astride the major VC supply
routes. between War Zone D and theTAN UYFN/SAIGCN area, luring two
Vietnamese holidays that included a'24 hour cease fire cn the scond
holiday, thus deterring any movement and/or resupply along that route.
Minor contact was made with enomy forces in the operational area. Although
it would be entirely iossible that the VC/NVA forces had left the area,
there is a high probability that they remained. This probability is
reinforc-d when one considers that the area had not been thoroughly
searched for seven months, thereby allowing ,ampl time for construction
of base camps.
If the validity of this probability is acceptable, one
may conclude the VC/NVA will fight only at the time and place of his
choosing. Apparently they wore not prepared to counter the forces deployed
in the operational area; therefore, they avoided contact. The operation
was characterized by multi-battalion search and destroy oporations that
wxoe successful in locating a number of small enenV base camps. Sporadic
contact was made with'the enemW. On 22 May the 1-l ACI made contact with
an unknown size VC force resulting in 4 US MA and 4 VC Ki (DC).
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Later that day.in tno samu are3, vic XT02(307, tho sam unit vngaged a
VC force and killed 3 VC (BC). The operation terririat:' at 250600H
May 1967. Operation DALLS resulted in 4 US KHA, 81 US lHa; 4 tanks,
5 AFdts, 1 VTR, 2 UH-1"is, and 1 OH-13 danaged; 1 truck, 1 UH-lD, and
3 AFC's destroyed. 'nenv losses wore 17 VC RIA (BC), 6"detaineos;
20 tons of rice, 19 bottles of penicillin, 9 small arms, 515 rounds of
small arms ammutition, 30 claymores, and 40 grenades caltured; and53 -rtillery/mortar rounds , 17 mines, 27 tons of rice, 104 bunkers,
30 lbs of pcanuts and many miscellaneous items destroyed.

5. Cperation BUJIED: The 3d Brigade, 1st Infantry Division
initiatod Operation BLUIELD on 051100H June 1967 by making a mrultibattalion combat assault to conduct combat reconnaissance and to destroy
VC/NVA forces in an operational area that extended appronrately 12
kilometers noeth and 13 kilometers northeast of LU ME, bounded by
coordinates XT7440, XT7454, and cast to the SONG E 'aver. The operation
was intended to reassert the influence of the 1st Infantry Division in
an area in which operations had not been conducted, in fcrce, since October
1966. Intelligence indicated that the area was the scone of much Viet
Cong act'-ity prior to the operation. The division us,', one brigade
headquarters, three infantry battalions, one infantry battalion (mechanized),
and one cavalry squ.?dro'n during the operation.
- nw,er of scall base
camps, tunel comiox., and one VC provinc(. hcadoirrt~rs (XT8646) were
located along with th, c:.-turo of moderate amounts of Vit Cong sup-lies
and equipment.
The op.:otional area was characterized by a large amount
of .ines and booby trazs. Many base camrs had overhead cover on the
bunkers and connecting tunnel systems.
Scme structures including tunnels
had reinforced stool and concrete supports and evidence indicated some VC
groups had recently Car<rted the base camp prior to the arrival of friendly
troops. This was ovidonced by hot food and hot ashes. Friendly elements
did not ungage any sizeable VC units but did receive sloradic sniper fire
indicating the VC chose not to defend their installations, but rather to
deploy individual snipurs and conduct harrassing activities. The size
and typo structures discovered indicated this area to be a . ossiblu "secure"
area used by the VC for refitting and retraining of elraents of the 273d
VC Regiment anu possibly other elements of the 9th VC Division. As a
result of the operation, the division was able to insure that there was
no large enemy force within rocket/mortar range of FHUOC VINH or LI KE
in the operational area. The operation terminated 091500d June 1967.
uperation BLUEFMl
resulted in 1 US KHA 2 US N4.1and no US equipment
losses. The VC losss were 1 VC KIA (BC,
23 small arms, 2. hand grenades
(CHICCM), 311 rounds of small arms ammunition capttued; 139 CHICC1I hand
grenades, -21 571w aounds, 100 blasting caps and miscellaneous itoms destroyed.
6. Cperation BTLLINGS: The 1st Infantry :ivision initiated its
first major ope ation in War Zone D on 1211441 June 1967. The purpose of
the ope;ration was twofold; first. to locate and destroy the 271st VC .Wgt
and second, to search the area noth of PHUOC VINH to destroy base camps
and cnen.7 forces in the area of interest and provide security to FHU0C
VI1i1. Thc. xeneral area of operations extended from IHUOC VINH north to
:cN LUAN and from three thousand meters west of the SONG BE "iver east to
The 'LCH : AT and SUOI HEJI Rivers. During the operation, the lst Infa .try
Division -mi loyed two brigade headquarters, eight infantry b'attalions, and
one cavalry squadron. Prior to the operation intelligence reports ind.cated
that since the 1st of Airil l9 7 there had ben numerous reported VC unit
sightings in the area of interest. A total of 7 battalion, 9 regimental
and 1 divisional headquarters unit sightings had been reported. Units
of the 1st Infantry Division made contact twice with elements of the 271st
VC Regt that were in the operational area. The-first battle occurred
on 14 Juno when a rifle company moved into a VC base camp area at XT9366
that had bcn bombed by a B-52 raid 48 hours earlier.
',fter a sharp
meting engagement the VC withdrew. The second battle occurred on 17 Juno
1967.
Both battles were fought near XCM B(' (XT9668).
The conflict began
in the afternoon when two US infantry battalions were moving from south
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to north into a landing zone. As the two b.ttalions pr;pared to dig in
and patrol their innediate front before nightfall, they betgan to receive
sporadic enuL, fire from the west. The ener fire built up rap.Luy and
Soon a main VG attack was Launched from the north. A second attack was
launched from the south minutes later. Small unit probing by the VC.
was conducted all around the landing zone. Snipers from the trees began
to fire into the landing zone. Cixty millimeter mortars rositioned
600 meters n.rtheast of the landing zone began firing into the area.
The contact lasted for about 45 minutes.
i quick search of .the wood
line around the landing zone yielded a wounded VC. Throurh interrogation
and from documents in his possession it was determined that the lst
B-ttalion of the 271st VC Rogt launched the attack. The wounded -W
statLd that his unit was to assemble approximatly 4 PiInmct~rs nurthwest
of the landing zone. '"ecumnts taken from a dead VC contind a sketch
map of a stream line with unit identification indiciting t:ivir assembly
posit on. Froiu the infurnation taken from the 11 and the sketch maps, the
VOasseulbJ" area was located and artillery and airstrikes wrv placed into
the area. Enemy losses during the neountor w.re 60 VC :QA (BC) on 14

June 1967 and 222 VO KI., (LC) on 17 June 1967. The rest of the operation
did not result in any significant 6ne.y contact. C'fsignificance is the
fact that existing lndinL zones were improvd and enlarcd and Routo LI
north of IHULO VINH was improved. VC bis, camps and way st-,tions in the
northern area of inte-rust for the security of FHUOC VINII were located and
destroyet. Particular emphasis was placed upon the destruction of such
installations along the east-west line of VC conianications from War
Zone C to War Zone D. Valuable information was raintd of the area which
will support future operations in War Zone D. Cf rarticular significance
was the acquiring of an appreciation of the limiting factors of operating
in War Zone D. The type of jungle encountered was considerably denser
than that previously operated in by the Division. Fuwer oren areas
suitable for use as landing zones exist in War Zone D. The opration
terminated on 261838H June 1967. The results of the operation werb 57
US Kn, 197 Uo WH, 347 VC KIA (B), 1 PW, 1 detainee, 3 small arms, 1
:IFG-2, 4 machine guns, 17 frenades, 2 tons of rice, 16 bzse camrs, 338
fighting, bunkers, 38 military structurea, 511 rounds of small orms
amnition, and miscellaneous items.
7.

Unnamed kIorations after BILLIfGS

a. AL STMIIE: mfter Cperation DALLAS, continued interest
was shown in AL ST*ZIKE, the same area covered in (peration DALLAS. A
minimum of one infantry Y,ttalion operated in the area. Joint allied
operations with AX4VN
marines wore conducted in the area. During July the
1st Brigade operated with a total of five battalions in AO STRIKE from
a forward co:.,and rest located at TAN UYEN. Cm 18 July 1967 vie YT059286
the 1-2 Infantry made cont.ct with an unknown size force of VC in a base
camp. Claynmoies and mines were effectively used by the VC against the
attacking US troops. As a result of the contact there were 7 US KHA,
28 US WH.A, and 5 17CKIA (T). Artillery and airstrikes placed in the
area are believed to have inflicted a larger number of casualties upon
the eneor, but the density of the jungle did not permit aerial observation
of the withdrawing enem force.
b. Highway 13: After (peration.BILLIN3S the 3d Brigad&
corductxl a major road clearing operation betwrcn UAI E and QUAN LOI
along with search and destrcy operations in the brigade TA( I and overwatch
of Syecial Fnres Camps in the brigade TAOI. In ll July 1967 "QUN IkJ,
it{ IA C an' the CK.VN
outpost at Ti HUNG :came unldr m-rtbr/A4coilless
rifle attacks. At QUAN JXI a ground raid" by VC to attempt to uestray
the ar'tillery and to divert US attention was conducted resulting in
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7 US KHA and 27 US WHA. Enemy losses were 7 VC KIA (BC).
Meanwhile
the 141st NVA Regiment conducted a major assault against two companies
of the 2-9 ARVN Infantry et TAM HUNG. Artillery from QUAN LOI to
include 1st Division Forward Air Controllers 7FAC) gave fire sapport
to the ARVN. This action resulted in 119 NVA KIA (BC).
On 14 July
QUAN L01 received 30 rounds of 82mn mortar fire resulting in 6 US KHA

and 11 US WHA. VC casualties are unknown.
c. Mortar/Rocket attacks: On 27 July the 1st Brigade
basc camp at IHUOC VITNH came under mortar and rocket attack. A total
of 73 82nm mortar rounds and 86 122s rocket rounds were received.
This was the first time that a 1st Infantry Division unit, had received
a rocket attack from VC/NVA forces in Vietnam. US casualties were
12 US KNA and 72 US WNA. A reaction force sent out to clear the rocket
launching area located the rocket positions as well as two dead and two
wounded VC from the 271st VC Regiment. Again on 29 July the Division
Artillery base camp at PHU LOI, within the 2d Brigadets TAOR, came under
mnvtar and rocket attack. A total of 200 82am mortar and 49 122mm
rocket rounds were received. US casualties w-re 2 US KNA and 63 US WHA.
8. Operation L-M SON 67: As reported in previous reports
Operation LAM SON continues. Of particular significance is the name
LA.' SON itself and its history which has not been mntioncd in previous
reports. in the year 1406 the Chinese, then under the I4ING Dynasty
(1368-1644), for the second time, invaded Vietnam. Phe country was
heavily exploited, and measures were irutituted to force the Vietnamese
people to accept Chinese customs and traditions, In 1427 a Vietnamese
aristocrat named IE 0I1 organized an army and rallied it at a mountain
named LAN SON in TH..NH HOA Province in ndrth-central Vietnam. rhis
mountain was used as a staging area against the Chinese tyrants from
1406-1437. LE LOI's army fought the Chinese using guerrilla tactics and
eventually defeated the Chinese in 1437. The name LAM SON today has the
connotation of protecting the Republic of Vietnam from the North Vietname se and the Viet Cong in order to preserve its independence and not
be subverted by Rcd Chinese influence frcm the north. Thus tho name
IAM SON is really more that a name-it reflects the strong nationalistic
attitude of the South Vietnamese. Because thi 1st Infantry Di'vision is
supporting the Vietnamese people maintain their independence the name
Lill SON was chosen for the division's Revolutionary Developmert Support
Operation LAY SON.
During this reporting period Operation LA, SON 67 which started
0,0TO1H February 1967 was continued under the control of the 2d Brigade,
l8t Infantry Division. A detailed account of the operation is found in
the 2d Brigade Operational Report on Lessons Learned, dated 6 August 1967.
During the reporting period intelligence support of the Revolutionary
Development Program was centered around the task of devising an organization
and system that would provide.rapid, accurate, and updated information
on any phase of intelligence in the LAM SON area. To provide this, an
information folder was prepared on eaen village and hamlet in the LiiM
SON area. The group consists of 179 folders and each contains a black
list, VC incidents, agent reports, coordination reports (information
obtained from other agencies), census, grievances, histox7 of friendly
operations, economic importance, capability of food produ&Aion, and an
aerial photograph or schematic drawing of the village or ha8'let. Each
folder is updated daily and reviewed weekly. This inforiatipn is made
available to any unit on a need to know basis. A supplementafy
intelligence report is prepared daily. All information of an intelligence
nature on the LAM SON area is compiled into one report and disseminated
into ARVN and Allied agencies in the immediate III Corps area on a neod
to know baeis. An Order of Battle booklet on major units in the LAM SOnf
area has been prepared and contains A=A's, type weapon and number in
each unit, tactics used in the past, personalities, and, all battles and
their results. Also a unit location OB is maintained on maps in order
that routes and patterns of units can be traced.
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During the prod, the availibility of informa

o on VC infrastructure increased, particularly in the area
of cover and letter box
numbers. The logical -.
nd orderly oranization of this mterial has
resulted in a wider dissemination of the information
and has hade it
readily available for retrieval.. A very complete
personality file has
been initiated which covers the LAM SON area.
The file consists of
information on'an individualb age, sex, job in
assignments, and any other pertinent informationthe VO unit, past
that may be hzlpful in
identifying him and his actions. The infrastructure
is updated daily
anid is cross filed by \unit, village, hasret,
and area in alphabetical
order.

YWdI'icktion of the Revolutionaiy Development
Suprort Program took
plAb ,ur!ig the month of M* 1967 With the.,ort(aztI
6. of hO
"ontry
Teem", in an attbmpb to lend 4it.3otioh ai- uhity
to tpv efforts ot
civilian aid rmlita j7 agencies in creating a
.isible at ocper e of
secrity t6pernit'mati6n building. The "Country
Team" cor-csed
of representative o . the Provincial Office of
Civilian Cporttione,
BINH DUONG Sectory-5th ARYW Division, and the
2d'Btigarle, ws organized
and will meat bi-monthly in Ar attempt to unify
the assets, expertise,
and plans of the civil -sndmilitary agencies
towards insuring the success
of the Revolutionary Devlopment Program. Joint
groups have been organized to establish prioritiesconmitteos ard plannirg
of inter.st and to
oribnt the military -nd civil operations into
a nified effort. The
imediate evAluabion of Lhis organization cannot
be
however, it is anticipat,d thot a major improvement madc at this time,
will be realized
in futuie Revolutionary Development activities.
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E. Training

1. For the period I May - 31 July 1967 the following is the
breakdown of battalion days which units spent in training, troop movements,
and operations:
OPN: LAM SON 67

MTNHATTAN

DALLAS

BILLINGS

BLUEFIELD

HARVEST MON OTHER

MAY
JUN

65

39

27

170

0

0

9

0

0

58

19

72

0

151

JUL

7.

0
3'

0

0

0

0

27

19

72

9

M
560

Total

194

2. Listed below in a breakdown of batt,41ion days by mission:
CAME &

S&D

ROAD

BASE

S&S

OPNS

SCTY

SCTY

OPS

EN ROUTE

89

131
168
179

10

13
26

478

25

MA1Y
JUNE
JULY

57
81

56
43
16

Total

227

115

4

11
62

ZVINT
ll
2
0
13

3. The training posture of the division remained excellent during
the reporting period. The major training activities conducted were as
follows:
a. Replacement Training: This program has been reorganized.
it consists of a 61 hour course, 75% of which is practical work. Twenty
per cent of the training is conducted at night. The following number of men
attended replacement training diming the reporting period:
1st Brigade
2d Brigade
3d Brigade
Div Arty
Spt Cmd'

MOT'L

679
503
618
722

3W

b. Fourth Rifle Company Training:

Tkl. division received its

fourth rifle company packets during the month of rily. These companies
began a 75 day training period which started with individual enviromental
training. This is being followed by unit training (souad, platoon, and
compeny) and will culminate with the gradual introduction of thee" units
into ever more demanding combat roles until they are fully integrated into
divisional operations.
c. Mobile Training Team:
team to train small unit leaders.

The.division has organized this

The MTT conducts training at battalion

locations during periods of stand down. One officer and 5 NCO' s, all

combat experienced, conduct this training, which consists of three days
of lectures and practical work. Subjects covered are: ambush, patrolling,
weapons, defense, movem.nt, and inspection as applicable to a junior
leader's responsibility to his men, equipment and mission, During the
reporting period each Inf/Mech battalion has been visitec at least once
by the MTT. A total of approximately 1,100 junior leaders have received
this tra4.ning. The program has been enthusiastically received by
comnanders, staffs, and men.
d. RF Company Trairing: Under the direction of III CTZ and
I1FFV an experimental training program is being conducted by this division
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for a newly formed RF Company. The training commenced on 10 July 1967 and
consists of a 17 week cycle of AIT, BCT and BUT.
Training is conducted
at the 5tb ARVN Division Training Center at PHU VAN. Eight US personnel
and six Lnterpreters conduct the majority of the training. Once the
company is trained, it will be deployed in BINH CCNG Province, with
certain US personnel to remain on site with it until it is well established.
e. Mobile Advisory Teams- This is aniother experimental
program organized under thu direction of III CTZ nd IIFFV. This division
has provided 3 teams, each consisting of 1 officei: and 3 BM, to the program.
Each team is co-located with an R/PF unit. Each is under the direct
control of the sub-sector advisor and has the mission of improving the
status of training and security of its RF/PF unit.
TDY Schools in and out of Vietnam:
f.
personnel attending are listed belowt

RECONPO
AAMT.',:,
JUSPAC
SURVIVL

60 Em
48 EM
1 OFF
5 EM

ARC 131
PSYOPS

2EM
2 OFF, 1 EM

M-548

5 EM

AN/PRR-r, AN/PRT-4
ANUSC-2
AN/CrRc 106
g.

School3 and number of

1 OFF, 13 EM
3! EM
36 EM

Miscellaneous Division Conducted Training Programs:
Sniper School
Chinook Load Rigging

58
28

F. Psychological 1peration, and Civic Action, Revolutionary
Development Support
1. General: During the past quarter the ACofS, G-5 continued to
exercise staff planning and supervision over brigade 3-5's. During June
the G-5 assumed responsibility for all division civic action suprort. The
2d Brigade returned the printing press to the division G-5 which they
obtained when they absorbed the Revolutionary Development Task Force
during the previous quarter. One officer, two NCO's and tw, EM were
transferred from the 2d Brigade S-5 section to the G-5 to operate the civic
action support warehouse and the division's 1,250 W multilith printing
press. The division received a model 85 nultilith printing press, a paper
cutter, a Vietnamese typewriter, and a Polaroid model 180 camera for quick
reaction to pyeps requirements. As of 31 July the division has not
received the platemaker component for the printing press. The press will
not be opeirable until the platmaker is received.
2.

Psychological Operations (Psyops)

a. The moat significant psychological operations effort
during this repoting period occurred as a result of Viet Cong road cutting
activities around AN LOC during the early morning hours of 11 July 1967.
At this time the division G-5 had completed initial studies, developed
notes and a rough outline for an extended psychological operations campaign
a ong Highway 13 from SAIGCN to the Cambodian border. The ruport of the
Viet Cong activity reached th4 G-5 during the mid-afternoon of ii July
1967. At 0830 hours the following morning 50,000 specially written leaflets were distributed on each village in the AN LOC area affected by the
Viet Cong road cuts. Leaflet distribution was carried ct with pin point
accuracy by U-1O aircraft flying at freo top level. Taking into account
such factors as message, timeliness, speed, accuracy of dist-ribution,
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Viet Cong interests involved, area-wide psychological sigiificance, and
vulnerability of target audience, this operation wa.s well executed and
gave the personnel concerned better knowledge of the working mechanics
of a standard operating procedure.
b. On 27 June a Viet Cong mine destroyed a civilian bus
near the village of AP BO IA (XT8044). Thirty-five civilians were killed
and ten others were injured. ist Infantry Division Psychological Operations
personnel were rushed to the scene in order to secure photographs and
accurate information to exploit the Viet Cong atrocity. Three exploitation
leaflets were written and designed at the division. Four hundred and
fifty thousand copies were distributed in villages aloi, major roads in
the area of the incident.
c. Throughout the reporting period the division flew a total
of 669 psychological operations missions. A total of 21,143,500 leaflets
were distributed. The monthly breakdoun is: May - 6,104,500; June 6,863,000; July - 8,176,000. A total of 413 hours of aerial loudspeaker
broadcasts were lso made by the division.
d. Forty sp, cial messages to exploit or support the local
current situation wer.c developed during the reporting period. Seveln
leaflets were directed at the following target audiences: two leaflets
271st VC Regiment; three leaflets - 27 June bus incident; two leaflets Highway 13. The remaining 33 special messages were loudspeaker tapes
produced primarily to exploit ralliers under the National CHIEU HOI
Program.

-

e. In supcort of Operation LM SON a total of 5,275,000
leaflets were distributed and 298.6 hours of aerial loudspeaker broadcasts
were completed durirg the reporting period. In support of Operation
BILLINGS 3,180,000 leaflets were distributed nd 19 hours of broadcasts
were completed.
f. Psychological Operations Assets in terns of equipment
were increased starting in June ihen a portable Psyops loudspeaker was
acouired. This loudspeaker has an output of 25 watts ncdis easily carried
by one man. In July the 246th P,jops Cmnpany provided an audio-visual
truck for shoidng movies, film etrips and slides as well as making loudspeaker appeals. The unit is completely self-contained, needing no
external power source.
3. Civic Action
a. During the reporting period 25,934 persons w-re treated
under th. 1st Division MEDCAP/DENTCAP Programs. Arn Pdditional 3,036 persons
were given classes on hygiene and numerous patients were treated in
Vietnamese facilities where US personnel assisted. The July total represents the largest monthly total reported this year and is believed to be
the largest monthly total to date. A breakdown is given below:
May
June
Ju
lst r.rigade
1,493
1,571
&0
21 Brigade
1,685
3,349
7,970
3d Brigade
2,664
1,419
2,297
Spt Cmd
467
496
523

Div Arty
TOTIUS

0
6,309

0
6,835

3
12,790

b. Commodity distribution remained high. An estimated
minimum of 170 tons of rice, 66 tons of other foodstuffs, and 3,000 cases
of various assrted commodities were distributed to schools, orphanages,
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hospitals, churches, ot.her worthhile causes, and during the hamlet
festival operations. Nunl rous small personal gift type items and various
kits (school, health, textile, sewing, midwife, and physical educaticn)
were also distributed. However, no captured foodstuffs were turned over
to the G-5 for distribution during this reporting period.
c. During the. reporting period action was taken to obtain
assistance cooperation, comaodities, ari other items available through

such agencies and organizations as USAID, C.MG, International Rescue
Service, and the Catholic Relief Society. A close working arrangement
is now in effect between the division and the above groups.

4.

Civil Affairs.

a. In June the let Division Conmanding Genora.l published
Commaderts Note number 6, prepared by the CG and concernirg the disposition
of Vietnamese private property, and the required procedures relative to
search and seizure of Vietnamese private dwellings. The basic guidance
set forth was that the disposition of private property in Vietnam and
search and seizure of '4 ch property is the responsibility of the Vietnamese
Government; and that civilian dwellings and other private property,
including livestock, will not be destroyed or damaged except at the
unavoidable consequence of combat operations.
b. On 27 June 1967 near the village of AP BO LA a Viet Cong
mine destroyed a civilian bus killing over 35, and injuring ten persons.
lst Division personnel provided immediate medical assistance Md evacuation to hospital facilities for injured persons. In ad.ition substantial assistance was given to GN authorities in removal, identification,
and in several instances, burial of the dead. Aside from the psychological
exploitation of this incident the contrast in behavior between the Viet
Cong and US fighting men was widely advertised by word of mouth. The
remains of several persons were delivered to both BEN HOA and II THIEU;
and following a necessary display of the bodies for identification purposes,
a spontaneous anti-Viet Cng demonstration broke out in PHUOC VINH the
day following the incident. One thing which made this incident particilarly atrocious was that the large mjority of passengers were women
and cht ldren.

c. It is estimated by the G-5 that fewer serious incidents
involving US/VN personnel occurred than in previous quarters. With one
exception there is no evidence that any incidents had an adverse effect
on the civilian population in the area. In all known instances the
Division Provnfit Marshall conducted prompt investigations, while other
Division representatives paid inzrediate condolence visit , and quickly
made solatiun payments. Armangements were made for the return of certain
property to rightful Vietnamese owners. Since the issuance of Coznander's
Note number 6, no major Vietnamese complaints as to breeches of policy
relative to Vietnamese property were received by the G-5.

5. Revolutionary Development
a. All Psyope activities have included material explaining
GVN objectives or accoplishnents, and all Civic Actions have been
directed toward widenirg popular support for the GVN and improving its
public image, Particularly in the efforts which have been made in Psyops
intellignce, planning, analysis, and in improving reporting systems,
means have been sought to better identify the proper objectives end more
accurately measur the progess aW effectiveness of on-going efforts.

IV

ob a

b.

All activities set fo cth elsewhere in
this report affect
Revolutionary Development directly or
indirectly.
G.

Personnel and Administration
1. Personnel:

a.

Strength:
OFF

Aut "orized 1 May 67

Au''Zq rized 31 Muly 67
Aspigned I May 67

Assignsd 31 July 67
b.

1-

1M

14,375

AGO

1578

166 15,421 16,598

1,003 129 ',,i+96 17,628
961. 1U2 17,412 18,494

Gains, qualifications and status:
(1)

Gains:
()

There were 5,171 replacements to duty during

(h'

There were 1,461 persors reti'nod to duty

the quarteT.
dwr-r-

V1

947

1,012

th- iri',rer.

(2) Qualifications:
are beirg received in grndes lower thr.xA signi.can, nuriber of replacements
those reoqisitioned, particularly
lieutenants for captains in Infantry
and Artiler, and there is a
resultirg lack of experience in key positions.
(3)

Status:

Replacements received in the lower enlisted
grades are in excess of requremets.
c. Losses:
(1) There were 4,498 losses during the
quarter due to
reassigrnents "thin Vietnam, rotations,
ETS, and board actions.
(2) Losses due to casualties were as
follows:

(a)

May

OFF

WO

EM

KHA

3

0

17

WHA
NBD

10
0

20

0
0

236
6

246
6

N9M
(b)

(c)

0

50

50

June

KHA
WM

13

NBD
NBM

0
1

48
281

3
1

52
295

0
0

2
35

5
36

2

0

45

47

5

231

247

0
0

4
40

42

4

July
KH
WHA

U

NBD
IBM

C

0

AGG

0
2

,J F ID
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2.

Discipline, Law and Order:

a. The discipline in the division has been excellent the
past quarter. There were no stragglers apprehended. There were 16

serious incidento and 147 ANDL's reported during the period.

b. There were 9 General Courts-Martial tried during this
qiarter. A total of 13.8 records of trial for Special Courts-Martial
and 19 records of trial for Summary Courts-Martial were receied for review.
c. The division IG handled 130 requests for assistance and
25 complaints, 7 of which were justified.
3. Graves Registration: During the quarter the Gr,.ves Registration
Platoon processed and evacuated 134 remains.

4.

Development and Maintenance of Morale:

a. Finance: Four new unitb assigned to the division were
processed by sendirg pf-ocessing teams to the unit lio=tion, resulting in
greater efficiency and less inconvenience than previous processing methods.
b. Chaplain: During the ouprter there were 1,518 re.igious
services conducted with a total attendance of 52,384.
c. Special Services: During the quarter 3,81.0 out-of-country
and 885 in-country R&R ellocatio s were utilized. There were 12 USO shows
performed durirg the quarter.
d.

Awards and Decorations:
Congressional Medal of Honor
Distingui3hed Service Cross
Distinguished Service Medal
Legion of Merit
Silver Star
Soldier's Medal
Distinguished Flying Medal
Bronze Star - Valor
Bronze Star - Merit
Air Medal - Valor
Air Ife.al - Mrit
Army Commendation Medal - Valor
Army Commendation Medal - Merit
Purple Heart

5.

1
6
1
38
177

60
132
681
1,831

107
1,423

502
2,693
88

Civilian Personnel:

a. At the end of the quarter the division employud 903
temporary hire local rtionals.
b. There were 1,416 permnent'hire local nationals employed
at the end of the quarter.
H. Logistics: The logistical activity of the 1st Infantry Division
during the reporting period is contained in the S*iArt Corv'i CTL, at
I closure 6.
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II.

Commander's Observation and Recommendations
A; OBS4,VATIONS (L SSONS LrARNKD)
PHYSICa, PROI..S

13 Ther are personnel being assigned to the Division with physica...
o-files precluding utilization in combat elements.
DISCUSSION: HQ, USARV has authorized immediate reassiga ment of such
individuals but the administrative excess and loss of man days is
significant. A limited number of profiled personnel can be utilized
within base camp and support type activities.
OBSMIATION: A thorough screening of personnel records at transfer
stattons and processing centeri for physical profiles prior to assignment
to Division would preclude many problems.
AERIAL ILDbSPAKRS
ITEM:

Use of Aerial Loudspeakers

DISCUSSION: Aerial lou-3peakers are used during cordon and search
operations to provide gu.dance from the tactical unit com ander to the
civilian population of the village being sealed. Specific instructions
to the villagers are broadcasted telling them their village is sealed,
to remain in the village and not to attempt to leave the village.
OBSitRVATION: The use of aerial loudspeakers in addition to ground
loudapeakers during cordon and search operations is of value to inform
the civilian population of the tactical cow.Ander's desires, thereby
reducing casualtics among the village population.
ROAD OUTPSTI
ITM:

Road outposting methods

DISCUSSION: It hss been determined that acceptable road outposting
methods vary almost excusively with fields of fire and foliage in the
proximJ.ty of the road.
OBSERVATION: When the *liage in the proximity of the i'oad is light
and good.fields of fire cre available, road outposting procedures are
rather flexible. Vehicles may be alternated on each side of the road
so they have visual contact with each other. Dismounted LP's are then
deployed behind the vehicles to afford rear security. Inter vehicular
distance must be -ried with the terrain.
Example:

If more that 20 meters, OP must be deployed
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When fields of fire are limited due to foliage and terrain, back to
belc outpostln& is thi mot .suitablbj
This method uses two vehicles
sited direcly opposite on6"another on either side of the road. This
provides excellent all around security, decreases reaction time, and
permits immediate return of enemy fire.

Example:

MINE SWE-PING OPERATIONS
ITEM:

Mine sweeping sweeping techniques in heavily mined areas.

DISCUSSION: When deployed in the V-formation, tanks shoula be used as
flank security.
OBSQVATION: Due to the increased frequency of off the road mining we
have limited flank security to tanks. The added protection'agairst
mines inherent in the t .k curtails injuries and mininizes material
damage,
AC V's will be kept on the road behind the mine sweeping teams and
lead tanks.
Example:

Legend-

"

Tank
0
*

ACAV
Mine sweeping team
COMUNICATIONS

ITE
_:

Extra PRC-25 radios

DISCUSS1ON: Due to various dowitments given cavalry platoons it is
necessary for platoon leaders to carry an extr46PO-25.
OBSERVATION: Frequently the platoon leader is required to organize and
deploy dismounted patrols. Each patrol mmst have radio communications.
To facilitate this an extra PRC-25 will be carried by each platoon.

ILLUMINATION
IM :

Illuminat.ion coordination renuired for Night Defensive Positions.

DISCUSSION: Illumination coordination between units of an NDP is necessary
to coordinate the positioning of starlight scopes and xenon searchlights.
This insures well dispursed observation capabilities throughout the
perimeter. Preplanned artillery illumination will be utilized when there
is not sufficient light for the proper eployment of the starlight scope.
This artillery illumination should be placed between 5,000 meters and
6,000 meters from the IDP. This eliminates illuminating the NDP,.
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VC TACTIC
IT..:

VO Tactics

DISCUSSION: During Operation BILLINGS the VC/NVA forces fought in a
way that indicated they are learning to fight US forces in a more
professional manner. Their troop discipline under fire, their ability
to coordinate their attacks, indicates improvement in their leadership.
Captured VC documents indicate the following future tactical innovations
to be conducted by the VO.
1. The use of a small decoy to lure US units into an ambush by
*%Cmajor forces.
2. Emphasis upon attacking US forces during airmobile extraction
operations.

3.

An intensification in the conduct of raids and ax -ushes.

!4. Increased emphasis upon the destruction of the iritial element
of an airmobile assault. Such tactics require that incre-aed emphasis
on vigilance, control, and security be exercised by commanders of all
levels.

OBSERVATION: Commnders should remain alert for new or better use of
recent tactics to be employed by the VC.
BOUNDARIeS
ITEM:

Division Boundaries

DISCUSSION: During Operation MA1HATTAN the ist Infantry Division and the
25th Infantr Division moved toward each other with the SAIGON River as

a division boundar.

in this instance, liaison officers were exchanged

down to and including battalion level to provide for continuing fire
coordination.
OBSERVATION:

It

is necesxary to establish and maintain close coordination

between units that are moving toward each other, even when the boundary
between the two unitv is a clearly defined terrain feature.

ITEM: Use of PW's
DISCUSSION: On two occasions dujing Operation FANHATTAN information
obtained from PW's led to the capture of two large VC weapons and munitions
caches, one of which was at the time the largest known discovery of its
kind in the Vietnamese War. The imformation was provided by two former
VC officers, who were captured during previous battleis. These individuals
also volunteered their services to the IPW teams to assist in gaining
information of imediate tactical value from new PW1s.
OBSERVATION: The establishement of I rapport as a result. of IPW
personn lIs peisistent effort to gain the confidence of the PW's
provides a valuable intelligence tool that needs more exploitation.

2T

INIM1 iCS
IEM: Intelligence Dissemination
DISCUSSION: The effort of painstakingly compiling and disseminating
intelligence in a, concise, graphic form permitted smaller units to
conduct detailed planning of their operations. The results achieved in
locating VC supply caches, base camps, and tunnels at reported sites
validated the 3mtood emploTed by the 1st Infantry Division!a intelligence
staff.
OBSERVATION: The intelligence staff has developed an intelliezce systen
that focuses upon all facets of VC activity in
Co
Tactical Zone,
maintains cress reference files that provide spe-zIT detailed information
on amy given aspect of VC organizations and operations anywhere in the
,.zone, and collates detailed information to develop VC trends and patterns
of activities.
PATROLS

IrM:

Ambush Patrols

DISCUSSION: The ambush offers the infantryman the grentest potential.
Prastically every day ls Infantry Division ambushes mke contact with
VC; however, the resultant body count is unacceptably low. Increased
emphasis and training is necessary to improve the ambush techniques.
OBSERVATION: The 1st Infantry Division has prepared a training letter,
subject: Ambush, dated 5 August 1967, which is inclosed with this report
as Inclosure 12.
ASSAULTS
ITEM:

Airiobile Assaults

DISCUSSION: Much experience has been gained by the 1st Infantry Division
since it arrived in Vietnam. The airmobile assault has proven itself to
be a valuable tool in combating the VC and chasing him out of areas
considered to be his jungle sanctuaries.
OBSEMRVTION:
experience;

The following cements are lessons learned through

The first probem in an airmobile assault is to select the.LZ.
The LZ that is selected should be one that can be easily prepared and
sealed off. The airstrikes that prepare the LZ should use hard bombs
and napalm. The time for four flights of-TAC air should be compressed
as tight as possible. (See Diagram I, page 23)
In the artillery preparation there must be thorough coverage of the
JLZ. One must be concerned with killing anyone around the LZ. The air
and artillery must use . system of blocking out the positions for the
preparation. If the airstrike is off tha desired targer area then
more artillery must be put in.
Orbits must be established for aircraft
that are involved in the prep. An altitude space from 1,500 feet and
below is given to the FAC, while an altitude of i,600 feet and above
in given to commandrs ind othet-:ohservers'(called "1strap-hangers")i

(See Diagre 2, page 24)

Whenver the LZ cannot be covered with fire then cover it
smoke. This will act as a cover. (See Diagram 3, page 25)

with

The five initial ships should go into the LZ one minute early, landing
about 100 yards from the trees for the sole 'purpose of rbturning fire,
(See Diagram 4, page 26)'
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three

rT~o',king fires should be set up out to the flanks on one, two, or

ides, depending on the situation.

It is extremely imrprtant that

all people know where the blocking fires are b6ing placed. Tiv brigade
commander is responsiblb for all fires. He must inform his people of
these blocking fires. Airstrike, are used to prep the "in" run while
artillery is used to prep the "out" run. The troops ship pilots must
know exactly where to land the first platoon. The LZ should be large

enough to hold the headquarters and all platoons.

Upon landing the troops

must quickly leave the helicopters and go directly to cover. The first
man off each ship directs the people in the platoon as to when they are

tb go.

The second platoon should be landed in an area far enough away

to prevent congestion. It is important that companies are separated
and that there is a guide for each platoon. (See Diagram. 5, page 27)

Th troop locations on laring should be nrkod by coloied smoke.
Smoke is inportant, but one should not spend all the t:.,
,n the radio
talking about it.
When using smoke, you have to cover yvur fl2,nkst with
xwke and give the people in the air an idea, a picture, of the
disposition of the unit. Enough smoke must be used to outline the
troop positions.
A simple movement plan must be tied in with the night dcfonsive
position (NDP) plan. 5 eryone must understand ahead of time hat is
going to happen. The be6t remain over night (RON) position is where
you have a clearing all -round you with a good position for rcsupply.
A good defensive position and readily secured resupply area is needed.
Security is a most vital part of the plan.
Problems have been experienced on assaults with people failing to
mark the extremities with smoke, failing to double-time off the IZ, and
with the grouping of men. The reason for the bunching of men is that no

one knows the assembly plan.
The brigade commander should carry the battalion corruandur in his
ship, so that he has positive control of all facets of the plan. f\lso,
closer coordination in keeping the operation on schedule is fEcilitated.
If one has a delay, all have a delay; everyone concerned must know about
it so that the men don't overload, Reconnaissance platoons are not to
be used as companies.
One should make sure that their mission is within
th&capabilities of a platoon.
In the extraction plan from an LZ blocking areas should be in the
area of the greatest threat. In the platoons, during extraction,
everyone must be dispersed except the 1st chalk where everyone should be
standing up ready to load immediately onto the aircraft. The detonation
of claymores should be judged by the time it will takce to extract.
The claymores will possibly clean out VC troops who may be moving
immediately into fighting positions to get at the last aircraft. Three
major guides to an aifmobile assault plan are: 1. Keep it simple,
2. Thorough briefing, 3. Vigorous superVision - the most important
point.
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JUNGLE CLEaRIrN
Jungle Clearing

ITM,:

DISCUSSION, During Operation DALLAS the 2-2 Infantry (Mech) conducted
Jungle clearing operations in the VINH I1 Woods with tank dozers and
Rome plows. 'hen contact which indicated the presence .'a base camp
was made with VC/NVA elements during Jungle clearing, the mechanized
elements would develop the situation by deploying linearly, while
directing supporting air and artillery fires into the suspected base
camp. Upon clearing a circular swath around the base camp, additional
swaths were progressively cleared into the center of the camp from the
circle. This configuration of the cleared jungle took on the
appearance of a spoked wheel superimposed on the base camp. After
occupation and security of the base camp by mechanized elements, the
camp would be systematically ddstroyed by dozers. This muihodical
technique of destroying base camps during a Jungle clearig operation
fesulted in extremely few casualties.
OBSaVATION: The use of tank dozer/Rome plows in conjunction *ith
mechanized forces in jungle clearing operations can effectively reduce
US casualties while at the stine time speed the clearing of th. Jungle.

FOL
ITE:

Fire Coordination Line (FCL)

DISCUSSION: During Op-r. tion IIMr &TTAN 1st Infantry Division forces
were withdrawn behind a FCL 1,000 meters from the SAIGON River before
the River Assault Group (RAG) force began its sweep. jdditiorr.lly, a
liaison officer from the division accompanied the RAG force to insure
adeouate fire control. This proved to be successful,
OBSERVATION: Id an operation nlong a major water route where blocking
forces are employed on both sidea of the river and a R%G force sweeps
the water route between, the blocking forces, it is vital to establish
a FOL for both blocking forces to prevent friendly forces from becoming
inadverter27 engaged with the RAG force.
B.

RECOMENDATIONS:

None.

FOR M; C0ZIANDER:

J. C. PENNI GN
LTC, AGm
Adjxrtan General
DISTRIBUTION:
Special

CON /)$V74
/V
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ist Ind

AVFBC-H

SUBJECT:

Operational Report -Lessons Learned, ist Infantry Division,
31 July 1967 (RCS CSFOR-65) (U)

DA, HQ II FFORCEV, APO San Francisco 96266
THRU:

Commanding General,

15 Sep 1967

USARV, ATTN: AVHGC-DH, APO 96375

Commander in Chief, US Army Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-MH, APO 96558
TO:

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Dept of the Army,
Washington, D.C. 20310
1. Subject report is forwarded.
2.

This headquarters has reviewed report and concurs.
FOR THE COMMANDER:

t/R. E. WAMBSGANSS
CPT, AGC
Asst AG
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2d Ind
AVHGC-DST (25 Aug 67)
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned for the Period Ending
31 July 1967 (RCS CSFOR-65) (U)
HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY VIETNAM, APO San Francisco
TO:

Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTN:

96375 31 OCT 1967
GPOP-OT,

APO 96558
1, This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons Learned
for the period ending 31 July 1967 from Headquarters, Ist Infantry Division
(WAHD) as indorsed.
2. Pertinent comments follow: Reference item concerning p.hysical profiles, paragraph A, Commanderts Observation, page 18: Concur.
a. The problem of personnel possessing combat arms MOS's arriving in
RVN who are not physically qualified for assignment is no greater in the 1st
Infantry Division than other commands. Because of the number of profiled personnel arriving, they are assigned to units in V regardless of profile serial.
Upon determination by unit commander that no position exists in which the individual can be utilized, reassignment instructions are immediately furnished
by this headquarters.
b. Recommend that Department of the Army place greater emphasis on
proper classification and reclassification action for personnel with assignment
limitations caused by physical profiles. It is imperative that proper reclarzification action be taken by CONUS and overseas commanders UP paragraph 2-30a (2),
AR 600-200, for personnel volunteering or levied for RVN, prior to departure
for this command.
3. Unit will be notified of actions and comments by routine indorsement
which returns this report.
FOR THE COMANDER:

~7-zd
C.S. NATKATSUKASA
Captain. AGC

Assistant Adjutant General
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GPOP-DT(25 Aug 67)
3d Ind (U)
SUBJECT: Operational Report for the Quarterly Period Ending 31 July 1967
from HQ, Ist Inf Div (UIC: WARDAA) (RCS CSFOR-65) (U)
HQ, US ARMY, PACIFIC, APO San Francisco 96558
TO:

4

JA,', 1968

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the

Army, Washington, D. C. 20310
This headquarters has evaluated subject report and forwarding
indorsements and concurs in the report as indorsed.
FOR THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF:

1 Incl

F.I.OSBOL
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ETART NT OF THE AMD

HEhDPU3RTERS 213 BRIGADE 1ST INFANTRY DIVISION
AMO San Francisco 96345
6 August 1967

AVDB-AMT
SU3JECT:

Operational Report on Lessons Learned (ROS CO rO-25) (RI) (U)

TO:

Commanding Geeral

lst Infantry Division
ATTN: AVDB-T
ATO 96345

1.

(C) Fart I.

INTRODUCTION:

a. Background: During the preceding period (0 hay 67 - 31 July 67),
ld Brigade particirated in one division size operation and one continuous
brigade operation. The Division operation in uhich the Brigade was committed
was Op DALLAS (17 May 67 - 25 May 67). In Op LAM SON 67, 2d Brigade worked
in close cooperation and coordination with 5th ARVN Division and BINH DUONG
Sector, 18th ARVN Division and LIEN HOA Sector, CATITAL MILITaRY DISTRICT and
GIA DINH Sector. LAM SON 67 operations included: jungle clearing operations,
search and destroy oi.erations, cordon and search operations, platoon and
souad size ambushes hd saturation patrolling, security missions of Engr units,
forward support areas, roads and designated village chief; convoy escort and
road clearing; revolutionary development projects, civic action protr -.,
population control activities and psychological operations; visual reconnaissance flights and the direction of airstrikes and artillery concentrations.
During the reporting period, at varying times, the following battalions parti--.
ci ted in 2d Brigade operations: l/$8 Inf, 2/18 Inf, 2/16 inf, 2/2 Inf (Mech)

2/28 Inf, .1/26 Inf, 1/16 Inf.

The .1/4 Cav, B/2/34 Arm, A/5/2 Arty, 1st Engr,

168 Engr and 1/11 ACR also participated in brigade operations. The 1/7 Art*
was in direct support of the Brigade throughout the reporting period.
b.

Brigade Organization:
(I)

(Units and Conanding Officers).

2d Brigade, let Infantry Division:
(a) LTC Alexander M. Haig:

1 May - 29 Yay 67.

(b) COL Charles E. Thebaud: 30 May - 31 Jul 67,
(2)" 1st Battalion, 18th Infantry:
(a)
(3)

(4)

(5)

LTC Richard E. Cavazos:

I Kay - 31 Jul 67.

2d Battalion, 18th Jnfantry:

(a)

LTC Lewis R. Baumann:

(b)

LTC James F. rice:

1 May

-

17 hay 67.

18 May - 31 July 67.

2d Battalion, 16th Infantry:
1 hay - 9 Jul 67.

(a)

LTC Joseph R. Ulatobki:

(b)

LTC Stanley J. rarmentier:

10 Jul - 31 Jul 67.

2d Battalion, 2d Infantry:
(a) LTC Edward J. Cbllins:

(b)

LTC John D. relton:

I May - 29 May 67.

30 ay - 31 Jul 67.
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(6)

2d Battalion, 28th Infantry:
(a) LTC Jerry S. Edwards:

I May - 26 June.
27 Jun - 31 Jul 67.

(b) LTC Edward J. Cavanaugh:
(7)

1st Battalion, 26th Infantry:
(a) LTC Joseph H. Hoffman:

(8)

I May - 31 Jul 67.

1st Battalion, 16th Infantry:

I May - 28 Jun 67.

(a) LTC Rufus C. Lazzell:
(b) LTC Calvert
(9).

(10)

r.Benedict:

1st Squadi6n,: 4th Cavalry:
(a) LTC Thomas W. Fife:

I May - I Jun 67.

(b) LTC John W. Seigle:

2 Jun - 31 Jul 67.

Headouarters Company, 2d Brigade:
(a) CFT Gerald E. Tilleux:

(11)

29 June - 31 Jul 67.

I May - 31 Jul 67.

:Ist Battalion, 7th Artillery:
(a). LTC George L. McFadden:
(b) LTC John W. Cassell:

(12)

I Nay - 21 hay 67.

5 Jun - 31 Jul 67.

Co B, Ist Engineer Battalion:

1 May-3 Jul 67.

(a) CrTRobertC. Lee:

4 Jul - 31 Jul 67.

(b) crT Marion L. Caldwell:
(13)

Co A, 168th Engineer Zcttalion:
(a)

(b) ILT Douglas E. Holen:
(14)

21 Jul - 31 Jul 67.

Co B, 701st Maintenance:
(a) CFT

(15)

1 May - 20 Jul A7i

CIT Dnwll D. Whitley:

Michael F. Gandee:

Co C, 1st Medical Battalion:
(a) CIT Robert L Moesinger:

2.

(C) rart

1 May - 31 Jul 67.

nl.

I Fay - 31 Jul 67.

TACTICAL OTER .TIONS:

a. During the reporting pNriod the Brigade participated in one Division
operation, Op DXLD.S and conducted one Brigade operation, the continuous Op
LAM SON 67.
b. Chronology of Taftical Operations:
(1)

Operation LAM SON 67:

1 May - 31 Jul 67,

Continuing Op Ii SON 67, 2d BrigEde in conjunction with 5th ARV
Division and DINH DUONG Sector, 18th ARVN Di# hnd'BMW UOA Sectoi End Capital
Military District and GIA DINH Sector conducted tactical operations in
designated areas to locate and destroy VC/NVA main force units, guerrilla units,
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and VO infrastructure, continued, by constant ap lication of combat fire
power, to c-use individual members of these VC organizations to rally to GVN'
control in order to stimulate further Revolutionary Development Activities
in these areas. Op LAM SON continued to place emphasis on strengthening
local defenses (insuring a secure environment) and extendifng developmental
projects. In the LAM SON 67 tacticil area of operations; the 2d Brigade
conducted jungle clearing operations, search and destroy operations, cordon
and search operations, platoon and souad size ambushes and saturation
patrolling; provided security at Rock Cuarry and laterite pits, for Village
Chief of TAN FHUOC KHANH and engineer work parties; secured ami cleared roads
and forward suprort areas; provided convoy escort; conducted numerous civil
affairs activities to include Hamlet Festivals, population control activities,
MEDCAIs, DINTCids, food distribution and solatium payments (resulting from
property damage or'personal injury), and various other revolutionary development projects and civic action programs; conducted extensive ground and air
psychological operations; directed airstrikes and conducted Prtillery concentrations on VC base camps, supply areas, suspected VC locations and ADI
targets; conducted Eagle Flights and Starlight missions, and provided basic
and unit training for hegioncl Force Co,any 969. Cordon and search ops with
hamlet festivalu w6fe conducted in TAN HISI (XT91010$) on 8 May 67, HOA NHUT
(XT883177) on 17 Jun 67, DINH CHUAN (XT886164) o 30 Jun 67, THUAN GhO
(XT873122) on 9 Jul 67, and TAN BA (XT934137) on 18 Jul 67. A cordon and
search operation with population control activities was conducted in VINH
TRUONG (XT868175) on 12 Jul 67. Cordon and search (only) operations were
conducted in DUNG T,.M (XT935052) 25-26 Jul 67, Ar Ti-N NA (XT955075) on 14
Jul 67, BINH TRI (XT925087) on 15 Jul 67, NEW LUNG DIA (XTM7216) on 17 Jul
67, HOA LOI II (XT816238) on 21 Jul 67, at PHU CHANH (XT858234) on 27 Jul 67
and at I HU CHANH again on 29 Jul 67. A feint seal was conducted at 'HU HUU
(XT854143) on 11 Jul 67. All LAM SON 67 operations were accomplished in close
cooperation and coordination with elements of 5th ARVN Divis6n and 1INH DUONG
Sector, 18th ARVN Division and DIEN HO1. Sector, and Capital hilitary !,.strict
and Gli DINH Sector respectively. In addition, Joint Committees of the
"County Team" (composed of representatives of the I rovincial Office of Civiliar.
Operations, BINH DUONG Sector, 5th ARVN Division and 2d Brigade) were est.blished and during thic reporting period continued coordinating, planning,
establishing priorities and making recommendations concerning Revolutionary
Development activities. LAM SON' 67 continued to improve the secure environment
in the vital central MNH DUONG Irovince between the SAIGON and DONG NAI Rivers.
LAM SON 67 continues. Results from Operation L M SON 67 from I Yay 67 to
31 Jul 67 were as follows: 58 VC KTA, 3 VC KIA (Irob), 30 PW, 1 VCC, 5 deserter
72 draft evaders, 285 detainees, 2 boxes VC propaganda leaflets, 4 firing pens,
955m trench, 34 ponchos, 1 steel pot, 4 cvnteens, sml ouan medical supplies,
2 entrenching tools, I booby-trapped 155m rd, 14 M16 magazines, I jar pellets,
1 boib; 2 shelves, 61 C13U, 13-7.62 rds, 8 motorcycles, I canteen cover, 40
transistor batteries, 4 shirts, 4 booby-trapped butterfly bombs, 6 VC gas
masks, 2 benches, 9 wells, I spider hole, 1 L7.9 wpn, 6 sleeping positions,
3-.45 cal pistols, 1 Smith & Wesson revolver, -6 batteries, 6 booby-trapped
CDU's, I pr shorts, 2 bloody shirts, 2 shelters with roofs, 4 rooms, 4 M1
rifles, I Springfield bolt-action rifle, 2 CHICOM ca.rbines, 100 lbs beans,
2 AK 47's, 10 knives, I CHICO4 pistol, 18 bolts cloth, I M72 IJW, 3296 rds
SA amo, 1-60m mortar base plate, 2 carbine stocks, 3-105m fuses, 2-60am
mortars rds, I roll concertina, 1 hmerade bomb, 2 blasting caps, 2 tornados,
24 AF mines, 350 lb peanuts, 50 1b milk, 50 lb sardines, 10 lb tobacco pOper,
8 lean to's, 2 buckets, 10 booby-trapped grenades, 11 s;-ider holes, 29
fighting positions, 128 tunnels, 21 punji pits, I cntainer, 122 foxholes,
4 booby-+rapped 105am rds, 20 US grenades, 5 c] .o-'
stand, 2 cots, 3-81M
duds, 4 pressure type detonators, 1-175mn dud, 3 clayr:re dtetonators, 14
bicycles, 2 Russian AT mines, I first aid kit, I mortcr position, 26-155m
duds, 14 buffalos, I toAL, 2-155m booby-trap, 21 R79 rds, 2.8 tons rice,
I Russian rifle, 72 rds 5.56, pots and pans, 4 large buildings, I pr shower
shoes, 4 sleeping mats, 3 machetes, 2 shape charges, 2 blocks TNT, 10 lbs
shrimp, 1-2.75mm rocket, 200 lbs noodles, 4 benches, 3 fishing poles, I Russian
flag, 355 lbs salt, 8 gal nuoc nam, 75 lbs documents, 100 lbs soap, 2 t,.pcwriters, 10 SM? mag, 6 carbine mag, 15 lbs cake and nut roll, 7 ammo bel1'i,
7 dummy mines, 1 sewing machine, 5 US helmet liners,'1 VC flag, 425 lbs br.',n
sugar candy, 10i gal kerosene, 25 lbs flour, 8 cartons cigarettes, 2 flashlights, 2 lanterns, 5 gal cooking oil, 2 sleeping areas, sml quan clothing,
379 bunkers, 94 hutches, 42 base camps, I set fatigues, I butterfly bomb,
I canteen cup, 3 US T-istol belts, 62 CHICOM grenades, 2 helm~et liners, 1-5 gal
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can, 12 VC ponchos, 6-6" rds, 4 rifle grenades, I bow, 30 bowls,
3 pair pajamas, 56-105mm duds, 5-.30 cal rds, 7 tables, 1 latrfie;. 2 RrG
rds, I anti-tank mine, 2 M16 rifles, 6 US clayrores, 220' wire, 12 claymores,
2 US carbine, 1 bandoleer, 1-500 lb bomb, I helmet (U§), 2 packs typing paper,
4 back packs, I walkie-talkie, 15 tooth brushes, 77 quarts vinegar, 2 axes,
600 lbs cement, I hoe, 2 picks, 1 watch, I clock, I deck'of cards, 20 lbs
tobacco, 12 cans beef, 14 pr sandals, 7-4.5 volt batteries, 6 flashlights,
3-55 gal drtus, 120 lbs clothes, I gas stove, I mosquito net, .30 cal amno,
IRC-25 headset, 1 fin assy, rice bowls.
(2)

Operation DALLAS (17 - 25 May 67).

Operation DALLAS was a Division size operation which missioned
the 2d Brigade to conduct search and destroy operations in the ONG DONG Jungle
and to control convoys between TAN UYEN and DI i.N from 17 - 25 May 67. The
2d Brigade participation in Op DALLAS was conducted in three phases. On 17
May, 2d Bde initiated Ihase I with search and destroy operations in AO DARING
with 2/2 Inf Mech and commenced escorting convoys from DI i.N to Ti UYEN.
In Fhase Il and III, 2d Brigade with 2/2 Inf (-) (Yech), 2 rlats 8/2/34 Arm,
1/11 ACR (-) and A/2/18 Inf conducted search and destroy operations and
jungle clearing operations in the ONG DONG Jungle. Brigade terminated
participation in Op DALLAS at 250600H hay 67. Results of Operation were:
I VC KIA (DC), I French bolt action rifle, I carbine, I Remington bolt action
rifle, 6 VC base camps, 51 foxholes, 89 bunkers, 245 meters trench, 4 punJi
pits, 21 underground rooms, 1 ton polished 1ice, 41 booby trapped grenades,
1-90mv rd, 12-105me rds, 3-175mm rds, 4-8" rds, 43 CU's, 2 CHICOM grenades,
4-60mm rds, 2-81m rds, I rifle grenade, 2 VC flags, 1 Russian flag, 1 stove,
il US cots, 1 VC gas mask, I pair binoculars, 2 cooking pots, 2 cantevns, 2
mosquito nets, 3-5 gal water cans, small amount documents and medic&' supplies.
3.

(c) Fart III:

INTELLIG

CE:

a. May 1967: There were 47 VC initiated incidents during the monti.
of May. 15 involved deton.tion of pressure type mines by vehicles. The
majority of theso were during Jungle clearing operations. Snipers were active
along routes of movement and in areas where Jungle clearing operations were
being conducted. %here wefe 27 of. thesb incidents.2 B40 rounds era fired at a
tank and a Rome Plow vicinity of XT918103 on 10 May 67. There were no significant trends during this period ai guerrilla forces continued harassing
and delaying activitis while local force companies avoided contact. VC control of areas not occupied by GVN/US forces remain unchanged.
b. June 1967: There were 17 VC initiated incidents during the month
of June. 5 were detonations of booby traps by tracked vehicles during Jungle
clearing operations, 5 were incidents of sniper fire, 5 incidents were of
hand grenades thrown at ambush positions and vehicles and 2 were mortar attacks with 60mm and 81mm mortars. There was a lessening of sniper incidents
directed against convoys during this month. Guerrilla activity in general
was at a low ebb and local force companies avoided contact. There were 5
terrozA incidents directed against civilians. The VC continue to be vulnerable to the psychological operations. The VC will increase terrordit activities to counteract the success 6f the, PD program being carried out in the
BIEN HOA and DINH DUONG Frovinces. The VC infrastructhue within the village
of FHU CHANH, CHAU THANH District was severely damaged, if not destroyed, due
to operations conducted there during the r.nth of June.
c. July 1967: There were 65 VC initiated inc, rite duri% the month
of July. Of these, 24 were detorations of mines c.
, ",'\traps during Jungle
cleaiing operations; 35 incidents were SA and AW fire ,.iracted at ambush positions, perimeter defenses and vehicles; 3 incidents, wre tertudt acts against
civilians; and 3 incidents were mortar and rocket attacks. In general, V,
activity in the LAM SCN AO was on the upswing during July. The VC conti
be vulnerable to the psychological operations. It is probable that t%r',
activities will Increase as the SVN elections draw near. Also, the VC tz
continue terroist activities to counteract the success of the RD program being
carried out in BIEN HOA and BINH DUONG Frov*nces. The VC infrastructure of
HOA LOI II was severely damaged due to the operation conducted there on 21
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Jul 67. The mortar and rocket attacks on FHU LOI and rHUOC VINlH on 29 July
were carried out by the U80 VC Arty Regt at coordipt~s XT8 . A member
of the unit, captured by D//4 Cav on 29 Jul, stated that there were approximtely 400 men in his unit and approximtely 80 of these were NVN.
(0) rart IV:

4.

rSON EL:

a. Present Strength: The assigned strength of the Brigade at the
beginning of the reporting period was 122 Officers, 9 Warrant Officers, and
2282 Enlisted Men. The strength of the Brigade at the end of the reporting
period was 119 Officers, 7 Warrant Officers, and 2536 Enlisted Men.
b. Replacements: The Brigade received 9Z4 ersonnel r.eplacements and
lost 675 personnel during the reporting period, resulting in net gain of
249 Personnel.

a

c. Eilitary Discipline: Military Discipline has been excellent.
There were no unusual problems concerning law and order.
d. Burials: All grave registration activity is handled by the
Forward Support Section, 1st Supply and Transportation Battalion and also the
506th uarternaster Company. All deceased have been evacuated through
channels with no burials in the Field.
e. Civilian Employees: At the present, the Brigade hires 112
unskilled laborers for each day, under the temporary hire progrm, for
tasks such as clearing fields of fire, filling sand bags, drainage ditches,
and leveling ground for foundation pads. 200 local Nationals are employ-d
under the 1permanent hire program for jobs as XP's, waitresset, carpr'ter,
autom:otive ;mchanics, gardeners, and janitors.
f. Yorale and lersonnel Services: Mrale of this Brigade continues
to be exct;llent, The brigade is receiving adequate quotas for out of country
R&R. Red Cross support for personal problems has beeitimely and excellent.
This Brigade has processed 736 Awards during the reporting period.
g. Civil Assistance: Relations with the civilian communities within
the Brigade TAOR have continued to be excellent, Close coordinition with
US/GVN officials at district and pr ,ince levels has resulted in regular
Medical Civic Action Programs, insuring that all major villages/hamlets receive raximun benefits from US/VN medical assistance teams. During the
reporting period some 8,665 persons were treated. Civic Action I rejects ware
co.rdinated with district/prdvince officials to insure that only GVN-approved
projects were undertaken. US assistance to ARVN/RF/F.units continued to
include aid in the construction of outposts and bunkers; provision of barriaer
materials; maintenance c.ntact teams for repair of weapons, vehicles, and
signal items, and IIDC..rs for railitary dependents.
.

(0) art V: LOOISTICS:

a. May 1967: During the reporting period logistical transport was
provided on Op W.k SON by both helicopter and land transport. An 15R was
opened daily and secured. 701.t aintenance Bttalion assumed supprt
maintenance resronsibility for the two platoons from D Co, 2/34 Armor,
A contact team from B Co, 701st Maintenance att.:iin was raintained at THU
L.0 to provide assistance to the 2/2 Inf (Yech) while engaged on Op Ir SON.
When rror is working with infantry, an M88 is required for maintendace in
the field. The M8S Tank Recovery Vehicle belonging to A Co, 701st Maintenance
Battalion operates under an area support basis, however it was released to the
2/2 Inf for field sup;ort. Until such time as an 188 becomus readily availablc.
4
in the field, to the unit having the armor, the lack of a VTR will cont.- to
to be a problem. Log bases were located at DI AN, THU LOI and for e-."4
delivered Class III, LAI WM. The health of the cormand and ph.*lc:
of the troops remained good.
b. June 1967: During the reporting period logistical transport was
provided on Operation LAM SON-by both helicopter and land transport. An MSR
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was opened and secured daily. 701st IFaintenance Battalion continued to
provide suprort maintencance for the divisional units opereting with the 2d
Brigade, as well as the 2 platoons from the 2/34th Armor While on Operation
LAM SON 67. The 701st haintenance Battalion provided a Contect Team at 'HU
LOI fo" support of the 2/2 Inf (Mech) and other units operating from that
location. The Contact Team returned on 28 June 1967. Log bases were located
at 'HU LOI and DI AN, and for aerial delivery of IOL, LAI KHE. In one instance
a unit operating for one day with the 2d Brigade, the 2/28 Inf, maintained its
log bse at LAI KHE. The health of the cormrand and physical condition of the
troops r rmained good.
c. July.1967: During the reporting period logistical transport
was provided by both helicopter and rehicular means. Vehicluar transport
rquirements have grown appreciably; however, to date reouirements have
been met through local resources and divisional assets. B Co, 701st P.aintenance Battalion has continued to provide sup,ort maintenance for the
units operati.on with the 2d Brigade. In the case of the 1st Squadron 4th
Cavalry zhe permanent contact team at THU LOI has continued to render
them support. Also B Co, 701st Fint, coupled with the 701st Contact Team
at THU WOI, was responsible for relieving the critical truck problem of
the 1st Squadron 4th Cavalry b.:replacing engines in the 5-ton vehicles
of the .st Squadron 4th Cvalry. The 2/2 Inf (Much) experienced some
difficulty in recovery operations due to the absence of a M88 track
rmcovery vehicle. This problem, to an extent was alleviated by the arrival
of the M88 belongin to L Co 2/34th Arror. On 28 July 1967, another V,88
from 2/34th arrived to supplement it.
During the iterim the void was
covered by an M88 from let Squadron 4th Cavalry and later by one from HC'
& A Co, 701st iaintenance. Delivery of IOL and Class V to 2/2 Inf has been
accomplished primarily by aerial means. The rOL is rigged at and flown
from LII MHE. Log bases have been maintained at DI AN and THU LOI, CQsses
I thru IV being available at these locations, with II & IV in limi".
- uantitic.
at IHU LOI. Class V has been obtained from the LONG DTNH iS.
6. (C) Fart VI:

CHRONOLOGY:

1 Yay: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf remained attached
3d Bde. 1/18 Inf remained attc'ched Ist Dde. 2/18 Inf remained attched 3d
Bde. 1/26 Inf with one section of A/5/2 hrty continued Op LAM SON 67 securing
engineer effort along Rte Oi10AGB, bridgu site and laterite pit, sa-curing the
illage 9hief of TAN rHUOC KHANH and the Frunchmann's Flat Rock Quarry. 2/2
hech (-) conducted show of force in the CO MI Jungle vic XT8812, THU LOI rlains
vic XT8620 and S&D op.rations w-st of HOA LOI II vie XT7924. 1/28 Inf stood
down for maintenance ft FHU LOI and was Dde RRF. D/1/4 Cay conducted VR's and
eagle flights in the LAM SON 67 AO. 1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Bde.
2 May: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf remained atteched
3d 13de. 1/18 Inf remained attached 1st Bde. 2/18 Inf temained attached 3d
Bde. 1/26 Inf with one section of A/5/2 Arty continued 'Op L1M SON 67 clearing
road along Rte BRONZE. 2/2 Yech (-) with B/1/4 Cav -(-) and /2/34 Arm continuee
Op LAN SON 67 conducting SD ops vic X=8920, XT8721 and XT8722. 1/28 Inf
remained Ede RRF at 'HU LOI until 0700H and moved to relieve 1/26 Inf in
place on Rte BRONZE to assume mission of securing engineer effort along Rte
BRONZE, bridge site and laterite pit, securing the village chief of TAN RUOC
MHANH and the engineer rock cuarry (XT910160). D/1/4 Cav conducted VRs and
"Eagle Flights" in LAM SON 67 AO. 1/7 Arty remained in DS of 2d Bde.
3 Fay: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf rumaine4 attached
3d Bde. 1/18 Inf remained attached Ist Bde. 2/18 Inf rnrained attached 3d
Dde. 1/26 Inf conducted airmobile assault into AO ,iO;.GE and conducted S&D
operations. 2/2 Mech (-) with B/1/4 Cav (-) and "i2/34 Arm continued Op
L&M SON 67 conducting S&D ops via XT8820, XT8821 and XT822. 1/28 InX
cleared ond secured Rte BRONZE in sector and continued security missiohs -t
Frenchman's Flat rock ouarry, leterite pit, bridge site, sn, Village C.
of TAN IHUOC KHANH. D/1/4 Cav conducted We's and "Eagle Flights"
67 AO. 1/7 Arty remained in DS of 2d d8.

-

4 May'
2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf remainedatch 3d.Bde
1/18 Inf remained attached 1st Dde. 2/18 Inf remained attached 3d Bde. 1/26%
Inf continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting S&D ops vie XT8627. 1/28 Inf continued
Op LAM SON 67 with no change in assigned mission. 2/2 Mech (-) stood down for
maintenance at 1HU LOI. 1/7 Arty remained in DS of 2d Dde.
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5May: 2d Dde continued Op LA SON 67.
/16 Inf remained atteched
3d de. 1/10 Inf remaind attached Ist Dde. 2/18 Inf remained ettached 3d
Dde. 1/26 Inf continued Op L M SON 67 conducting S&D'opc vic XT8627.
1/28
Inf continued Op LA*1 SON 67 vdth no change in assigned mission. 2/2 Mech(stood down for maintenance at THU LOI.
1/7 Arty remained in DS of 2d Dde.
3d Dde.
Bde.

6 Pay:

2d Bde continued Op LAM
67. 2/16 Inf remained attached
118 Inf remained attached Ist S6N
Dde. 2/16 Inf remained attached 3d
;/26 Inf continued Op Li SON 67 conducttng S&D op in zone.
1/28 Inf

continued Or LAM SON 67 sectiring engr work parties at laterite pit and

Frenchman's Flat Rack Cuarry, cleared and outposted RtA BRONZE by 0637H,

continued to provide security for Village Chief of TAN 1HUOC KHANH, and
conducted local combat patrols, 2/2 Each (-) stood down for maintenance at
IPU LOI. 1/7 irty continued; in DS of 2d Bde.
7 May: 2d Dde continued Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf rerained attached
3d Dde. 2/18 Inf remained attched 3d Dde. 1/26 Inf continued Op LAN SON 67
conducting S&D ore in zone. 1/28 Inf continued Op LAM SON 67 securing Engr
work parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat Rock Ouarry, cleared and
outposted Rte BRONZE by 0837, continued to provide security for Village
Chief of TAN 11HUC KHkNH, and conducted local coxibat patrels. 2/2 Mech (-)
st6d down for maintenance at FHU LOI. 1/7 Arty remained in DS of 2d Dde.
8 May: 2d Dde continued Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf remained attached
3d Bd'e. 1/18 Inf remained attadhed Ist Dde. 2/10 Inf remained attached 3d
Dde. .1/26 Inf continued Op LAM SON conducting S&D ops in zone. 1/28 Inf
continued Op LAM SON 67 securing Engr work parties at laterite pit and
Frenchman's Flat liock Quarry and continued to provide security for Village
Chief of TAN 1HUOC HANH. 2/2 Mech (-): One company opened end sec, "-0 Rte
BRONZE and Dn (-)occupied assi&ned sector at TAN HIEF seal. 1/'?
7
.
)
remaihed in DS of 2d Dde..
9 M * 2d Dde continued Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 lnf remained attached
3d Dde. I/8 Inf remained attached Ist Dde. 2/18 Inf remained attached
3d Dde. 1/26 Inf continued Op LAM SON conducting S&D ops in zone. 1/28 2nf
continued Op LAY GIN 67 securing Eanr Aork parties at laterite pit and
Frenchman's Flat Rock Quarry, road clearing ors along Rte BRONZE and continued
to provide security for Village Chief of TYN HUOC MNH. 2/2 Mech (-)
continued Op JM SON conducting S& operations. and securing Rome Ilows in
TAN HIEF Woods. 1/7 Arty' (-) renmined in DS of 2d Dde.
10 May: 2d Dde continued Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf remained attached
3d De.. 1/18 Inf remained attached Ist Bde. 2/18 Inf moved from LAI KHE to
DI AN and became OCON 2d Bde. 1/26 Inf continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting
SO ops in zone. 1/28 Inf continued Op LAM SON 67 securing Rome Flow operation.
Engr work parties at literite pit and Frenchman's Flat Rock Cuarry, road
clearing ops along Rte BRONZE and continued to rrovide security for Village
* Chief of T N P1HUOC
{HAH. 2/2 hech (-) moved from THU LOI to Iji KHE conr'encinL
at Q730H. 1/7 Arty remained in DS of 2d Dde.
*

11 May: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf remained attached
3d Bde. 1/18 Inf remained attached Ist Bde. 2/18 Inf continued to stand
do-wn at DI AN. 1/26 Xnf was airlifted from FHU LOI to LAI KHE. 1/28 Inf
continued Op LAM SON 67 securing Rome low operations, Engr *brk parties
at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat Rock ruarry, road clearing ore along
Rte BRONZE and continued to provide security for Village Chief of TAN )HUOC
KHANH. 1/7 Arty remained in DS of 2d Dde.
12 May: 2d Bde continud Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf remained attached
3d Dde. 1/18 Xnf remained attached Ist Dde. 2/18 Inf continued Op LiAM
SON
67 conducting S&D in HUNG DINH Jungle without incident. 1/28 Inf continuod
Op LAk, ScN 67 securing Rome I low operations, Engr -work parties at later'4
and Frenchman's Flat Rock Quarry, and clearing ops along Rte DRONZR L.
continued to provide security for Village Chief of TAN THUOC KHANH. l,'t
remained in DS of 2d Bde.
13 May: 2d Dde continued Op LM SON 67, 2/16 Inf remained attached
3d Bde. 2/18 In with B/2/34 Arm (-) continued Op LAM SON 67 condubting
S&D in HUNG DINH Jungle. 1/28 Inf continued Op LAM SON 67 securing Rome Flow
operations, Engr work parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat Rock
Quarry, clearing ops along Rte BRONZE and continutd to provide security for
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{HANH. 1/7 'Arty remained in DS of 2d BDe.

14 My: 2d Ude continued Op' LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf remained attached
3d Lde. 1/18 Inf remained attached Il. Dde. 2/18 Inf with D/2/34 Arm (-)
continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting S&D ops in HUNG DINH Jungle vic XT8810.
1/28 Inf with D/1/4 Cav (-) continued Op LAM SON 67 securing Rome ilow ops,
Engr work parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat Rock Quarry, clearing
ops aiong Rte BRONZE and continued to provide security for Village Chief of
ThN IHUOC MKNH. D/1/ Cay continued to secure TIN UYEN. 1/7 Arty remained
in DS of 2d Dde.
15 May: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf remained attached
3d Dde.
1/18 Inf remained attached Ist bde. 2/18 Inf with B/2/34 Arm (-)
continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting S&D op in HUNG DINH Jungle and closed in
to DI AN at 1339H after terminating ops.
1/28 Inf continued Op LAY SON 67
securing Rome Ilow ops, Engr work parties at laterite pit ond Frenchman's
Flat Rock Quarry, clearing ops along Rte 13RONZE and continued to provide
security for Village Chief of TN 1HUOC KHANH.
2/2 Mech (Z') Dn became OICON
2d Bde upon closing THU LOI.
1/7 Arty (-) remained in DS of 2d Bde.
16 ,Ray: 2d bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf remained attached
3d Bde. 1/18 Inf remained attached 1st Dde. 2/18 Inf continued Op LhM SON 67
securing Rome rlow ops, Engr work parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat
Rock Quarry, clearing ops along Rte BRONZE and continued to provide security
for Village Chief of TjNKM.. M&H. 2/2 Mech (-) stood down at THU LOI.
1/7
Arty (-) rmained in D8 of 2d Bde.
17 May: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf remained attached
3d Dde. 1/18 Inf remained attached 1st Bde. 2/18 Inf (-) secured tr-e Tlows
in the BINH TRI Woods vic XT9101 and conducted extensive night arb
- in
BINH TRI Woods area. 1/28 Inf continued Op LAM SON 67 securing Aome Ilow.
op, Engr work parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat Rock Cuarry,
continued to provide scuzrity for Village Chief of TAN THUOC KHANH, cleared
and secured Rte BRONZE and Rte 13 to Hwy 314. 2/2 Mech (-) with B/2/34 Arm
(-) and Co A 2/18 Inf roved to field locations and conducted S&D ops in ONG
DONG Jungle. 1/7 Arty (-) remained in DS of 2d Dde6
18 hay: 2d Bde continued Qp LUM tON 67 bnd Op DhLLkS& 2/16 Inf rumaine
atch 3d Bde.
I/i8 Int rmailid atch tbb fldej 2/18 Wh (-) continiied to secure
Home Plows, conducted S&D ope in AO D1.HhNESS and tohducted extensive night
ambushes in AO& 1/28 Inf continued security of Rte BRDNZE, Engr work parties
at laterite pit -ind Frenchman's Flat Rock Cuarry and Village Chief of TAN PHUOC
KHANH. 2/2 Mech (-) with B/2/34 Arm L-) and Co A 2/18 Inf c)ducted SD ops
in AO DAR]NG.
1/7 Arty (-) remained in DS of 2d Bde.
19 May: 2d Dde continued Op LAM SON 67. 2/16 Inf remained attached
3d Dde. 1/18 Inf remained attached 1st Bde. 2/18 Inf continued Op LAM SON
67 with no change in assigned mission. 1/28 Inf continued Op LAM SON 67
securing Rte BRONZE, Engr work parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat
Rock Quarry, and the Village Chief of TAN THUOC KHANH. 2/2 Mech (-) wlth
B/2/34 Arm (-) and Co A 2/18 Inf continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting S&D ops
in ONG DONG Jungle.
1/7 Arty (') remained in DS of 2d Bde.
20 May: 2d Dde continued Op LAM SON 67 and Op DALLAS. 2/16 Inf
remained attached 3d Bde. 1/18 Inf remained attached Ist Bde. 2/18 Inf
continued Op IAM SON 67 with no change in assigned mission. 1/28 Inf continued
Op LAM SON 67 securing Rte BRONZE, Engr iork parties at laterite Tit and
Frenchman's Flat nck Quarry, and the Village Chief f TN rHUOC KHANH. 2/2
Mech (-) with B/2/34 Arm (-) and Co A 2/18 Inf continued Op LAM SON 67
conducting S&D ops in ONG DONG Jungle.
1/7 Arty (-) continued in DS of 2d Dde.
21 May: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67 and Op DALLAS. 2/16 T-..
attcched 3d Bde.
1/18 Inf runained attached Ist Bde. 2/18 Inf (-'
at DI AN and prepared for future operations.
1/28 Inf continued Op 67 securing Rte LRONZE, Egr wvork parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Fla
Rock Ouarry, and the Village Chief of TAN rHUOC KHN4S. 2/2 Mech (-) with
B/2/34 Arm (-) and Co A 2/18 Inf continued Op DALLAS conducting S&fDora in
ONG DONG Jungle. D/1/4 Cay (-) remained OTCON 3d Brigade. 1/7 Arty -)
continued in DS of 2d Bde.
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22 May:

2d

de continued Op DALLAS and Op LA SON 67.

2/16 Inf

2/18 Inf
1/10 lnf remine attached Ist Bde.
remained attached 3d Bde.
became OICON let Dde.
1/28 Inf contipued',,Op LAM SON 67 securing Rte BRONZE,
Engr work parties at laterite pit'anad'renchman's Flat Rock Quarry, and the
Village Chief of TAN rHUOC: MHNH \2/2' ch 4dth 1/2/34 Arm (-) continued Op

DALIJS conducting S&P-ops. ih ONG DONG ungle .
Bde. 1/7 Arty remained ia,D of 2d Bde.

- /I4A Cav remained OrOoN 3d

23 May: 2d Bde eontinued Op DALLAS and Op L11 SON 67. 2/16 Inf remaine,
OPCON 3d Dde. 1/18 Int airlifted to DI AN. 2/$8 Inf remained OFCbN 1st Ede.
1/28 Inf continued Op LAM SON 67 securing Rte BRONZE, Engr work parties at
laterite ,pit and Frenchman's Flat Hock Quarry, and the Village Chief of TAN
YHUOC KMANH. 2/2 Inf with P/2/34 Ann (-) continued Op DALLAS conducting sucurit
and recon patrols in ONG DONG Jungle. D/1/4 Cay remained OIVON 3d We. 1/7
Arty (-) remained in DS of 2d.Bde.
1/18 Inf conducted
24 May: 2d Dde continued Ops DAL 'S and LAM SON 67.
Op LAM SON 67 rAlieving 1/2, inf of security missions on Rte BMONZE, Engr work
parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat Aock Qutrry,,and Village Chief

of TAN :HUOC KHANH. 2/18 Inf remained OFCON let flde. 2/16 Inf remained OICON
3d Dde. 1/28 Inf airlifted 1HULOI t6 FHUOC VINH. 2/2 Inf with D/2/34 Arm
(-) continued OF DALLAS conducting SD ops in AO DARING. D/1/4 Cay (-)
remained OrCON 3d Brigade. 1/7 Arty (-) remained in DS of 2d Dd.
2d Dde continued Op LAN SON 67 and terminated Op DALLAS at
25 May:
0600H. 1/18 Inf continued Op LM SON conducting security missions on Rte
BRONZE, Engr work yarties 6t laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat %ock Qurry,
and Village Chief bf TAN IHUOC KHANH. .2/18 Inf remained OFcON 1st Bde. 2/16
Inf airlifted from 1HUOC VINH to BI HOA and moved from DIMN HOA to DI, AN
comencing 0905H. 2/2 Inf with D/2/34 Arm (-) continued Op DALLAS c-naucting
S&D ops in AO DiRING. D/1/ Cay (-) remained Div Trps. 1/11 ACR (-, b.came
OrCON 2d Dde 0845H and conducted S&D in AO BDWG.L without incident. 1/7 Arty
(-) remained in DS of 2d Bde.

26 May: 2d Ede continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf continued Op LAM SON
67 conducting security missions on Rte BRONZE, Engr work parties at laterite
pit and Frenchman's Flat Rock Quarry, and Village Chief of TiN PHUOC KHANH.
9/18 Inf remained OCON 1st Dde. 2/16 Inf stood down DI.AN. 2/2 Inf with U/
2/34 Arm (-) continued Op LX SON 67 conducting S&D ops in 1O DARING. D/1/4
Cay (-) remained Div Trps. 1/11 A',R (-) continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting
S&D ops in AO DENG,.L. 1/7 Arty (-) remained in DS of 2d Dde.
27 May: 2d Dde continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf continued Op LAM SON
67 conducting security missions on Rte LRONZE, Engr work parties at laterite
pit and Frenchman's Flat 4ock Quarry, and Village Chief of TAN I HUOC XPANH.
2/18 Inf remained OFCON Ist Dde. 2/16 Inf relieved 1/18 Inf of security
missions on Rte BRONZE, ngr work parties at laterite pit and Frunuhman's lat
Hock Quarry, and Village Chief of TAN rHUOC 1!NH.- 2/2 Inf with.D/*2/34 Arm
(-) continued Op .MSON 67 conducting S&D ops in AO D,:KING. D/1/4 Cav(-),.
comenced move to XUAN
remained Div Trps. i/1 i ACR (-) at 0625H
LOC, released OCON 2d Dde. 1/7 Arty t-) remained in DS of 2d Be'e.
28 ay: 2d Ede continued Op UAM SON 67. 1/1 Inf airlifted DI AN to
XT0723 commencing 1O00H and became OrCON 3dEde. 2/18 Inf remained OYCON 1st
Bde. 2/16 Inf cratinued Op L M SON 67 conducting security missions on Rte
LRONZE, Engr A.k parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat %ock Cuarry,
and Village '%,ief of TAN THUoC KHA1H. 2/2 Inf with D/2/34 Arm (-) continued
Op LAM SON 67 conducting S&D ops in AO DARING. D/i/
-. (-) remained Div
Trps. 1/7 fAty (-) remained in DS of 2d Lde.
29 May: 2d Ede continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf remained OTCON 3d
Bde. 2/18 Inf remained OFCON 1st Bde. 2/16 Inf continued Op LAM SON 67
conducting security missions on Rte BRONZVE, Engr work parties at lrte"
and Frenchman's Flat Rock Cirrry, and Vllage Chief of TAN ?HUOC Kr...
Inf with D/2/34 Arm (-) continued Op LIAM SON 67 conducting SD ops in ,...

D/I/4 Cav (-) remained Div Trps.

1/7 P'ty (-) remained in DS of 2d Dde.

30 May: 2d Dde continued Op/LUM SON 67. 1/18 Inf remained OTCON 3d de.
2/18 Inf remained OrCON lt Ldo. 2/16 Inf Iontinued Op LAM SON 67 conducting
security missions on Rte LRONZE, Engr work arties at laterite pit and
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Frenchman's Flat "ock Quarry, and Village Chief of TAN PHUOC KHANH. 2/2 Inf
(-) with b/2/34 Arm (-) continued Op LM SON 67 conducting S&D ops in AO DARING.
D/1/
Cay (-) remained Div Trps.
1/7 Arty (-) continued in DS of 2d Bde.
31 May: 2d Dde continued Op LM SON 67.
1/18 Inf remained OPOON 3d Dde
2/18 Inf remained OFCON lst Bde.
2/16 Inf continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting
security missions on Rte BRONZE, Eagr work parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat Rock Ouarry, and Village Chief of TAN 'HUOC
OHANH.
2/2 Inf (-)
with /2/34 Arm (-) continued O,. LAM SON 67 condncting S&D ,-s in AO DARING.

1 June:

2d Lde continued Op LUY SON 67.

1/18 Inf rerained OFCON 3d

Dde.
2/18 Inf airlifted to DI AN with all elements closing at 1430H.
2/16
Inf continued Op LA) SON 67 conducting security missions on Rte DRONZE, Engr
work parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat hock Ouarry, and Village
Chief of TAN PII
'MiNH, 2/2 Inf with 13/2/34 Arm (-) terminated S& ops in
AO DOARING and commenced move to LAI KHE. D/1/4 Cay (-) remained Div Trps.
1/7 Arty (-) continued in DS of 2d Dde.

2 June: 2d Lde continued Op LA SON 67. 1/18 Inf remained OCON 3d
Bde. 2/18 Inf stood down for maintenance and prepared for future operations.
2/16 Inf continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting security missions on Rte LRONZE,
Engr work parties at laterite -it and Frenchman's lat tock ruarry, and Village
Chief of TAN iHUOC KHANH. D/2/34 Arm (-) stood down at DI Al conducting
maintenance.
1/7 Arty (-) continued in DS of 2d Lde.

3 June: 2d Lde continued Op LAP SON 67. 1/18 Inf at 1240H relieved
2/16 Inf of security msn on Rte BRONZE, Engr work parties at laterite pit and
Frenchman's Flat Rock Quarry, and Village Chief of TiN ]HUOC KHANH.
2/16 Inf
c ntinued Op. IAM SON 67 conducting security missions on Rte BRONZE, Engr work
parties at laterite pit and Frenclman's Flat Rock Cuarry, and Villvjg( Chief
of TAN ]HUOC KMNH until relieved by 2/18 Inf at 1240H.
1/7 Arty ( ) c ntinue,
in DS of 2d Dde.4 June: 2d de continued Op LAM SON 67. $/18 Inf remained OFCON Ist
Dde. 2/18 Inf continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting security missions on Rte
BRONZE, Engr wore parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat Rock cuarry
and Village Chief of TAN rHUOC KHANH.
2/16 Inf continued to stand down at
DI AN and prepared for future ops. 1/7 Arty (-) continued in DS of 2d Bde.

5 June: 2d de continued Op U.N SON 67. 1/18 Inf remained OGCON
1st Bde. 2/18 Inf continued 01: LLM SON 67 zonducting security missions on
Rte BRONZE, Engr work parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat Rock
Quarry, and Village Chief of TAN IHUOC HhNH. 2/16 Inf .ontinued to stand down
at DI AN and prepared for future ops. 1/7 jirty (-) continued in DS of 2d Dde.
6 June: 2d bde continued Op LAM SON 67 :nd commenced S&D in LO STRIKE.
1/18 Inf became OrCON 2d Dde 0700H and conducted S&D in AO STRIKE.
2/18 Inf
continued Op LY.SON 67 conducting security rissions on Rte BRONZE, Engr unrk
parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat Rock" Quarry and Vil age Chief of
TAN jHUOC KHA:A, 2/16 Inf airlifted from DI AN into AO STAIKE vic XT782227
commencilg 1320F.
1/7 Arty (-) continued in DS of 2d Tde.
7 Jime: 2d Dde continued Op LAM SON 67 and S&D in AO STRIKE. 1/18
in? continued to stand down at DI AN.
2/18 Inf continued Op LM SON 67
conducting security missions on Rte BRONZE, Engr work parties at laterite pit
and Frenchman's Flat Hock Quarry and Village Ohief of TAN rHUOC KH.ANH.
2/16
Inf continued S&D ops in AO STRIKE without inci.rznt. D/1/4 Cav continued
VR's & Eagle Flights in ,,O's LAM SON & STRIKE.
1/7 Arf-y (-) continued in DS
of 2d Dde.
8 June: 2d Dde continued Op LWf SON 67 and aD in AO STRIKE. 1/16 In
continued to stand down at DI AN and prepared for future ops. 2/18 Inf continued Op DX SON 67 conducting secuzity missions on'Rte DRONZE, Encr ....
parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's Flat Rock Quarry and Vill'
TAN 1HUOC KRONH.
2/16 Inf coatinued S&D ops in AO S'-RIKE. D/1/,
VR's & Eagle Flights in AO's LUM SON & STRIKE. 1/7 Arty (-) continued in LS
of 2d Dde.
9 June: 2d Bde continued Op LAN SON 67 &nd SOD in, O STRIKE. 1/18
Inf continued security ops at DI AN and prepared for future ops. 2/18 Inf
continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting iecurity missions on Rte BRONZE, Engr work
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parties at laterite pit and Frenchman's blt
' ock ruarry and Village Chief of
TAN IHUOC KHhNH until Q9OOH: '2/16 Inf cont'inued S&D ops in AO STRIKE. D/1/
Cav continued VR'c.-& Eagl6 Flights in .C's LAM SON & STRIKE.
I/7 Arty (-)
continued in r of 2d Bde.
S&D in AO STRIKE. 1/18 Inf
LAMInf
SON was
and relieve
2d Ude continued
0943H. Op2/18
d of Frenchman's Flat
roved to to
LAIdune:
ME commencing
i ock Ouarry and Village Chief of TAN FHUC' , UMN at 0940H by 2/2 Inf. 2/16
Inf continu -d S0D ops in A0 STRIKE until 1400H vhen Ln cormienced airlift to
1HUC0 VIhH.
1/4 Cav (-) becare OFCON 2d Ede. D/1/4 Cav continuEd VR's and
Eagle Flights in AO's LAP. SON & STRIKE. 1/7 Arty (-) continued in DS of 2d 6de.
11 June: 2d Dde continued Op WM SON 67., 1/18 Inf remained OICON 3d
Bde. 2/18 Inf rerained OrCON 3d Dde. 2/2 Pech continued Op LAM SON 67
conducting security mns on Rte BRONZE, Engr work parties at laterite pit and
Rock Quarry, and Village Chief of TAN i HUOC KHANH.
1/4 Cav continued Op LM
SON 67 initiating S&D ops in ONG DONG Jungle. 1/7 Arty continued in DS of
2d Dde.
12 June: 2d Ede continued Op LA. SON 67. 1/10 Inf remained OICON
3d Dde. 2/18 Inf remained OrCON 3d Dde. 2/16 Inf r-)mained OICON Ist Dde.
2/2 Yech continued Op L0M SON 67 conductin6 security msns on Rte LRONZE, Engr
work parties at lateritv pit and Rock Ouarry, and Village Chief of TI.N IHUOC
.NH. 1/4 Cav continued Op IAM SON 67 conducting S&D ops in ONG LONG Jungle.
1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Bde.
1
13 June: 2d 4de continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf remained OPCON 3d
Ide. 2/18 Inf remained OICON 3d Dde. 2/16 Inf remained OICON Ist Dde. 2/.2
Mech continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting security I ssions on Rte BRONZE, Engr
work parties at laterite pit and tock Ouarry, and illage Chief of TN i HUOS
KHNH.
1/4 Cav continued Op LIM SON 67 conducting S&D ops in ONG
C:*U
2.
1/7 Aity continued in DS of 2d Bde.

14 Jiane: 2d Lde continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf remained OICOR
3d Dde. 2/18 Inf remained OICON 3d Dde. 2/16 Inf remained OCON'Ist Dde.
2/2 Mech continued Op Lil SCN 67 conducting security msns at Rock uarry,
illage Chief of TAN IHUOC MDU1111
and prepared for future ops. 1/4 Cav
continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting security ops on Rte DRONZE without incident.
1/7 Arty continued in LS of 2d Lee.
15 June: 2d Dde continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf remained OICON
3d Ude.
2/18 Inf remained OFCON 3d Lde. 2/16 Inf remaii.ed OFCON Ist Ude.
2/2 Mech continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting sfcurity Psns on Rte iRONZE, Engr
work parties at laterite pit and Rock Ouarry , and Village Chief of TAN 1HUOC
MhNH,
I/4 Ccv continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting S&D ops in ONG DONG Jungle.
1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Dde.
16 June: 2d Lde continued Op LiY SON 67. 1/1 Inf remained OPCON
3d Dde. 2/16 Inf remained OFCON 3d Dde. 2/16 Inf remained OPCON Ist de.
2/2 Mech continued Op LM SCN 67 conducting security mans at Rock Cuwrry,
Village Chief of TAN !HUOC KJ.NH. I/4 (av continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting
security ops on Rte LRONZE without incident. 1/7 Arty continued in DS of
2d Dde.
17 June: 2d Bde continued Or LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf remained OFCON
3d Lde. 2/18 Inf remained O.CON 3d Lde. 2/16 Inf r-raJned OTCON Ist Ede.
2/2 Mech continued Op LAM SON 67 conducting security msns at "'ock Cuarry,
Village Chief of TAN rHUOC KWhNH and prepared for
m. ors.
1/7 Arty
continuad in DS of 2d Ede.
18 June: 2d Ede in conjunction with DINH DUONG Sector conducted raids
on reported tunnel locations at objectives X (XT852246), Y (XT865237) and Z
(XTC55260).
I/It Inf remained OFCON 3d Dde.
2J18 Inf remained O!CO'
2/16 Inf remained OICON 1st Dde. I/4 CLV continued Op LAM SON 67 ,
security ops on Rte BRONZE, at Ack Quarry and Village. Chief of TJ. ..
1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Dde.

3d Dde.

19 June: 2d Dde continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf remained OrCON
2/16 Inf remained CFCON 3d de. 2/16 Inf remained OICON Ist Dde.
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1/4 Cav continued Op LAM SON 67 with 2 flats of B/2/34 Arm and a Flat of
A/5/2 Arty conducting security ops on Rte LRONZE, at, dock Qarry and Village
Chief of T0N FHUOC KHANH.
1/7 Arty conti'ued in RS o '2d Dde.
1/18 Inf remained OFCON
20 June: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67.
2/18 Inf remained OFCON 3d Bde. 2/16 Inf remained OICON Ist Lde.
114 Pav (-) with 2 Flats 6f D/2/34 Arm and 1 Flat a/5/2 Arty conducted security
ops on Rte BRONZE, at Rock Quarry and with Village Chief of ThN
0HUOC
HANH.
1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Dde.
3d Dde.

21 June: 2d i de continued Op L'AM SON 67. 1/18 Inf remained OFCON 3d
Dde.
2/18 Inf remained OFCON 3d Bde.
1/16 Inf r,-mained OPCON 1st bde. 1/
Cav (-) with 2 Flats of 11/2/34 Arm and 1 Flat A/5/2 Arty conducted security
ops on Rte DRONZE, at ock Quarry and with Village Chief of TAN THUOC KHINH.

1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Dde.
22 June: 2d Lde continued Op LAM SON 67.
1/18 Inf remained OFCON
2/18 Inf remained OICON 3d Dde. 2/16 Inf remained orcoN ist Dde.
3d Bde.
1/4 Cav (-) with 2 Flats of 4/2/34 Arm and 1 Flat /5/2 Lrty conducted security
ops on Rte fROM, Hwy 13, at Rock 0uarry and with Village Chief of TkN ;HUOC
KHjNH and conducted S&D ors in sector. 1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Dde.
1/18 Inf (-) closed DI AN
25 June: 2d £de continued Op LAM SON 67.
.1830H reverting OICON 2d I2de. 2/18 In! remained OYCON 3d Dde. 2/16 In!
1/4 Cay (-) with 2 Flats of -/2/34 Arm and I Flat
remained OICON Ist Ede.
R/5/2 Arty conducted security ops on Rte DRONZL, Hwy 13, at Rock Quarry rnd
with Village Chief of TkN IoHUOC KHANH and conducted S&D ops in sector,
24 June: 2d I3de continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf (-) coneucted
local security at DI AN and prepared for future ops. 2/18 Inf renrrned OYCON
- /2/34
1/4 Cav (-) with 2 Flat.
3d Ede. 2/16 Inf rtmained OrCON 1st Dde.
Arm and I Flat A/5/2 Arty conducted security ors on Rte aRONZE, at iRock Cuarr
1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d rda
and with Village Chief of TAN rH3oc KHANH,
0
25 June: 2d de continued r LAM SON 67. 1/1 Inf conducted security
missions at dock Cuarry and with Village Chief of TiM rHUOC KH1,NH and prepared
for cordon and search or at LONG T.M (XT935052).
2/18 Inf remained OFCON 3d
1/4 Cav (-) at 0938H noved from M1U
ulde. 2/16 Inf remained OICON 1st 13de.
LOI to LAI ME closing at 1120H and becoming OICON Ist Dde. A/5/2 Arty (-)
1/7 Krty continued in DS
conducted road clearing and security on Rte L, ONZE,
of 2d Dde.

1/18 Inf (-) conducted nns
26 June: 2d iLde continued Op L1. SON 67.
At Rock Quarry and with Village Chief of TAN I HUOC KHkNH and pa1 ticipated in
cordon and search op at DONG TAM (XT935052), maintaining seal of the hamlet
throughout the night and during the search which was completed by 1100H. 2/18
Inf (-) after being airlifted to IN HO departed by road to VI AN closing
1/7 Arty
at 1912H, revertin_ OICON 2d Bde. 2/16 Inf remained OFCON Ist bde.
continued in DS of 2d Lde.
27 June: 2d Dde continued Cp LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf conducted local
security ors at DI AN. 2/18 In (-) conducted local security and relieved
1/18 Inf (-) of security mans at the Rock Quarrj and the Village Chief of TAN
PHUOC KHANH. 2/16 Inf remained OICON ist Bde.
A/5/2 Arty (-) conducted road
clearing and security on Rte DRONZE.
1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Dde.
28 June: 2d Dde continued Or LA.M SON 67. I/I,' Inf (-) departed DI AM
at 0825H and closed field locations at 0958f for Op TJiAJf1,O1N.
2/C Inf conducted security msns at the Rock Quarry and the V.il
--4
Chief of TAM THUOC
KHANH, secured Rome flows and conducted S&D ops in LlWH M, Woods.
2/16 Inf
remained OFCON Ist Ede. A/5/2 Arty conducted road clearing and security on Rt
bRONZE.
1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Dde.
29 June: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 In! -) witth
(Mech) rersained OFCCN 9th Div for Op UNIONTOWN.
2/18 Inf (-) c6neuct
msns at the Rock Quarry and the Village Chief of TAN -HUOC KHANH; secured nom
Flows and conducted S&D ols in DINH TRI Woods.
2/16 In! remained OICON 1st
Dde. 2/28 In! closed M1U DOI at 1420H becoring OTCON 4d Ede.
A,/5/2 Arty
(-) conducted road clearing and security on Rte BRONZE,
1/7 -rty contiubd
in DS of d Lde.
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30 June: 2d Ede continued O LAM SON 67. 118 Inf (-) with b/2/2
Inf (Mach) remaified OFCON 9th Div foi Op UNIONTOWN.
2/10 Inf (-) conducted
security rane at the Rook Quart'7 and the Village Chief of TN rHUOC KH1.NH,
secured Rome Flows arid sealed sector'of villaie DINq CHUAN by 0359H. 2/16 Inf
remained OrCON let Dde, 2/28, Inf noved from rHU 101 at 0148H to seal. a
sec or of LINH CHUMX by 0359H. D/f/A Cay (-) conducted VR's at vic XT7917,
XT7918, XT8118 ar.d 'i,8210 comrnencing at 0614H. A/5/2 Arty conductod zoad
claring and security on Rte bRONZE. 1/7 Arty continued $n DS of 2d Dde.
I July: 2d Dde continued Or IdY SON 67. I/Ir Inf rear elements
at DI IN conducted a sod size rocon patrol N of D1 AN and positioned a night
ambush vic XT893094. 2/18 In/ conducted S& ops in LINH TRI Woods. 2/16 Inf
remained OICON 1st Lde. D/l/A Cav became OFCON 2d Dde at 1109H for a
coordinated US/ARVN raid on reported VC meeting in rHU CHANH.. 1/7 Arty
continued in DS of 2d Dde.
2 July': 2d Dde continued Op LdM SON 67. 1/10 Inf (-) with Co B 2/2
Inf (Mech) remcined OFCON 9th Div for Op UNIONTOVX. 2/18 Inf conducted -securit,
mans at the Rock Cuarry and Village Chief of TAN IHUCC'(HANH, secured Rome
Flows, and continued conducting S&D ops in DINH TRI Uoods. 2/16 Inf remained
OFCON 1st Dde. D/l/4 Cav (-) ARFs were scraried at 0745H to secure downed
acft vic XT760309. A/5/2 Arty (-) conducted road clearing and security on Rte
bRONZE. 1/7 Arty continued in IS of 2d Dde.
I July: 2d Dde continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf (-) with Co B 2/2
Inf (Me " ,
iained OICON 9th Div for Op UNIONTOWN. 2/18 Inf conducted
secu:t,
., at, the Rock Quarry and Village Chief of TAN THUOC KHANH, secured
dome Flows, and qontinued conducting S&D ops in DINH TRI Woods. 2/16 Inf
rermained OYCON lst Ede. A/5/2 Arty (-) conducted road clearing end security
on Rte BRONZE. 1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d bde." "

4 July: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf (-) with Co r,
2/2 Iaf (Mech) remained OrCON 9th Div for Op UNIO]nTON.
2/18 Inf conducted
security msns, at the Rock Quarry end Village Chief of TAN rHUOC IQANH, secured
4-me Flows, and continued conducting S&D oys in DINH TRI Woods. 2/16 Inf
remained OFCON let 1de. A/5/2 Arty (-) conducted road clearing and security
on Rte BRONZE. 1/7 qrty continued in DS of 2d de,
5 July: 2d Lde continued Op IAM SON 67. 1/10 Inf (-) with Co D 2/2
Inf (Mech) remained OFCON 9th Div for Op UNIONTOWN, 2/18 Inf conducted securit3
msns at the Rock Cuarry and Village Chief of T.N FHUOC KHANH, secured home
Flows, and continued conducting S&D ops in DINH TRI Woods. 2/16 In! remained
OICON 1st de. A/5/2 Arty (-) with 1 Ilat C/i/4 Cav conducted road clearing
and security on Rte DRONZE. 1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Bde.
6 July: 2d de continued Op IJ1 SON 67. 1/18 Ii with B/2/2 Inf
(Mech) remained OICON 9th Div for Op UNIONTOWN. 2/1 Ir.f conducted security
mans at the Rock Ouarry and Village Ch)ief of TAN IHUOC K'NH, secured Rome
Flows, and continued conducting S&D ors in LINH TRI Woods. 2/16 Wnf(-)
remained OPCON Ist Lde. A/5/2 Arty (-) with I Flat C/i/4 Cay conducted road
clearing and security on Rte DRONZE. 1/7 Arty continued in DShof 2d Dde.
7 July: 2d bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 In (-) with L/2/2
Inf (Mech) renmined OrCON 9th Div for Op UNIONTOWN. 2/18 Inf conducted security mans at the hock-Quarry and Village Cnief of TAN PHUOC KHANH until
released by C/i/4 Cay by 0920H. 2/16 Inf (-) was airlifted from CUAN LOI with
first Acft erriving at !IeN HOA at 1055H and the last at 1501H becoming
O CON 2d Dde. 2d Lde School conducted three recon Vtrols E & SE of DI AN.
A/5/2 Arty (-) with 1 Flat C/1/4 Cay conducted road clearing and secarity
on Rte LRONZL. 1/7 arty continued in DS of 2d Dde.
8 July: 2d Ede continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf (-) ith L/2/2
Inf (Mech) remained OFCON 9th Div for Op UNIONTOWN. 2/18 Inf (-) rer"
OPCON 1st Ide. 2/16 In (-) elements relieved Trp 0/1/4 Cav of s.,
missions at Rock Quarry and for Village Chief ,r TAN FHUOC KHhNH. 2/...
w-)
ith /i/N Inf beccme OICON 2d lde upon closing THU LOI. 1/ Cay (-)
with elements of A/5/2 Arty (-) and L/2/34 Arm (-) bec-me OrCON 2d Dde at
O700H and assumed security missions of Rte BRONZE, Rome Plowm, and responsibility of convoy escort. 1/7 -rty continued in DS of 2d Dde.
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July: 2d Bde continued Op M SON 67. .1/18 Inf (-) with B/2/2 Inf
(Mech) remained OPCON 9th DivOfr Op UNIONTOWN.- 2/18 Inf (-) remained OPCON
Ist Bde. 2/16 Inf" (-) elements continded securitymissions at Rock Quarry
and for. Village Chief of TAN PHUOC KHANH. 2/2 Inf (-) with B/2/2 Inf completed
seal of their sector of THUAN GIAO by 0100H and maintained seal throughout the
night and during the search . 1/4 Cav (-) with elements of A/5/2 Arty (-)
and B/2/34 Arm -)continued security missions of Route BRONZE, Rome Plows,
responsibility of convoy escort and conducted S&D ops in sector. 1/7 Arty
continued in DS of 2d Bde.
10 July: 2d Bde continued Op LAh SON 67. 1/18 Inf (-) with B/2/2 Inf
(aech) remained OPON 9th Div for Op UNIONTOWN. 2/18 Inf (-) red.hed OPCON
lot Bde. 2/16 Inf-)
plemnts continued security missions at Rock Quarry
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,,,y-2d'6,6 continued Op LAK, SON 67.. -08 zit (:) ih: l/22

Inf (Mech) remained OFCON 9th Div for Op UNIONTOWN. 2/19'Int (-) emained
OXUON Ist Bde. 2/16 inf (-) elements continued security missions at Rock Cluarry
and for Village Chief of TAN FHUUOC
1HANH, conducted local security missions.
2/2 Id (Mech) (-) with B/1/18 In conducted local security msns at PHU LO.
1/4 Cay (-) with elements of A/5/2 Arty (-) and B/2/34 Arm (-) continued
security missions of Rte BRONZE, kIme Plows, responsibility of convoy escort
and conducted S&D ops in sector, 1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Bde.
12 July: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf (-) wit'
'2/2 Inf
(Mech) remained OXVON 9th Div for Op UNION7MOI. 2/18 Inf (-) remained OPCON
1st Bde. 2/16 Inf (-) elements continued security missions at Roce Ouarry
and for- Village Chief of TAN PHUOC XHANH. 2/2 Inf (Mech) (-) completed seal
of their sector of VINH TRUONG by C437 and maintained seal throughout the
night and during search. 1/4 Cav (-) with elements .of A/5/2 Arty (-) and
B/2/34 Arm (-) continued security missions of Rte BRONZE, Rome Plows,
responsibility of convoy escort and conducted S&D ope in sector. 1/7 Arty
continued in DS of 2d bde.
13 July: 2d Bde continued' O. LAM SON 67. I/18 Inf with B/2/2 Inf
(Nech) remained OTCON 9th Div for Op UNIONTOWN. 2/18 Inf. (-) remained OPCON
1st Bde. 2/16 Inf elements continued security missions at Rock Quarry and
for Village Chief of TAN PHUOC MANH. 2/2 Inf (!'ech) (-) conducted Joint
S&D ops in conjunction with 5th ARVN Div and BINH UJONG Sector vic XT826198.
1/4 Cav (-) with element- of A/1512 Arty (-) cnd b/2/34 Arm (-) continued se.
curity missions of Rte BRONZE, ome Plows, responsibility of convoy escort and
6onducted S&D ops in sector. 1/7 hrty continued in DS of 2d Bde.
14 July:. 2d Bde cent Op LAM SON 67.
1/18 Inf with bV2/2 Inf (Mach)
remained OPCON 9th Div for Op UNIONMT'bN. 2/18 Inf (-) remained OPCON 1st Bde.
2/16
Inf elements continued security missions at Rock Quarry in for
Village
Chief of TAN PHUOC KHNH. 2/2 Dif (Elech) (-) with B/l/7 Artyand
DS conducted
S&D ops vic XT773230.

I/4 C"v' (-) with elements of A/5/2 'Arty -) and B/2/34

Arm (-)'continued security missions of Rte BAONZE, Rome Plows, responsibility

of convoy escort and conducted S&D ops in sector.
of 2d Dde.

1/7 Arty continued in DS

15 July: 2d Bde continued Op LAl SON 67. 1* 1 Inf with B/2/2 Inf
(Mech) remained OTCON 9th Div for Op UNIONTOIN. 2/16 Inf (-) remained OPCON
Ist Bde. 2/16 Inf elements continued security missions at Rock Ouarry and for
lillage Chief of TAN IPUOC XHANH. 2/2 Inf (Meah) elements piovided sucurity
for Engr elements repai'ing Hwy commencing 13201,
1/4 Cay (-) with .of A/5/2 Arty (-) and W34 Arm (-) continued security missions '
BRONZE, 'ome Plows, responsibility of convoy escort and conducted "
sector.' 1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Bde.
16 July: 2d Bde continued Op LAN SON 67. 1/18 In with B/2/2 Inf
(Mech) remained OFCON 9th Div for Op UNICNTOWN. 2/18 Inf (-) remained OPON
let Bde. 2/16 Inf elements continued security missions at %ck Ouarry and
for Village Chief of TAN FHUQC YNH. 2/2 InC (?.ech): Co A provided security
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for Engr work parties via XT918205 And XT923202. 1/4 Cav (-) with elements
of A/5/2 Arty (-) and /2/34. Arm k-) continued security missions on Route
conducted SW ops in sector. Rte
BRONZE, responsibility of convoy escort and
BRONZE was cleared and outposted by 0 74 5H. 1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Bde.
17 July: 2d Bde continued Op LAY SON 67. 1/18 Inf with B/2/2 Inf
(Mech) remained OPCON 9th Div for Op UNIONTOWN. 2/18 Inf (-) remained OFCON
Ist Bde. 2/16 Wn elements continued security missions at Rock Quarry and
for Village Chief of TAN PHUOC KHANH. 2/2 Inf (Yech) (-) continued security
of FSB "C"and Engr wirk parties vic KHANH VAN with Co A and R'con Plat,
1/4 Cav (-) with elements of A/5/2 Arty (-) and u/2/34 Arm (-) continued securit"
missions on Rte BRONZE, responsibility of convoy escort and conducted SO ops
in sector. 1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Bde.
118 Inf (-) with L/2/2 Inf
18 July: 2d Bde continued Op IAM SON 67.
2/18 Int (-) remained OPCON
(Mech) terminated participation in Op UNIONTOWN.
l1t Bde. 2/16 Inf elements continued security missions at Rock Cterry and for
Village Chief of TAN PHUOC KHARH. 2/2 Inf (Mech) (-) continued security of
FSB "C" end Er. work parties via KEANR VAN with Co A and Recon Plat, 1/ Cay
(-) with elements of W//2 Arty (-) and B/2/34 Arm (-) continued security
missions on Rte BRONZE, 'responsibility of convoy escort and conducted SO ops
in sector. 1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Bde.
19 July: 2d Dde continued Op LAM SCN 67. 1/18 Int continued local
security missions at DI AN end prepared for future ope. 2/18 Inf (-)
remained OPCON let bde. 2/16 Inf elements continued security missions at
Rock Quarry and for Village Chief of TAN MHUOC KHANH. 2/2 Inf (Mech) continued
local security missions at PHU LOT and security of FSFB "C". 1/4 Cay (-)
with elements of A/5/2 Arty (-) continued security missions on Rte 1!1ONZE and
responsibility of convoy escort. 1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d Ddi.
20 July: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SWN 67. 1/18 Inf continued locE.
security infisions at DI AN and prepared for future opa. 2/18 Inf (-)
remained OPCON 3d Bde- 2/16 Inf elements continued security missions at
Hock Quarry and for illage Chief of TAN PHUOC KHANH. 2/2 Inf (Mech) with
B/2/34 Arm and elements of A/16 Engr and B/I Engr commenced jungle clearing
ops at 0726H. I/A Cay -) with elements of A//.2 Arty (-) continued security
missions on Route BRONZE and responsibility of convoy escort, 1/7 Arty
continued in DS of 2d Bde,
21 July: 2d i- vontinued'Op 1AM SON 67. 1/18 Inf remained OPCON
let Bde. 2/18 Inf ',-) remained OPCON 3d Bde. 2/16 Inf.elements continued
security mission. at Aock Quarry and for Village Chief of TAN PHUOC KHANH.
2/2 Inf (Mech) with B/2/34 Arm and elements of A/160 Mgr and b1 Engr contin174 Cav (-) with elements of A/5/2 Arty -) continued
ued Op PAUL BUNYAN.
security missions on Rte BRONZE and responsibility of convoy escort. 1/7 Arty
continued in DS of 2d Bde.
22 July: 2d Bde. continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Int remained OPCON
1st Bde. 2/18 Inf (-) remained OFCON 3d bde. 2/16 Inf elements continued
security missions at Rock Cuarry And for Village Chief of TAN PHUOC KHANH.

2/2 Inf (Mech) with B/2/34 Arm
continued Op PAUL BUNYAN. 1/4
continued security missions on
1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2d

and elements of A/168 Engr and.B/I Engr
Cay (-) with elements of A/5/2 Arty (-)
Rte BRONZE and responsibility of convoy escort.
Bde,

'nI remained OPCON
23 July: 2d Bds continued Op LAM SON 67. 1
jts continued security
Ist Bde. 2/18 Inf remained OPCON 3d Bde. 2/16 Tnf
missions at Rock Quarry and for Village Chief of TA k...OC MHANH. 2/2 Inf
(Mech) with B/2/34 arm and elements of A/168 Engr continued Op PAUL BUNYAN.
2/28 Inf was airlifted commencirn 1415H from AO STRIKE to DI AN, becoming
OPCON 2d Dde. 1/4 Cay -) with elements of A/5/2 Arty (-) continueA "
missions on Rte BRONZE and responsibility of convoy ekoost. 1/7 10r"
tontinued in DS of 2d Bde.
24.July: 2d Bde continted Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 tnf remnaned OPCON let
Bde. 2/18 Inf remained OPCON 34 Bde. 2/16 Inf elements coutinued security
PHUOC (HANH. 2/2 Inf
missions at Rock Quarry and for Village Ch -f of TM.N
(Mech) with B/2/34 Arm and elements bf A/168 Engr and D/I Engr continued Op
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PAUL DUNYAN. 2/28 Inf conducted local 'security insns at DI AN and prepared
for future op. 1/4 Cay (-) with elements of A/5/2 kty (-) continued security
missions on Route BRONZE and responsibility of convoy escort.
1/7 Arty
continued in DS of 2d Bde.

1st Bde.

25 July: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 6?. 1/18 inf rmained O1CON
2/18 Iaf remained O1CON 3dBde. 2/16 Inf elements continued

security missions at Rock Quarry and for Village Chief of TAN PHUOC HANH.
2/2 Inf (Mech) with B/2/34 Arm and elements of A/168 Engv and b/i Engr
continued Op PAUL BUNYAN. 2/28 ln conducted local'security msns at DI AN.
1/4 Cay (-) with elements of A/5/2 Arty (-) continued security missions on
Route BRONZE and responsibility of conv6y escor.
!/7 Arty continued in DS
of 2d Bde.
26 July: 2d Bde qontvm*d Op .IAM SON 67'. 1/18 Inf remained 'ORCON
Ist Bde. 2/18 Inf' remained OPCON 3d Lde. 2/16 Inf elements continued, security
missions at Rock Quarry and for Village Chief of TAN THUOC XHANH. 2/2 If
(Mech) with D/2/34 Arm and elements of A/168 Engr and b/i Engi continued
Op PAUL BUNYAN. 2/28 In! completed its portion of the seal of 1-HU CHANH.
1/4 Cay (-) with elements of A/5/2 Arty (-) continued security zissions on Rte
BRONZE, responsibility of convoy escort, and conducted SJ) ops in ONG DONG
Jungle. 1/7 Arty continued in DS of 2a Bde.
27 July: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf rerained OPCON
It Dde. 2/18 Inf remained OPCON 3d Bde. 2/16 Inf elements continued
security missions at hock Cuarry and for Village Chief of T.N P1HU0 KHPNH.
2/2 Inf (Mech) with b/2/34 Am and elements of A/168 Engr and B/I Engr continue
Op PAUL DUNYAN.
2/28 Inf continued to maintain it's portion of seal of PHU
CHANH. 1/4 Car (-) with elements of A/5/2 Arty (-) continued security
missions on Rte BRONZE, responsibility of convoy escort, and condue
90
eps in ONG DONG Jungle. 1/7 Arty continued in MS of 2d Bde.
28 July: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf remained OrCON
1st Bde. 2/18.Inf remained OPCON 3d Bde, 2/16 Inf elements continued
security missions at fock Quarry and for Village Chief of TAN PHUOC KHAW.
2/2 Inf (Yech) with "/2/3/ Arm and elements of A/168 Engr and B/I Engr (-)
continued Op PAUL BUNYAN.
1/4 Cav (-) with elements of A/5/2 Arty -)
continued security missions on Rte 1jAONZE, responsibility of convoy escort,
and conducted S&D aps in ONG DONG Junrle. 1/7 rty 6ontinued in DS of 2d Bde.
29 July: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/18 Inf commenced airliftirk
from LAI HE at 1340H and air assaulted in the vic PHU CHANH. 2/18 Inf
remained OPOON 3d Bde. 2/16 Inf elements continued security missions at Rock
Cuarry and for Village Chief of TAN PHUOC KhNH. 2/2 Inf (Mech) with D/2/34
Arm and elements of A/168 Engr dnd b/i Engr (-) continued\ Op FAUL BUNYAN.
1/4 Cav (-) with elements of A/5/2 Arty -) continued securlty missions on
Ete BRONZE, responsibility of convoy escort, and conducted S&D operations in
ONr .. 0NG Jungle.
30 July' '
Ide continued Op LAM SON 67. t/18 Inf remained OPCON 1st
Bde. 2/18 Inf remaineid OPCON 30 Bde. 2/16 Inf became OPCON Ist Dde at 0700H
and airlifted into AO STRII,. 2/2 Inf (Nech) with 13/2/34 Arm and elements
of A/168 Engr and B/I Engr (-) continued Op PAUL BUNYAN. 1/4 Cay (-) with
elements of A/5/2 Arty -)continoo, security missions on Hte LRONZE,
responsibility of convoy escort, and'conducted SD operctions in ONG DCNG
Jungle
2/28 Inf relieved 2/16 Inf ofi"ecurity r -,s, r, at Rock Cluarry and
for Vihag; gCh:f of TAN PHUOC KHANH, 1?/7 Arty co) i
in Db of 2d Bde.
31 July: 2d Bde continued Op LAM SON 67. 1/
inf remained OPCON'
Ist Bde. 2/18 Inf remained OICON 3d Bde. 2/16 Inf remained OPCON Ist Bde.
2/2 Inf (kech) wth B/2/34 Arm and elements of A/168 Engr and B/1 Engr (-"
continued Op PUAL BUNYAN, 1/A Cay () With elements of A/5/2 Arty (W'
continued security missions on Rte BRONZE, "rvspnsibilty of con: ,,
security mission of ISPB "K and conducted S&D op in ONG DONG Jungle.:
2/28 Inf continued sbcurity missions at Rock Quarry and on Village Chief
of TAN PHUOC GIOUMH
and conducted S&D ops in AO DAUNTLESS. 1/7 Arty continued
in DS of 2d We.
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VII:

DISCUSSION. AND RECO1I0ND,.TION:

a, Psychological Operations :
(1)
Discussion: During the preceding period I May 67 - 31 July
67, the S5 expanded psychological operations. Psychological operations
consisted of ground and loudspeaker/leaflet missions in suppbrt of Brigade
t,-ctical maneuvers throughout the LAM SON area of operations. During cordon
and search operations, Vietnamese psyops teams and Hoi Chanhs mere utilized
to conduct face to face psychological operations. Population control normally
commenced "'itha speech by the Province Chief, the District Chief or both.
The psy ops team devoted maximum effort on the following themes: Explanation
of the Chieu Hoi Program; instructions on how to rally; appeals to families
with relatives in the Viet Cong; appeals from Hoi Chanhs to former comrades;
general Chieu Hai Appeals stressing superior GVN and allied forces power.
(2) Recommendztions:
(a) During cordon and search operations conducted by the
Brigade, the seal message has been broadcast as soon as the seal is effected.
Although this has reduced the possibility of innocent people getting hurt,
it has also increased the warning time the VC have to escape fromthe
village. The cordon and search operations are most effective uhen the
seal message is broadcast shortly before search is to commence.
(b) The Brigade conducted a cordon and search operation
in tie village of PHU CHANH during period 25 to 27 July 67. The sy ops
team flew several aerial loudspeaker missions instructing VC hiding in the
village to rally vbile ARVN and American Forces were operating in tio or.a.
On 27 July, a guerrilla followed the instructions and rallied at th,.".V
outpost location in the village. When seals are maintained for extended
periods, it provides a better opportunity to exploit the dperotion with
psychological operations
(c) On 27 July 67, a Hoi Chsnh was utilized to broadcast
a Chieu Hoi Appeal to his former comrades. He instructed his former comrades
to move out of the base camp to the nearest open field and wait for further
instructions. While the psyops ship was broadcasting the message, there
were several gunships orbiting the area. Indicetions are thot if there
were Viet Cong in the area they became suspicious of our intentions because
of the number of aircraft in the area. In future operations of this type,
the psy ops ship should be tke only eircraft over the target area.
b. Civic Action Activities:
(1) Disaustion: Construction of a self-help RF dependent
housing project is presntly underway in BINH DUONG Province. This rroject
is a combined effort of 2d Bde, BINH DUOIG Sector and the Office for
Civilian Operations for Revolutionary Development Support in BINH DUONG
Province. US participation was to be limited to heavy equipment and technical
assistance, while the RF was toprovide laborers. Initially an engineer
platoon was committed to the project resulting in loss of active VN participation. As a result of this experience, less than one ungineer squad is
presently being utilized for this project. A meeting with province and RF
officials to discuss future US support for this project has resulted in an
agreement to provide adequate RF support for the project. Threatened withdrawal of US support from this project has induced "Ir d RF personnel to
assume increased responsibilities. Operation of tL
'IMNHDispensary
in DI AN District is underway. This project is a combined effort of 2d Bde,
DI AN District and the Civilian Operations for Revolutionary Development
Support Agency in DI AN District. US participation is to be limited to
providing technical assistance,
Initially the dispensary is being r.
by medics from this section and supplies are being provided thron('
Channels. However plans arc being made to train Vietnamese to run thu
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dispensary and for GVN supply channels to evtntually assum@ the logistical
support of the dispensary. In order to undertoke Civic Action project of
this nature, participation by the District Chief is of prime imrortance.
The present District Chief has demonstrated more concern for the welfsre of
the people than the previous Chief, thus providing the 'atmosphere required
for Civic Action projects in DI'AN District; During the past cuarter, the
number of IEDCAP II operations has incieased from an average of one per
week to pres~nt tempo of five, and sometimes, six per week, Increased
emphasis on IEDCAP II operations has necessitated a more scientific
approach to the planning, coordination and execution of these daily
operations. IMany small bugs have been ircnud out of the operation.
(2) Recommendation:
(a) Close and continuous (almst daily) coordination
must exist between the Civic Action Officer and district officials and
supporting medical units in order to produce effective anai efficient IIEDCAP
II operations on the present scale.
(b) Though performances of the 1st ITfantiy Division Band
and the distribution of commodities tend to detract tenpor,rily from
HEDCAP participation, they have in each instance servcd to increase ultimate
participation by attracting larger crowds.
(c) Effective crohd control. preferably by Vietnamese
military or pcra-mlit:ry personnel, is esser'ial in insuring a smooth
operation. Surging crowds and continuous louc noise reduce the effectiveness of some medical techniques.
(d) Frequent and somewhat regular ruturn to a F.oJ..F
village instills confidence in the people and makes them more willing
to bring their problems to the attention of competent medical porzonnel.
(e) Because I4DCAF teams usually visit the centers
of the vrious pockets of population. concentrationp a psychlogical operations
loudspeaker helicopter is essential in notifying the people in outlying
areas of the L,DCAP's presence and location. Reepcrse is always limited when
an aerial psychological operations missions is unavailable.
(f) Because a psychological opirations helicopter
is frequently unavailable, extensive use -f ground loudspeaker systems
has beccme necessary. VIS can usually provide a loudspeaker lambretta auid
an interpreter in a jeep %ith a handmgaphone can also'be effectively
used. Neither is an acceptable substitute for a short aerial psychological
operations mission.
(g) Close coordination with supporting medical units is
necessary to insure that an adequate number of interpreters is available for
a MEDCAP operation. Insufficient inferpreter personnel reduces the
effectiveness and efficiency of the operation. In tntrpret F fror.$5 oh:uld
always be available.
(h) A large portion of MECI.P patiknts suffer from
problems caused by the unhealthful immediate environment (skin diseases,
worms, etc).
treatimg the symptoms, but ignoring the causes, is of only
limited effectiveness. Good use can be made of a -publie health/preventive
medicine team for .EDCAP Operations.
o.. Jungle Clearing Orations:

,"

(),

.Organization for Operations:

TF D1RNG orgn'
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jungle cleering operations with 3 jungle clearing teams, 1 mechanized
compary for NDP security and convoy escort, and Recon Platoon on road
sweeping, convoy escort and battalion RRF missions. Organization of a
jungle clearing team is as shown below:
1. Mech Company (-)
2. Tank Platoon
o. Engineer Plow team (9. Rome Plows,

I Bull Blade)

This company tea. is further organized as follows:
Go HQ
Trail Breaking Platoon
TK Plat (-)

(2 tanks and Plat Ho), 2 mechanized infantry squads.

Search Platoon
Mech Plat (-)

(2 Mech squads and Plet HQ) tacnk section (2 tanks)

Security Platoon
Mech Plat
Engineer Plow Team
(b) Concept of Operation.
The area to be cleered is
saturated with artillery destruction program fires, mortar fires and preplanned airstrikes for several days prior to commencement of cle ring.
Immediately prior to entry of the clearing team, an artillery and mortar
preparation is fired. The company clearing team enters the area imrdictely
after completi n of the preparation. A schematic of a jungle area to be
cleared is shown below. Normally one side of the area will be clear of
jungle.

Je J'I.(1).-

The trail breaking team proceeds along existing trails Vhere possible, or
breaks swathe through the Jungle where necessary, to outline the area to be
cut (1).
The search team by random pattern sarches the jungle to discover
mines,' booby traps or enemy (2).
The Security Platoon ccorranies the
engineer plow team which clears Jungle ih a counterclockwise direction.
On order after trail breaking end serrching are completed, the plows begin
clearing following the path broken by the.. trail team. The ACAVs of.the
mechanized platoon march to the flanks of the cle ri nq plows.
In close
jungle, infantry dismount the more dangerous side of the broken b0ail.
The trail breaking, search, and security teams repeat the above operation
until the area is cleared. Formally the trail breaking team will be able
to break trail in the first portion of the area for the following day'operation. The combined arrs organization for jungle clearing of v.
infantry, armor, end artillery supporting engineer clez ring is sat,,.'
It is believed that fire support by air, artillery and mortars limits the
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capability of the enew ,to emplace mines or booby traps, and the preparation
prior to entry for clearing destroys those previously emplaced.
(2)

Recommendations:

(a) The organization of company clearing teams as shom
in Discussion above gives the greatest security to the engineer plow teams
And provides the team commander with flexibility in operations.
(b) Reconnaissance by tank cannister fire is effective
in penetrating booby trapped jungle or old base camp areas.
(c) A 1500 meter buffer from units other than the
clearing battalion should be maintained to permit rapid response to ambush.
(d) It is recommended that cle&ring operations be conducted
in continuous jungle area of approximately 3000 or more acres. This
eliminates frequent d!isplacement of the ND? and employs the engineer plow teams
with maximum effectiveness.
FOR THE GO WDER

&MIJES E. LACASTER
Captain, Infantj
Adjutant
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IM.DQURTERS 3D BRIGADE AND LAI ME BASE
lst. Infantry Division
APO
96345
03 Augunt 1967

AVDB-WB-C
SUBJECT:

Operational Report on Lessons Learned (ROS CSGPO-W (RI))

TO:

Commanding General
lSt Infantry Division
ATTN: G 3
APO W Forces 96345

1.

PART-I.

INTRODUCTION.

a. During the previous quarter. five major unit operations were condudted.
Major engagements were fought on 28 February and on 10-11 March 1967. Three vajor
unit operations were conducted during the current reporting period, April thxi Junu.
A major engagement occurred during operation BILLINGS on 14 June 1967. At 1430
hours, Company B 1-16 Infantry made conto:t with a VO Battalion. Company B became
heavily engaged receiving heavy fire from the front and flanks. Artillery, nir
striked and (unships were utilized in support of the ground troops. By 1900 hours
Again on 17 June a
contact was broken. The action resulted in 60 VO KIA ().
major engagement was fought. At LZ X-RAY, 1-16 Infantry and 2-28 Infantry booamo
heavily engaged andl received two major attacks. Hero again the effective Use of
6lose air oupport and drtillery successfully broke the attack. A follow up report
of this days activities listed 196 VO KU.
b.

Oompownt Unitn nnd Coxmmnding Officers.

1-2 Infantry
1-16 Infantry

2.

: LTC William C.S. Simpson
s LTC Rufus C. Lazzell,
LTC Cclvert P. Benedict
1-18 Infantry i LTC Richard Cavazos
1-28 Infantry : LTC Stanley J. Kuick
2-2- Inf(Moch) s LTC Edward J. Collins,
LTC John D. Pelton,
2-18 Infantry : 1IC0 Lewis R. Baumam,
LTC James F. Price,
2-.8 Infantry t LTC Jerry S. Edwards,
LTC Edward J. Cavanaugh
1-4 Cav
: LTC John W. Seigle
1-11 ACR
: LTC Martin D. Howell
3.11 ACR
: LTO Paonk Cochran
s LTC Charles'D. Daniels,
2-33 Arty
LTC Arthur D. Wells,
6-15 Arty
s LTO Ift nk E. $m*
PART 11. NIRATIVE OF TACTIW.L OPERATIONS:

26 November 1966-28 June 67
28 June 67 - Present
22
24
23
11
15
27

December 1966--4 May 67
May 1967-Present
April-11 May
May-Present
March 67-27 June 67
June 67 - Present

5-20 June
20 June-Present

a. Major oporetions conducted by the IRON Brigade during the reporting
period include the following:
(1) Operation WAN.TTIN (23 April-11 May): The initial stages of this
'operation as wll.as the intelligence coverage, terrain analysis and affects of
climatic conditions ware covered in the previous reporting period (23-30 April 67)
-The operatioi continued into the month of MAY with the 3d Brigade conducting r earch,
destroy opemationo in the THAN DIEN forestry reserve West of LI WHE in BINS DONG
province# Small bse camps, food o.nd ammunition caches were discovered during
the course of the operation.. On 3 May 1967 in the vicinity XT560380 a CHIEL HOI
led Compeny A, 2,;18 Infantry to a very large weapons cache containing 220-7.92
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Mauser rifles (147 Chicom type); 53 rifles, 20 VO claymores, 1500-60 MMMortar
rounds, 500 rifle grenades; 7500-12.7 MMAP rounds; 50 US 1.P mines; 7800 rounds of5O
Cal ammo; miscellaneous equipmfn3 and documents. Resistance by the VC throughout
the operation was limited to hcrass3ng tactics, employing snipers and booby traps
extensively.
Personnel losses for the operation were: US Losses: 8 KMI., 57
WHA, VC Losses; 58 KIA and 8 VCC. Significant VC equipment losses other those
previously mentioned were: 2 RPG rocket launchers, 2000 82 MM mortar rounds 1800
electric blasting cap, !400 non-electric blasting caps, 100 claymore (Chicom~mines,
2363-hand grenades, 150,000 rounds small arms ammo, 900-40 MN rounds, 130 mines and
booby traps, 21 tons of salt, 5.6 tons of wheat, 1.5 tons of fish, 500 gallons of
cooking oil, 3.5 tons of cement and finally miscellaneous food, ammunition
and equipment were destroyed.
Operation KIN
NUTTIN was officially terminated at 11240H[ May 19676
(2) Operation BLUEFIELD (5 Jun-9Jun 1967), The mission of the IRON
Brigade was to conduct a irlti-hattalion ai: and ground assault on 5 June 67 in a
sector located 12 Km North and 13 Km East-Northeest of LU E and to destroy VCtuVA
Forces and installations within the operat;.onal area. The sector was boundod by
coordinates XT7440, XT7454 and East to the SONG BE River. Uits participatag under
3d Brigade OPCON were: 2-2 Inf(Mech), 1-16 Inf, 1-26 Inf, 2-28 Inf, 1-4 Cay, 2-33
Arty and supporting units. The Brigade was participating in a Ist Inf Division
operation., Intelligence sources revealed that since the last large operation in
the assigned sector that tax collection points had been (stablished along HWY 13.
Additionally, movement of squads and Company size VC forces were reported and
confirmed in the area. The actual area of operation was characterized by generally
flat and broad leaf eveir-ecn forest, intermingledwith buebwood and bamboo forests
in the ortheast corner. The weather during the operation consisted of occasional
rain and aid not effect the operation. The operational area was sparsely populated
with the exception of a few villages along Highway 302. The operation commenced
with 1-4 Cav conducting S & D operations vic XT880450. 1-16 Infantry conducted an
air assault into LZ 16 (XT875483) and 2-28 Infantry conducted an air assault into
Both battalions conducted search and destroy operations in sector.
LZ 28 (XT828477).
2-2 Inf (ech) secured an ortillery base vie BU B[NG en HWY 13. 1-26 Infautry
secured LI KHE. The VC apparently departed the operational area leaving small
amounts of ammunition and equipment in base camps varying in size from squad to
battalion. No large cache was found, however 23 unserviceable weapons were found
during the operation.
Operation BLUEFIELD terminated on 9 June with the followiDg results.
1 US KHA, 2 US WHIA, 1 VC KIA(BC). There were no U8 equipment losses. Major VC
supply losses for the operation were: 5000 lbs of rice, 20 tons of peanuts, 23
assorted weaMas. 94 rounds of 50 cal. ammo and 584 rounds of assorted small arms
acmmuniti *
(3) Operatipn BILLING- (11JuZ-2( Jun 1967). Operation BILLINGS
was conducted in Wcstorn WAR z=NE 1. The IROI Bdo mission was to secure and oocupy
a FSPB (G=u;er 2), conduct an eir assault into LZ RUFE, conduct combat reconnaissance
and search and destroy operations with two Infantry Battalions, kill VC/NVA vdroonol
and destroy VC1/VA inst+llAtins with the area of operations. The 3d Brigade conccpt
of operation wos as follows: Secure FSPB Gunner 2 with 2-28 Infantry dofmcncing
11 June 1967, conduct an aizmobile assault on LZ RUFE utilizing 1-16 Infantry on 13
June 1967, and.conduct comat reconnaissaneoperations in sectoj employing 1-16
Infantry and 2-28 Infantry. Discovery of numerous large base camps within the operational
area indicated the VC regularly used 1he' area. Additional intelligence
information gathered from the USSF detachment at CHI LINH cortirmed large enemy unit
sightings anC discoveries of many bose camps. The operational area was dominated by
secondary forests with considerable w.t land rice areas along the numerous streams
scattered throuhout the area. Weather during thu first week of the operatign
sistcd of heavy rainfall. This did not impede movement during the operation but
did however cause air support to operate at minir= conditions. No civilian
personel were encountered by friendly elements in their maneuver area during the
course of the operation.
The operation cojxvenced on 11 Jun, 67 with the 2-18 Infantry
moving to and securing FSPB Gunner 2 (XT917734). On 12 June 1967, 2-28 Infantry
moved to an assembly area at CHI LIH. The 3d Brigade CP aldo moved there. After
extensive air and artillery preparation, the 1-16 Infantry conducted an air assault
into LZ RUFE (,XT954663). Th 2-28 Infattry also was insertednto the LZ. 1-16
Infantry secured the ZortheW
half of the NDP and 2-28 I~try
the southern half.

CA)FO

CA5.JT/.z_

B1 4BIN nfantry made contact with
un1p=
an estimated VO Comany vic XT.9,7o69, 3ntact continucd for approximately three hours
Results were 6 US LIU, 12 US WP,; and c0 V KI'(BC). Two " medevac aircraft were
damaged in an attempt to evacuotc. tc wouyded.
On 17 June 197 at 1245 hours, 1-16 Inoantry and 2-28 Infantry
moved overland to a position vie XT960879 and began preparations for an NDP. The
VO began firing into the perimeter from three directions. The VC then initiated a
both the Northwest and South rest. Artillery, -ai and Gunships
&toamnd attack from
were used in repelling the enemy, and the attack wc. repulsed at 1345 huars. Lt 7OO
hourse howevor, tha position was mortared for about 10 minutes resulting ,! more US
casualties. Results of the days activities wcre 30 US M, 108 US VIA; 1% vc K(BO)
Company A und RECON platoon 1-16 Infantry were airlifted to CH INH. 2-28 Infantry
with C Company 1-16 Infantry defended the position. A follow up report of th% day's
action listed 196 VC KIt (BO). 1-18 Infantry was inserted into the position olosimg
at 1905 hours. On 18 June 1967, 1-16 Infantry (-) was airlifted to LI KHE. 1-18
Infantry conducted S & D operations and discovered 22 VC bodies. On 19 June 1967,
1-28 Infantry conducted an air assault on LZ DEFIAN (XT955726)"end conducted S & D
operations in that general area. On 23 June 1967, 2-18 Infantry and supporting
artillery were extracted from FSPB Gunner 2 at CHI LINH. Operation BILLINGS
Officially terminated on 26 June 1967 at 1838 hourn. Results of the operation wore
37 US KH, 147 US WH11,
329 VC KEA(BC) and I VO POW.
(4) Road Clearing Operation (1-7 July 1967) (UNNIMD).' The 3d
brigade participated in a road clearing and convoy security mission during this
operation. HWY 13 from L/a WHE to QUAN LOI was secured and cleared daily to enable
resupply onvoys to move fully through the sector. Units participating under 3d
Brigade control were; 1-16 Infantry, 2.28 Infantry, 2-2 Infantry (Mch), 1.28
Infantry 1-26 Infantry, 1-4 Ca-/ (-), 2-33 Ixtillery, 6-15 Artillery and other
combat service support units. The operation was conducted in three phases:
(a) PHASE It
1. This phase of the operation consisted of positioning
units along HWY 13 from I/I KHR to QULN OI and clearing the same highway. This was
cccomplishaalld
c auj 1967. Ldditlonally the following FSPB's wore established.
A. QU..N L.0(XT8190)-C/7T1 Artillory, Plat//6-27
latillery (175).
B. CAISSON 1-(XT756877)-C/6-15 Artillery.
C'. CAISSON 2-.('131818)-6-15 Artillery(-), A/-6
Artillery, Plat/A/6-27 ,rtillery (81 HOW).
D. CAISSON 3-(XT768613)-8-6 Artillery(-), 0/7

Arctillery, 1D/1-5 Artillery.

Atilery.
Artillery, B/8-6 Artillery.

. CISSON 4-(XT784543)4/2..33 Artillery, C/2.33
i.

nE

(xT7637), 2-33 rtiller(,

B/2-13

2. On the first day of the operation units were positioned
from IAI KHE North to CHAN THAN. 1-4 Cav(-) moved to and secud LZ TOM (XT789457).
1-16 Infantry(-) moved into LZ TOM at 010930H July 67. 1-4 Cav(-) proceeded North
to CAISSON 3. 2-2 Infantry(Mach) moved from LAX KHE to and secured C'ISSON 4. At
1030 hours, 1-28 Infantry moved to CAISSON 1. 1-4 Cav(-) then proceeded to
CAISSON 3; Additionally commencing at 1200 hours, 1-16 Infantry moved VIA X/vA
aireraft to QITLN M0I. Both units closed by 1555 hours.
Tha second day of the operation found the IRON
Brigade continuing to position units and clear HWY 13 from CHAN THLNH to QUILN 10I.
At 0630 hours, 1-4 Cav(-) moved toaid seourdLZ JOE (XT7(8681). 'Simultaneously
1-28 Infantry secured CAISSON 2 and escorwd artillery units into that position.
Lt 0930 hours, 1-26 Infantry moved frro QUAN L01 to Z JOE. Onn trbop 1-4 Cav(-)
securod LZ ED. At 1300 hours, 2-16 Infantry moved to and secured LZ ED(XT766757)
and LZ MLOK (XT769786). Trp 1-4 cav(-) then moved and ecne attached to CAISSON 2.
ib). TTSE II. During this phvse of 'dhe operation the 3d
Brigade cleared and secured HWY 13 in sector on a daily bases by 0900 hours, and
controlled convoy movemants from II KHE to QUAN 101. On 3 July 1967. The resupply
convoy progressed thrugh the 3d Brigade sector to QUNLOI witho%& incident, Iuz-ing
road clearing opeation however, -16 Infantry had 1 WIA when an individual steped
on a mine (XT793434). Additionally, in the 2-16 Infantry area, one US soldier was
WIA when two RPG rounds wore 'fired into the area. On 4 July 1967. The road from
QUAN IDI to LJI KHE was cleared by 0843 hours without incident also the resupply
convoy cleared the 3d Brigade sector without incident.
Co UFIf)/JA rlr-

On 5 July 1967, again the road was cleered n secured and the convoy moved to
July 1967, the ioad was cleared by 0855. hours. At
QUAN LOI without incident. On
0702 hcqo-(vlm XT?67760), t
f.-k
.v i, /" -4 0-v was hit by an RPG To ds. The
The convoy progreai4 ,South without
tank
wapv,
incident
.'
"-'tyod and 5 LS peor.on-,. -nr.il WH
(c). PHAE III. During 6-7 July 1967, the IRON Brigade
terminated road clearing operations North of LIJ KHE, retrned attached units to
their base ca,4ps and continued security of 11 KEE and QUIN LI without 'incident.
3.

PLT III.

INTELLIGENCE (ENEMY OPDEP OF BfTTLE)

a. Enemy activity'uring the reporting period was characterized by snJpin,.
mortar attacks, recoilless r'le attacks, roadblocks, harassing and terrorists
attacks. The VO conducted nuberous propaganda talks to small groups of people
throuehout the Brigade T, OR. rjor enemy enjagentents with elements of the 3d Brigade
occurred during the period 11 Mar 1967, and 26-June 1967 during operations
MWNHATT0, BLuEFIELD, and BILLIN(SpPrinoipaluni * if the ;krea of interest of the
3d Brigade which could havb influeaced any battle situati6' Include the following:
(1).

I

9th VC Divisions

271st Reginent-PHOUC LONG
272d RogimcntIlNH LONG

27 d Regimen-POUC BINH
(2).

7th NVA Divsion.

aI

(c)

141st Rogitent-BINH LOING

b)165th P ;imont-

U.i

ct~d.

101st Reginent-Tay Ninh ?rovince
Now considered to be 2

(3).

PHU LOI Battalion:

(4).

C 61 District Comcany-BEN CAT District,

ns. !PINH DUONG Province

b. A 'krief sunmary of enemy activity for each of thke major
during the reperting period is presented as follows
(1).

opert!ons

Operation M1.1HTTAN:

Intelligence indicated that the VC had re-established logistical
operations in the area previously penetrated during operdlon . CXAR ZLIS. The
83d Rear services group, subordinate to COSVN and MR IV, i;os primarilj rehponsible
for re-establishing the supply bases end transportation network in thWS;'tire area.
Political headquarters known to be in the area included MR IV, thru DMI MOT PROVINCE
comittees, BEN CAT and DAU TIENG District committees, and their subordinates. To
273d VC Regiment was the only Imown main force unit, reportedly located in the
LONG NGUYEN SECPMT ZONE, in position to reinforce the enemy if a VC counter sweep
was ordered. No ajor contact was made during the operation, however, there Vere
numerous small unit encounters. Base camps supply depots, rice caches and other
food stores were discovered immediately after the operation began. Documents eaptured
in the area confirmed the presence of the 83d. Rear services group, security elements
of MR IV, and other political headquarters elements. Information gathered from
CHIEU HOI's and PO04s resulted the discovery of both weapons and anmanition caches.
,
It is believed that t))e exploitatuon of, hard intelligence developed .during perti
M ATTI.N resulted 4.,'a complete disruption-of the VC logistical base and denied
the onemr the use ot su~plies whi~h could have sustained him for several months
in the Westem lnd Cbntral III Corps areas
(2).

Operation ELMFIELDs

a. Agent reports and other intellignce reports indicated tax
collection, points along HWY 1 n4oveimIdent of the 2TVd VO Regiment and small
groups, company and squad size, entering and departing the area daily. The area of
this operation extended 9pproximatly 12 KM North and 13 KM East, Northeast of
I.1I KHE bounded by coordinates XT7440, XT7454 and East to the SONG BE River.
Political elements considered to be in this cica were thu DAU Wt, LONG BINH
province, BEN CAT District, and CHOU TH.NH District committees and their subordinate

elements.
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b.

During thi0 oeeRt

camps, some recently

Many of them hod ovar.o:ated.
01 0
constructed end sone old and no rcaranT17 used
Some structvres had reinforced
.ol s-'
head cover on bunkcr und conn-- ':.n tsteel and concrete supports. ic-, fcd ;-i.! hot oshas discovered in some of the areas
tha area, Friendly elements did not
111.3ed
indicated the eneny had ru.mn"Ly o
engage any VO unlt6 but rccoivec 3enc on~pcr f;'o. 1. laego number of booby traps
ranging from homemade hand gronades to !;5 10 round) were found throughout the area.
A total of 24 weapons wore mptire), aomv honer'.c6i, others appeared in the stage of
1mers, (c itridge caues, and guasmith tools. The size
repair, along with powaeor
t
and type structures discovered indicate the area to be possible tsecure area used
by the VC for retraining and refitting elements of 273d Re iiment, and possibly other
elements of the 9th VC Division,
c. Base camps, fortifications, tunnels, and other structures
were, in most cases, well constructed with overhead cover, good camouflage, and
strategically located. Most significant discoverius were as follows:
.1) 12 Bnkers W/OH Cover
Vic XT872458.
(2) 100 forholesVie XT836482:
(3) 5 huts & 300 meters of trench
Vic XT863475:
(4) 25-30 Bunkers
Vic XT893481:
(5) 20 Bunkers
Vic XT865477:
Vie XT871468:
(6) 300 moters tunnel leading off in
several directions and large eiough to walk in.
Vic XT870449:
(7) 15 huts
d. Terrain in the area is generally flat with broad leaf 4vercreen forest, intorningled witb bushes and bamboo forest in the N corner. The area
clong route 13 had been defoliated in many places, however, the double type canopy
still
hides most of the ground throujout. the remoinier of the area. Wcather was
characterized by occassioral rain ond did not imp' de the operation.
(3).

Operation 3ILLINGS:

The area of operation was bounded by following coordinates:
)28245, XT8278, IT1178, and YT1145. The area is dominated by secondary forest with
considerable wet land rice area along the nimnarous streams scattered throughout the
area. Intelligence ropoirt indieated that lorge and numerous VC base camps,
tunnels, food storage area, fortified positions and other allied installations,
with heavy concontrations of installotions in the SW and SE quarter of the area. In
addition to the 271st VC Re .iment, reportedly there 4ould also be MI Hqs, THU
DAU DOT, and BIPH LONG Province committees end TA.N UYEF, MN CiT, and CHON TF.LM1
District committecs and their subordinate elements.
It was diccovered that the area contained numerous large
base camps. At the onset only sniper fire was received by friendly units from
hrrassing elements and cwrdceker units in base camps. The VC defended their position
throughout the area. The first major engagement took place on 14 June 1967 when
B 1-16 engaged an estimated VC company vicinity XT937669 believed to be a unit of
the lot Bn 271st VC Regiment. The VC were dressed in KMdIa uniforms and employed
There were 60 VC KCA(BC) and light
mortars, AL/SA, M-791s, MG
and hand grenades.
casualties to friendly troops. On 17 June 1967, vic XT958675 elements of the 1st
& 2d Bn 271st VC Regiment attacked the 1-16 Infantry and 2-28 Infantry. The attack
was leunched with two assaults from the front and one from the West flank. VC losses
were, 196 IA(BC) with heavy friendly casualties. The VC were successful in
evacuating their 'ead and wounded along with their weaponsin spite of heavy friendly
artillery fire inio the battle area. A P. confirmed the attacking VC unit as the
2d Bn, 271st VC Regiment. During the ensuing days, many dead VC were found (milnus
weapons). Some were found in groups, others in hastily built graves. Weapons
captured during the oprration were in excellent condition, as was the web equipment.
On 19 June 1967, B 1-18 Infantry entered a VC base camp vie 1951693 and found 35
dead VC, 53 bunkers with overhead cover, now comouflave, and latrines, along with
mwny 2srts of bloody clothing end some medicine. This base camp probably had been
used as an aid station or hospital and as a result of an airstrike, additional VC
were tilled and the wounded carried off.
The operational area was mostly flat with heavy jungle
undergrowth and in many -,lcosdc.iblc ccncpy jungle. This oruc offered excellent
concealnent from the air and w.s found t, ].( cxixeoly difxicult in spotting base
campsfrom the air andmining accurate DD. except where direct hits were madc
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Bse oips '.1-ough't:out the area were well
under the most extrcnc condiGiuns
nd equlipment caches were not found,
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personnel were encountercd Irtf:od~ y ce"'nts durirg the course of the operation.

4, PANT IV PERSCINEL:
a.

Strength:.
() Authorized" Officers:
(2)

Assigned:

134

WO:

12

EM:

2554

as of*31 May - Officers 126 WO 10 E" 2954
as of 30 Jun - Officers 121 VO 8 EM 2735
as of..31 Jul - Offico-s 118 140 5 &1 2458

(3) Replacements gainsd during the "period 1 May to 31 July - 761.

(4) Hospital retutrntos during the period 1 May to 31 July - 158.
(5) Other troops authorized and assigned during the period: one (1)
Liaison officer (ARVN), one (1) liaison NCO (,aVN) and twelve (12) interpreters
(A1RVI).
b. Replacements: Presently this unit is short 16 officers, 7 warrant
officers and 110 enlisted men. l11 newly assignad EM in the grade E-7 and below
and officers in grade 0-1 and 0-2 aztend the "combat Indoctrination Course" conducted
by the briomde 1-3. At the present time there is an acute shortage of Captains and
enlisted personncl in the grade o- E5 within the Brigade.
c. Discipline: DArring the period 1 May 0-.]-u:h 31 Jtly 1967 one (1)
enlisted man was tried by Summry Court Martial, twenty (20) enlisted men were
tried by Special Court Martial and two (2)enlisted men were tried by General Courts
Martial.
d. Prisoners of War: Four (4)VCS and Six (6)VC were processed through
US and '.RVN channels. Three (3)ralliers were r(turned to government control.
e. Burials and Graves Registration:
f.

Konc

Civil Assistance:

(1) PSYCHOLOGIC.L OPERTIONS: During the quarter, May, June and July
a total of twenty-two (22) leaflet drop missions wore conducted, which accounted for
a total of 2,307,000 leaflets being dropped. Cther PSY/OPS missions accounted for
a total of fifty-five (55) hours of loudspeaker missions. The majority of the
leaflets used were, Chieu Hoi, Safe Conduct Passes, Good Points of GVN, Return to
Fmily, Rally Instructions, anti Power. Lll PSY/OP missions ware coordinated with
the Brigade S2.
(2) CIVIC ACTION:
a. During the quarter a total of 152 tons of rico was issued.
Twenty (20) tons was distributed to the Ben Cat Subsector for subsequent issue
to the refug es of the Ben Cat Refugee Center. Additionally, nine (9) tone of rice
wa.s given tc the 5th iRVN Division Mobil Training Tem to assist them in their
pacif'icatim efforts. Also, 120 tons of rice was given to the lot Infantry Division
G5 fox issue to the refugees in the Di An area. Other comodity issues Jncludod
350 stewing kits, 100 white "T" shirts, candy, flets, and over seven (7) tod of
canneed food items, which consisted of:
(1).

p

ted
MiWhole
Milk

(2).

Powder

(3).

Dehydrated Apples
Cornmeal Beef
Flour
?ovr- Descsrt
Cor:5ncl
Dehydrated Soup
Peanut Dattcr
Shortening....

(4).
(5).
(6).
(7),
(8>.

(9).
(10).

Milk

M/2.

Cereal

(13)
(14).
(15).
(16).
(17).
(18).
(19).
(20).

Granulated Sugr
Frankfurters
Dehydrnted Prunes
Jnm
Ccld atcr Starch
Brown Sugar
Margarine
Coffee

!

b. Support end technical assistance is still
being provided to
the DEN CAT subsector for construction of refugee houses in the BEN CAT area.
Currently approximatoly 150 houses .avc been completed in the BEN UY center.
Other than techn:.cal advice, the 3d Brigade no longer participates in this project,
which is now the primary responsibility of the MACV Advisory Team and USAID.
Construction of a village theater for ILt KM villa,e will begin as qoon as required
nrtoriaI6 arc -vil7blo. Fl ni h:vc bcczir~tni :nd t rbqcs.t Zor ,- ori,'l- !=s been
submitted to the lst Infantry Division G5. To this date no materials have been
provided and G5 has given absolutely no indiciation as to when any support can be
expected. Operation of the brick factory has been extremely limited due to adverse
wcather conditions. During the quarter 4,450 Cinva-Ram blocks, which will be used
in theater construction, were produced. Additionally "C" Company, 1ot Enginoer
Battalion repaired a culvert about one (1) Kilometer South of BEN CAT on Highway
# 13.
YFX'AP program.

c. During the quarter 6380 people received treatment under the
Most serious cases treated included malaria.
d.

One (1) Solvtiun Yayment was made during the quarter.

g. Morale and personnel Services: Morale of the Brigade continues to be
high. 2 Congressional Medals of Honor, 1 Distinguished Service Cross, 30 Silver
Stars, 2 Soldier's Medals, 6 Distinguished Flying Crosses, 9 Legions of Merit,
133 Bronze Stars (Valor), 272 Bronze Stgrs (Merit), 81 Arr Cormendation Medals
(Valor), 161 Army Commendatlon Medals (M2rit), 5 Air Medals (Valor) and 110 Air
Models have been reco andod for awarding to members of the Brigade. At the Red
Cross Recreation Center a basketball and a volley ball court has been constructed
for the exnjoyment of the troops. The La IUIE Base swimming Pool has been renovated
and reopened for the use of all personnel at LAI KHE Base. Radio LAI MH continues
to operate from 1200-2400 hours dai2y for entertainment of the troop garrisoned
at LI KHE. Very fine ARC support ia available at all times. Chapel attendance
is high and all units have assignee chaplains.
h. Pcrsonnel M nagementt Jkssignrment of newly arrived replacements has
been altered whcnever necessary to allow an ecualization '.n the redistribution of
personnel within the battalions iormally attached to this headquarters. One main
problem is the non roccipt of ivassignnent instructions for senior enlisted personnel
until 10-15 days prior to DE= and in some cases none at all causing those
personnel to return to COUUJS cn an unassined besis. There is also the problem
of no replacements for senior noncom issioned officers arriving prior to the
departure of the present incusibents.
i.

Civilian Emplcrment:
(1).
974 ViLtnamese personnel are employed within the base perimeter
(L) 250 are employed by the firm of Pacific Architects

end Engineers.
.b)

169 are employed by concessions,

clubs, or individuals

(2). AddLtionally there are 35 Koreans, 15 Filipinos and 9 US
citizens employed withdv- the base camp.

5.

PART V LOGISLCS:

a. The majcrity of operations during the reporting period were resupplied
from the LAI KHE Base.
On two occasions (CHI LINH & QUM LOI) a forward supply
base was establishei near the operations area. The majority of resupply was effecte
by helicopter, altbough resupply by road was used. No signifiant problems were
encountered.
b. SUPFLY:
I) Supported strength: 4700 average.
(2) Supply levels
AUTH
on hand
(a) Class 1
155 15
(b) Class II & III
draw as needed
Class V,
3 Days
3 Days +
(d Class III
JP4
80,000
6c.,000
AVG1AS
10,000
15,000
}GAS
65,000
65,000

DIESEL

75,000

60,000

Co1VF/0E1V7-,4Z..
(e)

Items in short supplys 8' pickets, generators, front end

loaders, tin electrical wiring, bull dozers, new M-16 buffer assemblys, M-16
magazlnea
eaning rods, bore brushes, tires for all vehicles, brake sh9es 4
carhue-4sor i M51 trucks.

(3)
0,

Local procurement:

None

EVACUATION:
(1) Casualties:
(a) From hostile action.
jbc Disease.
Inj*.Ty
(2) Prisoner .of Wa&:

(3)

Refugee

206
5,571
331

None

d. TRAFFPO1TI.ON
*
(1) Highway'6,C00 tons of cargo were moved to LAI KHE over Highway 13.
Minor repairs were required to keep the road in a possable condition.
(2) Air: 2800 tons of cargo were airlifted into LAI KHE.
e.

SERVICE:
(1) Maintenance: The direct support ordance unit has beeh able to
keep abreast of maintenance problems in the vehicle category. Signal equipment is
evacuated because of lack of pirsonnel or test equipment which is required to repair
the equipment. (2) Construction: Approximately 68% of the currently approved base
plan has bon conmpleted.

(3)
6.

Miscellaneous:

N/A

PART VI CHRONOLOGY
11
5
9
11

MJY
JUN
JUN
JUN

1967
1967
1967
1967

Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation

MANTTLN
BLUMFIELD
BL7EFIELD
BILLINGS

Terminated.
Commenced.
Terminated.
Commenced.

21 JUN 1967

Operabion

BILLINCS

Terminated.

1 JUL 1967
7 JUL 1967

ROl CLELRING OPN
ROA.D CLFLRING OPN

Commenced.
Terminated.

7.

PART VII DISCUSSION and RECOMMENDITION
a. Lessons Learned.
(1) OPERATION MANhTTAN:
a. The VC would not stand and fight but employed harassing
tactics, using nipars and booby traps extensively. By effective use of Artillery
and air support thn TRON Brigade was able to push through VC boses-with minimum
casualties.
b. On two occasions several US personnel were wounded by one
booby trap. The ccntinued need for emphasis on dispersion is still
evident. Leaders
rt all levels must ahere to the basic principles of ground combat.
Thece basic
tactics save more lives in jungle fihiting than the finest strategy or most cunning
tactics.
£. When conducting search and d6stroy operation in jungle area
or he&vy VC population. Plans must be flexible and time schedules tentative.
When a base camp is discovered, it must be thoroughly searched,
- The use of ihformation provided by a CHIEU HOI proved to be
very valuable# Information of this type should be thoroughly exploited.
(2)

Operation JLUEFIELD:

None

(3)
Operation 13ILINGS: This operatioki proved that US Forces can
operate sucessfully in areas previously considered as "Safe Haven" for the VC.
Heavy losses of the VC on his own ground can and will gretly reduce his efficiency
and weaken his wil3 to res st.

CO/F DE

T/)L
37t

/

C

F/CA 77-L-

b. Operational plans should include sufficient time Xor contingenciese.
There should be ample timo to carefully search and dwitroy bass camps and tunnel
complexes and dispose of large supply cache discovered during the operation.
FOR THE COMMNERI

Major, Infantry

C oA/ /7DE//77$3L_
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS IST ENGI.'ER BATTALION

APO 96345

h±August 1967

AVDB-CE-3
SUBJECT:

Quarterly Operational ,essons Learned Report

TO:

Commanding General
1st Infantry Division
-ATTN: AVDB-T

APO 96345

1. Introduction: The following is a summary of lessons learned, methods
used, and new concepts developed by the 1st Engineer Battalion during the period 16 May 67 - 28 July 67.

2. Road Repair: During Operation MANHATTAN, this unit noted that often
a heavy vehicle would break through the laterite crust of a weai section in a
road. To build up weak sections or to cover holes, this unit placed the super structure of timber trestle bridges over such areas. This super structure

normally includes footers, stringers of a minimal size, decking and treadway.

Observation: This technique may be the most practical when heavy traffic
is imminent, time and equipment are not available, and the road sections to be
repaired are not large. However, it is costly in terms of material expended.
3. Road Construction Prior To Convoy Movement: Recently it has been
noted that in future operations it may be practical to deplo- an engineer work
force to construct and repair roads before the start of convoy operations.
During recent operations, engineers have been given time to repair and reinforce bridges and to make road reconnaissances, but actual road rehabilitation
has not begun until the convoy commenced. The convoy traffic not only reduces
the efficiency of the engineers, but impairs the repair effort slowing convoy
movement.

Observation: If an engineer work force could be deployed to construct or
repair roads prior to convoy operations, this would not only enable faster convoy traffic, but also release engineers for other support missions during the
convoy.
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4. Tank Dozer Deployment: Although the tank dozer is not as eftective
in clearing operations as the bulldozer there are certain advantages in
using the tank dozer that make it more practical to use than the bulldo'er
in areas that may contain VC. When working ith the rome plow.s, the tank
dozer can do the same job as the bulldozer, thereby releasing the bulldoper
for other engineer work. At the same time, the tank do-er provides mobil
security and increased available firepower during the land clearing operations. Also the tank dozer gives more confidence to the Rme plow operators,
as its presence has a negative effect on VC snipers.
Observation: Deployment of tank dozers in land clearing operations
not only provides mobil security but also permits use of bulldo-ers on other
engineer tasks. Provisions should also be made for other security to include
APC t s and tanks.
5. Landing Zone Clearing Kits: In recent operations two facts Kave been
noted that have increased the efficiency of the LZ clearing teams. First, in

areas containing trees of diameter larger than 35 inches, it is often faster
to use the two man cross cut saw. This is because it is very difficult to
cut trees of this size with chain saws and the use of demolitions is often not
desirable due to size of charge and the resultant continual movement of men
and equipment away from the blasting area. Second, on several LV clearing
missions an excess of equipnent was carried creating transportation problems.
It has been found that good reconnaissance of L? areas will eliminate unnecessary equipment.
Observation: A good reconnaissance of the proposed L7 location should
assist in choosing the correct equipment and eliminate taking unnecessarp,
equipment.
6. Use of Cruiser Chain For Land Clearing: Land clearinp operations
utilizing D7 dozers and cruiser chain were conducted in June 67 in areas
surrounding Di An Base Camp. This method was found ineffective in these areas
due to the type of vegetation present, i.e. secondary jungle of ttick undergrowth and small trees. The cruiser chain would ride up and over ti e brish,
the majority of which would spring back up within a few days.
Tis method was again tried during Operation PAUL PPION' in the Onr
Dong jungle area. Using 180 feet of cruiser chain betv.een two DE's proved
effective in clearing rubber trees, two rows at a time. The land clearing
production rate was not found to vary substantiall- from that of two MT, Powe

plows.
Information received from the 65th Fngr Pn, 25th Division indicates t~at
the use of M88 VTR' s pulling 270 to 360 feet of chain would increase the production rate considerably, the reported rate: up to 28 acres of rubber trees
per hour. This latter method will be attempted as M881s can be made available.

2
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Observation: In rubber tree land
operations, D7E, s with cruiser
chains can be utilized as effectively asclearing
DE Rome plows, thus freeinp the Pome
plows for clearing of both primary and secondary
jungle areas, where the. are
particularly effective.
FOR THE COWANDER:

ILT,
CE
Adjutant
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS 1ST INFANTRY DIVISION
Office of the Chemical Officer

vo 96345

31 July 1967

AVDB-CM
SUBJECT:

1.

Operational Report on Activities and Lessons Learned (U)

(U) Reporting period:

1 May 1967 to 31 July 1967.

(C) Listed below are the activities of the Division Chemical
2.
Section during the reporting period 1 May 1967 to 31 July 1967.
as 3 May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section Manpack Personnel
Detector Team conducted a search in the vicinity of QUA1N LOI. Two (2)
hot spots were identified and fired on by the accompanying gun ships,
after which an aerial observer directed artillery on the hot spots.
Before the effects could be assessed, the light fire team was called away
on a tactical emergency. The Division Tunnel Team departed DI AN helipad
to assist the 1/2 Infantry in the exploration of a reported tunnel complex.
The team explored one (1) tunnel approximately 200 meters in length. No
enemy personnel or equipment were found;
b. 5 May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted
a search in the PHUOC VIH.and QUAN LOI areas. Seven (7) hot spots were
identified and reported to G2 Air and Division Artillery for the ulanning
of fires.
c. 6 May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted
a search northeast of PHUOC VINH. Sixteen (16) hot spots were identified
and reported to 02 Air and Division Artillery for the planning of fires.
The Division Tunnel Team assisted the 1/26 Infantry in the exploration of
a well. No enemy personnel or equipment were found.
d. 7 May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted
a search north of PHUOC VINH. Twenty-five (25) hot spots were identified
and reported to 02 Air and.Division Artillery for the planning of fires.
e, 10 May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north of QUAN WI. Ten (10) hot spots were identified upon
which an aerial observer directed eight inch howitzer fire. Results
unkaiown,
DOWNGRADED AT 3 1EAR INTERVALS

DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS

DOD DIR 5200.1o

CoV/= D ,:/1-,91)
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f. 12 May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted
a search in two (2) areas: one northeast of QUAN LOI where three (3) hot
spots were identified and one north of MINH THANH where two (2) hot spots
were identified. The hot spots were reported to the 1st Bde for the
planfing of fires.
g. 13 May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section CS Drop Team departed DI AN via tv (2) CH-47 aircraft for a CS target from XT93465o to
XT947655. Sixty (60) drums of CS-i were placed on target. The team flew
to PHUOC VINH and reloaded and refueled. The team then dropped 50 drums

of CS-I from coordinates XT927657 to XT941671.
h. 15 May 1967 - The Divisioh Chemical Section started a wet
season CS persistency test outside of the DI AN Base Camp. Three (3)
55 gal dr&ums filled with CS-i were detonated under conditions similar to
those in aircraft drons. One (1) drum was suspended in a tree five (5)
meters above the around. The remaining two were detonated on the ground:
one in the jungle area, the other in an open area. A seperate renort is
being prepared on the results of this test.
i. 20 May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted
a search west and northeast of PHUOC VINH. Thirty-five (35) hot spots
were identified and reported to G2 Air fot the planning of fires.

j. 21 May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted
a search east of the S(NG BE River. Four (4) hot spots were identified
and reported to G2 Air for targeting.
k. 22 May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted
a search west and north of PHUOC VINH. Five (5) hot spots were identified
and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires. The Division Tunnel
Team moved to coordinates XT930230 to assist the 2/2 Infantry in exploring
a reported tunnel complex. Upon arrival, the team discovered no tunnels;
however, seven (7) bunkers were explored with negative results.
1. 24 May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section 1ID Team conducted
a search north aad east of PHUOC VINH. Twenty-four (24) hot spots were
identified, and reported to Division Artillery and Ist Brigade for the
planning of fires.
m. 25 May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted
a search north and east of PHIEC VINH. Four (4) hot spots were identified
and renorted to Division Artillery and the 1st Brigade for the pJannirig of
fires.
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n. 26 May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted
search north
of BIENArtillery
HOA. Fifteen
(15)planning
hot spots
anda reported
to Division
for the
of were
fires.identified
o.27
May 1967- A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north and east of PHUOC VINH. Twent-nine (29) hot spots
were identified and reported to Division Artillery for the planning of
fires. A search north of PIEN HOA yielded negative results.
p. 28. May 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north of BlZN HOA. Four (4) hot spots were identified and
reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires.
q. 30 May 1967 .. A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north and:east-of PHUOC VINH.
8xteen (1.) hot soots were
identified and reported to the 1st md 2d Brigades for the planning of
fires.
• r.
1 Jund 1967 - A Division Chemical Section i4PD Team conducted a search north and northeast of PHUOC VINH. Thirteen (13) hot spots
were identified and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires.
s. 2 June 1967. - A Division Chemical Section M1D Team conducted a search north and northeast of PHUOC VINH. Ten (10) hot spots were
identified and reported to 02 Air for the planiiing of fires.
t.
3 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section HPD team conducted a search north and northwest of PHUOC VINH. Three (3) hot spots were
identified and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires.
u. 4 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section XPD team conducted a search north and northeast of PHUOC VIH. Nine (9) hot spots were
identified and reported to a2 Air for the planning of fires. An NCO fron
the 242d Chemical Detachment was trained by the 79th Maintenance Battalion in the maintenance of the Manpack Personnel Detector, E63. Instructions which were coordinated through thewgh-wzre idsued'to divislonal
units using the MPD. The instructions stated that maintenance and supTly
for the instrument would be coordinated through the Division Chemial
Section.
v. 5 June 1967 - The Division Chemical Section checked the wet
season CS persistency test outside of the DI AN .Base Camp (see item 2h)#
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w. 6 June 1967 - A Divisicn Cheaical Section MPD Team ccnducted a search around PHUOC VINH. Fourteen (14) hot srkts were identified
and reporz.d to G2 Air for the planning of fires.

x. 7 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search around PHUOC VINH. Three (3) MPD trainees from lst Bripade
were given in-flight training on the MPD during the mission. Eight (8)
hot spots were identified and reported to (2 Air for the planning of
fires,
y. 8 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team assisted
by three trainees from the 1st Brigade, conducted a search north and
south of PHUOC VINH. No hot spots were identified. lst Bri gade trainees
were released at PHUOC VTNH. Five (5)XM-27 and 15 ea XM-28 RCA masks
were issued to the ist Brigade for testing. A Division Chemical Section
CS Drop Team conducted a CS drop on two targets. The first a line from
XT856607 to XT863599; the second a line from XT864604 to XT868604. Thirty (30) drums of CS-1 were dropped on both targets.
z. 9 June 1967 - The Division Chemical Section established its
forward office at LAI K!ME. A represenative of the section started MPD
operations and maintenance training with D Trp 1/4 Cavalry at PHU LOI.
A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north of PHUOC
VINH. One (1)hot spot was identified and reported to G2 Air for the
planninR of fires. A Division Chemical Section CS Drop Team conducted a
CS drop on two targets. Target one was a line between YT074426,
YTO83427, and YTO83436. Target two was a line between YT086427,
To9o434, and YT087437. Thirty (30) drums were dropned on each target.
aa. 10 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search northwest of PHUOC VINH. Seven (7) hot spots were identified and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires. At the time of
detecting a hot spot vicinity XT893622, the detector ship received an
unknown number o SA rds from 4 VC. The aircraft received 1 hit in the
main rotor blade, but continued to PHUOC VINH. The light fire team engaged the 4 VC with undetermined results.
bb. 11 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Sebtion MPD Team conducted a search west of PHUOC VINH. Svmn (701bot spotp:were idetifted
Ad reported to G2 Air foi' the planni g of fires.
cc. 12 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search around PHUOC VINH. Sixteen (16) hot spots were identified and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires.

CO&/2/ -4//A £4
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dda 13 June 1967 - The Division Chemical Section checked the
wet season CS persistency test (see item 2h).
ee, 14 June 1967 - The Division Chemical Section dispatched
one NCO to 1/4 Cavalry to conduct in-flight training on the MPD. A
Division Chemical Section MPD Team caducted a search northeast of PHUOC
VINH. Ten (10) hot spots were identified and reported to G2 Air for the
planning of fires.

ff.

15 June 1967 - A Divisicn Chemical Section MPD Team con-

duoted a search north and south of PHWOC VINH. Ten (10) hot
identified and reported to .G2 Air for the planning of fires.
Chemical Section CS Drop Team departed DI W at 17301 in tro
for a target from 7T065625 to YT066606. Sixty (60) drums of
dropped on the target.

spots were
A Division
(2) CH-47s
CS-I were

gg. 16 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section APID Team con..
ducted a search north and south of PHUOC VINH, and along the SONG BE
River. Twelve (12) hot spots were identified and reported tc G2 Air for
the planning of fires.
h
17 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search northeast of PHU00 VINH. Two (2) hot spots were identified and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires.
ii.
18 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north of PHUOC VINH. Seven (7) hot spots were identified
and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires. The Division Chemical
Officer made an on the spot investigation of the reported use of riot
control agents against A Company, 1/16 Infantry, "during a battle on 17
June 1967. Investigation indicated that HCA was used twice - once during
the initial SA attack and once during the mortar attack. Type of dispersion media was unknown.
JJ4 19 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north of PHUOC VIN.
Te~thttwo ( ) hot spots were
identified and reported to 02 Air for the planning of fires.
kk. 20 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north' of PHUOC VINH4 Sixty-iour (64) hot spots were
identified and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires.
11. 21 June 1967 - The Division Chemical Section conducted operation and maintenance training on the MPD for three individuals from

6?
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the Pathfinder Detachment of the 11th Aviation Battalion and one individual from the 25th Infantry Division. A Division Chemical Section MPD
Team conducted a search north of PHUOC VINH. The team was accompanied by
3 members of the 25th Infantry Division Chemical Section who received
in-flight training. on the MPD. Twenty (20)-hot spots were identified and
rep6rted to G2 Air for the planning of fires.
mm. 22 June 1967 - An NCO from the Division Chemical Section
conducted MPD in-flight training for 1/4 Cavalry at PHU LOI. A Division
Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north of FHUC, VINH. Fifty
(50) hot spots were identified and reported to: G2 Air for the planniig of
fires.
nn, 23 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section M9D Team conducted a search north of PHUOC VINH astride Highway 13. Twenty (20)
hot spats were identified and were reported to G2 Air for the planning of
fires.
oo. 24 June 1967 " A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north of Highway 13 west of DONG XOAI. Fourteen (14) hot
spots were identified and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires.
pp. 25 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north of .Highway 13. Twenty-nine (29) hot spots were
identified and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires. A Division
Chemical Section CS Drop Team departed DI AN for a line target from
IT927657 to XT943653. Sixty (60) drums of CS-I were dropped on target,
with good coverage.
qq. 26 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section NM Team conducted a sparch south of PHUOC VTNH. Four (4) hot spots were Identified
and reported to G2.Air for -the. lanning of fires. The Division.Chemical
Section checked the wet season CS persistency test outside of DI AN Base
present in the area (see item 2h).
Camp. CS was stil
rr. 28 June 1967 - The. Divisiu Chemical Section furnished I
NCO who assisted an llth Aviation Battalion MPD Team in conducting a
search in support of the Ist Infantry Division. Eighteen (18) hot spots
were identified and reported to 02 Air for the planning of fires.
ss. 29 June 1967 - A Division Chemical Section CS Drop Team
departed DI AN 'via one (1) CH-47 for a target from XT903639 to XT904645.
The team dropped 26 drums of CS-I on target. The drop was made using a
newly fabricated CS drum rack. The new rack proved vastly superior to
the old system. (See Lessons Learned.)
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tt." 30 June 1967 - A Divisidn Chemical 3ection MPD Team conducted a search between Highway 13 and the SONG BE River, north of LAI
KHE. Eight (8) hot spots were identified and reported to G2 Air for the
planning of fire,. A Division Chemical Section CS Drop Tgam. departed DI
AN in two (2) CH-47s for a CS target from XT866602 to XT870607. 'The
target was successfully covered with 60 drums of CS-I.
uu. I July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search norhh of LAI KHE and east of Highway 13. Thirty-seven
(37) hot spots were t entified a.d reported to 02 Air for the planning of
fires. A Division Chemical Section CS Drop Team departed DI AN in two
(2) CH-41s for two (2) S targets northwest of PHUOC VMH at XT867590 and
XT855584. Thirty (30) drums of CS-i were dropped on each target.

vv. 2 July 1967'- A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north of LAI KHE and east of Highway 13. Eighteen (18)
hot spots were identified and reported to 02 Air for the plannimg of
fires. A Division Chemical .Section CS Drop Team departed DI !uN in one
(1) CH-47 for a CS target located at T916657. Target was a well-used
1ver crossing. Thirty (30) drums of CS-i were dropped on the target.
LTC J. K. Stoner, Jr., reported into the 1st Infantry Division as the
newly assigned Chemical Offioer.
ww. 3 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MD Team conducted a search north of LAI KHE and east of Highway 13. Thirty-three
(33) hot spots were identified and reported to 02 Air for the planning of
fires.
re. 4 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north of LAI KHE, west of Highway 13, and Just east of
the MINH THANH plantation. Thirteen (13) hot spots were identified and
reported to 02 Air for tB planning of fires.
uyy. 6 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north of BIEN HOA. Eighty-seven (87) hot spots were
identified and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires.
zs. 7 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section CS Drop Team
departed DI AN in one (1) OH-h? for a CS target southeast of CHI LINH
(Ic9273). The target, from XT956706 to XT?55702, was successfully covered with 30 drums of CS-1.
aaa. 8 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search northeast of PHUOC VINH. Ten (10) hot snots were identified and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires. LTC J. K. Stoner,
Jr., assumed the responsibilities of Division Chemical Officer, vicd LTC
A. R. Hylton.
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bbb. 9 July 1967 A Division Chemical Section MPD Team cnducted a search northeast of TAN UYEN. One (1)hot spot was identified
and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires, A Division Chemical
Section CS Drop Teama departed DI AN in one (1) CH-47 for a CS target between XT975703 and XT980702. Thirty (30) drums of CS-i were dropped on
the target with good coverage.
ccc. 10 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search south of the SONG BE River and northeast, of TA! UYEN,
Seven (7)hot spots were iientified and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires. The detector aircraft received 2 - 3 rds of " fire from
vicinity of YTI14343, with no casualties or damage. Fire was returned
with undetermined results.
ddd. 13 July 1967 - A Division Cherical Section INTPD Team conducted a kearch south of the SONG BE River and northeast of TAN ENT.
Twenty nine (29) hot spots were identified and reported to G2 Air for the
planning of fires, LTC A. R. Hylton denarted Ist Infantry Div-1t ion on
DEOS.
eee. 14 July 1967 - A-Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search vicinity of QUAN LOI. Fifteen (15) hot spots were identified and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires. A Division
Chemical Section CS Drop Team departed DI AN in two (2) CH-47s fcr seven
(7) CS point targets at XT65610.7, xT6651io, XT625432, Tr622450, XT613432,
YT62.138, and XT628b12.
fff. 15 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search north and east of QU1 LOI. Four (4)hot spots were
identified and reported to G2 Air and the 3"d Brigade for the planning of
fires. The detector aircraft, covered by the accompanying light fire
team, picked up a wounded Vietnamese individual at XT670853. The man was
armed with an M-1 rifle, and wore a "tiger suit" with red and blue scarf.
The individual was turned over to the 3rd Brigade for processing. A
Division Chemical Section CS Drop Team departed DI AN in two (2)CH-h7s
for a line CS target from 1T106444 to YT107458. Sixty (60) drums of
CS-I were dropped on the target. 1st Brigade at PHUOC VINH reported a
low concentration of CS from 1911H to 1935H. Wind shifts at 1000, 260,
and 4000 foot levels resulting from severe thunderstoam bl-CSO
.frvm,
the target into PHUOC VINH.
gggo 16 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section CS Drop Team
denarbed DI IN iuione (1) CH-47 for a CS target at YTO92468# Thirty (30)
drinas of CS-1 wore dropped on the target.
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17 July 1967 - A Divisi on Chemical Section IMPD Team con-

ducted a search north of QUIV LOI. Twelve (12) hot snots were identified
and reported to G2 Air And 3rd Brigade 'for the-Plaztia of: fftss 'A
Division Chemical Section CS Drop Team departed DI ,N in two (2) CH-47s

for a target located from XT92 3%5 to XT932331. Only twenty-four (2h)
drums were dropped due to inclement weather.
ii.
18 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section '4PD Team conducted a search northwest of QUAN LOI. Fifteen (15) hot spots were
identified and rworted to G2 Air and 3rd Brigade for the planning of
fires. A Division Chemical Section CS drop team departed DI 'N in one
(1) CH-47 for a CS line target from XT858507 to XT862508. Thirty (30)
drums of CS-I were dropped on the target.
Division Chemical Section 05 Don Team
19 u 16 - A*)
.l .inone
rd. DIN
d
departed
or a CS line target from XT935325 following the woodline to XT9hO323. A radical change in wind direction
caused the drop to be postponed.
kkk. 21 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search southwest of QUAN LOI. Six (6) hot snots were iddntified
and reported to 02 Air 'and 3rd Brigade for 'the 3lanning of fires. A
Division Chemical Sedtion CS Drop Team departed DI .N in one (1) CH-47
for a CS target from XT934323 to XT939323. Thirty (30) drtms of CS-1
were dropped on the target.
11.
22 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team conducted a search vicinity of QUAN LOI. Twenty-one hot snots were identified and zeported to G2 Air and 3rd Brigade for the planning of fires.
mm. 23 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MPD Team began
experimenting with the B63 MPD operating on position number three. On
this position the instrument will respond only to peoule. The Division
Chemical Section also began testing with a new fuze/burster combination
for CS drum drops.
nnn. 24 July 1967 - The Division Chemical Officer visited the
Battalion Commander, 2/28th Infantry, DI AN, to discuss chemical maintenance.
ooo, 25 July 1967 - The Division Chemica-l Section checked the
wet season CS persistency test outside the DI AN Base Cnmp perimeter
(see -iei.2h)
(
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ppp. 26 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section MMD Team,
assisted by two trainees from the 3d Brigade, continued a search northeast
of TAN UYEN. Two (2) hot spots were identified and reported to 02 Air for
the planning of fires. The Division Chemical Section conducted another
tet
of a new fuze/burster combination for CS drum drops,. The Division
Chemical Officer visited ilth the Battalion CommariEr, 2/16 Infantry, DI
AN, to discuss cheAical maiatenana.
qqqi 27 JUly 1967 - Two (2) individuals from the 2d Infantry
Division Chemical Section arrived at DI AN to receive training oii the
airborne mode E63 MPD from members of the ist Infantry Dtvision Chemical
Section.
rrr. 28 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section 1{PD Team
assisted by two trainees from the 2d Infantry Division, conducted a
search east of AN LOC and east of MINH THANH. Nine (9) hot spots .were
identified and reported to G2 Air for the planning of fires.
sss. 30 July 1967 - The Division Chemical Section checked the
wet season CS persistency test outdide of the DI N Base Camp perimeter
(see item 2h). The Division Chemical Officer visited 1/18 Infantry, LAI
KHE, and 1/26 Infantry, PHUOC VINH, to discuss chemical maintenance with
battalion commanders.
ttt.
31 July 1967 - A Division Chemical Section CS Drop Team
departed DI AN in 1 CH-47 for 2 CS targets. Target 1 located from
XT863598 to X1T863602. Target 2 located from XT871607 to XT868609. All
CS drums were equipped with a MlO Destructor/MlA2 15 Sec Delay Detonator
fuzing system. Fifteen (15) drms were dropped on each target. One (1
drum fell into the SONG BE River and failed to exploee,
3. (U) During the reporting period, LTC Alvin R. Hylton served as
the Division Chemical Officer until 8 July 1967. LTC John K. 8toner, Jr.,
assumed the duties of Division Chemical Officer on 8 July 1967.
4.
(C) Listed below are the activities of the 242d Chemical Detachmrent (CBRC) during the reporting period 1 May 1967 to 31 July 1967.
a. During the reporting period, the detachment was commanded
by IT Charles P. Barber until 12 July 1967. 2LT Robert D. Montgomery
assumed command on 12 July 1967.
b. The Division Tunnel Team responsibility was transferred
from the detachment to the 1st Engineer Battalion on 25 May 1967.
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c. The detachment processed 1st Infantry Division defoliation
requests and monitored the status of defoliation programs of the 1st
Infaptry Division and those of II Cps which lie within the Ist Infantry
Division Area of Responsibility.
d. The detachment provided crew personnel on CS drum drps
conducted by the 1st Infantry Division Chemic'L Section.
e. The detachment provided crew personnel who acted as 4PD
operators on the Division Chemical Section personnel detection missions.

5, (0) Listed below are the activities of the 266th Chemical
Platoon (DS).
The platoon was ccmanded by 2LT Charles Auslander during
the period 1 May 1967 to 13 June 1967. ILT John V. Pittman assumed
command of the platoon on 13 June 1967.
a. The platoon had maintenance contact teams at 1st and 3d
Briggdes of the lst Infantry Division during the 6ntire reporting period.
They have provided tho brigades with chemical maintenance, assistance in
CS operations, ground based defoliation, and insect control.
b. The platoon has served as the DI AN Base Camp Rapid Reaction
Force, and has also conducted Road Runner onerations in dreas around DI
AN Base Camp. On several ocasions, the platoon has extracted patrols
which have come under fire or become lost. These extractions have been
ac complished without incident.
c* The platoon maintained a supply of drums of CS-I ready for
aerial delivery. These drums were requisitioned, prepared with bursters,
and held in the platoon starage area for all missions. The platoon
also provided the Division Chemical Section with air crew terpnnel to
participate in aerial CS drops on eneny targets.
d. The platoon continued to modify the M4 bursters which are
used for CS drops by raoving the incendiary mix and substituting
Composition C3 in its place. This modification has improved the reliability of the burster, and has reduced the amount of CS that is burned off
when the standard incendiary mix is used. A change in this procedure was
.institutdd on 23 July 1967, and is discussed in the Lessons Learned, para
6 of tahls report,
e. The platoon has provided personnel, equipment, and materials
for defoliation missions in support of all 1st Infantry Division base
camps during the reporting period.
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f. On 15 May 1967, the platoon assisted the Division Chemical
Section in initiating a wet season CS persistency test similar in scope to
the test for the dry season. Several methods of bursting 55 gal drums of
CS and several different jungle conditions were selected for conduct of
the tests. A periodic check is being nado on its persistency.
g. The platoon has assisted in providing needed items in a
civic action project, providing food stuffs to the Selesian Sisters Self
Heln Schonl. located in THU DUC, RVN.

6.

(C)

Lessons Learned.

ITIM:

CS Drum Rack/Conveyor

DISCUSSION: A specially designed rack with roller conveyors
was designed and built for use in the CH-47 aircraft for the conduct of
CS drops.
OBSERVATIOY: Prior to design of this siystem, drums were rolled
on the side from the tail of the CH-47. This technique was both awkward
and dangerous.
Use of the rack/conveyor system now permits the drums to
stand on end and gives the "tail gater" (fuze pin puller) greater flexibility and safety in accomplishing his mission. Personnel need no longer
move around on the tailgate of the aircraft. A greater flexibility in the
rate of drop can be achieved, to permit higher concentrations on point
targets and line concentrations over an area target. This system has
reduced the amount of personnel required in the drop crew from 9 to 6,
including the OI0, but exclusive of the air crew. The disadvantage of this
system is the 45 minute aircraft loading time now required.
ITfM:

Aircraft Mounted Manpack Personnel Detector, E63.

DISCUSSION: During the reporting period, the Chemicrl Section
perfected the use of the Manpack Personnel Detector in an airborne mode.
OBSerVATION:
ITEM:

See Inclosure 1.

CS Persistency Test.

DISCUSSION: As a follow-up to the dry season CS persistency test
performed in Januaij 1967, a wet season test was begun during the reporting
period. This test will be completed 15 August 1967.
season.
period.

OBSPRVATION: Powdered CS persistency is reduced in the wet
A complete report will be submitted during the next renorting

1
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IT2s

OS Drwu Burster.

DISCUSSION: The fuzing/burster system in use throughout most
of this reporting Deriod has proven to be 90% effective. The result has
been an excessive number of duds during droDs, particularly with the low
altitude system.
OBSERVATION:
a. This fuzing/burster system consists of the following comuon-,

ents °

(1) M4 incendiary burster, modified by replacing the pyrc
explosive with Composition 03.
(2) A Fuiing system consisting of a number 6 blasting cap,

or 5'

of time fuze, and an 2 fuze igniter.
b. This system has the following disadvantages.

CS drum,

(1) The burster system will only destroy 1/3 - 1/2 of the
(2) The fuzing is highly susceptible to humidity effects.
(3) Fuzing will occasionally fail from the fuze well in

the burster.

(4) The low altitude (41W) fuze can at times fail to
detonate the burster because the cap does not extend far enough into the
03 filler.
c. New fuzing and burster systems are being tested at the time
this report is being prepared. The results of these tests will be reported in full in the next report of Lessons Learned.

1 Incl
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4OHN.K. STONER, JR.
LTC, CmlC
Division Chemical Officer
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TO:

Assistant Chief of Staff G3
Ist Infantry Division

APO 96345

1. General: The Manpack Personnel Detector (MPD). - E63 was originally designed to be a man carried device w'.th the capability c detecting
concealed personnel. It was envisioned to be used by ground troons during counter insurgency operations in the Republic of Vietnam. Certain
charamteristics of the machine and the area of use made it impractical
and ineffective as a ground oriented device. During the month of April,
1967, the Ist Infantry Division Chemical Section initiated a series of
tests and tactical operations with the MPD modified for use on rotary
wing aircraft. Results of these tests and operations indicated adaptability of the 10D to aerial reconnaissance operations.
2. Modification for Aerial Uses For aerial onerations the following modifications were made on the standard MPD by the 79th Maintenance
Battalions
a. The read-out meter was removed from the probe to allow readings to be viewed by the operators hile inside the aircraft.
b. The electrical output circuit was modified to allow the MPD
to operate from the 28 volt D) power source of the helicopter. This modification consisted of rewiring the device for an electrical cord which
could be plugged directly into the aircraft electrical system, eltriating
the need for the original battery pack. This provided a constant and reliable source of operating power.

3.

Aircraft Installation Procedures:

a. Exceilent results have been obtained by attaching the probe
of the MPD to the "belly" of the helicopter in the vicinity of the forward skid brace* Nylon cord is used to secure the probe to the brace.
b. The back pack group of the MPD was placed inside the helicopter in front of the operator, rested directly on the floor of the helicopter, and held upright fbr operation. Holding the instrument upright
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handicapped the MPD operator when he tried to calibrate the device for
operation. Consequently, a holding rack was designed to secure the IIPD
and allow the operator freedom of both hands to calibrate the instrument.
Reduce6 sensitivity and equipment malfunction indicated that the MPDs
were receiving considerable shock from the vibrations of the helicopter.
Shock absorbing spri.ngs were then attached to the base of the holding
v'acks. This greatly reduced the Vibration of the machine and increased
the reliability of instrument readings.

4. 2rionalPocedures:
a. The Division Chemical Section organized MPD teams in the
following manner:
(1) One officer and two MPD operators.
(2) One detector helicopter (UH-1D) with crew.
(3)
b.
in pairs.

One light fire team (two UH-lB gun ships).

A high degree of success has been obtained by using the IIPDs
In case of mechanical or electrical failure of one, the mission

can still be accomplished. Also no two MDs respond alike, therefore
combined data from both has given the best results.

c. After "take off" the MPD should be calibrated at an altitude
of at least 1500 feet to obtain a clean background reading. At this altitude there are relatively few effluents present from human habitation and
presence except when flying over a large village or city. The normal
operating level is from 10 to 15 miroamps.
d. Wind direction should be determined by smoke before starting
the operation. The detector helicopter should make its run perpendicular
to the wind beginning at the downwind edge of the target area. This
insures that the helicopter doesn't pick up its own exhaust trail and that
the path of the helicopter crosses all wind blown effluents.
e. For safety aid best machine performance, the detection helicopter should fly 10 to 20 feet above the trees, (Note: Pilots shuld be
cautioned not to scrape treis, since this may cause severe damage to the
probes.)
f. The best aircraft speed has been between 80 and 90 knots.
Flying over 90 knots has caused the light fire team to lose contact with
the detection ship. Flying slower than 80 knots makes the detector helicopter more vulnerable to hostile fire.
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best system to date used to plot the location of detect-

ed "hot spots" has been:

(1) Upon receiving a reading of approximately 50 on the
read-out meter, the operator shouts "hot soot."
(2) The coordinator instantaneoudly relays "hot spot" by
radio to the fire team.
(3) A plotter in one of the gun ships notes the coordinates
of the hot snot (approximately 200 meters to the rear of the UH-D). The
mark 200 meters behind the helicooter is an adjustment for meter response
and delay in notifying the Dlotter.
h. Originally a smoke grenade was thrown by the 71) onerator
when a hgh reading was obtained. However, this method of marking was
abandoned in favor of the voice command because it was found that in many
instances the smoke wis trapped by the jungle canopy and could not be seen
through the vegetation. Also it was felt that dropping the smoke into the
hot spots might indicate to the VC that their positions had been spotted,
enabling tfiem to move or take other action.
i. When the detector aircraft i flying at tree top level, it is
difficult for the pilot to determine his position in order to cover the
target area. A satisfactory solution to the problem has been for the
plotter in the gun ships' to inform the UH-1D pilot when he ha'.reached the
boundary of' the target area. The UH-ID pilot can then alter his course to
remain on target.

5. General Observations on the Effects (,f Weather on Aerial MPD
Operations:
a. It has been found that the optinum wind speed for the best meter
readings is 5 knots. Stronger winds make it difficult to handle the helicopter at low altitude; slower wind speeds necessitate a tighter flight
pattern over the target area to pick up the targets.
b. The best detection results have been obtained when missions
were flown during the morning hours (0830 - 1100), especially with a low
ceiling.
c. Poor results have been obtained when missions were flown during rain storms because aircraft have had difficulty in maintaining Proper
altitude ant "irection. Also the, corona points in the 1,M probe became
wet and ceased to function properly.
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Poor results have been obtained immeeiately following rain

storms.
e. Satisfactory to -or readings have been obtained in the hot
afternoon hours.
f. Verj poor readings have been obtained during periods of surface wind turlmlence. The "smells" have dissipated easter and the detector ship has not been able to fly as low as desired.

6. Conclusions: Results to date indicate that the Manpack Personnel Detector Er35san excellent tool for detection of areas of current
or recent enemy activity. However, it gives only a qualitative measiirement and will not indicate the exact size of the force located at a
point. High readings at several points in a relatively close area may
indicate'a large force. A sample of confirmed targets that were
originally detected with the MPD follows:
a. High readings betwe en two points - B52 strike following day
exposed bunkcers, tunnels, trenches, and foxholes.
b. High readings at one point - Afternoon of same day Sigma
Team made contact with estimaba d 100 VC 300 meters from the point.
c. High readings between two points - Air strike in afterx.
noon resulted in secondary explosions.
d. High readings between two points - Subsequent artillery
and air strikes exposed bunkers.
e. High readings at one point - Subsequent artillery and air
strikes resulted in 32 bunkers exposed and 1 VQ KIA (BC).
f. Continuous high reading between two ooints
agent
report placed the 272d W Regiment at this exact location- An
on the same
day.

1 Incl
SOP for Reporting
Bloodhound Mission Results
TELt

Danger Main 123
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ALVIN R. HYLTON
LTC, CmlO
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1.

(U) Reference let Infantry Division Reglation 870-1, dated

16 February 1966, Subjeot: "Historical Activities", with change 1,
dated 15 April 1966.
2. (0) In compliance with referenced regulation, the following
report, for the period ending 31 July !967, is submtted:
Items

M!UiTITION RESUPPLY

Discussion#

Ammunition resupply presents a major problem

during operations requiring a firing battery to be separated from the

parent battalion.
Observation

The requirements for ammunition often exceeds

the batteryls capability because of large expenditures and 2ong
distances from the firing position to the .ASP. Both battalion and
battery ammunition sections are often committed to fulfill the needs

of one battery.
Items

FIRE SUPPORT BS2

Discussions When a fire support base is established with
other combat arms, primary consideration must be given to the artiller'
firing positions. The artillery unit commander must be allowed to
position his units commensurate with his mission and capabilities
within the position area.
Observation: after the artillery firing position ha~s been
established, coordination with the other forces occupying the fire
support base should be accomplished regarding security, positioning
and consolidation of the position.
Item:

PR2Pi.'iTI0N OF GUN PLLYETS *.MJ-4UNITION DUMPS

Discussions

In an artillery position, guns and ammunition
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dumps must have parapets built as soon as possible.

1

6

In an extended

operation the construction of well protected a'munition dumps should
be a major primary consideration. Often with the concurrent heavy
firing committment the unit is unable to properly revet the guns or
the ammunition if the work must be done by hand.
Observation: E.,S±neer support can, in most instanoes,
provide a bulldozer for the establishment of a fire support base.
The bulldozer is invaluable to the artillery unit for the preparation of
of position parapets. Even if the dozer is not available to the artillery unit for an extended period, it can quickly provide
a dozed-up
which sandbags can be filled in less than half
sand or dirt pile fromtime.
the normally required
Item:

OVERHEO COVER IN FIELD POSITIONS

Discussiont When preparing field positiJons, overhead cover
is constructed primarily with materials caxried to the position or
readily accessible from the natural surroundings.
Observation, Overhead cover is accomplished in a minimum
amount of time using eight foot engineer stakes as supports for
cover material. When engineer stakes are not available, pwer saws
may be used when available, to fell trees for the same purpose.
When available, engineer stakes should be issued
to units displacing
i
to field positions.
Items

AIRORAFT FLYING THROUGH THO GU-T.IRGE LINE

Discussion: ,ircraft continue to fly through artillery
gun-target lines. This is especially true during periods of intense
artillery activity.
Observation:
,ll aviation nnits should be briefed frequently
on the radio frequency and proper use of the artillery air warring
not for each particular area. Firing must be suspended when aircraft
are approaching or crossing the line of fire. ..
dditionally, airborne
liaison officers, air observers, oommanders, and all personnel
familiar with the artillery situatio:- must be alert regarding aircraft
safety. All of those personnel should have clenrly defined authority
to issue a "Check Five" order if they detect any unsafe condition in
the air space over the immediate area of operations.
Items

RZGISTR.aIOXS XITH RADAR SET Av/PQ-4A

Discussions During the laat few weeks several registrations
have been conducted using the .X/11Q-4A radar. This was done when
an air observer was not available.
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Ob:ervation: Favorable results hove been oitained with
radar registrat~one. Several successful n-ight registrations have
been conducted. Due to the radar siting requirements it is necessary
to stop the registrat-Lon when rain clouds cover the area. In so:ae
cases an excessive nui:br of rounds ihave been requirod due to the
erratic bursts cf the fuze M520. The new fuze M543, when received,
should eliminata this problem.
Items

FUZ, D,,'LY DJRING P:IIOD OF RAIN

aiscussions Check fire must be given when firing during
periods of heavy rain. This is because of the possibility of r:in setti:
off a point detonating fuze when set on the "Quick.' setting.
Observation: During heavy rain, the fuze setting should be
changed to "delay to avoid a premature detonation of the round. One
problem with fuze delay is the probability of a dud is increased.
The condition of the ground is an important factor. ;,so, the sup :orted
unit commander !Iust be informed that fuze del,, is bei.ng fired and
that the effect vill not be the saine as with fuze quick.
Item:

CARRYING AI.-hIFT
IS MADe.

,QUIP.,,: R7,G.--LS' O

HOW iOVE
.
'"

Discussions k unit from 'his organization was "ioved to a
field location by ijr Force fixed wing aircr4:ft. Several days after
the move they were re.ouyired to part..cipate in an "Artillery Raid"
move by CH-47.
Observation
Regardless of how a unit Moves, to a field
location, un'ts must be prepared for any eventuality and must carry
all air-lift eqaipment with them at all times.
Item:

"4,TILLUIRY RAIDS" ,TTH 105=m TOWED HOWITZER, M2A2
A'D Oi 47 I:3LICPTMS.

Discusion: "Artillery Raids with 105mL. Towed Howitzer 1M2A2
and CH 47 Helicopters reouire detailed planning and coordinat .on between the battery comoander and the pa'5hfinders of the lifting unit.
The pathfinders must be giien a co:olete and co:.rehensivo briefing on
the lcaton of the LZ and especially on the desired place.nent ot the
howitzers and ammunition. If possible, t:e battery co::nand.r and the
Vathfin.,e's should conduct a joint aerial reconnal!ssance of the LZ.
When the airborne loads arrive at the touch down points, the battery

commander and the pathfinder must work together devoting their close
attention to the ex-ct -placement of each howitzer. Aimmunition loads
must be placed in close .proximity to the guns; however, the placement
must be selective in order to facilitate the q*.ick delivery of fize
while also providing sufficient room for 16ading aumunition residue for
backhaul.
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Ope-.'ational a':oort on Les.,ons Learned (U)

Observations Close oodrdination betwean a firing battery
oommander and the pathfine.r is i-iperative if the occupation of an
"Artillery Raid" position is to be rapid and orderly.
ARLIFT OF ARTILL :"RY UiPIT TO CO,153 Z0'!,'ES BY FIXED
AIRCRAFT
Discussion's The sequence of loading an artillery battery for
moveiaent by fixed wing aircraft is a major factor .n air movement
planning. The first load should be the battery command-FDC group with
the majority of radio equipment. Tor subsequent lifts, consideration
must be given to equipment availability in the forward area and to
coordination which may be e'fected, Class V supply should be coordinated with units in the forward area if"possible. If aweunition,
loaded on trucks, is awaiting arrival of the artillery unit, the response to calls for fire will be faster and in greater voluIe.
Observations Tie sequence of loading an artillery unit for
movement by fixed wing aircraft is dependent on equipment available in
the forward area and the coordination for the use of thic equipment,
Items M10ROLOGICAL DATA
Items

Discussion: Weather changes during the :.ionsoon season are
frequent and unpredictable. Caution must be exercised in utilizing
metro data that is obviously different from the current weather conditions at tize of fir-ng.
Observations Certain weather patterns can be established by
studying a radord of metro messages over at least a three zonth period.
This is paiticularly true with regard to wind direction. A better
approximation of cur-ent weather data can be made and more accurate
fires delivered if the knowledge gained by study of these patterns is
aoplied w'hen a metro is received which is obviously different from
currant conditions. BI using this method, metro messages obtained
during a flash storm can be discarded or corrected to reflect current
weather data.
Item:

A;UI
.':UqTIOkT BAGGED FOR &2.RG-..,CY i":RLIFT O?:.'TIONS

Discussion: Class V is very important in the conduct of
operations. It is SOP that Aen units move they their basic load of
Class V with them. Emergency operations often arises vhich require
iname azate action on the part of all concerneu.
Observations The Class V requirement for emergency airlift
operations is met by each bnttalion maintaining bagged ammunition on
hand. ill bagged amzunition is available for use by any battalion that
is participating in 4n operation that requires rapid Class V resupply.
FOR THE COO

DER,t

;TOI

C E\LRONALD A. PISTO
CONFIDENTIAL Major, Artillery
Adjutant
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SEE DISTRIBUTION

15(,7

1. GENERAL: The ambush, by its very nature, offers the greatest potential for killing VC.
Every day ambushes established by units of the Big Red
One make contact with VC elements. Yet the resultant body count is unacceptably low. The obvious cause for these poor results is basically a failure
to plan and conduct the ambushes properly. This letter provides guidance on
certain aspects of the methods and techniques of the ambush which will be
implemented by all units of the 1st Infantry Division.
2. DISCUSSION: a. An ambush is a surprise attack from a concehled
position on an enemy force. The key word is SURPRISE. Without surprise,
there is no ambush.
Further, in considering the general nature of an ambush,
it is necessary to think in terms of its application to Vietnam; ambushes
are offens
in nature.
It is important to have this understanding.
b. The primary considerations of the ambush are:
(1) Planning and organization

ambush.

(a) Don't delay in alerting those that will conduct the
Give them time to prepare.

(b) Give maxdmum time to selecting the ambush site coordinate with all personnel, particularly ARVN, who may have detailed
intelligence and knowledge of VC routes and activities.
possible.

(c) Conduct a ground or air reconnaissance whcne7:r
As a minimum, a good map reconnaissance is essential.

(d) Keep the plan SIMPLE. An elaborately conceived plan
merely introduces unnecessary aspects that increase the chances for mistakes.
(e) Coordinate thoroughly with all individuals that can
increase the prospects for success.
Pin down the specifics of the intelligence situation, fire support, and the unit ready reaction force.
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(f) Tailor the ambush force to its mission. Don't permit
the arbitrary employment of a squad, platoon, or company as it exists. If
additional men, equipment, or weapons are required, get them. Proper equipment to accomplish the mission and meet emergencies must be carried. Each
man should carry a basic load of ammunition, and maximum use should be made
of grenades and claymores.
(g) Coordinate with the element through whose lines the
ambush force will pass. Establish the location of mines, early warning
devices, lanes through protective wire, CPs and LPs, and defensive concentrations.
(h) Plan for every eventuality that may be encountered
during the movement to, conduct, and return from the ambush. Issue a detailed
order based upon the plan.

i) Rehearse.

Insure each man knows his job.

(j)
Inspect each patrol meber to insure that he has the
proper equipment; that his equipment has been muffled or taped to prevent
noise; and that he carries no cigarettes and lighter or other objects whose
use could jeopardize the accomplishment of the mission and the lives of the
members of the patrol.
(k) Plan H&I and other supporting fires so that the
volume of filendly fire is not such that it precludes or discourages VC
from approaching the ambush site
(1) A reaction force must be planned for wud prepared
for each patrol. Normally a reaction force will only be employed when the
patrol encounters serious diffictilty. The best security for a patrol is
stealth on movement into position, maintenance cf surprise, planned heavy
volume of fires to include artillery and mortar after the ambush is sprung.
(m) Time distance of patrols from reinforcing forces will
vary due to status of proficiency, size of the ambush patrol, enemy situation,
and terrain. Normally reinforcements should be capable of reaching the
parol ipithin approximately 30.minutes.
(2)

Conduct:

(a) Movement to the ambush site must be accomplished by
stealth. Should the embush force be detected during its movement, then it
hae failed before starting.
(b) Upon reaching the ambush site, proceed through it
at least 100 meters before halting, reconnoitering on the way. (See Inclosaue )
Tlh.i±r itop mid establish a defensive perimeter, placing pailticultr
2

F7
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emphasis on security; fire in defensive concentrations for the ambush. This
latter action will insure that when needed, effective fire support can 'be
employed immediately, since the concentration will. already be cleared for
firing and the initial fire request can include adjustments from the known
concentrations, as the situation requires.
(c) Observance of noise and light discipline must be
stressed: no talking or unnecessary movement. Then, at the proper time
(depending upon %hether the ambush is during daylight or the hours of darkness),
deliberately and quietly the personnel and weapons are uositioned. Thereafter, no sound or movement must be made. The pace of extended operations
normally dictates less than 100% alert on ambush patrols. However, at all
times the leader or his second in command must be alert and able to alert the
patrol. The alert system must be such that the patrol can be immediately
alerted, and the ambush triggered without noise or movement. Eating or
smoking will not be allowed in an ambush position.
(d) Careful planning, patience, and aggressiveness are
the keys to success. The patrol must wait until the target is well ithin
the killing zone. Triggering an ambush too soon is one of the most ccnmon
reasons for failure. When the ambush is triggered the patrol must lay down
an immediate heavy volume of fire and aggressively follow up to search the
killing zone, and finish off the target force.
(e) The ambush leader is responsible for tiggerig the
ambush.
No one else, unless so specifically designated, will trigger the
ambush. Judgment must be exercised in deciding the exact moment to trigger
the ambush. Again, experience has shown that any ambushes fail as a result
of premature triggering. Wait until the enemy is well within the kdlling zone
and as close to the mbushers as his route will take him.
(f) Upon the initiation of a definite and definable signal,
the ambush will be sprung. A specific amount of ammunition and ordnance,
Initially,
pre-established, will be expended and then all firing will cease.
fire must be low and then can be adjusted on target. A ricochet from a round
fired low will still kill; a round fired high is lost.
(g) If all the enemy are not killed in the initial fires,
finish them off or If possible, take them prisoner.
(h)
Dnploy supporting fires quickly, as appropriate. The
primary mission of the ambush patrol is to kill VC with its own weapons.
However, many situations vrill come up where the patrol detects a VC force
which does not move into the tatrol's killing zone. The patrol leader must
be proficient in using indirect fire to engage such forces, or to protect

AVEB-T
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his patrol if necessary.
(i) Upon completion of the ambush, conduct a quick
search in the anbush site. Then either move to a preselected support site
or return to the secure base, as appropriate. In any case, move immediately;
do not linger at the ambush site.
c. Ambush configurations:
(1) Linear (See inclosure 2)
(2)

"L" shape (See inclosure 3)

(3)

Triangle (See inclosure 4)

FOR HE QMANDER:

4 Incls
as
DISTRIBUTION:
A(mod-1)

I4

(Preferable for most situations).

/I

-

J. C. PZENNINON
LTC, AGC
Adjutant General

*

MoVement into an Ambuih Site

Move through the site
Fire in defensive concentrations
Occupy ambush site

I
/
/I

/
\//

1

. !it
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Linear Ambush
Employed by all sized forces (Depicted below for a squad)
#S 1 2 and 3 represent an attached machinegun
#12 is the squad leader
#S 4 5 and 3 provide flank security
#13 provides rear security
Minimum 10 meters between positions
Two men per position
Friendly Forces 0

4...

Enemy Forces

0

Killing Zone

T

Concentrations
Machinegun

+

Claymore

Inclosre 2

"L" Shaped Ambush
Most frequently employed by squads
#S 1 2 and 3 represent an attached machine gun
#12 is the squad leader
#S 3 4 5 10 and 11 also provide flank seeurity
#13 provides rear security
LEGEND

Minim=n 10 meters between positions
Two men per position

Friendly Forces e-%
Enemy Forces

Killing Zone
Concentrations

+

Machine gun

-

Claymorg

L

n,

/2

9

Q (nco@

Xnclosure

;

. =-7

30

-

Trianrle Ambush
Employed by a platoon or larger force
Methods and techniques employed are the same as for other
type of ambushes
Characterized by affording two killing zones

LegA

Friendly Forces
Enemy Forces
Killing Zones
M4achineguns
Machinegun psns
S---Qncentrations

1
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On 7 June 1966, A Troop 1-4 Cavalry received the mission to go to

AN LOC as intelligence reports from that area indicated a VC attack on
AN LeC as part of the "Monsoon Offensive". The next town north-on
Highway 13, IOC NI H, had been attacked just prior to this action.
A Troop departed from its base at PHOU LOI at 0830 hours on the
morning of 8 June 1966. They stopped to r.bfuel their veicles at
The convoy consisted of
LAI KIE which is 25 kilometers from PHU 10.
seven 1148 A3 tanks, twenty-five .113 armored personnel carriers, two
M 132 flame thrower tracks, and one VTR. One of the tanks was an
engineer dozer. At LAI KFZ they picked up a platoon of engineers who
mounted their tracks.
On the way to LAI K110 there were two breakdowns, but the column
continued to move on to LAI K1Ii. Captain Ronald Copes, Eecutive Officer
of A Troop, was in command of the trail party. Fis job ws to "police
ue the stuck and broken down vehicles. One o2 ho breakdowns was of
a permanant type and had to be left at LAI KHS for repairs. In the
trail party there were two Y 113s, one VTR, and one 1 48 A3 tank, that
had dropped out of the main body and remained ,..th Captain Copes.
From LAI KH.; they started to push on to CHON THA!!H in order to
get into AN bC by sundown. At LAI KH&Is northern checkpoint, an
old French built guard tower covering Highway 13b approach into LAI
KHL, the trail party picked up an Armnored Vehicle Launcher Bridge (AVLB),
as it was stuck in the stream crossing, it was pulled out and it joined
the column. Thez. they continued up Highway 13 moving off the road and
traveling parallel to the highway at points. The country north of LAI
KHE was more heavily infested with VC Main Force units than the area to
the Zouth where one finds mostly local guerrilla bands. There were
some roadblocks of brush and trees across Highway 13 which they moved
around to save time and pushed on. The road blocks were mainly designed
for the purpose of VC tox collection.
The trail party arrived at !MNH ?WJI and kept moving to wtth
rty ha.i on radios that
1r-!!
z h
8 kilometers of the main b.-dy hn
the lead tank of tho main column had been hit by a cormand detonatee
shaped charge mine at 1415 hours. At that time the whole main column
had come undc, fire from automatic weapons, small arms, recoilless rifles,
and mortars from prepared ambush positions. This was the first known
time the VC had tried to register mortar fire on track vehicles. Ihv
three platoon column took up three kilometers of the road and the VG
had it all covered by fire. Intelligence later learned through captured
documents that it was the 272d Viet Cong "hardcore" regiment that was
dug in along the road parellel to the column.
The trail party was now 8 kilometers south of the main column '
moving at about 35 miles per hour. lanmelately when the attack began
on the main column the trail party coriarder informed his elements of
the atteck. Captain Ralph Sturgis, the main column conmander told
Captain Copes not tu come up, but to go b:.ck to CHON TRITH, and form
a perimeter in an open fiald to the south of the town and wAit, while
monitoring the action on the radio.
DOWNG&J)ZD AT 3 7AR INTMAVIS
DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS

DOD DIR 5200.10

There was ARVII artillery at I.N IM and CHOII THNH, huwever the
ambush site was out of range of their 105mm firing fan. The VC had
selected and planned a good ambush site. It wns learned from thia
operation to always move with artillery suppurt. They did, however,

have a Forward Air Controller (FAC) ovorhe-d, but the

"air

cap" im.ediate-

ly available with the FAC also became SOP as a result of this battle.
The trail party sat back at CHON THIMH and listened to the battle
for about six hours. At about 1600 hours the 1-4 Cavalry Squadron's
S-3 FaJor Edwin Taylor, flew over in a helicopter and told the trail
party cornander that the trail comumin was to move forward as things ware
dying down. He told Captain Copes the battle situation, most of which
Captain Copes already knew from reports over the radio. A tank and an
If113 had gotten stuck and separated fro,- the main body at a bridge
crossing. Also an M 113 was on fire, and I M 113 wo missing. While
it was still daylight, the FAC saw the M 113 driven into the weods by
the roadside with its lights on. This M 113 wis later recovered.
The 3-3 also told Captain Copos to leave the %,vLBin thu CHON THL.NH
ARVN compound. The tziil party knzw the VC were firing 57mm recoiless
rifles and mortars. Also Captain Copes knew that sev;ral tracks were
badly damaged[ but on]y one was bur,-ing.
The colwn started moving north out of CHON T:I.NH on Highway 13
at 1620 hours. The trail party moved at a speed of about 20 miles
per hour. As they continued to monLtor the radio they le-rned that a
tank and 11 113 had been separated from the main column and had lost
radio contact with the troe Commander Captain Sturgis. Captain Copes,
however, had contact witi them both. Captain Sturgis told Captain Copes
that the VC were trying to overrun him.. " Captain Copes told him that
the trail party was coming up to give him support. The tank commander
told Captain Copes by rodio that he had moved to the end of the main
body to assist the E 113's. Th trail party was jus't leaving CHON
T',NH when he informed them that the VC were trying to swarm over him,
'Put Tactical irpower was driving them off. He went on to say that
the VC had tried to set np a 57mn recoilless rifle in the road, but he
/had stopped them with his weapons.
As the trail party moved up the road they reached a tank dozer that
had gotten stuck trying to get off the road. The crew inside were buttoned
up as they were receiving small arms fire from VC that were all around
the tank. After a few bursts the VC were driven off and the tank dozer
was retrieved. At that time tL:e Squadron Comrander, LTC Leonard Lewane
landed his helicopter and informed Captain Copes what"wa going on.
He told hir the VC were moving south towards the trail party and that
the troop was now regrouping. He went on to say thot an Infantry Battalion,
the 2-28 Infantry, was being inserted into an LZ about three kilometers,
to the north of the main column's body. By the time the Infantry reached
the. column it was night and the battle was over.
After the colonel left Captain Copes started up his column of
two ta nk3, two M 113's and one VTR. They moved up the road four kilometers
south of ihe "lost" tpnk and Y 113, when they were told by the "lost"
tank corzna.der that the VC were dropping "pancake mines" on* the road,
When thu tr.-il party va s -iu Ilotr
fr-m them, the le-d t~zik
hit a mine on the road. The t-nk c)m,.r
of the l,:ad tnk.w's Sgt.
Charles 1Urris.
is driver ip 5 Hugh Olivwr, w s bi.dly hurt, nd the
vehicle had sone minor damv'ge. Captain Copes stopped his column and
radioed ahead Uit' situation. His next action was to check out the
casualty situa,;ion. He asked the tcnk if it could move under its own
power ? The answer wAs "yes", and the gunner of the tank became its
driver; he was Sp 5 Smith. The trail rarty continued about 500 meters
when the sane tank hit another mine. This timu mortars, recoilles,
rifles, and small aims cut loose on the column from the tree line.
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Captain Copes ordered his vehicles to keep moving around and to try
not to present themselves as a vulnerable target. Then he checked out
the damaged tank. Captain Copes was riding in an 1, 113. At this moment
the TAC air waa forwerd of his position and in a couple of minutes they
came in hitting the enemy positions. The trail party returned the VC
fire by spraying the bushes and trees with high explosives, cannister
and machine gun fire. Captain Copes told the tanks that he wanted
"cannister fired into the woodline". The recoiless rifle fire slackened,
but the VC mortars continued to fire at them, All of the tracks took
hits from the small arms fire, but the rounds didn't go through the armor
plate.
The lead tank then took 2 direct hits from a 75mr.recoiless rifle
in the turret and blastbd Staff Sergeant Charles Norris straight up into
the air for about 5-8 feet and set the tank ablaze. Captain Copes saw
him go out of the turret but didn't see him land in the bushes.
He
lived through the battle although he was wnunued. Mortar fire continued
to cone in. Cliver was throvm into the bushes and he lived *
Smith
and a 4th man were killed inside of the tank.
While they were firing into the woodline and the tank was burning
Captain Copes asked the FAC for airstrikes. The jet fighters streaked
on the tnrget area and adjustments were made where Cart,.in Copes wanted
the maximum force placed.
Captain Copes saw Sgt Norris in need of help so he tried to help
him get into his V 113. .'hile doing this a VC threw a 75m shell packed
with explosives into the N 113. The bomb landed in Captain Copes lap,
He quickly gr.bbed ne bomb with his left hand, and at the same time
grasped his F-16 rifle with his right hand. He'heaved the bomb package
up and out of the track, and upon quickly turning his head, he sa ',ho
VC that threw it.
He instantly aimed the M-16 and killed the VO and
ducked back inside the 1 113 just before the bomb exploded outside of
the tradks rear.
l of the enemy fire was coning fron, the west side of Highway
13. The VC had made fortified revetments using 55 uzllon dlisel drmus
and sandbags for walls. The drums were filled with dirt for greater
strength. The ene:ly .. oldL'; had been excellent as the positions could
not be seen from the road. The dru:s were stacked two high and indicated
that the VC had rrc-planned th, ambush site for a long t iLe. Captured
VC later said they were waiting for 2 or 3 days in ambush for something
to come along. Another -O> said that they wei-, expectinr7 an 1X.VNresupply
convoy not a "hard skinned" araored column. 'Jp to this date no United
States lilitary lehicles had gone north of Chu,) TEJH. The enemy ambush
had "swallowed some bad bait" which 1oaj General ,;. E. DePuy, 1st Infantry
Division Cora'ander, had given to the VC by use of cover and deception,
;.fter shooting the VC, Captain Copes went dou inside the track to
the rpdio and told the other tracks, uho were stopped at this time, to
keep spraying the woodline. It tas later learned that when Sgt Norris
hit the ground, after being thrown from the turret, he landed beside a
VC. They both looked at each other, scaring each other, and both grabbed
at the JC's eapon. Then both of theai realizing their situation released
the -ieapon simultaneously and ran in opposite directions. Sgt Nbrris
ran towards the co-rand " 113 and was taken aboard.
The fight started at 1700 and now it was 1740. Srall arms fire
vns still
coming in and the trail par y had one tank burning. Captain
Copes tried to decide whether anyone was still inside the burning tank
as he didn't want to leave anyone behind. The tank was burning and exploding so .uch that ho didn't think anyone vas still
inside the burning
tank. lie didn't know at the ti e that it :aas only flares and soke ecxploding inside the tank. Capt::in Copes decided to leave the tank and move
on to the main column.
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.,ith Sgt Norris on his track Cartain Copes called Captpin Sturgis
on the radio and told him that the trail party Acs on their way to him
again. They drove around the burning tank and came to a ditch. As the
bridge across the ditch had been blown up they went into a dry streambed and made it across. The enemy fire was sporadic as the airstrikes
were straffing the woodline. Captain Copes told Sgt Blair to take his
"lost" tank and M 113 and fall into the rear of the column as the column
passed them. The M 113 that Sgt Blair's tank vps guarding had broken
down- earlier and the crew had made repairs under fire. The mechanic who
made the repairs was Sp 5 Robert Bolling.
The treil D rty continued to na8h 2hend fok tvb kilmters Pnd a**
Oliver joined the trail party, with his tnk,- thtlosod
to the mab party
perimeter at 1815 without incident. Tnq troop perimeter was quet at
this time as helicopters were bringing supplies of fuel, food, amunition,
nd water. The main body had three tanks badly damaged. All of the
vehicles had been hit by enemy firp but not all were serious. Four M 113s
were badly damaged. During the battle there were 15 US KHA and 34 WHA.
The enemy losses were 170 VC KIA by body count, 250 VC KIA by estimates
made by the FAC, 4 VC captured, 42 weapons captured of which 12 weapons
were crew served. Most VC wore green fatigue uniforms, sone r)rz tle
familiar black pajamas, and some wore light brown uniforms. The documents
fpund on one of the dead VC identified him as a Chinese Co.munist Adviser.
The mysterious I 113 vehicle which a FAC reported having its lig.1ts
on was recovered the next day. The casu,lties from the vehicle had been
evacuated earlier. Two Starlight Scopes in the vehicle had been disregnlded
by the VC. The VC at the time of this battle probably didn't know about
Starlight Scopes and their use. The crew of the vehicle had driven the
damaged etrack into the woodline and left it there with the headlights on
so it could be evacuated later.
The flamethrower tank was successfully used during this action.
With its coax 7.62irm machine gun and the flame thrower with a 250 gallon
tank was right behind the Troop Comander, Captain Sturgis. He had just
wtnessed a track ,etting mortared and his track was maneuvering around
hen a r4coilass rifle round went thruugh his M 113 wounding his driver,
p 4 James Dempsey, in the heal of the foot. Captain Sturgis had kis
pbserver, Sgt Nick Sapparito, take over driving the track. The Flamethrower track came up beside them and spotted the recoilles rifle trained
and ready to fire again on the command track. The flame-thrower track
conmmander, SFC Pearson Cole, took immediate action and opened up on the
enemy recoiless rifle with the flame-thrower znd burned it up at 40 to 50
meters distance.
Another interesting story of the action pertains to a Sgt Blair
and his tank guarding the stuck M 113 near the blown out bridge .outh of
the main convoy. Sgt Blair was an old infantryman and did not know too
much about tanks. His military experience ws that of a platoon sergeant
mad had just recently Joined the Cavalry. It was his vehicle that had
informed Captain Copes on the radio early in the afternoon about the mines,
the M 113 that had gotten stuck, and about the VC trying to swarm over
- is tracks. This action was his first Uti in a tank. Knowing the
urgency of the situation he reverted to being a loader. While throwing
out the expended brass shell casings on the tank one of them got caught
in the turret. This prevented the turret from turning. Realizing what
had happened Sgt Blair jumped out of the turret and,while under firea,
freed the shell case from the turret.
Another incident involves Oliver and tae burning tank. When Sgt
Norris was blown out of the turret, Oliver wa: also thrown into the bushes
and knocked
e±c0Weio., He had been left behind for dead. When he came
to, he looked around, saw the tank, started the engine, and drove it to
the tail of the column at full speed. In doing this he saved the tank
and received 2d degree burns from its hot insides. He was evacuated to
Japan and decorated with the Silver Star.
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During th. action the US Air Force brought in 43 sorties in strikes
against the enemy. US epuipment losses from this battle were cne M 113
totilly destroyed, all of the other demaged vehicles were repaired and
returned to combat duty. The weather on 8 July 1966 was dry, ho and
clear, The morale of the troops was excellent,

1 InclAOR

CREIGHTON,,
Capt~hii, Infantry
Comanding Officer
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BATTLE OF AP BtU -BANG

20 March 1967
At 1150 hours 19 March 1967 A Troop 3d Squadron, 5th Cavalry, under
the command of Captain Raoul H. Alcala, 095764, San Antonio, Texas, was
deployed into the perimeter of Fire Support Base 14 with five officers,
124 enlisted men, 20 M-113 armored personnel carriers, six M-48A3 tanks
and three 14-106 4.2 inch mortar carriers. Their mission was to occupy
and secure Fire Support Base 14. They moved into position at 1150 hours
19 March 1967 and organized a "wagon train" style perimeter defense and
constructed "DoPey foxholea". This type of foxhole had overhead covering
and two firing ports plac-d at 45 degree angles from each side and is
named after its originator, Major General Wil-iam E. DePuy.
The intelligence information supplied Captain Alcala indicated the
BAU BJNG area was infested with local force guerrillas. These local
guerrillas had been conducting tax collecting activities and probes
against friendly forces in the area. Also, a well-tredden VC trail had
been pinpointed by intelligence one mile north of BAU BANG. The captain
decided to use the 2d platoon, under the command of lit Harlan E. Short,
05536968, to establish an ambush along the trail at coordinates XT780487,
at 1800 hours. While the 2d platoon was preparing the ambush site, the
perimeter was realigned with the 1st platoon, under the command of ILt
Roger A. Festa, 05053163, Orange, Connecticut, occupying the western half

from 6 to 12 o'clock and the 3d platoon occupying the eastern half from
12 to 6 o'clock. B Battery, 7th Battalion, 9th Artillery, under the
command of Captain Duane W. Marion, 05508032, occupied the center of the
perimeter. A 25 per cent alert status was initiated and maintained until
enemy activity commenced.
The VC Probe:
The Battle of BLU BANG was initiated by a VC probe at 2250 hours
19 March 1967. The VC probe commenced with a herd of 15 cows wearing
bells crossing Highway 13 at a point 150 meters northeast of the perimeter
At 2300 hours, 19 March 1967, a wheel mounted .50 calibre heavy machine
gun opened fire on the northeast sector of the perimeter. The machine
gun was located on a berm of the railroad track which parallels Highway
13 thirty meters east of the highway. The initial burst of fire wounded
FFC Eugene D. Rigsby, US56432317, San Francisco, California, in the leg.
Tank number 39, commanded by Sp4 Eugene W. Stevens, US56423162, Santa
Cruz, California, opened fire on the VC position with 90mm high explosive
rounds and .50 calibre and 7.62mm machine guns. The tank trained its
search light on the VC position, and tracks number 30, 32, and 34 blasted
away. Captain Alcala requested artillery fire from Fire Support Base 14
and LAI FM to fire 500 meters to the east of the enenr position in order
to block the Viet Cong's escape route. Captain Alcala with the guidarce
received from his squadron commder, LTC Sidney S. Haszard, 060457,
Needham, Massachusetts, chose not to concentrate the mass of his firepower
on the onentr position. The VC heavy machine gun sprayed the perimeter with
five blasts while receiving return fire. After this three minute fire
fight the VC machine gun was silent, and no further action resulted. During
the fire fight an eneuy .50 calibre tracer round struck a box of C-4 on
track No. 34, an APC, causing it to burst into flames. Sgt. James R. Musick
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RA52567890, St. Charles, Virginia, jumpd onto the armored personnel carrier
and threw the burning box of C-4 off, burning his hands badly. He was
under steady enemy fire, and one . 50 calibre round destroyed the M-60
machine gun mounted on top of the track. He jumped to the ground and
attempted to cxtinguish the fire with sand.
A reconnaissance by fire along the woodline was conducted by 2Lt Hiram
M. Wolfe II, 0F109496, Louisburg, Pennsylvania, in track No. 36. He spaced
the intervals of fire at 15-20 meters and fired periodically for about an
hour. At 2310 hours Captain ..Jcala reported to the 3-5 Cavalry net control
station, "Firing has ceased now. We are using infra-red to scan the area
of movement. The rate of fire received was too rapid for an M-60 and the
bursts too long for an M-16."
During this lull the 2d platoon remained on the ambush site and went
to a 50 per cent alert; the 1st platoon stayed at a 100 per cent alert,
because it had fewer vehicles; the 3d platoon went back to a 50 Fer cent
alert; and the headquarters platoon, reinforcing the 1st platoon, went to
a 50 per cent alert. Everything appeared to return to normal.
The Battle:
The main Viet Cong assault began at 0030 hours at Fire Support Base
14 with an unknown number of 60m mortar rounds, rifle grenades, RPGts
and recoilless rifle fire. The initial mortar rounds hit Lt Festa's track
No. 16 wounding Sgt Edwa-rd Brevell, US54380765, Port Arthur, Texas.
According to SSgt Ronald R. Dokken, RU16499280, M.adison, Wisconsin, the
VC heavily peppered the perimeter for several minutes with about 100 rounds
of mortar fire. He believed the VC were zeroed in well, because the rounds
were accurately placed in and around the perimeter. Lt Festa said, "The
VC mortar rounds were coming from the west." Brigadier General James F.
Hollingsworth, 034155, Sanger, Texas, Assistant Division Commander - A,
lst.Infantry Diivision, said, "Their mortar positions were located from
1,500 to 2,000 meters west of Bi3U BANG in and around an old village that
had boen destroyed some time in the past. The m,.rtar positions were
located by radar from the LLd KHE artillery base. As I recall, during the
battle they (the counter mortar fire radar) reported to me that the mortars
were firing from the west. I understood the counter mortar radar played
an irport ¢nr4 role In pioldng th.m up. However, the host accurate way
of pJkinU up the mortars curing this battle was by the two arti.Lery
observers that I had airborne at the time, who could see the flashe from
the mortars. I think that a combination of both brought about the location
of the mortars."
About the same time that track No. 16 was hit, track No. 12 took direct
hits in the front and left side by a recoilless rifle round. A small fire
erupted inside, and soon the entire M-113 was engulfed in flares. The
track commander, SSgt Glasper inor, IRA53092987, Junction City, Kansas,
evacuated his three wounded crew members to a nearby foxhole. SSgt Minor
received shrapnel in both legs. Lt Festa evacuated these woundcd men
from their foxhole refuge later in the battle.
During the initial attack, tanks No. 38 and 39 of the 3d platoon
were hit. Tank No. 38 was hit in the searchlight and then in the turret,
wounding the tank gunner, Sp4 Ronald Davis, US54383541, Barnsdale, Oklahoma.
Tank No. 39 took hits in the sponson box, tha blower motors, and -he air
cleaner. No one was injured on tank No 39, and both tanks remained in
the battle.
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During the mortar and anti-tapk bombardment, Captain Alcala maintained
contact with his squadron commander. Small arms and automatic weapons fire
hailed into the perimeter, and the forward movement of onemy troops was
detected.
At approxdmtely 001j hours Viet Cong infantry began a ground assault
on the perimeter from the southwest, west, southeast and northeast. The
assault from the northeast appeared to be only a diversion. The advancing
Viet Cong laid down a base of fire and moved steadily forward, keeping
close to the ground. Captain Alcala said, "Their attack was well coordinated
with their mortar fire. Not until they came out into the open from the
trees did we realize how big an attack it was." The men on the battlefield
observed most of the VC wearing black pajamas or fatigues of dark cloth.
Some VC had olive drab fatigues and khakis. All of the observable VC wore
Ho Chi Minh sandals. Lt Festa said, "Their weapons were clean, oiled and
well cared for. Their ammunition was in plastic bags or bandoleer ammo
pouches. The ammo in the bandoleers was wrapped in olive drab plastic bags.
They all had entrenching tools, about one pound of unpolished rice, and
most had M-1 bayonets. Those who had Mauser rifles had their bayonets
fixed for a charge. Their medics had a regular well equipped kit."
At 0050 hours Captain Alcala reported to his headquarters that he
could handle the attack; however, he asked that a ready reaction force be
readied in case it was needed. LTC Haszard acknowledged this request
and alerted the 1st platoon of B Troop and the 3d platoon of C Troop.
These platoons were instructed to move to the area and hook up with A Troop.
It became evident to the squadron commander, after noticing the growing
size of the enci
offensive, that he should move his comrand element to
the scene of the battle. Captain Alcala was given permission to alert
his 2d platoon, on the ambush site, to prepare for movement into the perimeter.
Second lieutenant Wolfe detected VC movement in his 3d platoon sector.
Track No. 30, a 4.2 inch mortar carrier. fired night illumination into the
3d platoon area. The illumination lit the area effectively and made it
possible to see VC troops crossing the road in an east to west direction.
Lt Wolfe ordered his platoon to commence firing; the VC were stopped suddenly by the steady volume of fire. The Americans noted that the VC
had failed to make their customary sounds of charge, bugles, and ;ebel.
yells during their advance. Lt Wolfe said, "I tink
they were moving in
quietly under the cover of darkness to mass for an all out attack 6n the
perimeter."
The commander of track No. 38, SSgt George Hua, RA29034003, Kona,
Hawaii, said, "I got two hits on top of my turret from a 60m mortar,
and two hits struck the gun shield below the gun tube from a recoilless
rifle. The eneqv rounds glanced off and did not penetrate the armor.
The shock from the explosives popped open the hatch, wounding the driver,
Sp4 James Carter, US54372312, Cleveland, Texas, in the neck, chest and legs.
I tried to evacuate him, but he refused to leave the vehicle until I left.
Another encnw round hit the blast deflector of the main gun, so we r -ned
fire Arth everything we could get our hands on."
At 0100 nours Captain Alcala was informed that a flareship with miniguns, called "Spooky 742", and a light fire team of helicopter gunships
wore available and would be in position shortly.
The communist roops from the southwast wore now hitting the perimeter
hard. Track No. 10, a M-106, radioed SSgt Dokken in track No. 17, and
said, "They are snrming all ovr rLV track; dust me with cannister." SSgt
Dokken hesitated; he was afraid of the effects of the cannister on the
crew of track No. 10. Track No. 10 answered, ,'My people are down, shoot!"
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SSgt Florentine Catudan, RA50008329, Batac, Phillipines, commander
of track No. 10, had a wounded man, Sp4 Richard B. Abke) US55894203, St.
Claris Shores, Michigan, Realizing the seriousness of the situation,
SSgt Dokken fired four or five cannisters in the direction of track No. 10.
The commander of track No. 11, SSgt Rafael Ramos-Rosario, RA50109463,
Codra, Puerto Rico also asked for a dusting of cannister. Tank No 17 fired
a couple of rounds of cannister to the front of track No. 11, killing the
attacking Viet Cong. Once again SSgt Catudan radioed for help. He was
pleading, "Give me your cannister; they're still
coming. Help me please!"
SSgt Dckken fired one cannister round in answer to SSgt Catudan's call,
wnen suddenly track No. 10 was hit by five mortar rounds, and burst into
a ball of flames. SSgt Dokkon said, "I could see people all around the
track. I hoped the people around the track were thQ crow, so I couldn't
continue firing there. I continued to fire on rW sector of the western
sid~e of the p-rimoter." Track No. 10 continued to burn, while the wounded
crew escaped. The crow of this track, No. 10 was SSgt Catulan, Sp4 Abke,
PFC Steve Lopez, US56425384, Freemont, California, aid Sp4 Ted Taylor,
US64000372, Chinle, Arizona. PFC Lopez was evacuated and later died of
his wounds in the hospital. Sp4 Taylor, wounded with shrapnel in the back,
chose to remain on the battlefield and did not tell anyone he was wounded
until daybreak. The track burned for 15 minutes mid then exploded.
It was
then that track No. 17 sprayed the area with cadditional cannister.
At 0126 hours Captain Alcala received permission to recall the already
alerted 2d platoon from the ambush site to the be)eaguerod perimeter.
Bravo and Charlie Troop vlements, readied to fight, were ordered to move
to Fire Support Base 14. At 0310 hours the 3-5 Cavalry squadron comrander
reported the following message to his 1st Brigade, which was also under
the operational control of the 1st Infantry Division: "A Troop is being
hit hard. Have just sent reaction force. Also, they are receiving heavy
dismounted action."
As the 2d platoon, under the comnmand of Lt Short, left the ambush site
to go to the perimeter, they exploded their previously distributed claymores
and trip flares. The tracks and tanks of the 2d platoon then headed south
on Highway 13 to their troop perimeter at top spccd. They put out
continuous bursts of .50 calibre fire to ward off any would-be attackers.
Lt Short said, "He didn't believe the VC fired on them on their way down
the highway." The 2d platoon filled in the gaps in the hard pressed
southern half of the perimeter.
Just prior to the return of the 2d platoon, track No. 34 at the
northern portion of the perimeter was hit by a recoilless rifle round Vhich
penetrated the engine and entered the troop compartment wounding Sgt Robert
A. Tydingco, R50010114, Guam. His report to Lt Wolfe indicated that
although the track had been hit it was still
operative. Three minutes
after track No. 34 was hit, track No. 36, with Lt Wolfe receivred a direct
hit. Lt Wolfe said, "The shot hit nr track in the rear, as I had previously
turned the track to the northeast to get a better field of fire with nw
14-60 machine gun on the attacking VC troops. The round penetrated qy track's
right rear fender and left a big hole. By that time the VC were too close
to rm line of tracks, so I moved n7 line of tracks about 25 or 30 meters
back tcvari the artillery positions." As the tracks moved back to realign
the perimeter, track No. 16 remained stationary. He had lost comiunications
ten !oarily- It was 0ll5 hours when the eastern haJ f of the perimeter
completed the realignment.
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Lt Wolfets track, No. 36, was hit again with an RPG-2 wounding the
entire crew, including Lt Wolfe. The track had become tangled in the
defensive barbed wire. The track entangled itself and was now given
protection by tracks 33 and 35 on its flanks. Upon gaining its new position,
the wounded wore evacuated to the medical clearing tent that had been
erected in the center of the perimeter. The center area provided enough
clearance for a helicopter to land.
As soon as the 2d platoon secured their positions in the perimeter
they were hit with recoilless rifle and grenade fire. Lt Short said,
"Mien I pulled into position r7 platoon pulled into the south. Then I
got a call from Captain Alcala to move a couple of rV elements to the
north to fill a gap that existed there. I called nV platoon sergeant to
position the rest of the tracks. I took nV tank, No. 27, and tank No. 29
to a position in the northeastern part of the perimetor facing north.
Then I got a call from Captain Alcala to e=tend the perimeter. I pulled
rV tank up about 35 to 40 meters due north. As I was moving forward the
searchlight of tank No. 29 was hit by a recoilless rifle round.
He
continued to fire back at the Viet Cong, and while I was moving with him
I was hit on the gunshield by a rucoilless rifle round. The shock of the
round knocked out the track driver as he halted the track. Two more rounds
hit and penetrated the loft side of the turret wounding the gunner, Sp4
Richard L. Hill, US54381969, Goldsboro, Texas."
Massive quantities of artillery fire were employed during the battle.
Brigadier General Hollingsworth said, "We continued to press the attack
with artillery from IAI MNE. We had a battery of 105mm howitzers, A Battery
of the 7-9 Artillery, a corps artillery element; and , Battery of the 8-6
Artillery, from the 1st Infantry Division, which is a 155mm self-propelled
artillery unit. During the preparationand firing of artillery into the
eneyi.r position, zind the intensification of our own fires on the perimeter,
we started setting up eirstrikes. We called for the Air Force flare ship,
commonly known as "Spooky." At the same time, we called in our own light
fire earms to augment certain parts of the pereioater, and by about 0200
hours in the morning we had artillery covering the west and the southwest
sides of the perimeter. We had gunships covering the east side of the
perimeter."
At about 0145 hours, th( Ist platoon of B Troop, 3-5 Cavalry arrived
at the position. On their way down Hihway 13, at 0143 hours, they
blasted their way through an am bush hastily set up just north of the
perimuter. The 3d platoon of C Troop, moving up from the south, also ran
through a b-rrage of enenW fire before reaching the rerimeter of Fire
Support Base 14. Both cavalry units moved into the perimeter without
suffering any damage or casualties.
The 3d platoon of C Troop was attached to A Troop at 0127 hours.
t that time, CaptaiL Alcala had the platoon deploy on a cavalry sweep
1,500 meters south of the perimeter. They turned off Highway 13 and
proceeded to the west in an echelon-right formation, firing north as they
moved. The Viet Cong were using a sector of the old rubber polantation
for assembly areas to concentrate their attacks on the perimeter. When
tho cavalry platoon moved into a position to block along the sector of
rubber from the south toward the north, Captain itlcala had the platoon
sit in that position for about 20 minutes. Then he moved this armored
force in a sweep through very light jungle to the west and then to the
northwest to come around to a position that was 1,500 meters to the southwest
or 7:30 o'clock from the perimeter. ikgain the armored force fired at the
VC in the direction of the perimeter as they moved. While they were at
this position southwost of the Terimeter, airstrikes were due to come in
and Captain Alcala &ave the platoon .rders to double back and proceed to
the southeast corner of the perimeter. This platoon closed into the
perimeter area at 0220 hours.
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When tae B Troop element arrived, they moved around to the south,
just outside of the jerimotar, shooting as they went, Then they moved
inside the perimeter and occupied positions between the A Troop vehicles
on the western half of the rerimeter from 6 to 12 otclock. Whfen the C
Tro.p element closed the perimeter area they, too, swept around the area
firing at the stunned Viet Cong as they moved. They then moved into
positions between the % Troop vehicles on the eastern half of the
perimeter, fron 12 to 6 o'clock.
.kt this ;oint the perimeter of Fire Support Base 14 contained B
Battery, 1-7 irtillery, all of h Troop, 3-5 Cavalry, the 1st platoon of
B Troop, 3-5 Cavalry, and the 3d platoon of C Troop, 3-5 Cavalry. This
was a large amount of armor for the size of the perimeter, and Captain
Alcala decided to expand the perimeter. The armored force all around toe
perimeter contor-attacked at about 0220 hours to regain the 40 meters
that had b.en lost from the original periz:cter.
The number 10 and 12 tracks had been burning all this time. Lt Festa
moved forward with two M-113 tracks to evacuate the wounded men who were
lying in a hole near the burning vehicles. During this time the southeast
corner of the jerimeter was under heavy attack. Lt Festa said, "On top
of the burning armored personnel carrier I found three VC trying to get
the .50 calibre rachine gun off. I shot two of them, and Sp4 Abelardo
Penedo, US66001A0i, Long Beach, California, on the No. 24 track told me
he got the other one."
s tracks No. 21 and 24 moved forward they saw
five Viet Cong attacking the foxhole containing the wounded men from
tracks No. 10 and 12. The attacking VC were imaediately taken under fire
and killed. Sp4 Pvnodo and Lt Festa jumped from their tracks and ran
over to help recover the wounded.
SSgt Minor was one of the wounded.
He
was placed inside Lt Festa's personnel carrier. The wounded were then
taken back to the medics. This evacuation of wounded under fire began
at about 0245 hours nd lasted until about 0315 hours.
t the same time, the squadron co~aander, LTC Haszard, in an M-113
and followed by anothee 14-11-3, moved up Highway 13 and drove into the
heaviest part of the Viet Cong attack, where a seal of US artillery fire
had buen placed. As the squadron comniander's track came within sight of
the perimeter, his vehicle was struck by either an artillery or a
recoilless rifle round. The round knocked out his engine and killed his
right gunner. Two minutes earlier LTC Haszard had been acting as the
right gunner.
Captain Alcala, on seeing the squadron cormander's track stopred by
a direct hit, sent a tank, No. C-37, forward to assist in the recovery of
the damaged M-113. Brigadier General Hollingsworth observed the action
and said, "LTC Haszard performed a very gallant act under fire when he
dismounted his vehicle and proceeded to move the escort vehicle into
position to tow his damaged vehicle into the perimeter. I discussed with him
at that time the importance of his getting into the perimeter and getting
tied in with the a Troop commander. Communications at this time are very
vital to the success of a battle, and I was rarticularly interested in
his getting inside the perimeter so that in case the troop commanderts
communications were knocked out, I would still
have comunications with
the forces on the ground."
When LTC Haszard's track was knocked out between the perimeter and
the road, he didn't believe the VC were as close to the perimeter as they
actually were. Even Captain ,lcala didn't believe the Viet Cong were
near the area where the squadron commnderts track was stopped. Captain
Alcala's cannister rounds, machine guns, and high explosives had been
poundifi that area for about two hours. When LTC Haszard dismounted his
track there were VC in his immediate area which he had to ward off before
he could hook his vehicle to the tow line.
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Just before the squadron co, ander.&gt his command track and Croup
into the perimeter, Lt Short's No. 27 tank took a hit from a recoilless
rifle round which penetrated the turret, killing his loader, PF0 James
Haggard, RA25515472, Louisiana, and throwing Lt Short out of the tank.
Lt Short said, "I climbed back up on the tank, but I couldnt get nv
driver, Sp4 Kenneth Miller, US55869005, Flint, Michigan, to answer; so
I wont up to the front of Mr tank to try to talk to him. While I was
standing there the No. 29 tank to Mr left called on the radio to n7 driver
and told him to back up. We then backed up the tank to a position
beside the medic's track. Sgt Stevens got off No. 29 track while Sp4
Penedo came over to help me pull mr loader out of the turret. After I
got the rest of the crow out of the tank I spent about 15 minutes or so
carrying the wounded from No. 44 track to the dust off area. Penedo and
I got back on No. 27 track and blasted away at the VC. Sgt Stevens,
whose wounds were unknown to me at the time, got back onto his No. 29 tmk.
After I moved my tank back into the fight I ' dntt receive any. ore enenv
rounds. The fighting to the south was quite heavy noW."
Another VC round hit and glonced off the No. 38 tank of SSgt George
Hua, SSgt Douglas B. Casey, RA54052578, Shrevorort, Louisiana said, "I
told my driver to shift over to cover tank No. 38's position and to move
us into direct line with the VC gunner. The tanks blasted away at the
VC anti-tank position. Then tank No. 38 took another hit which took the
.50 calibre machine Pun out of SSgt Huals hands. SSgt Hua then returned
back to his cupola and told me he was okay. Wb both fired at the VC
recoilless position and knocked it out." The time waa now about 0300 hours
and the VC commenced another attack in the southern sector of the perimeter.
It apreared to Captain Alcala and his troops that this attack was
an attempt to recover VC bodies. They noted that the VC troops were
attacking in a line of skirmishers, but immediately behind them were
unarmed troops with ropes and wire with hooks to recover the bodies left
the' battlefield. The attacking enero force got almost as close as on
the other attacks before being stopped about 15 meters in front of the
perimeter. Aeain, the attacking VC got too close for Lt Wolfols platoon
to continue to deliver effective fire with their tank guns. So again,
the line was pulled back on the east- a side of the perimeter 20 meters,
and , again, after the VC were killea the line was reorganized and the
original positions retaken.
During this attack at 0300 hours, airstrikes and "dragon ships" were
employed on the attacking Viet Cong. The airstrikes were to continue to
pound the Viet Cong positions until about 0700 hours that morning.
According to Captain Alcala, "The initial airstrikes were from south to
north on the east side of Highway 13. It api cared at that time that the
source of the attacks was in the east to northeast side of the highway.
There was a burm by the road and a railroad bed that was used for cover
and concealment by the VC. Also there was goud jungle foliare for
concealment, and there was a creek bed which the VC could use for limited
cover. Subsequent airstrikes hit the rubber tree line to the south of the
perimoter. The later attacks actually broke up the Viet Cong attacks and
caused the eneqr to stop attacking and fall back in the southeast. In
other places along the 360 degree perimeter the Viet Cong could not easiy
fall back because of the large amount of open space they had to cross. As
a result, those VC who tried to withdraw in the west, north, and northeast
were cut down by th largo volume of fire directed on them. The southeast
corner offered them the only good route of withdrawal. After about 30
minutes of airstrikor cn the north-south axis east of the perimeter, the
airstrikes shifted to an cast-west axis south of the perimeter and continued
there until 0400 hours.
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During the battles resupply and dust off missions were made by the
lst Infantry Division operations center under the direction of LTC Paul
F. Gorman, 062379, Assistant Chief of Staff, G-3, ist Infantry Division.
Also, during a battle of this scale, the .50 calibre and 7.62m machine
Lruns expend ammunition very heavily. Lt Wolfe said, "Yt ammo was getting
low at around 0345 hours. I had about 700 rounds of .50 calibre ammo,
and about 1,000 rounds of 7.62mm amno left after the main assaults were
beaten back. I had originally a triple basic load and had fired over
two loads. The VC had backed off in other sectors of the erimeter, but
they had not done so in n sector, as the ground to the southeast had
many holes and dips which made movement in this sector easiest for them.
Also we now ocupied the weakest part of the perimeter, as all of aV
tQKxs had been hit and almost all of our weapons were not functioning."
Just prior to 0445 hours, the resupply and evacuation of the wounded
was completed. "At about 0330 hours in the morning the VC fire slackened
off to the point that I felt that I could first get the wounded out," said
Brigadier General Hollingsworth. The general want on to say, "I want to
state that one of the important points in this battle was t iat the artillery
Of the
and the airstrikos continued during the evacuation of the wounded.
63 men wounded we evacuated 26. Many soldiers were only slihtly wounded,
uaning their weapons during
and they chose to sLay in their positions
this battle. In the meantime, ntr J~dgemont indicated, from past experiences
with the VC, that there is no question that this was a regimental size
attack."
At 0500 hours the Viet Cong began to launch their final attack, from
the south and southeast. At that time, a CBU airstrike by F-l00Is startad
to coma in from east to west in the area south and southeast of the perimeter.
At the svme time, the artillery continued to fire east of the 84 grid line.
Following the CBU attack a napalm airstrike was placed in the same general
area. Artillery fire was also shifted to fall to the north of the perimeter,
to cover possible escape routes northeast of Highwa, 13 along the railroad
tracks, the stream bed, and the trail.
At 0500 hours the airstrikes were brought back into the area to break
up the concentration of VC troops in the rubber trees. Realizing that
the VC were assembling in the rubber for a final assault, Brigadier General
Hollingsworth asked LTC Gorman to stack at least four flights of air
support to be ready on station at 0500 hours. During the night the general
planned to move the air attacks from the east across to the southern part
of the sector, bringing in napalm and CBU. The general then planned to
move them across the southwest and finally, work CBU, napalm, and bombs
along the western sides of the sector, while moving the artillery further
to the west into an area to which he expected the VC to withdraw. The
general said, "I chose to move the airstrikus at 0450 hours. I shifted
the artillery to the west, and I began the airstrikes across the southern
part of the perimeter with the idea in mind that Itd move them to the
southwest and then to the west. It Just so hal ened that the final assault
of the VC started 't 0500 hours. With the assistance of flares and tank
searchlights that were shining in the area, we could see the assault mounting.
Thirty seconds rway from the area in which the final assault was to occur
and Aid occur were two F-lO's ready to deliver CBU. ,Ls the VC got up to
make their final assault, they were met by the CBU from the F-lO0Is.N
Captain jilcala and Lt Wolfe saw one of the F-lO10s makinE a pass from
Lt WlOJQ said, I saw the CBU wxplode while he was on top
east to west.
of it.
He jrobably released it too soon." Captain Alcala said, "He tried
to gain altitude by banking to the left and then up. The aircraft went
into what lookcd like a stall position when his engine quit. He then crashed."
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Lt Wolfe said, "During the CBU attack the F-100 that crashed made his run
at an altitude of only 50 feet above the trees. Brigadier General
Hollingsworthts com.ent was, "We lost in the battle one F-lOO, and I am
net certain whether the aircraft was shot down or it developed some
mechanical problem. The final assault on the VC, however, was ended, and
the small arms fire from the VC ceased. The battle was now left to the
airstrikes and the artillery fire."
The F-100 crashed 2,000 meters east-southeast of Fire Support Base
14's perimeter at coordinates 2T830447. At about 0815 hours C Troop,
1-4 Cavalry tried to land their helicolters at the crash site, but heavy
enemy ground fire forced their helicopters to take altitude without grounding
the troops. Observations made by D Troop 1-4 Cavalry personnel wre that
the F-100 pilot's I-arachuto opened when he hit the ground. At about 0900
hours, after a light rire team had worked over tho area, the troops landed
at the crash. site and recovered the dead pilotts body.
At 0700 hours the final airstrike was placed on the withdrawing Viut
Cong. Brigadier General Hollingsworth then landed at Fire Support Base
14 and met with LTC Haszard. Instructions had already been issued to the
cavalry at Fire Support Base 14 to move out at daybreak to attack in order
to pick up the wounded, the prisoners, the abandoned weapons, and to count
the dead. At 0947 hours C Troop 1-4 Cavalry went under the operational
control of the lst Brigade, 9th Infantry Division, which at the time of
this battle was under the operational control of the BIG RED ONE. C Troop
1-4 Cavalry then assumed the mission of A Troop 3-5 Cavalry.
After the battle was over, LTC Haszard delivered to the men who had
taken rart in the battle the following message, "I am extremely proud of
every man in this unit for their actions last night. However, there ara
still
many VC in the area. Therefore, you must take all precautions.
I want you to have reaction forces ready for all elements in the way that
you did today. I must have any weapons that have been claimed as souvenirs.
They will be returned, I promise. Sweep operations tomorrow must be done
thoroughly. Insure that perimeters tonight are the best rossible."
,fter the battle was over, at 1210 hours, Brigadier General
Hollingsworth gave the following message to the 1st Division G-5: "Print
up news leaflets addressed to Commanding General, 9th VC Division telling
him that his battalion commanders and regimental commanders of the 273d
VC Regimant have left the battlefield covered with dead and wounded and
that we don't consiIer this very soldierly. We intend to bury his dead
for him, but wanted him to know what his commanders did, so he can take
disciplinary action." Bri-adier General Hollingsworth knew that the VC
have self-criticism prograis, and they discuss such things as how well
the battalion commander, the company commander, and the political officers
have performed in battles. 'Ouring Operations CEDAR FALLS and JUNCTION
CITY, he noticed that several battalion commanders had been reduced in
rank alon with the ,olitical officers because they had left dead and
woundcd on the battlefield.
Results:
The Battle of AF BAU BANG Il resulted in the following losses: 22"
VC KL% (BC), and 3 VC WIA captured. Captured enemy equipment included:
1 Chicom type 57 machine gun, 1 Chicom type 58 machine gun, 1 Chicom type
56 machine gun, 1 Chicom typo 50 sub-machine gun, 2 Chicom 56 rifles, 2B-4O
rocket launchers, 1 US Bjut, 2 AK-47's, 74 Chicom grenades, 1,185 crimp
cartridges, 33 rifle grenades, 1 US grenade, 37 K50 magazines, 8 BR1
magazines, 19 AK-47 magazines, 10 B-40 rockets, 2 57mm rounds, 3 75mm rounds,
9 drum magazines for Chicom 58, 1 base plate 60m mortar, 2 lbs TNT,
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16 hammocks, 3 VC gas masis, 26 canteens, 7 ponchos, 1 lantern, 2 machetes,
I grappling hook with a 50 foot rope, 1 US bayonet scabbard, 10 pistol
belts, 1 field pack, 18 ontrenching tools, 3 picks, misc individual
clothing, and 15 lbs of documents. Destroyed enw.0n equipment was I B-40
rocket launcher, 1 TA-312 telephone, 1 B-40 round and 231 uniforms.
Caltured onrq prisoners identified the attackers as the 2d and 3d
Battalions of the 273d VC Regiment and one local guerrilla company. US
intelligence believes that the entire 273d Regiment took part in the attack
dh Fire Sapport Base 14.
Friendly losses during the battle were 3 US KHA and 63 US VJH (26
evacuated). Friendly equipment destroyed was 1 M-113 and 2. M-106.
Friendly equipmetnt damaged was 5 M-48A3 tanks and 11 M-113 APC's.
In support of the US forces in Fire Support Base 14 was an overwhelming
amount of artillery and airpower placed on the attacking VC forces. There
was a total of 29 sorties flown, dropping 25 tons of ordnance on the Viet
Cong. The artillery fired 2,148 rounds of 105mm, 688 rounds of 155M.,
39 rounds of 175mm, and 69 rounds of 8 inch howitzer ammnition.
The following statistics reflect the amount of ammunition expenditure
of the 3-5 Cavalry elements at Fire Suoport Base 114during the battle:
A Troop 3-5 Cay
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

1st Platoon C Troop 3-5 C4W

30 trip flares
40 claymores
2,000 rds .45 cal
600 rds 4Oma M-79
34,000 rds .50 cal
42,000 rds 7.62mm
19 rds 4.2" ilium.
10 rds 4.2" WP
6,880 rds 5.56mm
60 rds 90mm cannister
20 rds 90zm HE
1 rd 90mm HEAT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

20 rds 4.2" illum.
15 rds 90r,= cannister
4 rds 90 HE
5,000 rds .50 cal
18,000 rds 7.62mm
8 white flares
12 fragmentation grenades
1st Platoon B Troop 3-5 Cay

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

105,000 rds .50 cal
2,000 rds 7.62mm
7 rds 90mWP
29 rds 90 m HE
54 rds 90rm cannister
2 bses M-79 rds
l-case 5.56m ammo

analysis:
Brigadier General Hollingsworth gave the following smmaticn of the
action: "The 3-5 Cavalry had been in-country only about two or three months,
and the battle at BAU BANG proved to be a very fine action on the part of
+he new unit. It was their first major battle. le foand when we examined
the documents on the dead and interrogated the wounded prisoners that, as
I had suspected, the attacking VC force was the 273d VC Regiment. I
understand that the G-2 has now identified all three of the battalions.
The problems we had during the battle were not unusual ones. We hd
some trouble with communications, which are vital. Though our ,
itio
were light, we encountered a few rroblems in redistributing the ,,,:s and
the tanks to fill the hules that occurred in the line. I thin -P-'only
three of our men wore killed, and about 63 wounded, of which we had to
evacuate only 26.
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There are three factors wnich accounted entirely for our success in
this battle. First, there is the groat bravery and the courage of the
young American draftee-soldier to stand and fight. Second, there is the
massive use of artillery. Third, there is the massive, accurate, and
devastating,use of tactical air support. There is no question in V mind
that battles here are won because of the massive use of artillery and
tactical air support. I th.nk that in this type of battle, more VC are
killed by machine gun and small arms fire when they attack a cavalry unit
than if they had been attacking an infantry unit. This is understandable
because we have a greater number of machine guns in a cavalry troop."
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AVDB-T
The Battle of PREK KILK I

28 Februay .1967
Background:
On 23 February 19678 during Operation JUNCTION CITY, the lst Battalion,
16th Infantry commenced an air movement from LAI KHE to SUOI DA kt 1530
hours by 0-123 aircraft. The last lift landed at 1740 hours. The
battalion occupied a bat- canp posit-un near the Special Forces camp at
SUO! DA during the rlght of 23-24 February 1967. At 0300 hours 24 February
the battalion was mortared by about 120 rounds of 82nm VC mortar fire.
The result of the attack was 2 KHA and 4 WHA. Counter mortar fires were
placed in the' general area of the mortar attack, to the northeast, with
unknown results.
On 24 February at 0900 hours A Company 1st Battalion, 16th Infantry
landed by helicopter in LZ APPLE (XT268480), and at 1010 hours the battalion
minus landed in LZ PEACH to'secure route TL 4 in sector for resupply
convoys. A Company, 1st Battalion, 16th Infantry established a night
defensive position in LZ APPIE with the 3d Platoon, C Troop, 1st Squadron
4th Cavalry attached. Headquarters and Headauarters Company lt Battalion,
16th Infantry moved north by vehicle to establish a night defensive positin
at 12 PEACH. B Company, let battalion, 16th Infantry moved north on a
parallel course to route TL 4 to establish a night defensive position with
Headouarters and Headquarters Company, 1st Battalion, 16th Infaitry.
Durirg the night of 24-25 February the battalion conducted 5 squad kize
(reinforced) ambush patrols. An amIc-sh patrol from A Company made contact

at coordinates XT273746 at 1900 ho!trs and suffered 3 WHA. Fire was
returned with unknown results.
During 25 February the battalion cleared and secured route TL 4
in their sector with A Company to the north, B Company in the center, and
C Company to the south. Four platoon size combat reconnaissance patrols
were conducted in the sector. During the day B Company reported on VC
in the vicinity of coordinates XT274722 and placed small arms, mortar,
and artillery fire into the area with unknown results. At 0850 one VC
hit a truck in a convoy at XT273720 with an RPG round. B Company, C
Company and the Reconnaissance Platoon dispatched a patrol to get the VC.
Their attempts were unsuccessful. All patrols returned to their units
by 1600 hours and the battalion moved into night defensive positions at
1645. "Stay-behind" ambush patrols were left at critical points along
the road. During the night the attaced cavalry platoon moved up and down
the road. There were no enemy contacts during the night.
On 26 February 1967 the let Battalion, 16th Infantry secured route
TL 4 in sector with B Company to the north and C Company to the south.
A Company conducted a combat reconnaissance patrol to the east resulting
in no enemy contact. During the night no efiemy contact was made.
On 27 Febru.ry 1967 A Company secured the northern half of the route
TL 4 sector and B Company secured the southern ha-f. C Company with a
platoon from A Company and the Reconnaissance Platoon conducted an airmobile assault at XT301774 at 0930 hours. The two platoons secured the

LZ while C Company conducted search and destroy operations to the southwest
of the IZ. No enemy contact was made during the day and the force was
extracted from the LZ at 1635 hours. No enemy contact was made during the
night.
28 February 1967:
On 28 February 1967 A Company secured the northern half of route
TL 4 and C Company secured the southern half of the sector. At 0715
hours 28 February 1967 B Company departed the battalion night defensive
position located at XT273726 on a company size combat reconnaissance
patrol. The canpany mission was to patrol to the east and destroy VC
hard installations and personnel in the area. The company moved from its
night defensive position along a cleared section of the road for approximately 400 meters. The order of march was 3d Platoon, 2d Platoon and 1st
Platoon. The platoons were each orgar.ized into two single-file columns.
One fire team consisting of a team leader and three riflemen from the 3d
Platoon was at the point. The company headquarters was located between
the 2d and 1st Platoons. The weapons squad was at the rear of each
platoon under the control of the platoon leader.
The weather mas clear, hot, and dry. The jungle was extremely
thick, and, consecuently, movement was excessively slow. At times the
jungle growth would become less thick permittin faster movement and a
greater dispersion of troops.
At Check Point 1 (XT274723) the company changed direction and moved
on an azimuth of 65 degrees for approximately 900 meters. During this
phase of the march each plaoon employed two riflemen 10-15 meters to each
flank for security. Ilarching conditions began to improve considerably as
the jungle became less thick. Trees were spaced 10 to 15 meters apart and
varied in height from 100 to 150 feet. Numerous smaller trees were growing
between the larger tres,
but the lack of thick undergrowth was very
noticeable.
The only obstacle to movement was the considerable deadfall
hich was encountered every 50 to 75 meters. Platoon columns were spaced
approximately 30 to 35 meters apart due to the increksed visibility
afforded by the terrain. The men had been advised to look into the trees
ahead and to try to spot snipers; however, the general tendency is to
2.ook towards the horizon ind not overhead. No enemy contact was made during
this phase of the patrol.
After reaching Checkpoint 2 (XT282726) the company halted and conducted "leoverleaf" patrols. While cloverleafing the lst platoon discovered
a partially completed hut and what appeared to be fresh footprints an a
north-south trail which was approximately 49 meters to the south of the
platoon's patrol base. The platoon continued to conduct cloverleaf
patrolling in the area for about 20 minutes. There were no further
significant observations of enemy activity in this phase of the patrol.
The terrain continued to be similar to that previously described.
At 0930 hours the company proceeded to move along uneventfully on
the sar
azimuth for a distance of approximately 900 vetors. The order
of march remained the same.
At 1010 hours the company halted and began
cloverleaf patrolling for about 15 minutes. A well used southeast-

northwest trail was discovered approximately 50 meters south of the company.
During this period the corpany received 1 location fix from the air that
placed them at Checkpoint 3 (XT287726).
This location fix was confirmed
by reports o" artillery fire on the southern flank of the company. At
1025 hours the company continued the march using the same march formation.
There were no unusu-. sounds or observations.
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The Battle:

At 1030 hourm the lead element of the 3d Platoon (the company point
platoon) at coordinates XT288727 was brought under fire by an undetermined
amount of small arm and automatic weapons fire coming from their front
(east). SGT John H. Worbington, RA18712959, Houston, Texas said of the
action, "I was the Alpha Team Leader, 2d Squad, 3d Platoon. We had just
finished cloverleafing and were on our way to our third checkpoint when
we heard the point being taken under fire. We hit the ground and a medic
came up to my position. We then laid down a base of fire, and I moved up
the center of the platoon. There was alot of snipera and they eot at
anything that moved. Three men and I set up a small perimeter in the
center of the platoon after I learned that the platoon leader and all of the
souad leaders were dead or wounded.",
The lead platoon reported to the Company Commander, OPT Donald S. Ulm,
0943.49, that it thought the size of thG enemy force was a company. The
point element was completely engulfed by enemy fire power to the front,
suffering heavy casualties. The 3d Platoon was receiving heavy enemy
fire, too. Three enemy machine guns were observed to the front and
CPT Ulm decided that the enemy force was larger than a company size unit.
The enemy machine gunners were observed crawling forward with their guns
while being covered by a base of fire from their left and right front.
PT Ulm said, "The VC were well concealed but not dug in. They really
weren't ready to ambush a company size unit. I think because we were
spread out so much that the VC thought we were a platoon and rather than
run they thought they would eliminate us. The 3d Platoon continued to
receive heavy fire and was unable to gain fire supremacy. The three
enemy machine gans were knocked out three times and each time a new VC
took over each of the guns." After three or four minutes the enemy fire
decreased to well aimed small arms fire;
At 1035 hours the 3d Platoon reported being attacked,on their right
flank (south) as well as receiving small arms fire from the.front (east).
SGT Worbington said, "At this time a group of VC tried to charge our
positions but we shot a lot of them down. They tried to flank us on the
right and then on the left while they maintained their heavy volume of
fire at us. We could hear the VC moving all the time but we could not
see them, Only their tree snipers could see us."
The 2d Platoon was maneuverec to the right flank of the 3d Platoon
without coming under enemy fire. The 2d Platoon tied in with the extreme
right flank man of the 3d Platoon. Once the 2d Platoon was in position
they received a heavy volume of small arms and automatic weapons fire.
They also heard enemy troops moving alongthe platoon's front toward the
west. The platoon immediately returned the enemy fire.
At 1040 hours airstrikes and massive artillery fire were placed on
the east, north, and south of the beleagered cenpany. CPT Ulm said, "As
the airstrikes started to come in I called for smoke and it seemed as
though everyone who had a smoke grenade threw it to his front. The CBU
attack came in close on our southern flank and was extremely effective in
killn

VC, especially on our southern flank."

SSG Francis Stephens, RA12353050, Aurora, Colorado said, "The airstrikes
and Artillery started 300 maters out fron us and came in to about 25 meters.
The fires l-nded right on top of the VC. There were u'wny VC firing at us
from trees. As one of us would move, the VC. would fire at us. To
counter these tree snipers we worked in teams with one man moving his
head or hand and nothe r man watching th see where the enemy fire was
coming from and return it immediately. When we killed the VC in the trees
we wondered why they didn't fall to the ground. After the battle we
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foundalot of dead VC who had tied themselves to their trees. You could
not really set the snipers so we placed machine gun fire into the tre s.
This was very effective."
At 1050 hours the enemy began to attack from the northeast. Contact
was lost with the 3d Platoon nM possibly the Rd Platoon would be flanked
fram the direction of the renewed attack. To counter the new tbreat
CPT Win maneuvered his 1st Platoon to the northeast. As the 1st Platoon
began to move, the entire company area was hit with what appeared to be
rifle grenades, RPG rockets, and 6Omm mortar rounds. Very few casualties
were inflicted by these weapons.
The let Platoon continued to move to
the left (northeast) under enemy fir,,, and they moved into position on
the left flank of. the 3d Platoon. Physical contact was not made with the
third platoon at this time due to the intense fire still
being placed
into tho 3d Platoon area.
At 1230 hours radio contact was reestablished with the 3d Platoon.
The company was in a roughly horseshoe-shaped perineter with the 3d Platoon
in the center (east), the 2d Platoon on the right flank (south), and the
let Platoon on the left flank (north). The menemy continued to place
intense fire on all sioes of the company, shifting from left to right.
CPT Ulm re.?lized at this time that much of the automatic weapons and small
arms fire was coming from the trdes on all sides of the company positions.
This fire was extremely accurate -nd proved to be devastating. The snipers
were expertly camouflaged and well trained to take advantage 6f the natural
concealment.
The company's efforts were now directed toward killing the
VC in the trees. Although niny of the snipers were killed by small arms,
artilleryr, and airstrikes, their threat wis never completely eliminated.
At 1300 hours the 20 Platoon heard movement to the w.est and it appeared
that the enemy was attempting to encircle. the company and attck the open
end of the horseshoe-shaped perimeter from the west. To counter this
threat a fire team from the 1st Platoon was placed on the northwest and
a squad from the 2d Platoon was placed on the southwest. As the soued on
the southwest moved into position they received heavy automatic weapons fire
from the trees to the west. The squad returned the fire rnd placed effective,
well aimed fire on the enemy to the west. Artillery fires were called in
on the western side of the company, Pnd the threat from the west appeared
The eneLy continued to fire into the platoon positions
to be eliminated.
with heavy volumes of fire until 1400 hours, at which time the enemy
effort subsided into a selected sniper program. By 1500 hours -11 enemy
contact was broken. Airstrikes and artillery continued to pound the area.
At 1530 hours the 3d Platoon observed several VC returning to gather their
,bandoned weanons. These VC were immediately killed by the remaining
3d Platoon riflemen.
At 1600 hours a reinforced rifle company, B Company, 2d Battalion,
18th Infantry rnd the Conmanding Officer, let Battalion, 16th Infantry,
LTC Rufus C. Lazzel, 064634 '.nked up with B Company, 1st Battalion,
16th Infantry. The newly arrived force provided security, assisted in
the evacuntion of the dead and wounded, and policed the battlefield.
At 1930 hours all of the friendly elements moved to a newly established
1st Bttalion, 16th Infantry night defensive perimeter at XT29)727.
B Company, let Battalion, 16th Infantry was secure within friendly lines
by 2030 hours. There were no US dead, wounded, or weapons left on the
battle area.
Intelligence from c-pturcd documents reveal~d that the enemy unit
involved in this contnct was thv 3d Battalion of the 101st North Vietnamese Army Regiment.
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4 August 1967
The Battla of PRPM KJOK II
10 March 1967

On the evening of 10 March 1967 during Operation JUNCTION CITY, the
2d Battalion, 2d Infantry Mechanized (-) usier the command of LTC Edward
J. Collins of San Antonio, Texas, was securing the perimeter of Artillery
Fire Support Base (FSPB) II, located in TAY NINH Province near the PREK
hWOK stream. Inside the "wagon train" style perimeter of FSPB II were
Headquarters and C Batteries, 2d Battalion, 33d Artllery, and elements
of the 168th Engineers.
The 2-2 Infantry's M-113ts were placed at 50 meter intervals around
the base perimeter. The interwls between the tracks were protected by
foxholes, manned by infantrymen, engineers, and artillerymei.
As dusk fell all was quiet at Fire Support Base II.
The troops on
the perimeter fired a "mad minute" at 1900 hours to test their weapons
azdto ward off would be attackers. Upon completion of the evening "mad
minute" ambush patrols and listening posts departed the perimeter.
At 2026 hours a listening post from A Conmpy, 2-2 Infantry reported
seeing 3 Viet Cong while moving into position. The Viet Cong were engaged
by the listening post with small arms with unknown results. A& a result
of this contact the listening post was displaced, having accomplished its
early warning mission. The battalion was placed on 75% alert as pre-plannod
artillery destruction fires continued.
At 2208 hours the Viet Cong commenced a heavy mortar attack on FSPB
II.
For approximately 30 minutes the Viet Cong fired a barrage of about
200 rounds of 120m, 82mm, and 60mm mortars located 1700 meters to the
east of the perimeter.
In addition to the incening mortar rounds the
Viet Cong fired 75mm recoilless rifles at the pezimeter. The VC had the
perimeter targeted as the rounds landed in side the perimeter and struck
a, -ral tracks. 4.2I mortars commenced a counter-mortar fire program
within two minutes of the initail attack. As a result of the mortar
attack, a score of US troops were wounded. Cooks, maintenance crews,
and medical personnel began carrying the wounded to the airstrip resupply
point where helicopters removed them And resupply missions could be
accomplished.
During the mortar attack Major Fiederic J. Browns.4ellesleyn
Massachusetts, moved from a position of cover into the impact area of the
eneqr mortar rounds to determine the location of the enemy pcsitions by
crater analysis and to direct friendly fire on them. Throughout the
mortar attack and the ground attack which followed Major Brown stayed in
this dangerous position, silouotted by illumination rounds, in order to
accomplish his purpose. He was later presented the 6ilver Star for his
gallantry.
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As soon as the mortar barrage ended LTC Collins directed all his
units to condct a Ireconnaissance by fire" of the area 200 to 600 meters
beyond the perimeter. This was done with fire from Caliber .50 machine
guns mounted on the tracks and from ground mounted positions. Individual
weapons were fired from the foxholes.
The reconnaissance by fire had no sooner ended than the enemy laun.hed
a ground attack at 2220 hours along the East sector into the positions
hold by A Company 2-2 Infantry. "The VC got quite close to us. At one
point, I had to get up and throw a grenade at three of them that were trying
to set up a recoilless rifle mot far from one of our tracks", SSG Riahard
Rousseau, Winston, Massachussetts, a squad leader in A Company later recounted.
Among those firing the track mounted machine guns and small arms now not in reconnaissance but in defense - was SSG Richard A. Griffin
of A Company. During the mortar .attack, SSG Griffin had run from hi
sheltered position to resupply his comrades along the perimeter with
ammunition. 4hen the ground attack began, he returned to hib machine gun
and placed a heavy volume of accurate fire on the enemy. He was later
awarded the Bronze Star with "V" (for valor) Device.
The beleaguered units of FSPB II immediately called the 3d Brigade
Forward Headuarters at SUOI DA and requested closa tactical air support,
artillery, medical evacuation for the wounded and an ammunition reaupply.
The response to these requests was imndiate. Medical evacuation and resupply were provided with the dispatch of 5 UHID aircraft that flew 26
sorties under fire. With their landing lights on, these aircraft brought
in over 11 tons of resupply. Air Support was provided by 100 sorties of
TAC air.
In.addition to the main attack from the east, the enemy also launched
less forceful attacks from the northeast amd southeast. Sp 4 Thomas Lark,
Louisville, Kentucky, a truck driver with C Comany, 2-2 Inihntry was
in a foxhole on the southeast side. "We had listening posts (LPs) and
trip flares about 50 meters out. When the VC hit our trip flares, after
our LPs had been withdrawn, they stayed out to our front during the mortar
attack; we opened up on the VC and after that we never had any trouble
with the VC getting close to our perimeter. I;ehad dug pits and put our
tracks down in them so they couldntt be hit very easily. Because of this
and our placing of flares a good distance from our lines, we prevented the
VC from even getting close."
Intense fire from recoilless rifles ad automatic weapons was being
delivered against A Company on the eastern 'ide of the perimeter. A Company bore the brunt of the attack as three k-113 armored personnel carricrs
were hit by RPG-2s, and one M-113 received a direct hit from a mortar round.
On the southwestern side of the perimeter, C Company received the
brunt of the secondary attack. Moving parallel to Highway 4A bn the
western side of the road the Viet Cong made a rush across 500 meters
of open ground to hit C Company's positions. Continous fire quickly gained
fire superiority over the enely. C Company never reported sighting more
than a platoon of VC in the clearing, although many more VC fired from
the woods.
As the mortar attack started and small arms fire was being received,
the artillery defensive concentrations were being requested. The entire
perimeter was then covered by a massive amount of artillery Ire as Forward
Observers mae adjustments toward the enemy attacks. Nearby artillery units
and the artillery in FSPB II swept the area around the perimeter with
5,000 rounds of artillery, while the 3d Brigades Forward Air Controllers
directed 100 sorties of TAC air strikes to the east and southeast.
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An armed 0-47 airplane called "Spooky" also trained its mini-gums
on the VC forces to the east of the povimeter.

As air support arrived

at the scene of the battle Highway 4. was dL-fared a Fire Coordintion
Line, between the artillery and the Air Force. To the west the artillery
broke the enemyts assault and prohibited them from regrouping. To the
east the i Force took over from the arbillory and covered the area with

bombs, rockets, and 20in cannon fire. The massive and devastating use
of airstrikes and artillery broke the back of the enemy attack.
By 2330 hours the brunt of the attack had been reppelled; however
sniper fire continued to be received a the VC withdrew. The last enemy
round fired .in the battle was fired at 0428 hours. The early morning
sweeps and aerial observation of the battle area resulted in finding 197
VC KIA, and 5 wounded VC PWs, US losses were 3 KHA and 41 1HA.
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DEPARTWNT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS IST INFANTRY DIVISION
17th Xilitary History Deta~maht
APO San Fran6isco 96345
AVDB-T

1 August 1967
The"Battle of MUhX I
' U June 1967

1. The following narrative is an account of the battle that occurred
on 14 June 1967 at coordinates XT937669.
A. General:
(1) Type of action:
envelopment by VC.

Meeting engagement and subsequent

(2)

1355H 14 June 1967.

(1)

Friendly unit:

B Company, 1-16 Infantry.

(4) Size of Friendly Unit:
1-16 Infantry consisting of 115 men.

(5) Estimited NVA/VC force:

3 platoons and HQ of B Company,
a VC battalion of the 271st VC

Regiment.
(6)

Casualties:
Friend
KHA
WHA
MIA

Eem
6

KIA

60

16

POW

0

0

Equipment Destroyed: 1 fivepound bag of CS.

B. Background:
(1) At 0905H B/1-16 Inf located aW destroyed 1 5-pound bag
of CS vicintity XT947665.
(2) At 1215H A/1-16 Inf engaged 4 VC who fled to the southeast
dropping 5 rack sacks. Artillery was fired into the area vic XT935658.
The ruck sacks contained clothing and j lb of documents. These captured
documents contained eight (8) letters of commendation, all belonging to
WGUrEN VAN KHUNG, and they indicated that this man is presently the squad
leader of the signal company, 272 VC Regiment. The documents also coptained
training notebooks on radios and weapons. There was included a diagram of
a PRC-25 with the name N3UYEN TWE QU.
Other documents were an expenditure
booklet belonging to NGUEN NAN CAN, of an unknowu battalion. There was
a song book which also contained apersonal letter and a two (2) page
expenditure report of an unknown battalion. The' lst indicated the expenditures by Cl, C2, and C3# This expenditure list also contained letter
box numbers indifeting unidentified elements of the 271 VC Regt. A
notebook classified SECRET contained experditures of DOAN 24 (OB Holding*
AA Bn 5th VC Div).
(3) The terrain encountered was a variation of thick bamboo
to thick triple canopy jungle with tiees reaching as high as 200 feeb
There was not too much tree deadfall in the area.
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(4) Prior intelligence indicated that the 271 VC Regiment
was in the area. Bloodhound missions had indicated the presence of a
heavy animal scent in the area.
(5) On 14 June 1967 B Company 1-16 Infantry was conducting
cloverleaf patrols with the 2d Platoon of B Company leading. The company
moved into an area that had been partially cleared 48 hours before by
B-52 strikes.
C. The Battle:
(1) At 1355 hours after going 150 to 200 meters on a-2700
azimuth the lead squad of the 2d Platoon came out of the thick bamboo to
a clearing made by 3 large bomb craters. The lead squad maneuvered around
the craters and was approaching the wood line on the far side when VC not
visible just inside the wood line in frnt of the squad opened fire with
automatic weapons. The squad dropped into the bomb craters; most of the
men went into crater (b) on the diagram. The point was out approximately
25-30 meters ahead of the lead platoon, aid the lead platoon immodiately
moved forward to extend the element ind develop the situation. The company
forward observer reported the contact and requested artillery which was
already firing marching fire for the unit prior to the contact. One of
the three point men was killed instantly at (d). The other two point men
dropped into crater (a). Some of the left fire team were able to get back
into the wood line they had come out of. The right fire team was pinned
down in craters (b) and (c).
(2) After about 30 minutes some of the VC had moved to the
right flank, and by 1419H heavy automatic fire was coming from th3 right
(N) and front (W). Sniper fire began coming from the left flank. In the
meantime the rest of the company had deployed in a perimeter inside the
wood line. ILT Sylvester, 05329952, the 2d Platoon Leader, was in'crater
(b), and his RTO had been hit. SSG Dmellow who had been the last man in
the left fire team, moved up into crter (b) with his RTO. Artillery fire
arrived 3 to 4 minutes after the initial contact in the wood line in front
of the craters. After about 15 minutes, the artillery was moved out
beyond the VC positions and the first airstrikes came in at 1501 hours,
in the area where the artillery fire had been directed. SSG Dmellow
noticed that the VC were trying to flank the craters on the right, and
he ordered machine gun fire into the wood line, on his right. Imnediately
after that the enemy on the right stopped temporarily. The men could not
move from the craters under the intense enemy fire.
(3) After the first 30 minutes the enemy fire was not so
intense. The squad was able to get out of the craters and move back to
the wood line behind them, completing the tie-in of the company perimeter.
The point man killed at (d) and the two men in crater (a) were thought to
be behind the newly formed perimeter on the edge of the wood line. The
airstrikes and artillery had an imnediate effect on the enemy. The heaviest
enemy fire lasted only for the first 30 minutes. During that time the
VC moved closer to the men in the craters, but they never assaulted. The
VC got within 10-15 meters from crater (b), but they were still in the
wood line. The air and artillery was brought in as close as possible,
within 20 meters of the US positions. During this time the machine gun
fire that had started to come from the right had stopped, after US machine
guns fired into the right.

(4) After 30 minutes the company perimeter was formed inside
the wood line. Airstrikes and artillery were brought in over the craters
to the front. Air and artillery alternated in the same area. Air was not
available continuously. Whenever an airstrike came in the artillery was
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moved farther to the wst, behind the VC positions. Then the artillery
was moved back in igain until the next airstrike, Nrpalm, 500-pound bombs,
and 20mm carnon racked the area. The three men iere then spotted to the
front. One vvlley of cannon fire moved fron tho southwest over crater (a).
PFC Biondi, in crater (a) with PFC Gary B. Kirio, called out after the

cannon fire hit PFC Kipp in the arm. PFC Biondi also Jumped up when a VC
grenade landed near him. The grenade explosion resulted in no casualties.
It was about one hour after the beginning of the engagement that PFC Biondi
called out. VC fire was no longer continuous; however, it was not possible
to move around the area of the craters.
(5) At about 1630 hours the enemy fire consisted mostly of
sniper fire from a long distance. At this time the 3 missing men were
recovered.
(6) During the initial heavy contact, VC near the US perimeter
were throwing alot of grenades. Two VC ran through the 3d platoon perimter
throwing grenades. The two VC had automatic rifles. Sgt Patterson, the
3d Platoon Sergeant, chased them and throw grenades at them. CPT Ulm, the
B Company Commander, killed them near his CP.
(7) At about 1700 hours the company set up another perimeter
about 100 meters east of the clearing. The dead and wounded were placed
in the center. A few snipers fired into the perimeter in an attempt to
locate the US positions. This fire was not returned.
(8) At about 1800 hours C Company, 1-16 Infantry arrived and
secured the movement of B Company to another perimeter about 100 meters
north. Two medevac helicopters arrived at this perimeter while C Company
provided security around B Company, The helicopters drew continuous enemy
ground fire. They were both hit heavily but not disabled. One helicopter
stayed oler the perimeter long enough to lift one casualty on a sling.
Deep mud made the operation on the ground difficult, too. It was then
decided that B Company would move back to 1Z RUFE as a company carrying
the dead and wounded. C Company secured the mvement. By 2242 hours the
lead element of C Company reached LZ RUFE and by 2330 hours the tail of
C Company reached LZ RUFE. By 2344 hours the Dust-Offs were completed.
2. Artillery support: A total of 613 rounds of 155mm and approximately
5,022 rounds of 105mm artillery supported the contact from 1355H to 2330H.
3. Airstrikes:
Reouest time

TOT

Ordered

Ordnance
Delivered

Location

A.

1420

1501

CBU/NAP

5OO/NAP

XT932688

B.

1500

1500

CBU/NAP

500

XT932668

C.

1515

1535

CBU/NAP

500/NAP

XT932668

D.

1600

1625

CBU/NAP

500/NAP

Xr932668

E.

i737

1750

CBU/NAP

500/NAP

XT925665

F.

1845

1900

CBU/NAP

500/NAP

xT940655

G.

1845

1920

CBU/NAP

50O/NAP

XT940655
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Helicopter gunship support:
A.

CROSSBOW (173d Avn Co):

1 LFT

(1)

Hours: 12

(2)

2.75im rockets:

(3)

7.62umMG:1,300

(10

40om. 95

(5)

The LFT was on standby at CHI LINH (XT9273) to support

22

the 3d Bde operation.
B. RBEL (lst Avn Bn),

(1)

Hours: 19.40

(2) 2.75mm rockets:
(3) 7.62= 14:
(4)

2 LFT

94

15,000

40mm: 0

(5) One LFT was dirocted from ist Brigade at 1600H, the
second arrived at 1720H.
C. DARKHORSE (D/I-4 Cav): 2 LFT initially end 1 aircraft with
M-5 system released approximately 1830H.

(1)

Hours:

14

(2) 2.75mm rockets:

42

(3) 7.62ma 163: 1,200

(4) 40mm: 0
(5) The LFT arrived CHI LINH at 1635H and was on station from
1710H-1830H making 5 gun passes. At 1830H the gunship with the M-5 gun
system (40mm) was released as the aircraft returned to refuel at CHI LINH.
The aircraft remained on standby until released at 2025H.
D.

DARE 01-G supported the operation with Artillery Observer from

1st Infantry Division Artillery.
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Inclosure 2:

Sources

1.

lst Inf Div G

2.

ist Inf Div G-3 SITREP.

3.

G-2 - G-3 journal for 14 June 1967.

INTSUM.

4. Interviews of the following personnel conducted by FPC
Willi as, [ 51664317, 17th Military History Detachment, at Stephen C.
DONG XOAI, RWN,
on 20 June 1967:
a.

LTC Rufus C. Lazzel, 064634, CO, 1-16 Inf.

b. CPT Donald S. Ubn, 094.L49, 00, B Co, 1-16 Inf.
c.

UT Terrance F. Sylvester, 05329952, plt ldr, 2d platoon,
SSG John D. Dmel-low, ?A52451614, 2d platoon, B/l-16 Inf. B/l-16 Inf.
PFC Thomas A. Biondi, US51977589, 2d platoon, B/l-16 Inf.

5. 1st Inf Div After Aution Report - Operation BILLIGS
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DEPARrdNT OF THE ARMY
0W)QUARTERS 1ST INFANTPY DIVI3IONI
17th hilitary History Detachment
APO San Francisco 96345
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1 'ugugt 1967
The Battle of XOM BO II (LZ XRAY)
17 June 1967

The Battle of XOM BO was the result of Viet Cong plans to ambush US
troops conducting a heliborne asiault into landing zone (z) ) AY
(XT95680).
Operating in War Zone D let Infantry Division units had
found a limited number of alearings suitable for 12's and night defensive
positions (NDP's),
The thickness of the jungle surrounding clearings in
War Zone D provides a shield from aerial observation to Viet Cong (VC)
units waiting in ambush. T he enemy found a profitable tactic in predicting the site of a US troop assault and positioning ambush units
around it.
The 271st VC Regiment, operating in the TRAING DAI area where the
battle took place, knew that US troops were also in the area and that
LZ XAAY was a likely location for a heliborne assault. The US troops,
however, moved into LZ XLAY by foot. The VC attacked withaut the advantage
they would have had over US troops arriving by helicopter. Nevertheless,
the VC conducted a well-planned attack on the NDP which resulted in US
losses of 35 killed and 150 wounded.
The VC inflicted the heavy losses on
the Americans with a series of brief, well-coordinated assaults. By the
end of the day, however, the concentrated US fire power had returned the
blow and overwhelmed the enemy by inflicting losses which included 222
VC killed.
Background:
On 13 June 1967 the 1st Battalion 16th Infantry (1-16 Inf) conducted
a heliborne assault into LZ RUFE (XT955663) and secured the LZ for the
landing of the 2d Battalion 28th Infantry (2-28 Inf). A two-battalion
NDP was established, and the unite conducted search and destroy patrolling
from the LZ in the days that followed. At XT935658 on 141215H June 1967
Company A, 1-16 Inf (A/1-16 Inf) engaged 5 VC who fled brt were identified
as belonging to the 271st VC Regiment.
At 141112P June 1967 B/1-16 Inf
in the vicinity of XT937669 engaged what was estimated to be a battalion
of the 271st VC Regiment, resulting in 6 US killed, 12 US wounded, and 60
VC killed.
Interrogation of a VC soldier who was captured on 17 June 1967
revealed that on 16 June 1967 four companies of the 271st VC Regiment
prepared an ambush site at the battle area around LZ XRAY. No ambush
resulted that day, and when the VC returned on 17 June 1967 the US troops
were already there, and the fighting began.
On 17 June 1967 the two-battalion NDP at LZ RIW was to relocate to
17 XRAY. At 0730 C/l-16 Inf was placed under the operational control
(OPCON) of 2-28 Inf to secure the 1-16 Inf portion of the NDP at LZ RUFE.
At the same time B/2-28 Inf was placed under the OCON of 1-16 Inf to
move with elements of 1-16 Inf to 1Z XRAY and help to secure the area for
the later transfer of the two-battalin NDP from LZ RUFE to LZ X.Y. The
first march unitowas, in order of march, A/l-16 Inf, B/l-16 Inf, the
reconnaissance platoon of 1-16 Inf (recon 1-16 Inf), and 8/2-28 Inf. It
departed from LZ RUF2 about 0800 with the mission of moving to LZ XRAY
and securing it for the insertion of supplies to be transferred from LZ
RUFE to LZ XRAY by CH-47 aircraft. At LZ XRAY it was planned for the
DOWNORADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS
DECLASIFED AFTER 12 YEARS
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1-16 Inf units to take the eastern portion of the perimet,.r, from
XT958682 to XT962677. A/1-16 Inf would deploy in the north, B/1-16 Inf
in the center, and reccn 1-16 Inf would secure the 0/1-16 Inf aector in
the south until C/-16 Inf arrived. B/2-28 Inf was responsible for the
west side of the LZ.
Artillery fire was directed in front of the unit as it marched. The
,marching artillery" was discontinued after reaching LZ XRAY. At 1030
A/1-16 Inf arrived at LZ XRAY, and the second march unit, A/2-28 Inf,
departed from LZ RUFE. To avoid exposing themselves in the clearing, the
units began to deploy around it by making their way through the jungle that
surrounded LZ XRAY. Approaching the LZ from the south, A/l-16 Inf lad the
1-16 Inf units around the east side of the LZ, and B/2-28 Inf moved up
the west side.
CH-47 helicopters arrived at LZ RUFE about 1100 to extract supplies.
At 1115 A/l-16 Inf discovered some freshly dug positions in front of their
sector of the perimeter. The holes were only a few inches deep and
looked as if they had received one rainfall. At 1125 A/l-16 Inf and
B/2-28 Inf linked in the north, completing the securing of LZ XMY.
Movement of supplies from LZ RUFE began i:mediately.
In deploying, B/2-28 In spread itself thinly over the west side of
the perimeter. There were 15 to 30 meters between individual positions,
30 to 70 meters between platoons, and 50 to 75 meters between the linked
positions of B/2-28 Inf and A/1-16 Inf in the north. Contact was to be
maintained between the two battplions in the north by patrolling the 50
to 75 meters between the two end positions. A/2-28 Inf, en route to 1Z
XRAY, was to taW. over the northwest sector of the parimeter. B/2-28 Inf
would then deploy all of its men in the southwestern sector, in positions
that were closer together.
CPT illi-am R. Williamson, 094018, the commanding officer (CO) of
A/l-16 Inf, dteployed his 3d platoon in an overwatch formation in the
extreme nort i,linked with B/2-28 Inf. CPT Williamson tied the 1st
platoon in to the right of the 3d platoon; that is, there was the same
distance between the two platoons as there was between the positions
within the platoon. There were 25 meters between each forwaid position
in A/1-16 Inf. OPT Williamson was n the process of deploying his 2d
platoon as a reserve unit behind the 1st and 3d platoons when the engagement started. At the same time B/l-16 Inf had tied in with A/l-16 Inf
and deployed in the center sector of the eastern side of LZ XPWY. South
of B/l-16 In!, recon 1-16 Inf eivided into nine outposts, called "strongpoints", covering the southeast sector from B/1-16 Inf to the end of
B/2-28 Inf in the southwest. There were two men at each outpost and 60
to 150 meters between positions. The platoon comnand post (CP) was set
up in the clearing under a few trees, in the southeast near the tree line,
The 1-16 Inf CP was located near some trees in the east-center of
the clearing. Elements of the command group of 2-28 Inf set up a forward
CP in the clearing nearby. At 1200 B/2-28 Inf returned to the OPCON of
2-28 Inf. At this time the units at LZ XR.Y occupied a perimeter made up
of positions fran 30 to 50 meters into the tree line from the clearing.
They were in triple-canopy jungle consisting of tall trees and thick
bamboo. The visability was 15 to 20 meters. Visual contact between US
defensive positions wns generally non-existent. Irnediately on deploying,
the units sent out "cloverleaf" patrols. Before the men started digging
defensive positions or set up claymore mines in front of the perimeter,
the patrols had revealed tha enemy's presence, and the engagement was
started.

2

The Engagement:
At 1215 OPT Donald W. Sawtelle, 093924, 00 A/2-28 Inf, stopped his
company after his 2d platoon, the lead element, had entered LZ XRAY, from

the southwest. CPT John A. Turner, 094727, 00 B/2-28 Inf, discused
deployment instructions with CPT Sawtelle, and CPT Sawtelle then started
his company moving north along the B/2-28 Inf positions. B/2-28 Inf's
first cloverleaf patrol was re-entering the perimeter, and the second one
was starting out. Then, at 1225, one mr- in the northernmost platoon of
B/2-28 Inf, the 3d platoon, spotted 5
walking north. They disappeared
before fire could be brought on them. At the same time, 3 VC were spotted
climbing into trees in front of another 3d platoon position. Two M-79
rounds were fired at the VC, and the VC ran. The VC were wearing black
"pajamas". B/2-28 Inf's second patrol, having reached about 50 meters
from the perimeter, was called back in. CPT Sawtelle, figuring that
B/2-2 Inf was about to become engaged in the northwest, pulled his
company A/2-28 Inf, out of the tree line and began to march them northward ir the clering toward positions where ahey could provide rear
support for B/2-28 Inf.
At 1242 one man in B/1-16 Inf spotted 2 VC east of the perimeter and
shot them. A few minutes later he shot two more. At the same time a
B/1-1L6 Inf patrol received two sniper rounds about 100 meters in front of
the perimeter. The CO of B/1-16 Inf notified his battalion's CP of the
activity, but it was already clear that a heavy engagement was imminent.
The intensity of sniper fire was increasing. Patrolling units rejoined
the perimeter in the sectors of A/l-16 Inf, 8/1-16 Inf, and B/2-28 Inf;
recon 1-16 Inf had not sent out patrols from its sector. At about 1245
a CH-47 resupply helicopter received several small arms rounds over the
M2 and returned to LZ RUFE, where it landed in a disabled condition. At
1255 B/2-28 Inf and A/l-16 Inf were receiving heavy automatic weapons and
small arms fire from the north. The 2d platoon of A/2-28 Inf (2/A/2-28
Inf) was immediately pinned down in the clearing behind 3/B/2-28 Inf. The
heaviest eneqr fire was brought on the two northernmost platoons,
D/B/2-28 Inf in the northwest and 3/A/-16 Inf in the northeast.
Artillery and light fire team gunship helicopters were requested,
and response was immediate. Tactical air support was requested at 1252.
With 105mm Howitzers of the 2-33 Artillery providing principal support,
the artillery fire arrived about 1300. Th first rounds were directed to
fall about 200 meters north of the perimeter, and the artillery gained
effectiveness as it was adjusted closer. Two gunships arrived and began
providing continuous support to the units in the north.
At 1306 at least three groups of VC began simultaneous ground
assaults on the left flank of 3/A/l-16 InT and the end position on the
right flank of 3/B/2-28 Inf. The US troops used ent hills and clusters
of bamboo for cover. Sixty nr seventy VC in two orderly groups moved
toward 3/A/l-16 Inf throwing hand grenades and firing automatic weapons.
RPG's and anti-tank weapons were also used aginast the US positions.
The VC ccncentrated on the left flank of the 3d platoon. The M-60
machine gun position there was knocked-out inmediately when an RPG round
hit the position, wounding the men and leaving the gun inoperative. The
VC killed or wounded all of the left flank of the 3d platoon of A/l-16 Inf.
It was reported by troops in the action that bhe VC used a chemical
agent, probably a type of tear gas, on the 3d platoon positions. The
right flank of tho platoon was able to move back and join the 2d platoon
line about 40 meters to their rear. Tl' det i and the wounded who were
unable to move had to be lift forward. The new line formed by the 2d
platoon and men from the 3d platoon was about 15 meters from the clearing,
and directly behind the original 3d platoon positions. At the beginning
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of the engagement of A/1-16 Inf, support from the company' s two 81mm
mortars was reauested in addition to the artillery fire. Both arrived
immediately, but the company mortars could place close-in fire on the
enemy during the time the artillery was being adjusted into the area near
the perimeter, where it would be most effective. After about 10 minutes,
effective artillery was falling, two gunships were firing into the area,
and heavy US automatic fire was delivered from the newly-formed line
with the 2d and 3d platoons. The attacking VC had reached the original
3d platoon positions then ended their first assault. This was at about
1315.
In the meantime, a group of VC attacking B/2-28 Inf had killed the
two men in the northernmost position of that compay at the start of the
assault from the north. Two VC occupied the position and started firing
from it, using the US bodies as a shield. Other small groups of VC
approached the northern positions of 3/B/2-28 Inf, wounding several of the
men on the platoon's right flank. The platoon sergeant, SFC Billie J.
Dodd, RA16526378, took four of his men toward the end position that had
been taken by the VC. The VC fired on the group, killing two and wounding
SFC Dodd. PFC Ben Walker, US56824413, the radio oper.,tor Dodd had chosen
to help retake the lost position, was unwounded and moved to his right,
where he found some cover from ene.y fire. He stayed in this spot,
about 30 meters from the VC and isolated from US positions, until the VC
finally withdrew. He used his radio to report on the battle and direct
artillery. The other unwounded man, PFC Jciuh J. Rieck, Jr., US51825322,
gave first aid to SFC Dodd and returned to the platoon CP to get a
medic. Another member of the 3d platoon, SP4 Dannie Smith, US52631525,
occupied the position next to the end one that had been overrun and held
his position alone through most of the ngagement. He could not see
the US positions on either side of his. Three VC approached 1,is position
from 50 to 75 meters away. They wore black "pajamas" and had among them
one AK-47 and two carbines. Smith moved behind a small tree and stayed
there throwing grenades and firing his 14-16 at the three VC, 'who fired
and threw grenades at Smith from behind an ant hill. Smith left his
position when an enemy round hit one of his smoke grenades, which made
his clothes start to burn. Smith ran back to the clearing where men of
A/2-28 Inf put out the fire and gave first aid to his burns.
At about 1325 a 60nm mortar barrage was directed akainst the northern
elements of A/l-16 Inf and B/2-28 Inf. The barrage consisted of 15 to
20 rounds and ended at 1330. The rounds were most effectively placed
around the left flank of A/l-16 Inf and accounted for the majority of
that company's wounded. The assault at 1306 had been responsible for
mot of the company's killed. The enemy attack in the north was coordinated so that as soon as the mortar rounds stopped falling, at 1330,
the VC were in front of the 2d-3d platoon line of A/l-16 Inf and began a
second large ground assault. It was coordinated with increased pressure
on the B/2-28 Inf right flank as well as a simultaneous assault on
recon 1-16 Inf in the southeast.
The 1330 assault on A/l-16 Inf consisted of apparently the sane
groups of VC attacking the same area that had been hit in the first
assault. This time, however, A/l-16 Inf had a stronger left flank, with
the 2d and 3d platoons lines consolidated, and artillery was already
falling close in front of the US positions. During the second VC
assault from the north, fifteen minutes of continuous artillery fire
fell in front of A/l-16 Inf. Though the enemy was next to the perimter
before the ground attack even started, they could not again overwhelm
the US with their heavy outomatic weapons and RPG fire. The VC got
within 30 meters of the tree line, or 15 meters from the 2d-3d platoon
line. A rifleman in the 3d platoon, PFC Daniel J. Phelps, RA16929631,

/3/
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saw a group of 10 VC assaulting his two-man position. The VC wore black
"pajamas" and were walking and firing at the same time. They got within
25 meters of Phelps' position, which was behind an ant hill. With
about 2 minutes of automatic 11-16 fire Phelps and his partner killed
the 10 assaulting VC. Then the other rifleman with Phelps was hit and
killed, probably by a sniper. Phelps stayed at this position through
the entire engagement. He cold see no other US position from his.
Phelps saw and shot VC crawling toward his position one at a time. He
saw VC bodies being dragged away, but the bodies of the 10 VC who assaulted
remained in front of Phelps' position. The A/1-16 inf CP had been moved
from the center of the company's sector to the area that was being assaulted
so that the CO could have better control of the action, and the forward
observer could adjust the artillery close to the area that was being
attacked. Soon after 1330 the radio operator of A/1-16 Inf reported
that he and the company cormander were wounded and that he could see two
VC entering the perimeter. These were apparently the only VC that broke
through the A/1-16 Inf perimeter on the second assault, and they were
killed icmediately. W1ith a medic attending his wounds, CPT Williamson
continued to command his company throughout the battle, The US artillery
barrage was so close to the perimeter that occasional pieces of shrapnel
reached the friendly positions through the trees. Still hot after
filtering through the unbrella of bamboo, the shrapnel sizzled on the
men's wet clothes. It was largely a result of this massive, close-in
artillery support that the VC were unable to reach the US positions as
they had in the first assault on A/1-16 Inf. The VC withdrew suddenly

at 1345.
At the same time as th- second assault on A/1-16 Inf started, at
1330, the VC moved in on the right flank of B/2-28 Inf, which was next
to A/1-16 Inf in the ncrth. Artillery fire was then heavy and effectively holding back the VC. The artillery fell within 30 meters of the
perimeter. The 2d platoon of A/2-28 Inf, pinned down in the clearing
behind B/2-28 Inf' s right flank, crawled south toward sme trees near
the center of the LZ. Because of heavy automatic weapons fire they were
unable to stand up in the tall elephant grass in order to open fire.
At about 1335 they formed an east-west line across the clearing sealing
off the two battalions' CP's from the north. They then stood up and fired
into the tree line, aiming high to avoid hitting US positions whose
locations were unknown. The 2-28 Inf's caliber .50 machine gun was set
up there -.nd was used effectively against snip -rs in trees.
It appeared to the men of B/2-28 Inf that the VC could not see
their line, as the VC fired at smoke grenades whenever they wore thrown.
Otherwise the VC did not fire unless they saw a US troop move. It was
reported by men of A/2-28 Inf that tear gas was in the air in the northern
portion (f the IZ on two separate occasions durirg the battle.
Apparently coordinated with the attack on the US positions in the
north, at 1330 a large group of VC assaulted recon 1-16 Inf in the south-

east. The VC assault covered a 40-meter front.
Two outposts were
engaged by the assault group, but the fire was concentrated on an M-60
machine gun position and the platoon CP. The CP was located in the
clearing directly behind the M-60 position. The machine gun position
was immediately overrun. The US positions were too far apart to prevent
the VC from penetrating the perimeter at that point. The positions on
the platoon' s right flank were receiving sniper fire. Three VC were
observed south of the perimeter and were engaged, with unknown results.
At the platoon CP the artillery obsarwer had just finished making initial
adjustments on suprorting fire for in front of the perimeter when his
radio operator was hit and the r.-dio destroyed. The CP was receiving
heavy automatic weapons fire, and it wns decided that the CP group could
not hold the pooition. The wounded had to be evacuated first, so the
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platoon sergeant, 550 Gradie E. Sande*, RA14723897, the artillery observer,
and a medic left, carrying three wounded men. Before he left, SSG Sanders
saw 8 to 10 VC approaching the CP. The VC wore khaki uniforms, steel
helmets, bandoleers, ane web gear. The wounded were carried to a point
on the left flank of the platoon, near the B/1-16 Inf positicns. The
platoon leader, talking by radio to the CO of 1-16 Inf, reported that his
CP group had killed more than 30 VC, saying they were "stacking them up
like cordwood.," Radio contact with the recon platoon CP was then lost.
The VC killed all of the group at the CP and frisked their clothes. The
CO of 1-16 Inf ordered an element of the battalion headquarters company to
move toward the recon platoon's sector to provide assistance. At 1341 the
first airstrike arrived, about 150 meters east of the perimeter. The VC
withdrew at about 1345, using the same break in the line through which they
had entered.
Continuous air support was provided east and southeast of LZ XRAY.
The fire coordination line ran north and south through the NDP. Artillery
was the principal deterrent placed on the enemy assaults on A/l-16 Inf
and B/2-28 Inf in the north and northwest; airstrikes provided the most
effective support for recon 1-16 Inf in the southeast. Part of one airstrike,
however, was delivered on the west side of the LZ, killing 2 men in
B/2-28 Inf.
Although the enemy assault groups all withdrew from around LZ XRAY
at about 1345, the US positions continued to receive heavy automatic
weapons fire. By 1350 a platoon of A/2-28 Inf had formed a line of
blocking positions across the clearing just above the recon 1-16 Inf
sector. At 1355 two gunships were called to provide additional support
in front of the recon platoon sector. At 1403 the elements of 1-16 Inf
and 2-28 Inf located at LZ RUFE received 10 60mm mortar rounds and small
arms fire lasting for about one-half hour.
Around LZ )RAY the sources of the enemy automatic weapons fire were
moving farther from the US positions. All units at LZ XRAY started their
efforts to collect the wounded and move them to the evacuation point in
the center of the NDP. By 1445 most of the VC automatic weapons fire had
stopped. Sniper fire from a distance continued until about 1500, when all
incoming rounds stopped. By 1500 recon 1-16 Inf had moved all its men,
casualties, and eouipment within the perimeter formed by the A/2-28 Inf
blocking positions. Helicopter evacuation of casualties from LZ XRAY
began after 1500 and lasted until about 1850.
At about 1530 a barrage of 30 to 35 60in mortar rounds was concentrated
on the B/2-28 Inf CP area in the west and the area newly occupied by recon
1-16 Inf in the south.
After US casualties and eouipment had been removed from the recon
1-16 Inf sector, there was no other police mission conducted in that area
until the following day. The search of the battlefield in the north
covered a maximun of 100 meters from the US positions. Recovering US
casualioa anti *qirdnt.
A/l-16 Inf found 35 to 40 VC bodies in front of
their positions. Most of the VC bodies wore khaki uniforms, looked well
fed, and had new Soviet assault rifles. A/2-28 Inf also conducted a
limited search of the area in front of the northern sector of the perimeter.
They found 2 VC bodies and shallow depressions in the ground that looked
as if they had been dug under fire. A large amount of communication wire
ran on trails between most of the enemy positions.
Initial interrogation of a captured enemy soldier was very limited
because the prisoner was wounded and had to be evacuated. In subsequent
interrogation the prisoner stated that he was one of a group of 30 to 50
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North Vietnamese infiltrators who had recently been assigned to the 2d
Battalion of the 271rc VC Regiment. His unit moved to the battle area
on 7 June 1967. On 16 June the lst and 2d Battalions of the 271st VC
Regiment had prepared the ambush site at T.2 RY because they knew that
US troops had entered the area on 13 June. Each company had three 60=n
mortars And a Chinese heavy machine gun of unknown type. The VC had
spent the night of 16 June at another location and returned to IZ XRAY
on 17 June after the US troops had arrived.
At 1610 1-16 Inf was notified that the 1-18 Inf w1uld replace
Company A, the headquarters company, and the recon platoon of 1-16 Inf
at 12 XRAY. 1-18 Inf began arriving at LZ XRAY by helicopter at 1627.
The helilift was stopped at 1700 when LZ XMAY received a 50 to 60-round
barrage from 60mm and 81nm mortars. After 1710 there wns no fiurther
enemy activity. Counter-mortar fires were employed, and the lift of
1-18 Inf was subsequently completed.
The lift of A/l-16 Inf and recon
1-16 Inf to CHI LINH was completed at 1830. The lift of the headauarters
company of 1-16 Inf to-LZ RUFE was completed at 1855.
The last airstrike was delivered at 1915. There was a total of 43
tactical air sorties in support of the action at LZ )MAY. Ordnance
reauested was CBU and napalm. Ordnance delivered was CBU, napalm, rockets,
500-pound and 750-pound bombs, and 20mm cannon fire. A total of 8,250
artillery rounds were fired in support of the battle. There were 7,621
rounds of 105mm, 513 rounds of 155mm, 38 rounds of 175mm, and 78 rounds
of 8 inch artillery.
On 18 June 1967, 1-18 Inf conducted a search of the battle area.
They found 26 bodies, which brought the body count of enemy killed to
222, It is likely that the VC removed a large number of their dead.
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Sources

1.

lst Inf Div G-2 INTSUM.

2.

lst Inf Div G-3 SITREP.

3.

1-16 Inf journal for 17 June 1967.

4.

1-16 Inf report on 17 June 1967 engagement,

5.

2-28 Inf journal for 17 June 1967.

6.

2-28 Inf report on 17 June 1967 engagement.

7. Interviews of the folloiring personnel conducted by PFC Gary C. Meade,
R16879290, ?7th Military History Detachment, on 22 and 23 June 1967 at
DONG XOAI, tVN:
a. LTC Rufus C. Lazzel, 064634, CO, 1-16 Inf.
b. SSG Gradie E. Sanders, RA14723897, pit sgt, recon 1-16 Inf.
c. SFC Earnest H. Clutts, RA14502772, plt sgt, 3/A/l-16 Inf.
8. Interviews of the following personnel conducte by PFC Stephen C.
Williamso US51664317, 17th Military History Detachnent, at or near IAI KHE,
RVII, on the dates indicated:
a. 20 June 67: CPT Donald S. Ulm, 094149, CO, B,1-16 Inf.
b. 27 June 67: CPT John A. Turner, 094727, CO, B/2-28 Inf.
c. 27 June 67: S2G James Jimenez, RA19825290, 3/El/2-28 Inf.
SP4 Joseph L. Hare, US52647537, 3/3/2-28 Inf.
SP4 Frank C. Holzworth, US52672590, 3/B/2-28 Inf.

PFC Gary 4. Wisdom, US56581012, 3/)3/2-28 Inf.
PF Ben Walker, US56824413, 3/B/2-48 Inf.

d. 27 June 67: SP4 Dannie Smith, U352631525, 3/B/-28 Inf.
e. 28 June 67: CPT Donald W. Sawtelle, 093924, CO, A/2-28 Inf.
f. 28 June 67: 2LT Patrick M. Jones, 05332026, plt ldr, 2/A/2-28 I-f.

9,

g. 4 July 67:

CPT William R. Williamson, 094018, 01), A/1-16 Inf.

h. 4 July 67:

SSG Gradie E. Sanders, RA14723897, p.t sgt, recon 1-16 Inf.
SGT Mose J. Howa, US56393200, recon 1-16 Inf.

i. 4 July 67:

PFC Daniel J. Phelps, RA16929631, 3/A/1-16 Inf.
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Small Unit Action

C Company, 1-2 Infantry
at XT675868 on 21 March 1967

Prior to the 21 March 1967 action described in this narrative, the Viet
Cong conducted numerous attacks along or in the vicinity of Route 246.
On 17 March 1967 the ist Battalion, 2d Infantry with A Troop, 3d Squadron,
5th Cavalry (-) and B Company, 2d Battalion, 47th Infantry received one
round of sniper fire near the road with no resulting casualties. On the
same day A/3-5 Cavalry received sniper fire resulting in 3 US WHA. At
191230H March 1967 an M-ll3 Armored Personnel Carrier (APC) of A/l-4
Cavalry working that day with the 1-2 Infantry was hit by an TPG round
resulting in 2 US WHA, and slight damage to the vehicle. Small arms fire
was also received that resulted in no casualties. Also that day at 1345
hours another M-113 hit a mine resulting in extensive damage to the track
end no US casualties. At 210725H March 1967 an engineer 5 ton truck hit a
mine on Rouate 246 that resulted in 1 US 1%A and the truck was totally
destroyed.
The 1-2 Infantry under the command of LTC William C. Simpson, 028381,
was esaablished along Route 246 to conduct a series of patrols each day
in order to secure the road and the west bank of a bridge construction site
at XT623816. At 210830 March 1967 C Company, 1-2 Infantry under the corroand
Of CPT Gilbert Wichert, 092270, Bellvue, Nebraska mounted M-113's and
moved up Route 246 to a checkpoint (C?), Number 9, which was secured by

engineers.

Intelligence furnished CPT Wichert indicated that the enemy in the
operational area was normally local guerrillas, but one could expect to
meet main force units that ?ould travel through the area. Experience
gained from operating in the area during the past several days indicated
.hat the guerrillas were relying on hit and run tactics. The feeling of
the intelligence conmity w s that large enemy troop units were probably
moving through the area so the decision was made by LTC Simpson to conduct
company size patrols.
At 0915 hours the company size patrol cf 72 men departed CP #9 and
moved on a 340c azimuth. The company was organized into three rifle

platoons, ninus the weapons platoon. Each rifle squad averaged 3 to 4 men.

Every few minutes the company would stop, break down to smaller subordinate
units, and conduct "cloverleaf," patroling-a form of saturation patrolling
in the ist Infantry Division.
As the patrol moved through the jungle the order of march was 1st
Platoon, 2d PLatoon, Headquartirs group, and 3d Platoon.
The artillery forward observer (FO), ILT John Bowman, 055020236,
Bayonne, New Jersey placed artillery fire to the front and flanks while
the cr.,pany formed a perimeter for "cloverleafing" or while the company was
marching through the Jungle. The FO had one 105mm howitzer from D Battery,

1-5 Artillery indirect support of the patrol.
DOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTMVAIS

DECLASSIFIED AFTR 12 YEARS
DOD DIR 520D.10

CO NF IDENT ! 4 I_
At about 1000 hours the company halted and formed a company size base
with the command group in the center. The lst Platoon crossed a stream
and established the western portion of the perimeter. The 2d Platoon
established the eastern side of the pstrol base. The 3d Platoon remained
outside of the patrol base and prepared to go on patrol. Two observation
posts per platoon were established at a distance of 5. to 75 metero from
the perimeter. Small cloverleaf patrols were conductea in the iamediate
vicinity of the patrol base. The company c9nmnder (CO), CPT? Wichert,
briefed SFC Tyson M. Hall, RA38882227, New Boston, Texas, who was the 3d
Platoon leader and whose platoon wms preparing to go on patrol.
The company patrol base was established next to the junction of three
streams as the area appeared to CPT Wichert to be a logical VC base camp
area. A small destroyed village was located about 800 meters from the
patrol base. One could find other villages and ruins at a distance of
about 2,000 meters. The Jungle in the area was dense and not frequented
by artillery destruction fires.
At 1100 hours SFC Hall returned to his platoon and -.ziefed his squad
leaders on the mission they were to accomplish. After they had received
the mission they collectively discussed the concept of the operation,
specific actions to be taken upon contact, the location of the machine guns
in the column so that they would be readily available when needed, and
danger points along their route of march. One should note that all of
these men agreed that their major danger point would be the streams along
the march route.
At 1115 hours SFC Hall moved his platoon out on patic! and moved for
500 meters, paralleling the east bank of the stream. They moved with two
squad files abreast and the point squad to the front. Once they completed
their first leg of the patrol they moved on a new azimuth perpendicular
to the stream.
While searching the Jungle areas around then the 3d Platoon encountered
no VC.
At a distance of 25 meters from their first checkpoint a trail was
found which appeared to be frequently used. SGT Harry W. Warlick, RA13769598, Baltimore, Maryland had noticed ; small fence of interwoven bamboo
branches along their route of march before arriving at the trail. Normally
VC base camps found in the lst Division area have a fence similar to the one
found by SGT Warlick. It is believed that the Viet Cong use these fences
to trap and pen animals, and for the control cf fire and mowuent.
SFC Hall continued to move his patrol toward the stream. As they
moved he coninued to maintain radio contact with the company conmmnder
sho was monitoring the patrol's progress.
With the lst Squad at the point and the 3d Squad at the right flank,
both squads silently reached the winding stream bank at the same time.
Tall grass and Jungle shrubs were prevalent in the area around the
stream. As it was the dry season the stream bed was shallow and easy
to cross.

Upon reaching the stream with the intont of reconnoitering and crossing,
PFC Gordon A. Shaw, US56435705, looked across the stream and saw some clothing
hanging from a tree. He looked up the creek and saw 2 VC standing on
the opposite bank. Then he signaled for his squad.
SP4 Carl E. Holcomb, US56433705, Modena, Illinois, lt Squad leader,
moved up toward Shaw's position and observed the 2 VC washing their canteen
cups in the stream. It appeared to the 2 US soldiers that the VC had
Two more VC were observed in a base camp 15 to 20 meters
finished eating.
away. SP4 Holcomb then requested that the M-60 machine gun be brought
forward.
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SFC Hall said, ,'When the point spotted the pajamas hanging up on a
wash line and the 3d Squad on my right flank reported they saw a fortified

base camp, I immediately had the machine gun crew behind me move up to
assist SGT Warlick."
When the machine gun crew reached SGT Warlick he personnally took
the machine gun and placed it into its firing position.
As the reports of the observed VC reached OPT Wichert, he immediately
requested a fire mission from the artillery. The artillery concentrations
were to be initially placed 600 meters to the north of the VC base camp
as blocking fires. He also requoste an aerial observer (AO) and learned
that LTC Thomas R. Dennis, 01686815, CO, let Battalion, 5th Artillery
was in the tir and would act as the AO. CPT Wichert then ordered his
reconnaissance squad, which was patrolling a different area, to return
to the company patrol base to join the rest of the company and prepare to
assist the 3d Platoon. Once the company was assembled they began to
move toward the 3d Platoon. The order -of march was the 2d Platoon, the
command group, and the 1st Platoon at the rear of the colunm.
Meanwhile the 3d Platoon silently moved into their attack positions.
They could see the VC moving around unaware of the pending assault. The
VC that could be seer, were wearing black uniforms with shoulder epaulets
and buttons. The men stated that the camp had a fishy odor *ich is
peculiar to most VC base camps that they had visited. As the .iine men
moved into position with SGT Wrlick they could see 5 VC moving toward
the stream and 2 VC were standing on the river bank. A total of 7 VC
were in their view.
At 1243 hours the 3d Platoon, C Company, 1-2 Infantry comnced its
attack on the Viet Cong. Just prior to the attack the VC at the river
bank heard or sensed the danger because they all turned around simultaneously and headed quickly toward their bunkers. It was at this time that
the 3d Platoon opened fire on the VC for about 20 seconds with a large
volume of small arms and automatic weapons fire. During the initial
UIst of fire the VC fired back; this was the only time the US troops
received hostile fire. While SGT Warlick's men fired the sergeant was
infomed by CPT Wichert that the balance of the company was moving up
to assist and reenforce. SGT Warlick then threw out several yelluwsmoke grenades to mark his troops' positions for the aerial observer.
Troops taking part in the-action immediately saw the enemy's
SP4 Isreal Armwndores, Merced, California, said, "s soon as they
to take off I opened fire with my machine gun,,, PFC Dean Harris,
45564, Berice, Indiana, said, "There were bullets flying all over
place. The first burst of fire dropped the 5 VC at the stream at

reaction.
tried
US558the
once."

As soon as the artillery forward observer, I LT John Bowman, heard the
gun fire he requested an aerial observer and direct support of a full
battery , " artiLLery rather than just the one tube that had been supporting
the company. The aerial observer was needed to adjust the artillery
fire and to relay the fire commands. I1T Bowman said, "As we moved to
join the platoon in contact, the aerial observer had complete control
of the fire missions. Once e joined the platoon on the stream I brought
the artillery in closer to t be VC, within 200 to 300 meters of our positions.
We continued to fire artillery in the general area for 3 to 3 hours.
Also, airstrikes were later put in to our north. During the airatrikes
I shifted the artillery fire to our west so we would have a constant
volume of artillery blocking fires."

CONFIDE ",TI AL
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CPT Wichert said, "The airstrikes dropped 500-lb high fragmentation
bombs, DBU, and napalm. While the 3d Platoon laid down a steady base of
fire on the VC base camp, 1 maneuvered the 2d Platoon around and had
them line up into an infantry assault line. I took ten minutes to prepare
the assault in order to make sure each man knew his job and had a sector
of fire. My men opened fire on their assigned sectors, and, at my
command, the 2d Platoon began a frontal assault on the VC base camp.
The lut Platoon retrained in reserve to secure the rear area."
The men
of the 2d Platoon ran into the ankle deep water at the foot of the river
bed and fired their rifles and threw hand grenades as they attacked the
VC base camp." CPT Wichert said, "Using marching fire, the 2d Platoon
moved on line across the stream and ent-ed the VC base camp. The sound
of the initial exploding hand grenades, plus v'rbal instructions, signaled
the 3d Platoon to lift their supporting fires prior to the assault."

The men assaulted into the VC base camp.

PFC Donovan K. Nash, US558-

50766, St. Louis Park, Minnesota, an assistant machine gunner commented,
"We moved up, laying down a base of fire as we moved, and we killed two
more VC as we overran their positions."

To PFC Jack L. RobLnson, US55334313, Bonham, Texas, 'everything went
like clockwork. We moved up with no oppositirn; everyone did his job well."
As the troops swept through the VC camp CPT Wichert noticed a
bandaged 7C attempting to escape. CPT Wichert said, ",There was one VC
survivor who was wounded and bandaged around the chest. I saw his
movement and shot him. Then after tha sweep wis over I organized the
compmy iiito a perimeter that included the cAptured VC base camp.
Observation posts were established and a series of cloverleaf patrols
were conducted 100 to 150 meters out from the perimeter."
After taking the VC base camp CPT Wichert had his executive officer,
ILT David E. Douglas, 05326393, supervise the search of the area and the
bodies. The ieutenant used the company reconnaissance squad, called the
"Leopards", for the detail. The Leopards were established by CPT Wichert
to give his company a long range reconnaissance capability. CPT Wichert
gave the following account of the Leopards. "The Leopards were volunteers
who had combat experience. They were distinctive than the other men in
the unit in that they were permitted to wear tamouflage uniforms. Working
with the Leopards was a brave little
Vietnameso National Policeman
nicknamed the Gook. To the Leopards, the Gook was a brave and highly
respected soldier. He spoke Vietnamese, Czechoslovakian, and French;
he did not speak English. Even though he did not speak English he still
acted as an interpretor."
A search of the area failed to turn up more VC. It is probable
that there were more VC in the area during and prior to the action as
there were 12 rucksacks found but only 8 VC KIA.
CPT Wichert concluded, "At 1530 hours we returned to the battalion
base camp. That night the dead 'Charlies' bought beer for the company
with the money found on their person.",
This action resulted in no US casualties and 8 VC KIA by body count.
Captured enemy equipment included the following: 5 CHICOM rifles,
2 US carbines, 1 P-38 pistol, 2 bayonets, 1 2-lb block of TNT, documents,
1 RPG-2 launcher with 3.3 rounds, 12 60mm mortar rounds, 200 rounds of
small arms amio, 2 AK-47 magazines, 200 feet of double strand wire, 1
CfICOH claymore, 5 fragmentation grenades, and 1 CHICOM compass.

(CONFIDENTIAL

CQNFIDE-NTIAL
The enoqv documonts indicated now letter
QUAN District unit file that became effective box nurmbers from the HON
BINH WW) Province. These documents ccnfirmed on 1 February 1967 for
letter box numbers found
by earlier patrols such as the 1-18 Inf who found
a duplicate list. Also
a sketch map of what appeared to be the AN LOC
Plantation was among the
documents.
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VC RAID ON QUAN LOI 3- July 1967

1.

General:

A, Type of Aotion: A raid with the intent to destroy the heavy
artillery and armored vehicles in an attempt to divert QUAN LOIs ability

to support neighboring UB/ARVN military installations.
B. Date Time Group:

110120 - 110625 July 1967

C. Friendly Units: Task Force DIXIE 1-26 Infantry, Platoon
of A Troop/1-4 Cavalry, Light Horse C ^rlie, C6,415 Arty, 1/6-27 Arty.
Approximately 1,075 officers and men.
D. Estimated NVA/VC force: Local guerrilla units of apRmxiSize of
mately company strength supported by the 141 NVC Regiment.
force unknown.
E.

Location of Battle:

F.

Casualties:

QUAN LOI, Vietnam

FriendlyEnm
KNA: 7
WHA: 27
Equipment Losses: None
Equipment - Damaged: 1 Tank,
2 IPCs, 1 2j T truck
Destroyed- I APC

KIA: 7
FR:
0
Equipment Captured: 7 AK475,
7 canteens, 7 ammo pouches,
7 ponchos, 7 bayonets# 10 RPG-2
boosters, 7 RPG rounds, 17 AK47
nmgazines, 1,000 rds 7.62m amwj
52 sachel charges, 303s explosives,
2 bangalore torpedoes, 27 hand
grenadas, 1 compass, 1 pair sandals.
3 propaganda leaflets.

2. Prior to the Battle:
A. Mission: US units were at QUAN 10I to secure the area unda
Tntk F.rco DIWL from thu VC and to c,n/uct rilitaj
ornt-pme
a a.r5t
V0/VA forces in AO DIXIE.
B.
What oneny information was available: None. No indications
of the enoWrs intent was known prior to the battle. Prior to the battle
5th ARYN reported between 102000H and ll0600H the following bridges
destroyed. XT872939, XT767761, XT765728, XT694751, XU725014, all unguarded.
Also Highway 13 was cratered at XT765712, XT765800, XT817811, and XT816729,
impass.ble for large wheel vehicles.
C. Type of Terrain: The terrain in the QUAN LOI area is
characterized by gently rolling hills, with vegatation from sparce to
thick in the rain forest jungle that surrounds the large "Terre s Rouges"
Rubber Plantations. QUAN LOI itself is located in the center or the
rubber plantations.
DOWNGRADED AT 3 YMAR INTERVIS

DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS
DOD DIR 5200.10

l~b~p- DEN F"/A,Z
D. Weather Conditions: Humidity 64 - 100%, thunderstorms,
ceiling 500 feet,
mile visibility, te:perature 740 - 910.
4eather
hampered aerial surviellance during the action. The guard on the tower
who-was on mortar/rocket watch was unable to pinpoint the locatio4 of the
eneLy mortars because of poor visibility.
3. The Battle Narrative: At 0105 hours the first indication of
enemy activity occured when the Quad .50 Platoon sergeant called DIXIE
TOO and thought that he detdcted movement in front of his area towards
the southwest. He asked for permission to fire. LTC Hughes, 057160,
Commander of Task Force DIXIE North, was awakened and briefed by his
staff on the request to fire. He had his TOO call the 1-26 Infantry
to check and see if any of their patrols or ambushes wore in that area.
The 1-26 Infantry TOC checked their companies and then gave DIXIE TOO a
negative report. LTC Hughes then gave the Quad .508 permission to open
fire. This coordintion took approximately 10 minutes to accomplish,.
At 0120, shortly after the permission to fire was given to the
Quad .50s, the VC commenced his attack by placing 60mm, 82mm, and 4.2"
mortar fire on the QUIN LOI base area complex. Tn the same general area
that the Quad .50 machine gun was firing automatic weapons fire and
smll fire were heard by LTC Hughes. All of the firing occurred in
close sequence. At 0121 a FAC, flareship, and a helicopter Light Fire
Team request were submitted immediately to the 3d Brigade at LAI KE
"to be on station as soon as possible".
By 0145 thjrd was a lull in the mortar attack and untie began
receiving small arms fire. Just prior to the lull a mortar round
exploded in a tree ovr the tent of a helicopter crew which had remained
overnight at QUAN LOI. Both the aircraft commander and co-pilot were
wounded as was one of their crew members. The co-pilot, Warrant Officer
Thomas Hirsch, W3156223, a newly arrived officer in-country, despite
his wounded arm volunteered to fly the seriously wounded aircraft
comrmander and four other casualties out of QUAN LOI. He took off at a
time when mortar, automatic weapons, and srall arms fires were being
recuived
It w s night with poor flying conditions when Hirsch took
off and flew to tih. 93d Zvacuation Hospital under instrument flying
conditions.
At 0147 hours A/1-26 Infantry reported seeing, one Viet Cong
attempting to get out of the perimeter. The reconnaissance platoon,
1-26 Infanry was moved into positions round the DIXIE NORTH and
DOBOL tactical opurations centcro (TOC).
"Spooky", the armed flcreship, rdported into the Forward Air
Controllerts (FAC) net at 0152. The FAC arrived on statiun about 10
minutes later and began setting up airstrikes.
At 0201 the A/6-27 Artillory reported that there were Viet Cong
within the perimeter throwing gremades and satchel charges at the armored
personnel carriers nnd gun positions. Most of the satchel charges
failed to Qxplode. The Quad .50 section reported incoming rounds from
automatic weapons fire at the northeast corner of the airstrip. The
point of origin of this utomatic weapons fire was the roof of the
Frech Plantations Adrinistration Building.
.-t approxiratel 0205 hours A/1-4 (DRAGOON) Cdvwlrys positions
were attacked fror. the front and from the rear simultaneously. Dragoon
Ufats # 26 coazixnd t,-mk and an jFC were hit in the rear by an RPG round;
the APO was destroyed as it burst into flames. 1./6-27 Artillery (Haymaker) reported that there wero more VC inside of the perimeter throwing
hand grenades and satchel chares into the artillery gun positions.
The penetration of the VC probe was deep into the artillery lihes as
the FOC where an unexploded satchel charge was fuund in the horning.
In order to restore the perireter's lines the 1-26 Infantry's reconnaissance
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platoon was dispatched to the Haymaker/Dragoon area. During this
period of time for about 30 minutus after the Dragoon cozmand track
was hit radio communication was lost with DIXIE north. By going on to
the Dragoon Platoon's radio net communication was finally obtained
with the senior NCO who assumed the job Qf platoon leader.
In addition to the attack at QUAN LOI the US advisor with the 2-9th
ARVN at TAM HUNG reported to DIXIE north that a large VC force"-c
,oving towards their compound. At 0215 mortars and heavy small arms
and automatic weapons fires were hitting the ARVN compound on all sides.
DI!I wams informd that the ARVN battalion commanders was wounded in
action and that they needed the support of US and ARVN artillcry and
was heavy in
US airstrikes. At this time the attack on QUAN LOI still
its intensity. To try to render some help to the beleaguered ALRVN unit
one tube of "Lighthorse Charlie" 4.2" mortars began firing night
illumination and four tubes of 0/6-15 Artillery fired 105mm howitzers
in support of the ARVN action. When the attack on QUAN LOI began to slacken
off after 0300 hours and the attack on TAM HUNG increased in its intensity
LTC Hughes diverted the Light Fire Team of helicopters and the rmed
"Spooke" flareship to the T1 HUNG area. Inside the ARVN compound was
one rifle company and a headquarters company. By 0240 hours 100-150
rounds of VC mortar fire had landed in the ARVN compound; ARVN artillery
was reported to be firing at the eneimr forces. ,,t042.0 hours the
artillery fire -- lifted as a light fire team hit the VC positions.
At 05001, TAI HUNG received a 30 minute ground attack which was beaten
off by the stubborn ARVM defences. Again at 0550H TAY HUNG came under a
renewed attack. It was estimated at the time that 2 battalions of VC or
NVA were attacking them. By 0610H the VC/NVA force broke contact with
the APVN and withdrew to the northeast.
While QUAN .I and TAM HUNG were under -ttack the AN LOC Special
Forces camp reported that it was under a mortar attack; however negative
mortar rounds landed inside the compound. It should be noted that AN LOC
is a provincial capitol, QUAN DOI is a major US military forward base
support area for operation in War Zones D/C and along Highway 13, and
TAM HUNG was the base of the 2-9 ARVN Infantry which were successfully
pursuing an aggressive Revolutionary Devalopment Program in the AN DOC/
QUAN LOI/LOC NINII area.
The battle at QUAN LOI continued. At 0250H an ambush p trol on
the ridgeline to the northwest from B/1-26 Infantry reported that there
were VC between them aond the perietoro These VC were setting up a mortar
to their front at XTSl0910, By 0315 hours the Reconnaissance Platoon 1.-26
Infantry reached the French Club swiraing pool area. Several reports had
been made of VC iifiltrators rozving out from the club at the start of the
attack throwing grenad:' ai' satchel charges. VC also fired their weapons
from the French club at the A/l-4 Cavalry element in the vicinity of the
club, One !S.13ts crew received 100% casualties by a VC grenade exploding
at the rear entrance of their track. One could also sev the 'ollet holes
in a C ration box on top of the track and a tank in the -rea. These
bullet holes indicated enemy small arms and automatic weapons from the
rear. In athor words enemy fire was being placed or directd on the US
troops from inside the perimeter as well as from the outside.
At 0336H the ambush patrol from B/1-26 Infantry reported that the
VC were displacing their mrotar tubes forward of their location at
coordinates XT813912. Then at 0350H the VC again launched an tack in
the vicinity of the swirr ing pool (XT811906). D Company 1st Engineer Bn.
was instructed to send reenforcements to that area to counter the attack.
At the sa me tine C/1-26 Infantry received a bt-rvy volume of autorabic
weapons fire fro the French P-antntion Administration Building. i squad
of 0/1-26 Infantry was sent to tne building to check it out. At 0720H
the squad reported the building to be empty of personnel but they found
8 batteries and parts from a US claymore inside uf the buildirg,
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At 0415 the 1-26 Infantry Ambush Patrol that had been out on the
ridge to the north was working its way back to the perireter when 3 men
were wounded by the "Spooky" mini-guns.
"Spooky" was ordered to cease
fire immediately. During the battle airstrikes and "Spooky" had placed
their fires on the ridge to the north of the airstrip.
Again at 0430 VC mortar rounds 60m, 82mm and 4.2" beg-n falling
into the QUAN iOI perimeter again along with small arms and automatic
weapons fire. One should note that at 0345 the VC began to withdraw to
the northwest past 2 empty rubber storage sheds. A break in the barbed
wire was later found which the VC used in the route of withdrawal. By
0610H the VC had broken contact and the artillery continued to hamer
away at VC withdrawal routes.
During the attack approxdrately 200 rounds of mortar fire fell on
QUAN LOI. Once the base was hit with mortars the VC ground raid comnenced.
It is believed that the VC infiltrated at an earlier time and stayed in
the French Club-swimming pool area overnight. 'hen the nortar attack
began they commenced their attack. Also the VC seen on top of the
Administration Buildin,, 7ay have infiltrated in around the same time
as the group in the French Clb.

4. Artillery Support:
A total of approximately 3,843 rounds of artillery were find
by US/ARVN forces in defense of the AN LOC/QU;. WOI/T.,M HUNM complex
that was under a.tack, The following is a breakdown of total expenditurel-

2629

105mm HE

52
575
372
200
15
,___

105m ILL
4.2" M
4.2" ILL
155=175-. ,

=i8"

GR.KND TOTAL
(includes ARVN estimates)

39"

The following figures reflect the amunition expenditure by US
artillery at QU,,N LOT:
105rrm HE
105 m ILL

If,9

4.2" HE

575

/.2"

372

ILL

175mn

15

8"

60
2903

sub total

The following is an ARVN estimate of aRVN artillery ,mmunition suspended:
105m$00

155mm

200

sub total
5. Airstrikes:
Aircraft
A. RHOI

TOT

1-00 (est)

0300

Ordnance
0HIDUP

Location Surnorted
Ua-,LOf

B. Blade 03

0320

500HD/NAP

OU1,I1 LOI

C. Blade 01

0435

50OLD/Rockets TAN HUMD 2-9 .%Vll

D. Box 01

0515

5001D/NAP

TAN HUG 2-9 1RVN

E. Buzz 01
0550
CBU/fW P
QUAN 1OI
F. Box 01
0600
C3U/NAP
QUA? L01
Q. Blade 05 loaded with CBU/NAP arrivd on tatinnbut his
ordnance was not expended because the weather hnd closed in and was poor
A total of 12 TAC air sorties took part in the action.
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6.- Helicopter guni'hip support:
follows:

A total of 3 helicopter fire teams supported the action ad

T
let Aviation
Aviation Bn 11111
Ulth

TOTAL
7.

25.1

0
1?j

s_
rds

42,000 rdu

Pp rds

28 rds

1350 rds

154 rds

Information Received After the Action:

A. A VO captured during the attack on TAN HUNG was identificd
as the XO of tho 14th En, 141 NVA Regiment. He stated that for the past
few days his unit had been in the DONG XOAI area and that his unit
moved to the east bank of the SONG BE River and from there marched 2 days
to the AN LOO area. l!e reportdd the strength of the regiment as 1060
men with 300 men in each of the 2d, 3d 4th Bns and 160 men in the let
(Support) Bn. He stated that the entire regiment took part in the attack
and will now move back to the SONG BB River.
B. NGUEJN VAN DO a CHILU HOI rallier to OC NINH on 100600 July
1767. He stated that he was P. squad lesder of the Recon Team, 2d Platoon, 7th Company, 5th Bn 272 Regiment. He stated that on 27 June the
regiment was ordered to move to BINH LONG. He stated that his battalion
moved north kenerally parallel to the Cambodian border, then east to the
vicinity of LOC NINH. He stated that he left his unit as they were
mving south along Highway 13.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS; !IlTH CCMBAT AVIATION BATTALION
APO San Francisco 96289

AV C-AC

28 May 1967

SUBJECT:

After Action Report of llth Combat Aviation Battalion
Operation 10-67 (Road Clearing) 22 May 1967 (U)

TO:

SEE DISTRIBUTION

1. (U)TASK ORGANIZATION
Mission Commander (Dobol, Devour & Dauntless) Red Dog 6
Air Mission Commander (Darkness) Dart 6
Flight 1 5 Vultures
Flight 2 10 Tomahawks
Flight 3 10 Robinhoods
Gunships: LFT ea from Crossbows, Gunslingers, and Rebels
Spares: 1 ea Vulture, Robinhood, and Tomahawk
1Maintenance ship: 1 Robinhood
Air

2. (C) MISSION:
The llth Cbt Avn Bn lifts 2/18 Inf Bn from Dian to XT923286,
1/26 Inf Bn from XT945308 to Phuoc Hoa airfield (XT9143), 1/16 Inf Bn
from XT955370 to Lai Khe, 2/28 Inf Bn from Lai Khe to XT932362, and 2
btrys of 1/5 Arty from XT9832 to FSB"U" (XT905306) and FSB"Z"

(XT91042) a
2.

(o)

SITtARY OF OPERATIONS

a. The operations order for the mission was issued in the

llt. Obt A'rn Bn conference room at 211730 May 67.
b. The llth Cbt Avn Bn air lifted 2/18 Inf Bn from Dian to
,T92328C- 1/.26 inf Bn from XT945308 to Phuoc Hoa airfield, (XT9143)
1/16 Irf Fn from XT955370 to Lai Khe, 2/28 Inf .Bn from Lai Khe to

XT902362 and
btrys of 1/5 Arty from XT9832 to FSB"U" (XT905306)
and F531"tZ" (XT,J.2429).
Twenty-five lift ships, 3 LFTs, 2 C&C ships and
3 suppnrt ships were committed to the mission. (36 total ships).
Thcre was no Tac air, arty or gunship prep on the LZs, as they were
secared by units of the 1/11 ACR. The lifts were conducted without
enez.r- contac; . The movement of the three Tnf Bne (2/U8
v/16, 2/21) under
Red Dg ,ontrolroquiied ohe hour tnd.fortytfive minute*. One Vilture

60Ar: 0 IVFT R L,
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SUBJECT:

28 May 1967
After Action Report of llth Combat Aviation Battalion

Operation 10-67 (Road Clearing) 22 May 1967 (U)
aircraft experienced Itshort shaft" failure departing the mini-port
at Lai Khe. There were no injuries to the crew, and only minbr
damage to the aircraft. The aircraft was evacuated by CH-47 to

Phuoc Vinh.

a. Flight data

(1)

Enroute altitude:

(2) &nroute formation:

STR

(3)

TRL

Landing formation:

(4) Size of flights:
d.

1500 ft

5 ships

The l1th Cbt Avn Bn provided the following support:

Sorties

Passengers

Tons

Hours

UH-I

536

1779

1.6

109.2

CH-47

138

206

276.0

27.0

4.

(U) ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS

a. Supply: All twenty-five lift ships, and the three LFTs
utilized 16 refueling points at the miniport at Lai Kne, (south of
Hocking pad) for refueling. The refueling was done in flights of five$
which eliminated any congestion in mini-port area.
b.

Maintenance

Ohe aircraft experinced "hort
I was evacuated by CH-47 to PV.
c.

Medical:

ehaft4 faire

Neg4tive casualties were receivea.

5. (U) COMENTS iND RECOWENDATIONS
None

ON TD F 1- Rt"

at t4

Khe.
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20 May 1967
After Action Report of 1th Combat Aviaion Battalion
Operation 10-67 (Road Cle ring) 22 May 1967 (U)

LTC$ CE
Commanding
DISTRIBUTION:

2 CG let Inf Div
2 CG let Avn Bde
2 CO 12th Ck.t Avn Gp
2 CO 11th Cobt Avn Bn
2 CO lst Avn Bn
1 ea Co lth Cbt Avn Bn
1 LNO let Inf Div

1 S3 file

iiv
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DEPARTMENT CP THE ARMY
HEAI2QUARIM2S 1ST ENGINEE~R BATTALION
APO 96345

11 August 1967

AVDB-CE-3
SUBJECT:

Combat Operation After Action Report

THRU:

Ccainandirg Genera
1st Infantr... Division
ATTN: AVDB-T
Apo 96345

TO:

Commanuxer
US Military Assistance ComrAnd, Vietnam
AT'TN: 1321

1.* NAME OF OPERATION:

Operation PAUL BUNYAN

2.

151000 Jul 67 to 281430 Jul 6?

DATE OF OPERATION:

3. GENERAL: The cumnand headquarters f or the erigineer crinof
Operation Paul Bunyan was Headquarters, 1st Engineer Battalion, Di An,
acting in accordance with 2nd Bn (Mech), 2nd Inf OPCRD 7-67 dated 16 T:uly 67,
The 1st Engineer Battalion prcvided combat support to 1st Infantry Division
operating in the southern portion of the Ong Dong jungle.
a.

R~porting Officer:

b.

Task Organization:

THCRWALD R PETERSON
Coemmanding Officer
1st Engineer Battalion

Hq, 1st Engin~eer Battalion
Comnpany B
4.

-)

-

LTC TFORWALD R PFTERSO

CPT MARION L. CALId'EIL JR.

INTELLIGEE:
a.

Intelligence prior to operation:

(1) The area of interest is the Ong Dorg jungle and the
surrounding villages. The Ong Dong jungle provides a covered and concealed
route from War Zone D to the center of the Lam Son area-of operation.
(2) Enemy Forces: Sines 15 May 67 theru, have been numerous
VC units sighted in the operational area. The units sighted were the Phu
Loi Bin, Autumn Fighters, c-265 Co, C-63 Go, C-300 Plt, C-118 Plt, and Tan
flea Khanh guerrillas. This area is used as a base camp from which they
launch operations and as a supply storage area (NOTE: During clearing operations, friendly units should c.xpect to encounter minines, mortarings, sniping
incidents, ambushes, and other related activities).
b.

Intelligence during Operation:
The following was detected aidi destroyed:
17 July 67

I

(1)

105 mn round

vie 'IT 919155

AVflB-CE3
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5. MISSION: 1st Engineer Battalion supports 1st Infantry Division
operation by opening and maintaining MSR.
6.

COcEPT OF OPERATION:

a. 1s Engineer Battalion supported lst Infantry Division units
engaged in Operation Paul Puryan with one ccmpany (-).
b. Company B, Ist Enginesr Battalion supported 2nd Prigade, Ist
Infantry Division units engaged in Operation Paul Bunyan with 2 platoons.
(1)
let and 2nd Platoons were charged with constr,: Ling a bypass of Tan Uyen through the Ong Dong jungle.
*(2) 3rd Platoon continued its base development and civic
action projects.
c. Company A continued its direct support of the Ist Brigade with
base development and civic action projects.
d. Company C continues its direct support of 3rd Brigade base
development and civic action projects.
e. Company D, E, & Hqs, continued general support of the Division.

7.

EXECUTION:
15-jui 67:

B Company - Ist plt, 2rd pit, Pqs plt elements moved out of Di An
1000 hours 15 July 67 for NDP area (XT908164).
Arrived 1P 1045 hours 15

July 67. Began constructing overhead cover at N'DP. 2000 bours 15 July
67 all elements had overhead cover and sandbagged sleeping quarters. Mine
sweepers swept 8 km of road. Hqs element continued to support line platoons.

16 jul 67:
B Company - Ist plt departed 'DP 08O0 hours to install two 18,
culverts 36' long w/headwalls at 7T917204 and XT91820 4. Plso used 25
loads of laterite for fill at culvert site. 2nd pit departed I)DP 0800 hours
to install two 241, culverts 36' long w/headwalls at YT924202. 20 lords of
laterite were utilized for fill at culvert site. Repaired and reshaped
road with (2) graders from coordinates YT928197 to YT91720L.
Used 10
loads of laterite fcr road repair. Fqs plt continued to support line
platoons.
17 Jul 67:
B Company - Ist plt and 2nd pit worked jointly on road proiect
at coordinates XT918204 to XT918213.
Utilized 94 loads laterite for road
construction. Both elements departed NDP 0800 hours and returned 1700 hours.
All individuals worked from 1800 hours until approximately 2100 hours on
improving bunkers and sleeping quarters at NDP area. Mine sweep teams found
dud 105 rm round at XT919155.
It was blown in place. uqs plt continued
to support line platoons.
18 jul

67:

B Company - !st plt and 2nd pit worked jointly on road construction
using 125 loads of lateite and four loads of rock. poth elements departed
NDP appraximatel 0820 hours for work site at YT918204. Pqs pit ,was in
direct support of li:o platoons.
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19 Jul 67:
B COmpany - Ist plt and 2nd plt departed NDP 0800 hours for lob
site. 86 loads laterite and 20 loads of rock were utilized for road construction from YT918204 to XT918213. "oork was greatly hampered by lack of
dry base material. Hqs plt continued in support of line platoons.
20 Jul 67:
B Campany - Ist pit and 2nd pit continued to work on road construction. Each element departed NDP 0820 hours. Received support from ttree
5 ton dumps from D Company and three 5 ton dumps from Fqs Company to help
haul rock and laterite. 170 loads of laterite and 25 loads rock were hauled
to work site at XT918213 to XT918215. Pqs pit continued in support of line
platoons.
21 Jul 67:
B Company - Ist plt continued to work on road construction by
hauling 195 loads laterite and stockpiled 56 loads of rock at laterite pit.
Troffic directed elements were furnished by Ist pit. let pit was assisted
by three 5 ton dumps from D Company and three 5 ton dumps from Pqs Company
that were attached to B Company. 2nd pit worked at spreading laterite,
shaping and grading the road bed from XT9182014 to XT918215. Pos pit continued in support of line platoons.
22 Jul 67:
B Company - Ist plt continued to work laterite pit 1'auling 28
loads latef-ite and 64 loads of rock t' job site. tlso continued in traffic
direction enroute to work site. Provided sbotguns for Pqs vehicles. 2nd
plt continued construction of road b- spreading rock and laterite, grading,
shaping, cutting ditches and compacting road from "T918204 to VT918215.
Hqs pit continued in support of line platoons.
23 Jul 67:
B Company - All elements stood down, 0800 - 1200 hours for maintenance. Ist pit continued direction of hauling materials to ob site. 2nd
plt graded, reshaped and spread rock. Ist pit hauled 20 loads of rock to
cheir work site. 2nd plt did work on road coordinates vT918204 to 7T918215.
H!qs pt continued in support of line platoons.
24 Jul 67:
B Company - Ist pit supervised transportation of materials to work
site. 32 loads of rock were hauled to job site. Also used four EN for
hand ditching on road job site. 2nd pit worked to reshape and backblade
road with dozer in order to try and reduce moisture content of road bed.
Hqs plt continued in support of line platoons.
25 Jul 67:
B Company - Ist pit, 2nd pit and 12 E from 3rd pit canbined efforts
to construct 50 meters of corduroy road. (Cord. I'T918215 to YT918216).
2nd pit had three dozers working on drainage ditches for removing enouph
water and mud to enable the construction of this corduroy road. lst pit
directed stock piling of 28 loads of rock at laterite pit. Hos'plt continued in support of line platoons.
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26 Jul 67:
B Company - Ist plt and 2nd plt continued to direct tte diverting
of mud and water to enable further construction of road bed YT918204 to XT
918215.
Ist plt and 2nd plt combined efforts to construct 125 meters of corduroy road XT918216 to XT918217.
Ist plt stnzk-piled 19 loads of rock at laterite pitand hauled five loads of laterite to work site. 1500 rubber trees
viac XT9121 were cleared as a experiment using 180 feet of cruiser chain pulled
by two D7E's. Hqs plt continued to support line platoons,

27 Jul 67:
B Company - 1st plt hauled seven loads rock for repair of Rte 313,
spread rock, reshaped and graded road from Rte Bronze to "T916196. 2nd
plt used 15 loads rock to construct approaches to corduroy road at VT918.15.
Hqs plt continued in support of line platoons.
28 Jul 67:
B Company
NDP and move to Di
Di An 1430 hours.
from corduroy road
hours and prepared

8.

- 1st pit, Hqs pit, and 2nd pit proceeded to destroy
In.
Elements departed IMP area 1300 hours arrived
Ist plt and 2nd pit had 30 men retrieving materials
XT91821C to 7 T918217. Eqs pit returned to Di An 1.30
to construct base camp support operations.

RESULTS:
a. Friendly losses:
(1)

Personnel:

None

(2)

Equipment:

None

b. Enemy losses:
(1) Personnel:

None

(2)

None

Equipment:

c. Construction:
(1) A complete rehabilitation of Rte Bronze Tan "yen bypass
from XT928198 to YT918217 was accomplished.
(2)

Defensive positions were constructed at NDP.

(3) 756 loads of laterite and 219 loads of rock were hauled
to upgrade Rte Bronze Tan Uyen bypass.
9.

ADMINISTRATIVE:
a.

Average strength in field during operation - 75,

b.

Supply:

Normal channels with daily runs to Di In.

c. Maintenance:
or at field locations.

All equipment repair was performed at base camp
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Transportation:

Organic transportation used for road work.

e. Communications:
communications.

TO&E FM radios were the principle means of

f.
10.

Medical:

The unit had organic aid men.

SPECIAL EUIPME1T AND TECHNIQUES:

An experimeLt was conducted on the techniques of clearing rubber
trees with an anchor chain. The 180 foot chain, being pulled with two
D7E dozers, proved to be quite effective as a rubber tree clearinp metbod.
Approximately 1500 trees were cleared within a period of four hours.
11.

COKNDZRtS ANALYSIS:

The operation proved tb be a successful enpineer training vehicle
and gave experience in field operations to newly assigned personnel. However, the operation presented numerous problems to road construction. The
major limiting factor was the weather. With increased rain activit- tye
soil became too muddy to operate in effectively. Sufficient compaction
could nct be obtained due to this high moisture content-& As a final solution a corduroy rbkd was constitcted of 3x12 material in order to resupply
the infantry. It is concluded that during the monsoon season adequate
road construction cannot be feasibly carried out due to the compaction necessary and lack of sufficient base materials available in ihis country.
FOR THE COMANDER:

DISTRIBUTION:
Special

SANLEY
ILT, CE
Adjutant
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SUBJECTi

Combat After Action Report (MAV/RCS/J3/32)

THRU:

Comanding General
1st Infantry Division
APO US Forces 96345

TOt

Jcnander
US Military Assistance Comnand, Vietnam
ATTi : J321
APO' US Forces 96243

i.

NME AND TYP OF OPENRLTION:

2.

WTES CF OPEPATIONs

3.

(IERAL:

Operation BLmRFPLD; Search and Destroy.

051100 June 1967 to 091500 June 1967.

Comnand Headquarters 3d Brigade, let Infantry Division,

ist

Infantry MUMAsln OPIAN 14-67 (BLt.sFIrLD I); 3d Brigade, lst Infantry Division OPCRD

12-67, dated 031200 June 1967.

Operation BLUEFflLD was coiducted in the area North-

east of Lai Khoo The 3d Brigade plan was to conduct a multi-battalion combat assault
on 05 June 1967 and coaduet combat reconnaissance in assigned AO; and to destroy
VC/NVA forces and installations within the ophr ational area.
a.

Reporting Officer:

b.

Task Organization:
Headquarters, 3d Brigade, Colonel Sidney H. Marks. CO
2-28 Infantry, LTG Jerry S, Edwards, CO
1-16 Infantry, LT3 Rufus C. Lazzell, CO
2-2 Infantry (ach) LTC John D. Pendelton, CO
1-4 Cavalry, LTC John W. Siege, CO
2-33 Artillery, LTC Charles D. Daniel, CO

Colonel Sidney M. Marks

4. 3NTLLIGNcEt
a* Intellignoe Prior to the Opeation: The operational area extended
approximately 12 Km North and 13 Km Cast, Northeast of Lai Ihe bounded by coordinat
XT7440, XT7454 and East to the Song Be River. Major commnnication arteries within
the area! are Highway 13 on. the West and the Song Ba River on the East." The other
significant transportation artery is secondary road 302 which.branchos off Route 13
vicinity 1T795S42 an4 loads Southeast. The last major opaaticn in this area was
Operation TU3S.R which kept Route 13 open) and was conducted to the Wst. There had
been no seriou probes in this area Sast of Highway 13, however agont reports and
other intalligence reports indicated tax collection points-along Highway 13 in this
eneral area and movqmant of the 273d V Regiment and small groupt,(cmpar7 and squad
size) entoring and departing this area daily. SUR and SPAR activity also confirmed
movement and campsites of unknown size in the area. The last major contac in this
area was on 20 March 1967 when fpiendly elefents were attacked by d Battalion 273d

VC Re.4ment in which they suffered heavy casualties, (vicinity XT784%).

Political

elements considere4 to be in this'area and can be committad are THU DAU MOT, LCKG
BINH PROVINCE, E-N "TT DISTRICT and CHOf TRNH DI;TRICT CG4 MIT-IS and their
subordinate elements.

b. The actual area of operatiox, as indicated inpraraph "an above, had
many base carp, sci recentlycpnstructed and some which were old and not recent1v
used. Many base camps had overhead cover on the bunkers and connecting tunnel
systems. Some structures (incl tunnols) had reinforced steel and concrete supports
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a
and evidence ndicatoA some g7roups had recently depoted the base camps ,pror to
arrival of fric,'.'y troops. This was evidenced by hot food and.hot ashes. Friendly
elements did not angageanyVO units but did receive sporadic sniper fire, indicating
the VO chose not to defond thier installations, but rather to deploy individual
snipers and conduct harassing activities. A very large number of booby traps ranging
rcaids were found throughout.thq entire area,
from homemade hazdgrenades to 155
indicating the VO may have used this area as a raaf echelon miuzitic4i nd .weapons
repair center. A total of 24 weapons more captured in the base damps, .scojs weapons

M

which were homemade, and Atbers which appeared in'the stages of being rpelred, along
with powder, .primrs, cartridge cases (full and empty), gunsaith tqo3s. Medicin
and rice caches were small and of no significant valueo The sige and type structures
discovered indicate this area to be a possible "secure" area used by tbe VO for retaininq andorefitting of elements of the 273d Regimnt, and possibly otir
elements
of the 9th VC Division.
c, Terrain in the operational area is gensrally flat and broad leaf evergreen 'forest, intermingled with brush wod and bamboo forests in the Northeast
corner. The arealong Route 13 has been defoilated.in many plcoes, however the
double type canopy still hides most of the ground throughout the remainder of the
area. Weather was characterised by occasional rain and did not impede th operation*
d, Base camps, fortifications, tunnels etc, were in most cases well
constructed, with overhead cover, good camouflouage and stragetically located. Most
simnificant discoveries arc as followsa
12 unkers W/OH cover
VIC XT872458
100 Foh0les
VIc XT836482
5 Huts & 300 Meters of Trench
VIC XT863475
25 - 30 Bunkers
VIC XT893481
20 Bunkers
VIC XT865477
300 Neter tunnel leading 6ff in several directions and large enough to

walk in

VIC XT871468

15 fluts

viC XT870l

e. The area is sparsely populated with the exception of a few villages
along Highway 302.
. 11ISSICN: 3d Brigade conducts air assaialt into LZ's 16 and 18 and conducts
Searcluand
T--oy Operations in sector to kill VC/NA personnel and to d&stroy
VC/NVA installations*

6.

CON30PT OF OPiaTION:
a.

I nuver:

The 3d Brigade conducts a multi-battalion air assault and

:round assault on 05 June 1967 with, 2-28 Infantry, 1-16 Infantry landing on two
LZs; conducts combat reconnaissance in assigned AO to destroy VC/NVA forces 4nd

installations within the operational area.
b. Fire Support:- Artillery fire support will be as-follows:
(1) 2-33 Artillery: DS to 3d Brigade
(2) 6-15 Artillery: Reinforce 2-33 Artillery
(3) 1-5 Artillery: fl$R 2-33 Artillery
(4) A-8-6 Artillery: Reinforce 2-33 Artillery
(5) B, c-8-6 Artillery: GSR 2-33 Artillery
(6) C-6-26 Artillery (8"/175): GS
Artillery to be located as follows:
(1) FSB 33: 2-33 Artillery (-), A-8-6 Artillery
(2) IAI KIE s 6-15 Artillery and A-2-33 Artillery
(3) PHUOC VINH: 1-5 Artillery, B C-8,-6 Artillery, 0-6-27 Artillery.
76

EXSOUTION:

05 June 1967 - The 3d Brigade b zan Operation BLU.FIeLD by conducting an air assault
with two infantry battalions on two Ul2s and a ground assault with the 1-4 Cavalry.
At 0800 hours, the 1-4 Cavalry commenced movement toward objective F, vicinity
XT880450. After an extensive air and artillery preparation, the 1-16 Infantry conducted an air assault into LZ 16, vicinity XT875483 commancing at 31OO hours, and
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closing at 1135 hours.

The 2-28

fantry conlucted an air ,sault into LZ 28

vicinity XT828477, cqmmncin. at 1300 hours and closir at 1330 hours. Both LZIP
wiri~timdaA,'to 2-2 Infaitry secured FB 33 vicinity IT781451 and swept and
ooured'Highvly 13 from Li Khe to XT7831195 by 1020 hours*. During thu day3, operation,
% 24 IfAry, located and dostr.oyed a 15 lb road mine atXT7844W and a -30 lb
* 0 Dba pe P"
At XT784462. At IiW hours, vicinity XT870449, C Troop, 1-4
(v-40 1ated and Oestr.yed a base cwmp containing two bomemuW shotgurA, mjlU
ams amea, 145 alon rum containing explcsivls, 13 huts and 3 bunkers. Documents
foqnq in the eea were evacted.
At 1347'hoirs# vicinity XT867458, A Troop,
1-4 Cavalry jeowtad a partially destroyed base camp with a boobytrapped entrance.

A:siga at t%.*nfange read "Beware Danger Friend". A riflae, handaranadse.and some
documnts found In thi base camp were evacuated. At I12 hours, vicinity XT863471,
A Company, 1-3j Infantry located a base camp containinTr 3 huts, 15' by:P")
with
bker*, 1qpena parts, do ments, blackboards and olothig. TUe doowawtos were
pvacuated. -A VO hidn?, in a wall in the base crp -as killed during the search of
the area. At 20W hours, A company,.1-16 Infant*" reoeived one incoming rifle
gronade vicinitvXi877483 resulting In one WA. Nortars and ! 'rounds were fired
inpeturn 4 th v
wkncW
n results. The 2.8 Infantry established an NDP vicinity
WPW..
1.16 Infantry at XT875483 e.d the 1-4 Cavlry at XT655443. The remain'der of 0 June 1967 passed without inoidaqt.
06 Jum 196? - The 3d Brigae continued Oparatior
condu tFedo company size Seaioh and Destroy op.,

IT845490 an4 XT855470 respactiveily.

ML!EFJ3D.

TM 146 Infantry

onc in AO B and D vicinity

The 2-28 lfan-%.y conducted Search and Destroy

operati,,n In AO A, vicinity XT820460. The 144 Cavalry conducted Saar4h and Dastroy
operationo in AO 3, vicinity fT6P0. At 0818 hours, vZcinity XT837461 A C(Apany

2-28 Infantry located a cpnpany.si?,e base camp pontaining clothing, smaz CLM tof
ricaj hair olippers and 4 'MU'se 411 itez, were destroyed* While sping Highway
33, 2-4 Infantry located and rorqoved 3 road blocks, two at XT792423 and the third
vioinity XT 4~7~~C.
B _pany .2 Infantry swept and secured Rigway 13 frau.FJB 33
to Lai Xh4, ccvnp!ting at 1031 hours.

While sweaping the road, two 20 poiuid shape

charys, vicinity XT79246, two )lectrloal pressure tya devices with wiresk vicinity
.XT9A0, and a anti-personnel mine vicinity XT7932 were- located and destroyed.
At Of9f hour1# vicinity XT8774k6, C Troop 1-4+Cavalry located and destropd a base
camp ontAf4l7 3 bunkaors, 3 sleeping positions, 3 flywheels, 1 bicycle, 5 foxholes
and
XT84

ton srap iron. Documents located wore evacuated. At 3.05 H,'urs, vicinity
65, A Company 2-28 Infantry, locAted and dastroyed a hut containing 400 lbs

of unpoliphed rice. At 1120 hours, vicinity XT871468, A Troop, 1-4 Cavalry located
a lar , tunnel complex. There were gtiva findings in the tunnel and it was
destroyed. At 1129 hours, vicinity X65471, C compaiy 1-16 Infantry located and
dastryed an old base camp with 20 bixmhrs;- At 1210 hours, 'vicinity XT8490,
Compamy B, 1-16.Infantry loc t;ed and destroyed 8- ox carte. At 1510 hour, vicinity
rTM476, C Comany, 1-16 Isfantry located and destroyed a7 ecAay size base camp.
Documents, medical supplies and ore 1-ofmede sngle shot we..pon were fomd in the
area and evacuated. At 17T hours, vicinity 7.T794437, B Capa4 2-2 Infantry located

and destroyed an anti-tank iins. At 22 hours, vicinity X 8 Sj&, the 1-4 Cavalry

WDP 'reaeived 4 to 5 inccnmn mortar rpunds. Counter mortar fire wva returned with
unknoin results. Thare wre pgaftlv US pasualtics oi' damage. All battalions defended the same NDP's and th3 remkinder of th) 56h of June 1967 passed without incident
07 June 1967 - The 3d rigadl continued Operation BLU SLD. The 1-16 Inantry
coNTEd Search and Destroy eoprativrO in thl Eastern part of AO B, vicinity IT8Y5490.
Ie 2-28 Infantry conducted Search and Destroy operations in the 'iastern pWt..

of AO A, vicinity XT875.6. At 0343 hours', vicinity XT85443, the 1-4 Cavalry NP

received 6 incoming mortar rbundz, but suffered no asadltias q'r damage. At, 0759
hours, vicinity IT792,42, B .Company 2-2 Infantry located and destroyed a 0Wcom 30 lb
anti-tank mine and tow~ an4-personl mi~nes., At 0810, hours, vicinity 8O4 the
Recon Patoon, .1-16 Infantry 3.oated and 'destroyed 3U rounds of 57 tijrecoillass
rifle e wuntion and $ US han4Gronades. At 0846 hours, vicinity XTM432, A Caqw
24) Infantry located and destroyed' one Chicm 20 lb claymore with 20 lbs of 2NT rigo

god for oomand dqLtonatlons A Oompanyp 2-2a Infantry located and' dastroyed several

s 1"Imase camps throughomt the dq in the vicinity of XT836h82.

Threa 60 M mortar

roundis and three Chicom 6wwndes found in the area. were evacuated# At 0900 hours,
vicinity XT889451, C Troop$ 1-4 Cavalry located and destroyed 20 bunkers. Te 2- 2
Inf:%,try had Hihbway 13 cleared and secured from FSB 33 to Lai Kha by 0912 hours.
At &i30 hu;p5s, vicinity XT885tt,1, C Company; 1-16 Infantry founi and evacuated a
At 0930 hour, v.oznity rIM476, A Company, l-!6 7fantry loct?30 v tt 'enarator.
od and dstro'd a company site hb.e c.p containing a kitchen and cPbinep. A total
of 25 b ar can typi handrenades, 1-.01 :'ound, i-105 ro;und and assorted smOl arrs
amnunition ware located and dstroyed. A 45 calibor pistol, rifle (type $nknowi)

C
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and Darts for a 38 caliber pistol were located and evacuated. At 1050 hours,
vioitity XT885491, C Company, 1-16 Infantry located and destroye4 4 unserv:.oeable
shot~uns, At 1318 hours, vicinity XT827507, Company B, 2-28 Infazntry located and
dastIoyed one homemade shotgun, two bnrigaloru torpedoes, 15 rounds of 50 caliber
pounds of 'loose unmill-d rice "s
and 40 rounds of 20 1M ammunition. Seventy-five
aJl7o .destroyed. At 1329 hours, vicinity XT88 7439, A Troop, 1-4 Cavalry jc-ated and
destfoyed one hut, one bunker, one bicyclo frame, cooler pot, bamboo traps, 1-155
* 'and 1-60 MM mortar round. At 1345 hours, vicinity XT857471, A Cqmpany, 1-16
Infantry located a small base camp containing 8 ruck sacks, one Chicom claymore,
on- box of 30 caliber ammunition, one Chicom *renade, five bunkers and 460 meters
of trenchline. One of the ruck sacks contained propaganda material and was evacuated.
A't 1508 hqurs, vicinity XT882481, C Company, 1.16 Infantry located and destroyed two
fi namade mines along with some web gear. At 1516 hovrs, vicinity XT836484, A Company
228 Infantry located and evacuated 1 lb of dcumeants. At 1552 hoursvicinity
XT876431; A Troop, 3-4 CAvalry fired on one VC with a canniater round with unknwn
results, At 1630 hours, vicinity XT872424, A Troop, 1-4 Cavalry located a small
basQ, camp containinc 5 bunkers, a garden one 105 YM round, coopsticks and some
reQnt..wspairs.. A't 1732 hours, vicinity xT864474, A Company, 1-16 Infantry
located and det' eyed two handgrenados and two RPG rounds. At 1535 hours, vicinity
XT834475, an ambush patrol from A Company, 2-28 Infantry made contact with an
unlaon size VC force resulting in one US WL, . Small arms, mortars and artillery
were fired into the area with unknown results. All battalions defended the same,
NDP's. The remainder of 7 June 1967 passed with-ut. incident.
08 June 1967 - The 3d Brigade continu.- Operatio. BLIEFILD. The 2-2 Infantry
continued to secure FS3 33 and clearedad secured Highway 13.ofrom FSB 33 to Lai fhe
by 0830 hours. The 2-28 Infantry conducted Search and Destroy operations in AO's
B and D, vicinity ZT845490 and Xi855470 respectively. The i-4 Cavalry continued
Search ard Destroy operation in .O F, vicinity XT875445. The 1-16 Infantrjr, after
extensive artillery preparation, conducted a two compeny iir assault into LZ
vicinity XT872510, communcind at 0910 hours and closing at 0947 hours. At 0835
hours, vicinity XT845472, B company, 2-28 Infantry lonted and destroyed two
boobytrapped Chicon handirrenades. At 0810 hours, vicinity XT868435, A Troop, 1-4
Cavalry located and destroyed two huts, two bunkers, a boobytrappd box and two
20 lb bags of polished rice. At 090M hours, vicinity XT846483 A Company, 2-28
Infantry located and dastroyed 10 foxholes and 3 huts. At 0936 hours, vicinity
XT869423, A Troop, 1-4 Cavalry located and destroyed 2 bunkers, 1-81 MM dud, 1-105
MM-dud, 1 mine detactor and 1 bicycle. At 1043 hours, vicinity XT843464, T3Company
2-28 Infantry located and destroyed a base camp containing 5 huts, 25 bunkers,
500 lbp of polished rice and 2 VC 3ranades. At 133h: urs, vicinity XT877455, C Troop
i4 :avalry located a largae base camp containing 25 bunkers and 75 meters of trenchlic. At 1343 hours, vicinity XT846467, B Company 2-Z Infantry located and destroyed
two cooking huts, 1000 lbs of polished rice, 100 lbs of salt and 2000 lbs of unpolished
rice
At !-207 hours, vici-iy XT829470, C Company, 2- 7ifantry located and destroyed
5 boobytrapped handgrenades and 100 handgrenadese At I454 hours, vicinity IT835477
A Campany 2-28 Infantry located and destroyed 800-50 lb bags of peanuts# At 1459
hours, vicinity XT847459, B Company, 2-28 Infantry located and evacuated a can of
documents and one chicom bolt action rifle with bayonet. At 1505 hours, vicinity
XT8 W8!*A Troop, 1-4 Cavalry received one WM and one KMl from a boobytrapped 60M
mdrthrl'round. At 1525 hours, vicinity XT877455, C Troop, 1-4 Cavalry located and
e ac taed a diary. At 1539 hours, vicinity 1T855465, B Company, 2-28 Infantry located
aha'eicuated a PRC 10 set on frequency 46.50. At 1546 hours, vicinity XT8724$2,
C Tr6op I- Cavalxy located a base camp containing- 12 bunkers, 3-10 rounds, 6 CBU's,,
3-.l5$ rounds, 2-81 MM rounds, 1-60 MMround, 3 mauser rifles, 1 rusted 'shotgun and
oni~ e
semi-automatic carbine. At 1850 hours, vicinity XT8482, C Company 1-16
Thfan'i l cated a civilian type
.ll1s Jep license number G81500. At 23W hours
STrbbp'l -4 Cavalry spotted one indivxdual'abbut 30 eters from the perimeter of the
NDP..79rounds were fired
th unknown resuts. At 1654 hours, both companies of
1-16 In~etry completed their airlift back to the battalion NDP. All battalions
defenj.he same NDP's. The remainder of the 8th of June passed vithout incident.
0 JWo 1967 - The 3d Brigade concluded Operation DIAEFIELD by extracting all units
froth3ir field.locations. Th3 1-4 Cavalry departed their NDP at 0730 hours, and
m-4.'by road to PHU LOI. The main body closed at 1335 hours and the trail party
clTsd5.at
2020 vicinity
hoursr Ite
Squadronan became
OPCC!
theAist
hit closing
a road
Artilleryupon
from
5-2 Division
gun of
SP 40 MM
XT848363,
hours,
A%'
JT78910O
vicinity
0833
hours,
At
min9-resulting in minor damage to the vehicle.
A Cbnpany, 22 Infantry located and destroyed 3 anti-personnel mines rigged for
At 0853 hours, vicinity XT793424, an APC from A Company, 2-2
"dtonation.
o
c .
Infdi~ry hit a 10 MM dud ri~ged as a road mine, resulting in minor da.mage to the

C
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vehicle. An additional 10 'roupd was destroyed. At 0917 hours, vicinity
XT78921O, A dcmimn 2-2 Infantry locatid and destroyed one anti-tink mir and one
shape charge ri ,d for comeand detonation. The 1-16 Infantry was extracted from LZ
26 comnncintg at 0950 hours and closed UAI KIE at 1102 hours. The 2-23 nantry was
airlifted frcm LZ 28 commncing at 1326 hours and closing IAI !E at 14U hours. At
1434 hours, the 2.2 .Infantry, 2-33 Artillery (A) and A Battery 8-6 Artillery departed
at. 1554 houras
FSB 33 and -closed ULI KME
3. SUPPCRTf1O FORTS:
a. ArtI'illery: The operation was supported by 2-33, Artilleryj 6-15
Artillery, reinforcing; 1-5 Arillary, GSR; C-646 Artilleryj GS. Arbillery fires
were planned on al .IZ's during the- operation. Artillary fires were used extensively
in support of ground forcos. A total o± 6676 rotimde of 105 SM and 3513 rounds of
155 J were oxpended.

I

b. Air Force: The Air Force provided arial obsrvation nd reconnaissane
throu,',Ou ' the operation, 4r ?ro ordnande was usad irr'pzparation of LZ's and
in support of ,r und forces. A total of 73 close air s*pot soi'tis were flown in
conjunction with the operatime.

9.
RESUL2S
a..

Personm1 Losaas:
(.1) US Losses: 1 KW. 2 WM
(2) VC Losses: 1 KIA (fla)

be Equirmant Losses:
(1) US Losses: Nea
(2) VC Losses:
Captured
.2
2
A

(a) Weapons:
Howmade Shotguns
Hcmamade Rifles
45 Caliber Pistol

1
3i
1

33 Caliber Pistol
Shotguns
7.6 Chicom P.1fle

German M:tusar Rifles
British 3nfield Rines

3
2

(b) Ammuneziont
Chicom Handrenadzs
50 Ca4lbr.,Anmo Rounds
7.62 Rounds

2
4
145

7.92 Rounds

CDU

Destroyed
-

-

139
50

122

3;

1

19

AT Nines
30 lb Shape Charges
20 lb Shape Chars
30 Caliber Rounds
8 inch rounds

-

2

-

2

105lMRund

-

1

,Dder Can Grenades

3
-

60 * Rounds
Handheld Flares
55 Gallon Drum Sxplosives
5 ballon'Drum cr

6
25

6.
2
1

1
6

US Handanads-

3

Fine Detonators
Alp Mines

-9

155 i. Rounds
57 1N,Rounds
VT (Pounds)

-

Chiccm Ollymes
Plasting .eps'
,PG .Roued

O AC'CI

3

4
25

-3

10O
2

7-

iBangalor-a
20 IA4 Rounds
Dcb Fue
81 MH Mortar Rounds
100lbflob
50 lbBcab Casings
Carbine Magazines

•BIR

2
40

-

1
2

1

3

-4

asnes

(0) Food Stuffs:
Unpolished Ri.oe (pounds)

Salad oil (eal-los)
C-Rationa ( ,hno)
Salt
(pounds)
Nants
(tons)

(d)

-

4
5015

-

2

-

6

100

--20

Documents found tkToughout the operation wre evacw-ted

through S-2 chlennls.

(a) Iltiscollanus,
US' Protective Msk
Miners Lamp
VC mFUas

Tools

-

1
2

Miscellaneous

Electric Generator
Ruok Sack

1
1

23: Ton International Truck

1
1

Willys Jeep

Llackboaids
6 Volt Batteries
Cizbat Boots (pair)
Hair Olippers
Helmet Liner
Canteen
Poncho Liners

Guitar

Steel Reinforcin3 Rods (ton)
Flywheels

03Carts

-

2
2
2
1
I
1
2

-

-

-

I

-

3

-

8

Lantern

1

Cups & Saucers

Galvynized Drum

61

-

1

-

Sleeping Bags
-4
Rice Bowls
Miscellaneous tr.ctor parts were evacuated, and a small amount
of clotning was destroyed*

10. ADMINISV.,TIETM iv.s's
a. Supplyt
were encountered*

Resupply was conducted by air and road.

b# Maintenance:

No supply problems

No maintenance Irobleme were encountered durinc the

operaticn*

c.

Treatment of' Casulties, Evacuation and moapitalization:

No unusual

problems were encountered with medical evacuation or treatment of the wounded.
d. Transpgrtation:
during the operation.

No major transportation problems were encountered

e. Commmications, Throughout the operation no problems were encountered
with communications bobween the Brigade OP and the various battalions.
.n. SIBCItiL EQUIPMNT LND T3HN±QUES: No special equipment or techniques were
employed during this operation.
-
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CQ0MWNURS ANALYSIS,

Operation BLIEFIELD was initiated to close with th

CO/F/D
0-/7A1/A

L.

273d VC Regiment which h'.d ban reported in the c-rea of the operation. !Ioweirer, the
V-1 had moved out, of th area prior -to the beginning of the opera.tion leaving behind
care-taker forces in tha base enmps,
Although little damage was dors to the VC, all units gains4 much needed
exivrienoe in the praparation for and conduct of an cirmobile asault, rasupply
operations, and ,unme c:bat operations.

SIDNY M."J'kI
Colonel, Infrntry
Cmiend3.ng.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS 1ST INFANTRY DIVISION
APO San Francisco 96345

AVDB -CG

SUBJECT:

Fundamental, of Infantry Tactics

TO:

Brigade, Battalion, and Company Commanders

1. Swift and enduring lessons in tactics are taught by the Viet Cong,
bt combat experience is a hard and costly school. I am concerned that as
our leaders rotate, oulr battle-won wisdom shrinks. However, I am convinced
that if we help successor leaders to grasp a few tactical principles and
basic techniques, victory--and comparatively inexpensive victory--will invariably crown our future undertakings.
Therefore, I have asked a group ot
seasoned officei s to draw up the enclosed compendium based on their combat
experiences. I direct each of you to study it carefully, and to use it as
your guideline for operations and training.
2. I will expect to find in your command, at the minimum, evidence of
your attention to and emphasis upon:
a. Exploiting artillery and air firepower for all missions.
b. Maintaining security and dispersion under all circumstances.
c. Moving to contact with particular care to find the enemy with
scouts.
d. Controlling advanced elements tightly, so that at any time precise position of units is known, and immediate use of air and artillery is
possible.
e. Searching the battlefield with system and thoroughness.
f. Digging defensive positions which are well fortified to the
front and overhead, with weapons sited painstakingly for madmum surprise
and flanking fire upon an assaulting enemy.
3. The hallmarks of Ist Division leaders, our distinctive professional
traits, have been (1) violent, massive firepower; (2) firm control of maneuver at all times; (3) security under all conditions; (4) cloverleaf patrolling; and (5) deep foxholes with full frontal berm overhead cover, and 45
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Fundamentals of Infantry Tactics

degree firing ports. That future leaders of the Big Red One are similarly
endowed is my most serious responsibility, and yours.

4Inc
1. The Faey
2. Big Red One
Battle Principles
3. Defense
4. Offense

J.H. HAY

MG, USA
Comnauding
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THE ENDfY
1.
(TAOI)

INTELLIGENCE IS FOR ALL COMMANDERS:

The tactical area of interest

of the 1st Division encompasses BINH DUONG Province-the seedbed of

armed communism in Vietnam-eastern War Zone C, western War Zone D, and the
infiltration routes through BINH LONG and PHUOC LONG Provinces.

Table I

identifies the principal Viet Cong formations operating within the TAOI,
both main force and local force. 1st Division leaders should take advantage
of every available ouportunity to learn about these units, and their
strengths and weaknesses.

In this war, intelligence cannot be relegated to

staff specialists; it governs our tactics no less than our plans and operations.
2.

MAIN FORCE UNITS:

a.

Since 1962 the Viet Cong have relied strate-

gically on main force units of regiment and division size, composed of full
time soldiers.

The 9th Light Infantry Division, among the oldest and most

successful of the VC main force organizations, operated during 1965 north of
SAIGON down to the metropolitan suburbs.

Since 1965 operations of the 1st

Division have driven the 9th Division northward, away from the centers of
population, into the jugles of War Zones C and D.

A series of tactical de-

feats by the 1st Division have seriously depleted the regiments of the 9th
Division, and its original South Vietnamese soldiers have been replaced by
North Vietnamese to a significant degree, especially among the cadre and
leaders.
b. 11ain force units normally operate in elements no smaller than
battalion, and are well equipped with a full range of modern infantry
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weapons, including heavy machine guns, mortars, and recoilless rifles.
Within the War Zones, 120am mortars have been encountered, and artillery and
artillery rockets also must be expected.

Unit communication equipment-

largely wire, with some radios-is adequate.

Some weaknesses may lie in the

morale, motivation, and state of training of the VC voldiers within main
force units

stemming from tensions between Northerners and Southerners,

continued deprivation of the pleasures of civilization, lack of familiarity
with the terrain, disease, and in some instances

starvation.

These

occasionally detract from unit efficiency, but not dependably so.
3.

LOCA

FORCE UNITS:

The Viet Cong continue to wage intensive war

with full time guerrillas (organized Qsually into district companies or provincial battalions), part-time guerrillas (usually district companies), and
village militia (clandestine activists).

Local force units are often, but

not always, poorly equipped in most respects, but the local force guerrilla
can be a better trained, more resolute foe than his main force counterpart.
The style of the main force is regimental attack or ambu3h; that of the local force a two-man claymore attack or a road mining.

The strength of the

local force is the guerrilla's ability, through long familiarity with his
own neighborhood, to merge with the populace or fade quickly into a base
camp once he strikes.

4.

BASE CAMPS:

a. For both main force and local force units, base

camps are essential for survival.

Deeply rooted in Communist doctrine is

the importance of a "secure base area" for guerrilla operations.

The local

force units tend to place their reliance on numerous small camps dispersed
throughout their areas of operations.

In BINH DUONG Province virtually every
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patch of woods coneals at least one small circular entrenchment with associated btakers and tunnels, and each local force unit has at least one elaborately fortified refuge; larger units have a tunnel complex in which their
Some of these tunnels are more than

hospital and headquarters are located.

20 years old, and many are hundreds of meters in length.

Local force base

camps are usually extensively booby trapped, and often protected by punji
Main force base camps are usually not so well guarded by mines; they

pits.

are, of course, larger, and frequently include training facilities, such as
rifle ranges and classrooms.

Having constructed numerous, well fortified,

pre-stocked base camps throughout his area of operations, the enemy may
shift his forces as the situation dictates, either for offensive or for
defensive reasons.
b. Any defended Viet Cong base camp presents a formidable problem
to attackers.

One local force sqnad has been known to withstand assault by

two US infantry companies, and even a VC sniper or two, firing from within
a mined camp, can inflict numerous casualties on a maneuvering force.
Obliteration of local base camps and surrounding jungles using bulldozers
has unquestionably been effective.

Fowever, our attempts to demolish base

camps, using explosives, have been comparatively unsuccessful.

Bvidence

suggests that the enemy soon re-enters and restores partially damaged base
camps unless constant patrolling, or other US counter-action prevents him.
5.

The military organization of the

CCOMUNICATION-LIAISON ROUTES:

enemy is patterned after the cellular organization of the Communist party.
General dissemination of combat intelligence, and even information on Viet
Cong dispositions is rare; leaders are discouraged from inquiring into
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situations beyond their own unit and area of operation.

Accordingly, fixed

€omunicatLonliaison routes assume great importance to the Viet Cong units
moving from one zone to another, since they must usually follow an established chain of base camps using a series of guides to pass from one area
to the other.

Supply parties and messengers follow the same routes; fre-

quent "out-outs" and transfer points are prescribed.

US interdiction of

such routes invariably causes confusion and dismay.
6.

VC ATTACKS:

Viet Cong offensive operations are usually launched

from a base camp, and participating troops are well rehearsed in withdrawal routes, primary and alternate, from the point of attack to the same or
another base camp.

It is important to appreciate that all enemy military

doctrine is couched in offensive terminology.

Viet Cong "counter sweep"

operations-the posture the Viet Cong assume to defend againr-t large search
and destroy operations-are described in their orders and other documents
in terms of attacks by small groups upon the advancing enemy.

In practice,

tis means the enemy units dispatch small elements to conduct harassing
counter-attacks with mortars, rifle grenades, claymores, and other mines
as the situation permits.

This tactic is intended to maintain close con-

tact with our forces, thus reducing vulnerability to our fires.

Counter

sweeps also visualize the gradual intensification of harassing acti-ns up
to and including all out attacks upon our forbes once they appear fatigued
or depleted, and their strengths and vulnerabilities have been accurately
appraised.

The terminology "attack" embraces any means of producing casual-

ties among allied forces, including setting pressure mines in the road.
Mortar attacks on US bases, both artillery field positions
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nd our permanent

bases, is a preferred Viet Cong mode of offensive action.

A meeting engage-

ment outside fortifications with Viet Cong forces larger than platoon is
rare, but there have been at least three instances in the past year of a
Viet Cong force engaging, by what appeared to be an impromptu ambush, a US
rifle company patrolling in the jungle.

Iis

The Viet Cong prefer better odds

and more carefully reconnoitered and planned operations.

One favored form

the regimental ambush of a vehicular column on a road-a tactic to which
the 9th Light Infantry Division resorted three times in the course of two
months in the sumer of 1966.

Another preference is a regimental assault

upon a US defensive position.

Post-battle analysis suggests that the enemy

plans his maneuver basically on terrain information, that is, knowing we
were occupying a position in a given clearing, he maneuvered into position
to attack the clearing.

However, usually his attack was preceded by ground

reconnaissance and probes designed to single out locations of our automatic
weapons, and identify weak points in our defense.

Invariably, his attacks

were preceded by intense mortaring and numerous volleys from direct fire
weapons.

His assault, when it was launched, was delivered over a wide front,

but he concentrated a large mass of his infantry in considerable depth upon
one small sector of our position in an effort to penetrate at that point.

A

number of these large scale attacks were launched in the early morning hours,
as though the attackers expected to capitalize upon the first daylight during
the latter stages of their assault, when they had penetrated our position.
The assault itself was intense and aggressively pressed, with heavy reliance
being placed on hand grenades as well as the submachine gun.

All these

attacks were markedly unsuccessful; enemy initiated ground attacks were the
greatest single source of enemy losses over the past year.
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TABLE I

PRINCIPAL VIET CONG FORCES

MAIN FORCES
9th VC Division
271st VC Regiment
272d VC Regiment
273d VC Regiment

1ST INFANTRY DIVISION TAOI

AREA OF OPERATIONS

War Zones C&D

REMARKS
A highly mobile light infantry division which normally conducts regimental size operations. Oldest VC
division in the III Corps Tactical

Zone, this division has been the ist
Infantry Division's primary opponent.

7th NVA Division
52d NVA Regiment
141st NVA Regiment
165th NVA Regiment

101st NVA Regiment

PHUOC LONG and BINH

Elements of this division entered

LONG Province
War Zone C

the Corps Tactical Zone in 1965. It
is believed the division was formed
during 1966. Ridden with disease,
this unit is only just beginning to
be a combat effective unit.

War Zone

Independent mobile regiment formerly
under the operational control of the
9th VC Division.

&D

LOCAL FORCES
PHU LOI Battalion

BINH DUONG Province

A well trained, high morale provincial battalion. The 1st Infantry
Division has had frequent contacts
with this battalion. It Is the
principal local force battalion in
the division area.

C61
C62
C63
C64
C70
C81

South BEN CAT District
CHANH THANH District
LAI THIEU District
DAU TIENG District
BINH LONG
North BEN CAT District

Viet Cong district comparA es which
vary in strength from 50 to 120 men.
These companies are armed with mixed
weapons. Their combat effectiveness
varies from the highly proficient
with high morale to those which are
combat ineffective in other than
platoon level operations. These cmpanies operate within their districts
and reinforce the hamlet and village
guerrillas.

Located in War Zone C

Political and military headquarters
directing all military and political

Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company

POLITICAL HEADQUARTERS

COSVN

elements of the Viet Cong effort in
the majority of South Vietnam.

TM ZI ,(cntiMiid)
pOLITICAL JMAMUPJIuau

Military

legion I

Military Region IV

Military Region 10

AREAOF_________

Located in War Zone D

Located in Southeantern
BINH DUONG
Probably located in
PHUOC LONG

&bordinate to COSVN. Controls and
directs VC activity in all of the
In Corps area except SAIGON, BINH
LONG.j BINH TUr, and PHUOC LONG areas.
Controls VC activity, political and
vilitsry, in SAIGON and its surroundin

district.

Nw region in two northernmost proLONG
vinces of III Corps area-BINH

and PHUCC LONG training and recuperation base for infiltrating units.

BIG RED ONE BATTLE PRINCIPLES

1.

Infantry, armor, and Army aviation find the enemy.

2.

Air and artillery kill the enemy.

3.

Battalion commanders must know unit locations within 10
meters at all times.

4. Keep plans and schemes of maneuver simple.
5.

Put your back to a landing zone.

6.

Foxholes are deep, properly sited, camouflaged, have full
overhead cover and a frontal protective berm.

/713
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FDEFUSE
1.

TEAWRK:

The 1st D)lvision has earned well a reputation for build-

ing sound defenses, and fighting from them magnificently.
will never defeat an attacking Viet Cong force.

But reputation

Perhaps more than any other

type of operation, successful defense hinges on sound planning, hard preparatory work, vigorous execution, and aggressive follow-up at every level:
*The rifleman whose shovel, muscle, weapon, and courage are the
foundation of the defense.

*The NCO whose kdow-how shapes and ties together the position, who
leads the defenders at the point of decision.
*The company officer who lays out the position, and controls the
infantry weapons.
*The battalion commander who selects key weapon positions, arranges
artillery concentrations, and pre-planned air, and commands the fight on the
ground.
*The brigade commander who supervises preparation, and manages from
the air fires and exploiting maneuver.
2. THE US COUNTR TO INMY ATTACK:

The Viet Cong are a tough and wily

foe from whom surprises are to be expected.

Nonetheless, their doctrine and

training seems to compel them to follow a pattern.

Usually their attacks are

preceded by reconnaissance and light probes designed to del!ineate our positions, locate our key weapons, and identify weak spots in our line.

They then

bring their mortars and recoilless rifle well forward, and lay them directly
on specific US weapons whose positions they fix during the reconnaissance.
Their attack itself is heralded by intense fires from these heavy weapons,
11

TABLE I

VC ATTACK & US COUNTER

BEID(Y TACTIC
(1)

ITDVSO-EES

*Reconnaissance: probes, harassment,
pre-attack targeting

(1)

*Counter-re'on sectnrivy screen:
LP & OP's trip flares and claymores
*Camouflaged positions
*Fire discipline

(2) *Indirect fire: mortars, recoilless
rifles, rifle grenades

(2) 'Overhead cover

(3)

(3)

*Camouflaged positions
*Low silhouettes
*Full frontal berms

(4)

Wire and other obstacles
*Trip flares
*Claymores
*Full front.al berms
*Flanking, grazing fire
*Positions in depth
*Large caliber direct fire

*Direct fire: recoilless rifles,
RPG, M, claymores

(4) *Frontal assault:

SMG And grenades;
concentrated infantry
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followed by a frontal assault of the US line.

The assault infantry are

normally led by subnachine gunners firing continuously from the hip as they
run, supplemented by grenadiers.

1st Division defenses are designed to

frustrate both onemy heavy weapons, and enemy infantry assault.
outlines the means by which we. counter specific enen

3. ifIGHTIN G POSITIONS:

Table I

tactics.

The Big Red One fighting position adheres to

the following principles:
a. A frontal protect4.ve berm to deflect direct fire.
b.

Forty-five degree firing ports.

c. Full overhead cover.
d.

Camouflaged to blend into the background.

e. Low silhouette.
f. Permits "Bee Hive" rounds to be fired without endangering
occupants.
g. Is continually improved so long as position is occupied.

4.

SIT SLfCTION:

Difficulty with an individual position-inability

to perform mission or extensive labor--usually starts with poor choice of
site.

Leaders must look for the ground with best cnmand of long graze in

their sector, and emplace their automatic weapons there.

They should also

look for natural cover and concealment for positicns, and use it well.
machine gun should be protected by at least two rifle positions.
should be sited in depth, that is, displaced from front t

k'ear

Bach

Positions

1O-50

meters

from one another, as in the following idealized diagrams kiigures 1 and 2).
It is not

ufficient fo- a company comnander, platoon leader, or squad leader

to simply locate his unit upon the general trace of a perimeter and begin to

!71
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Figure 1. Positions n level ground

SCALE

11

1 1 1200

100

Meters
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Figure 2. Positions on uneven ground
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dig.

These leaders mst develop a sensitivity for the defeshMpossibility

of any plece of ground their unit occupies.

ThAT must visualise how the

defense of their assigned sector will develop.

They must be alert to the

slightest changes in the lie of the terrain; bv moving the tentative location
of a position as little as five feet, a fine field of fire may develop, or
there may be provided a site 6ffering classic cover and concealment.

Leaders

must develop the facility to visualize the role eacn position- ili play in
the defense, and how the whole sector will interlock into a coordinstad system of mutually supporting positions.

They must walk the terrain, identify

avenues of approach, and calculate how to defeat enemy assault an those
approaches.

In selecting his position the commander will, if possible, avoid

pushing the defensive perimeter out to the tree line at the edge of a clearing.
Well dzig-im positions in the open, covered by listening posts in the forest,
take ndvantage of available fields of fire, and are also less vulnerable to
attack by mortars since tree bursts cannot impact directly up,
commander will site his fighting positions to form a perimeter i

toe unit.

Ine

depth, avoid.-

ing a lineal or regular circle configuration, and to interlack positions for
maximum mutual support by flanking and covering fires amog Uidividul positions.

He will take steps to insure tnat esen soldier will know his own field

of fire and that of supporting positions, and that each of the subordinate
leaders will know the same information for all the positions unaer his command,
plus the planned mortar and artillery fires (to include planned "bee-hive"
fires) which can support his area- of responsibility.
lish a unit SOP for the defense and follow it,

Normally, he will estab-

but any SOP must provide for

siting or checking key positions by the defense commander, and 1-s designating
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hich shall be two, three,. or four man positions.
5.

SEUENCE OF WORK:

a.

Select site.

Primary concern is fields of

fire, but look also for natural cover and concealment for each position.

Walk

key machine gun final protective lines to check the. selected position, and to
identify dead space.
b.

Plan camouflage.

Calculate tow position will be blended into

background, and establish paths for approaching site, for pitching tents,
and for passing forward to clear fire lanes.
Dig a foxhole throwing up spoil to form a -berm, which is progres-

c.

sively packed, formedi and apertured.
d. Clear (or preferable selectively thin out) fields of fire, to
provide fire lane down each FPL, and.observation over the whole assigned sector.
e.

Complete walking FPL's and prepare range cards.
mplace elaywores; a minimum of one per men.

f.
.

Emplace wire.

plus concertina (if

A frontal perimeter barrier line of trip flares,

available), and obstacles along the friendly side or each

FL.
h.

Continue to improve foxhole.

Stock hole with amno, providing

storage niches.
i. Put overhead cover on foxholes,
J.

Complete camouflagb of front,

k. Dig entrance trench, and supplementary hole(s), and camouflage them.
1. Cam6uflage tents and paths.
m. Dig communications trenches and reserve positions and camouflage.
Camouflage will be replaced as needed, bermimproved as appropriate, covered
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fireteam will use overwatch within the fireteam (half moving and half overwatching).

The forward movement is by bounds.

This type of movement again

alow the minimum number of men to become engaged by the same source of
firepower at once, and someone to return fire immediately.

When this squad

he moved 100 to.200 meters. depending on terrain,, the squad leader will ,set
up a defense position and send his fireteams, one at a time, to the flanks in

a cloverleaf.

The fireteam (cloverleafing) will advance using the overwatch

within the fireteam (half moving and half in a position overwatching).
oener n rteam will always be overwatching.

The

When this action is completed,

he will call the platoon leader who will displace the platoon forward, followed by the company until contact is made with the point.

As soon as contact

Is made with the point, it will move out again repeating the same steps,

evmpany wifl,

The

upon closing on the point squad, set out security iumediately

and thet send patrols out to the flanks.
patrol to both flanks.)

lose than 40 meters.

(Each rifle platoon will send a

The patrols will go out, depending on terrain, no

The rear platoon will, in addition to cloverleafing,

sai security to the rear.

The platoon direcily behind the company Hq group

should send security to secure the comand group.

When all clover-leaf pat-

rols have returned, the company commnander must be notified so that he can
moe the compAny forward upon the call from the point element.

This type of

movement is slow and requires practice, good control and lots of patience:
however., time and again, units using the cloverleaf have scouted out the enemy,
destroyed him by fire, and then maneuvered in upon his positions without
serious casualties.

The cloverleaf method is slow.

The company depicted

(Figure I) will cover only about 2000 meters in iight hours of advancing.

/o
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Some

commanders who have elected to advance otherwise have taker. heavy casualties
in their lead platoon and suffered more attempting to extricate them.

It

is difficult to outline the application of the clover-leaf principle which
would correspond to every situation.
rative.

The preceding exawmle is merely illust-

Occasions will arise when greater speed of movement will be dictated

by mission, terrain, or enemy situation.

The clover-leaf principle holds

that the rifle company will advance preceded by patrols in all directions.
Successftl employment of the clover-leaf principle requires intense practlce:
sand tables or chalk drills at platoon ana company level, and practical exercises on terrain, as often as possible.

Succes- also require: patience of

commanders at battalion level and above, for they must accept the inherently
slower pace of advance which adherence to the clover-leaf principle demands.
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4.

ACTIONS UPON CONTACT.

Enemy contact in the jungle usually occurs

at point blank range, and more often than not the enemy will enjoy advantages of fortifications, snipers in trees, conmmication trenches, and
minefields to his front and flanks.

It is imperative that upon contact,

at all echelons, teamwork begins as follows:
a. Company in contact. High volume of fire in direction of eneW,
not neglecting trees.
with smoke.
one marking.

Immediately mark most advanced elements and flanks

Report direction (magnetic azimuth) to enemy, and range from
Initiate artillery fire mission.

Withdraw to place at least

50 meters between most forward element and en;my.
to enemy line, or to desired air strike runs.

Straighten line parallel

Report estimeted enemy strength,

equipment, and direction withdrawal (if any).
b. Pattalion commander.
artillery observer.

Immediately request FAC, air strikes, and

Locate precisely by map grid point of contact and mark

Initiate artillery blocking fires, if company FO has not done so.

for FAC.

Alert reserves, medical evacuation aviation, and emergency resupply.

Control

air strikes if company comander not in rosition to do so.
c. Commanders at all echelons.
enemy position must be curbed.

Aggressive instincts to flank the

Once the enemy position is established, all

commanders must strain their resources to bring available fires to bear on
the enemy.

Each commander from company on up must be capable of employing

air and artillery, practiced in utilizing the channels of communications
for each, and quick to initiate action to bring each into play.

The most

crucial information which the unit in contact must supply is the direction
in which the enemy is withdrawing.

Based on this sensing, commanders at
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higher echelons deliver fires to block the avenue of enemy withdrawal or
re4nforcement.

Fires are shifted outward from the point of contact progres-

sively, and are discontinued only when, in the judgment of the battalion or
brigade commander, the enemy has escaped.

The inception of a heavy volume of

artillery fire, and sustained fire can be facilitated by (1) "walking" fires
in advance of and to the flanks of the unit as it moves to contact, and (2)
keeping the artillery shooting despite use of air in the target 'rea.

Upon

contact, time should not be wasted on prolonged attempts to fix precise targets.

It is imperative thab the supporting fires be initiated immediately.

They can be initiated at a greater distance and subsequently is worKed toward
the unit as the situation clarifies.

Battalion and brigade commanders must

continually keep informed of the location of friendly fire support bases,
and periodically war game the simultaneous employment of air and artillery
in the event of contact.

As a rule, artillery should never be cut off to

facilitate delivery of air; rather, it should be shifted to augment the air
in a blocking role.
c-in be employ d,

Constantly adjusted air-artillery fire control lines

Expt.rience confirms that o.7, arti.UC;7

of air, excessive time is lost in resuming fire.

is c--t of. in favc.

Ecperience also -nderscores

the importance of the battalion conmiander choosing correotly .imong the relative advantages of air and artille-7 in ear.h given situation.

In general,

air is the preferred instrvment in dense jungle, or againtt base caui , because
it can be delivered dependably very close to troops.

Naya!', is a fine close

support weapon, but should always be delivred parallel to the friendly front.
C'3U is deadly agains7 enemy o1.i.-o fortif
.
vered parallel.

..ationc, and should also be deli-

Bombs are the answer to VO emp.acements.
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Light artillery

.(

is generally ineffective against fortifications, but is-a fine, high volume
antipersonnel weapon capable of achieving local fire superiority if nothing
else.

Light artillery and mortars can, of course, be fired in close support,

but these too perform more reliably fired parallel to friendly front.
and heavy artillery

Medium

ast be echeloned in depth from friendly troops, but can

effectively destroy VC fortifications.

The mastery of fire control and fire

coordination is the most important challenge faced by battalion and brigade
comnanders in Vietnam.

Delegation of fire toordination is impossible; only

the cowsander or the S-1 has the feel for the situation required.
5.

FOLLOW-UP TO FIRMWER:

When in the Judgment of the commanders

concerned fires oh the enemy have been effective, the advance will be resumed.
Security to front and flanks is restored, and the unit enters the eneu
tion.

posi-

At this time the mission of the infantry is thorough police of the

battlefield.

The Viet Cong are adroit at concealing personnel, arms, documents,

and other valuables, and care and imagination are necessary for the searchers
to ferret out the fruits of victory.

Prisoners are especially valuable in

this conflict, and pains should be taken to capture, safeguard, and treat
medically any VC who survive our bombardment.

Any documents, no matter how

unimportant appearing they may be, should be evacuated.

It should be a matter

of pride to any infantry unit that an area it has searched is left devoid of
intelligence.
6.

ROAD CLEARNG OPIAarONS:

securinR a road for use as an MSR.

Offensive operations frequently entail
In undertaking to clear a road, infantry

commanders should coionce operations by passing troops in V formation down
the road, with the opening of the V in the direction of advance.
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The ends

of the wings echeloned forward and outward from the road should be at least
100 meters away from the ditchline, -nd the soldiers therein should be carefully instructed to search for wires and other signs of command detonated
rnnes or cl).ymores.

At the point of the V, on the road itself, about 200

1

00

Fi~iare

2*Inverted

V for road clearing

meters reirwird, should be mine sweep teims.
Eknerience establishes thnt t!he best mine detector we possess is An nlert
infintrymAn with n keen eye, noticing tracks, disturbances in the surface
of the road, or wires.

Once the initial clearing patrol moves downM the

road, the rocnd must be secured agninst re-mining and snipers.

Troops or

armor assianed the securing mission must penetrate into the vegetation alongside the road to beyond-the limits of visibility, -And must patrol a~ctively.
Above all, troops engaged in road clearing imist remain Alert and dispersed
at all times; in any other nosture, their court multiple Casualties from
claymores or other conmiand detonated mines.
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7.

4"

TRMNG:

a.

No unit should move outside a secured, permanent

base camp except in tactical formation.

Leaders at every level must regard

every move as training, and none must hesitate to stop a maneuver if it is
being done wrong.
b.
tunity.

Musketry for infantry units should be practiced on every oppor-

As a minimum, riflemen should be required to fire through a basic

load at maximum rate to teach them the meaning of volume fire, and to give
them a feel for their firepower.

Use of tracer ammunition, snap shooting at

surprise targets, night firing, and cross training on the machine gun and
grenade launcher is also helpful, and cannot be repeated often enough.

F"ire

team and squads must be permitted to conduct field firing as a team.
c.

After action critiques are superb training, and help signifi-

cantly in developing sound SOP.
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